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BRILLIANT 

EXCLUSIVE The new 800 Series 
loudspeaker you can afford ! 

DIGITAL DEMON 
New hi-res combo 
is devilishly talented 

BUDGET BELTER 
Goldring's latest is a 
vinyl-spinner's dream 



INTENSE 
The Rote/ RA 7 062 and RCD 7 072 

Individually, Rotel's latest CD player and amplifier will make a striking difference to the way you hear music. When they hook up with 

each other, though, it's a match mode in hifi heaven. The chemistry is instant, thanks to a shored pedigree of meticulous component 

selection, painstaking refinement and balanced design by Rotel's award-winning team of engineers. It's on intense relationship, 

and a powerful listening experience. Get them connected. 

To find out more about this perfect partnership, call B&W Loudspeakers UK on 01903 221500. 

ROT EL 

Rotel Europe, Dole Rood, Worthing, West Sussex BN 11 2BH, United Kingdom, www.rotel.com 



WELCOME TO HI-FI CHOICE 
To ensure you get the best information, opinion and advice, Ht Ft Choice 

employs the most knowledgeable and experienced h1 fr writers 1n the business 

"Music digs deep into our emotional core like no 
other art farm. It touches the soul and makes 
grown men weep. Hi-fi is simply a means ta a 
musical end - it provides the conduit far its 
energy and detail, delivers scale and space, 

ensures you get closer to the tone and impact at the original 
performance. It makes music seem more real and hence achieve 
its emotional goal. Quite simply, the music that moves you, 
moves you more." Tim Bowern, Editor 

PAUL MESSENCER DAN CEORCE 
A former HFC editor, Paul Dan is a huge hi-fi nut 
has been writing about his whose dream came true 
beloved hi-fi hobby for when he became HFCs 
nearly 30 years. In that reviews editor. Armed with 
time he has become one of a bristling contacts book 
the world's most respected and a pair of razor-sharp 
sonic scribes and probably ears, he ensures that only 
the UK's foremost the most interesting 
loudspeaker reviewer. products make it into HFC. 

RICHARD BLACK ART DUDLEY 
Richard is a professional One of the most respected 
musician, an experienced commentators on the 
recording engineer and a American hi-fi scene, Art has 
highly knowledgeable hi-fi written for numerous titles 
analyst to boot He has a including Hi-Fi Heretic, 
particular knack for writing Sounds Like and Listener. 
about complicated subjects Among other things, he is 
in a comprehensible way - currently 'editor-at-large' of 
and he only writes for HFC. US journal 5tereophi/e 

ESTABLISHED 1975 

HI-FI CHOICE is your essential guide to 

audio excellence in the home, from vinyl 

records to the latest digital music 

formats. For 30 years, our unique tests 

have brought you the most thorough 

and reliable hi-fi journal around. And our 

mix of cherry-picked kit, rigorous group 

tests and in-depth equipment reviews 

continues to ensure that HFC is the 

magazine you can trust. Published 13 
times a year, it's the smarter hi-fi read ... 

ALVIN COLD DAVID VIVIAN 
Alvin cut his hi-fi teeth in An award-winning 
retail, and has been writing journalist, David's sharp 
about his obsession for ears and equally 
more than 20 years. In that sharp powers of description 
time he has contributed his are a valuable mix for HFC 
encylopaedic knowledge to He also writes about cars, 
almost every hi·fi periodical but who needs the latest 
you can think of (and Lotus when you've got the 
several more besides). finest hi·fi to test drive? 

JASON KENNEDY ALAN SIRCOM 
Jason previously edited After a stint selling hi-fi, 
HFC, but can now be found Alan began his journalistic 
swanning about the wilds career at HFC some 12 
of Sussex indulging himself years ago. Now a successful 
with the very best hi-fi freelancer, you too can 
money can buy. His own benefit from his extensive 
system is simply sensational hi-fi knowledge, from purist 
(trust us) and his love of two-channel stereo to the 
music knows no bounds. latest multichannel gear. 

HIGHLIGHTS INSIDE » 

ULTIMATE GROUP TEST 
Six top integrated amplifiers priced from 
El.OOO to £1,600, are put before the Hi-Fi 
Choice inquisition. Bring on the comfy chair 

XPRESSIVE CONVERTER 
The fabulously neat Cyrus XP DAC/preamp 
takes the high-end CD world by storm 

B&W BRILLIANCE 
It may look familiar on the outside, but 
B&W's BOSS is all new __ . and wonderful, too 

DENON DOUBLE ACT 
Top-end universal player and multichannel 
amp with all the latest hi-res links 

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. •• 

The next issue of Hi-Fi Choice is on sale 
7 ApriL Don't miss a thing - see p72 for our 
latest great subscription offer 
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Inside your free 2nd-hand hi-fi mini-mag ... 

2 Guide to 2nd-hand kit - this issue, 

Epos Acoustics, plus DIY tips 
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Copland Audio Products: 

-

-

POWER 

Copland's design team believes that its greatest 

challenge is to use a scientific approach to 

create a product which conveys art. Although 

music has its basis in mathematics, its raison 

d'etre is to communicate emotion .. Soul. Spirit. 

To achieve this end, Copland has chosen to 

blend the best of proven technologies - the 

valve - with the most sophisticated of modern 

methodologies. Because of this, you will find a 

compact disc player in a range which also 

reveres the vinyl LP. You will find stereo 

playback, which has served pure music for a 

half-century, alongside multi-channel 

amplification, designed to recreate the cinematic 

event in the home. 

All of this reaches you, the music lover and 

cineaste, through components which reflect the 

most striking of Scandinavian virtues: 

minimalism, simplicity, clarity. 

-

-

-

-
absolutesounds ltd. 

CDA823 - High resolution CD player 

CTA305 - High Performance valve preamplifier 

CTA520 - Power amplifier (stereo or mono) 

0 

-=· 

CVA306 - Multi Channel Valve preamplifier 

COPL.OfVCt 

CVA535 - 5 channel Audio Video amplifier 

---

---

---

- -

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW T: +44 (0)20 89 71 3909 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62 

info@absolutesounds.com www.absolutesounds.com 





for the love of music ... 

Model 7000 Series Power Amplifiers 

Model 5000 Mark IV Signature 0/ A Processor 

At last - a CD playback 

system (pure and 

untouched 16-bit 

processing) and 

single-ended amplifiers 

cooked to perfection. 

Acustica Applicata (OAAO) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz-Micro • Cardas 

conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab 

McCormack • Muse Electronics • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri-Planar • Zanden Audio 

Distributed Exclusively by 

IAUDIOFREAKSI 
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO+ HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT 

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: info1@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk 
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® NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

� 
• 

HEGELP4A 
� Norwegian stereo specialist Hegel is launching its P4A preamplifier in the UK. 

\0 External design has been kept as simple as possible to fit in with the rest of Hegel's 

range, with only three controls: one to turn it on, one to select a source from the six 

possible inputs, and a third to adjust the system's volume. The P4A uses balanced internal 

amplifying stages and offers both balanced and single-ended inputs and outputs. It is 

designed to be partnered with the H4A power amplifier, which offers two channels of 300 

watts each into eight ohms and features a similar style, to make it look as minimalist as it's 

possible to make a 21 cm tall amplifier appear. 

Price P4A: £2,300, H4A: £4,100 Due now 

w 01785 711 232 ® www.hegel.com 
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PSBB25 
� Canadian manufacturer 

\0 PSB has added a second 

'bookshelf' model to its 

burgeoning Image series of 

loudspeakers. The new B2 5 is 

slightly larger than the current 

Bl5, and is designed either to 

be used in a stereo pair for 

music or as a rear speaker in a 

multichannel system. 

The standmount B25 uses the same 

25mm aluminium dome tweeter as the 

rest of the range, ensuring a coherent 

performance across the range. Bass/mid 

frequencies are provided by a l 65mm 

injection 'Moulded Metalized 

Polypropylene Cone' woofer, offering 

extension down to around 40Hz. The 

speaker is available in either black ash or 

maple veneers and has its own optional 

stand (pictured). 

Price £300 per pair Due now 

w 01908 319360 

€D www.psbspeakers.com 

KEF REFERENCE SERIES 
MODEL203 
� KEF has upgraded its successful Reference Series 

\0 with a new balance adjustment system for setting 

the speakers up to take better account of room 

acoustics. The three-position bass-level adjustment, 

boundary compensation device on previous models has 

been replaced by a new version. It allows two settings 

for bass level, and four for tweeter/super-tweeter level. 

This offers the user more flexibility in setting up the 

speakers to sound their best, by allowing for more 

precise adjustment in tonal balance. KEF has also taken 

the opportunity to improve bass performance across the 

Model 205, Model 203 and Model 201 speakers. At the 

other end of the price scale, KEF has announced a new, 

affordable subwoofer called the PSW 3500, which has a 

built-in 300-watt amplifier and costs £600. 

Price £3,000 per pair Due now 

w 01622 672261 ® www.kef.com 



MARANTZ DV7&00 

_J 
. . 

� Marantz has launched a more affordable universal disc player to sit below its new flagship DV9500 

'O machine (see AudioFile, HFC 264) The £700 DV7600 shares many features with its high-end sibling, but 

it manages to come in at less than half the price. It still plays an almost endless array of disc formats including 

DVD-Audio, SACD and CD-RW discs full of MP3 tracks, and has a top-notch selection of features including video 

up-conversion via the HDMI output, which offers both PAL and NTSC Progressive Scan. 

Differences between this player and the DV9500 include the use of a 12-bit/216MHz video DAC instead of 

the 14-bit version, and the more expensive player also has a propriety disc mechanism. Both players boast 

Analogue Devices' noise shaping video technology and 24-bit/192kHz audio DACs across all six channels. 

Price £700 Due spring 2005 

e 01753 680868 ,�; www.marantz.com 

NAIM FLATCAP 21 
le:'.\ Naim's ongoing mission to improve its 

'O components has finally got round to its famous 

power supplies, and the FlatCap 2x is the first fruit of 

this labour. It replaces the FlatCap 2, and improves on 

its predecessor by offering a re-designed transformer 

with a higher VA (voltage multiplied by current) 

rating, lower impedance and higher peak current 

ability. Capable of powering two Nairn components, it 

has a thicker, Fraim-friendly chassis and significantly 

larger heatsinks. Nairn Audio claims that it leads to 

improved sound quality, with better dynamics, clearer 

bass and a reduced system noise floor. 

Price £515 Due now 

e 01722 332266 ""www.naim-audio.com 

1111 

ARCAM DIVA DT91 
� Digital radio pioneer Arcam is at it again with 

'O the DiVA DT91. The British company was the 

first to market with a domestic DAB radio, and it has 

used all its expertise with this new tuner. The DT91 is 

a dual DAB and FM unit, and is set in the traditional 

DiVA casework. Under the bonnet, Arcam has paid 

special attention to the performance-dependant 

components, all of which are mounted on a four-layer 

high-grade PCB and include Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz 

audio DACs. It has both optical and coaxial digital 

outputs, as well as analogue. 

Price £450 Due now 

e 01223 203 200 ""www.arcam.co.uk 

® Soundbites 
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@HAPPENINGS 

@ The Insider 

@ Hi·Fi Diary 

APRIL 
14-17 The Smart Home Show 

NEC. Birmingham 
www.smarthomeshowco.uk 
Intelligent AV installatian extravaganza 

MAY 
5-8 High End 2005 

Munich, Germany 

JUNE 

GI isovi c@h 1 g hendsoci ety.de 
Indulge your aud1oph1le senses 

27-30 Cedia Expo 2005 
ICC, Birmingham 
www.ced1a.co.uk 
Annual custom installation showcase 
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Speaker know-how 
� American speaker company NHT has teamed up with DEQX and 

'O PowerPhysics to produce an active speaker system using digital 

crossovers. The NHT Xd is a subwoofer and satellite speaker system 

(pictured right) with a DSP-driven crossover using very steep filters to 

offer extremely accurate phase and frequency response. The digital 

crossover and four PowerPhysics OneCycle Sound Class D amplifers 

(150-watt per driver, bi-amp style) are all housed in the 'brain' of the 

system (pictured below). In 2.1 form, the NHT Xd will cost £4,995. 

In further loudspeaker-related news, Mirage has announced a 'three-in-one' speaker design, which combines 

the three front channels into a single enclosure. The UNl-Theater has an extruded aluminium enclosure, each 

channel housing one active and two passive drive units. The 

left and right channels have 'omniguide' modules that claim 

omni polar dispersion characteristics designed to broaden 

the soundstage to a claimed 360 degrees. 

Standard set 
� Denon Link 3 is the first 

'O hi-res digital audio interface 

to receive Sony and Philips' 

approval for the upcoming SACD 

2.0 specification. This will replace 

the existing SACD 1.3 spec and 

will be implemented in players and amplifiers 

within the next two years. Denon Link has already 

been approved by the DVD Forum for digital 

transmission of DVD-A signals. 

Elsewhere, Meridian, Lexicon and Mark Levinson have 

announced compatibility with Dual Disc (the dual-sided 

DVD/CD hybrid) in all available players. This follows a 

flurry of announcements by manufacturers concerned 

that Dual Discs might jam in transport mechanisms. 

Sony is warning owners of PS2 machines not to use 

Dual Discs as they could damage both disc and player. 

Hard cash for 
software 
� If you've got $ 700 to spare, German 

'O audiophile record label Hodie Music is 

offering you the chance to own a master tape 

quality DVD-R of any title from its classical 

catalogue. Hodie has created its own format called 

SA-DVD (Super Audiophile DVD), which offers 

either uncompressed 24-bit/96kHz 5.1-channel or 

24-bit/192kHz stereo disks recorded directly from 

the master tape onto DVD-R. The company 

eschews MLP lossless compression which is found 

on the DVD-Audio discs that are ostensibly similar 

and offers 70 minute discs for $700 and 140 

minute discs for $900. 



Magnetic turntable 
le:::\ Valve amp specialist EAR Yoshino is building its first turntable. It 

\0 incorporates striking new technology into the drive system - rather 

than employing a flat rubber belt, it uses a toothed affair to drive the 

sub-platter, which is magnetically decoupled from the platter. There is a 

3mm gap between the two components, to eliminate the speed 

fluctuation and rumble problems associated with flat belts. The toothed 

belt also allows the turntable to start and stop in one revolution, even 

though it features a substantial Corian platter. The platter and tonearm sit 

on a subchassis that has limited suspension using coil springs. It will play 

at 33, 45 and 78rpm, with the ability to adjust pitch for the latter. Seen in 

early prototype form at the Heathrow hi-fi show last autumn, the EAR 

Yoshino turntable is expected to be available in April. 

JIMMY'S TWEAKS #31 
HANDY HINTS FROM JIMMY HUGHES - Hl-Fl'S SUPER TWEAKER 

Dewobble your equipment stands 

If you're using dedicated equipment 

stands, particularly those made from 

metal and glass with adjustable spiked 

support points, it's important to avoid 

wobble. Trouble is, this can be disguised 

by a certain amount of 'give' in the 

materials used - the sheer weight of a 

big amplifier can bend the support so 

that it appears solid and free from wobble, when it isn't. It's vital to 

check the firmness of each individual section of a support stand. With 

multi-tier stands, check each section for solidity before going on to the 

next. The stand or support needs to be firm and free from wobble with 

no equipment in place. Only then will you get best results. And, use a 

good spirit level to check that each section is flat and level. 

TOP 10 BRIT AWARD WINNERS WITH HI-FI TEST CRED 

Brothers in Arms Dire Straits (British Album, 1987) 

2 Nothing Like the Sun Sting (British Album, 1988) 

3 Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band The Beatles (British Album, 1977) 

4 So Peter Gabriel (British Producer, 1993) 

5 Bridge Over Troubled Water Simon & Garfunkel (International Album, 1977) 

6 Titanic (OST) (Best Soundtrack, 1999) 

7 Listen Without Prejudice Vol 1 George Michael (British Album, 1991) 

8 Diamond Life Sade (British Album, 1985) 

9 Connected Stereo MCs (British Album, 1994) 

10 Seal Seal (British Album, 1992) 

®New Music 
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DISPATCHES 

Back to basics 

A loaf of bread, a jug of wine ... and a good LP 

W
ith all the new home technologies 

emerging these days - home cinema 

systems, hard disk music servers, PC media 

centres and the global fashion frenzy that is 

the iPod - I still like nothing more than to 

switch the phone off, settle in for the night 

and enjoy my music with a good old-fashioned, 

top-quality stereo hi-fi system. 

There's nothing like it. While the world seems 

bent on compromising quality for convenience, 

I insist on flying the flag for the kind of design 

that produces music perfectly and produces 

shivers-up-the-spine consistently. 

Which has led me, at times, to mutter some 

rather disparaging things about the current 

trend for DVD-based multimedia, multichanel, 

multieverything systems that appear to 

relegate music playback to little more than an 

afterthought. 

It's not just me. I've heard a fair amount of 

snobbery towards home cinema from the 

14 HI-FI CHOICE may 200S 

"I'll be sitting back with a glass of wine and 
my good old stereo hi·fi - and my vinyl." 
audiophile community at regular intervals. 

Often, the logic behind the snobbery is 

faultless. The average contemporary home 

cinema receiver packs in more channels of 

amplification than you can shake a stick at into 

a single box - not to mention a gazillion 

decoders, DSP modes and other functions -

and that would seem to betray the very values 

that have produced the finest-sounding stereo 

amps in hi-fi's rich history. 

Besides, the attempts to blend audiophile 

enthusiasm and the latest trends in home 

entertainment have been rather a damp squib 

so far - current sales of multichannel music 

formats seem to indicate that the general 

public couldn't give a monkey's about 

'surround music'. Meanwhile, the most 

passionate hi-Fi-literate music lovers still insist 

(rightly) that for the most sublime musical 

experience you need to listen to high-quality, 

two-channel products designed for sonic 

transparency above all else. Preferably using 

good old-fashioned vinyl. 

But I've been thinking. Perhaps this stereo 

snobbery isn't the whole story. In fact, there 

are some ways in which the evolution of home 

cinema is actually benefiting music 

reproduction. Take subwoofers for example. 

Before the development of the 5.1 standard 

made subwoofers an essential component of a 

home cinema system, I was always sceptical 

about them. I remember listening to a 

particularly well-recorded live concert album 

on a system using a sub and thinking that it 

sounded fine, apart from the fact that the bass 

sounded like it was being played in a separate 

venue. Actually, it sounded like it was being 

played on another continent. 

But the popularity of subwoofers has resulted 

in a new generation of subs that perform to a 

much higher standard, producing subtlety as 

well as slam, precision as well as power. Which 

means they're far better at reproducing 

genuinely musical bass. 

This kind of improvement can only be a good 

thing. Absolute audio perfection may be 

unattainable - especially in the multifunction 

systems that dominate the market nowadays -

but if manufacturers continue to improve 

performance this way, there's every reason to 

believe that the next generation of surround 

sound, universally disc-compatible systems will 

soon be making audiophile ears like mine a lot 

happier. In the meantime, though, I'll still be 



turning the phone off tonight, and sitting back 

with a glass of wine and my good old stereo 

hi-fi - and my vinyl collection. 

OommlC Ooi,yes is o free/once writer ond 

musician with o deep love of music and o 

corresponding passion for hi-fi 

It's fingerpickin' good 
The Colonels' special bluegrass recipe 

A
udiophiles are as likely as anyone else to 

enjoy music, the only obstacle being their 

tendency toward one-upsmanship: "You mean 

you don't own the original pink-label pressing 

of Bidet's The Fountain? Then you've never 

heard the music properlyl" But, here's 

something to break the pattern - a seminal 

pop album has re-appeared on the market aher 

an absence of almost a decade, and the people 

responsible for the CD re-mastering are true 

audio perfectionists. Yes, the Kentucky Colonels' 

Appolochion Swing can now be enjoyed at its 

best by anyone with $12 to spare. 

The story begins in 1964, when the group 

landed a contract with World Pacific Records. 

Built around the formidable mandolin/guitar 

duo of Roland and Clarence White - the latter 

of whom would later find fame as a member of 

the Byrds - the group arrived at the studio to 

discover the company wanted an instrumental 

album. They took it in stride, and in one 

marathon live-in-the-studio session, the 

Colonels recorded a twelve-song collection that 

to this day is regarded by bluegrass fans as 

towering classic of the genre - and by audio 

enthusiasts for its remarkably natural sound. 

The Kentucky Colonels' live act was fraught 

with tight - but faceless - harmony singing. So 

by dispensing with the vocals and aiming the 

spotlight on their masterful playing, producer 

Richard Bock took the group to an altogether 

better place, especially in bringing the White 

brothers' talent for instrumental dialogue to 

the fore. With alternating mandolin and guitar 

breaks replacing the vocals, the gospel number 

I Am o Pilgrim gained greater depth, and the 

same interplay brought new texture to 

standards like Billy In the Low Ground and the 

American folk chestnut John Henry Cl 

Launched around a decade ago, 

the BP2000 loudspeaker quickly 

put Definitive Technology on the 

map. It was a large, free-standing 

tower loudspeaker with a black piano gloss top 

and a black body stocking covering the rest of 

the enclosure. This is a simple and elegant way 

of reducing the cost of finishing an enclosure 

and keeping prices in check, even if the idea 

was not entirely new. The old Jim Rogers 

JR149 cylindrical speaker had an all-round 

reticulated foam wrap in the 1970s, along with 

a variety of variously decorated top plates to 

produce some individuality. KEF and 

Vandersteen also had models that looked 

similar to Definitive Technology's design at the 

time, and it was probably one of these models 

that provided the inspiration for the BP2000. 

Acoustically, however, the BP2000 was 

beholden to no one. Along with the Canadian 

Mirage company, Definitive Technology was a 

very early exponent of the bi pole concept, 

something still rare today. The basic idea was 

that an array of drivers was fitted to the front 

of the speaker (a l 60mm midrange unit and a 

25mm metal come teeter) in phase with a 

similar array on the back. This produced an 

output with a roughly omnidirectional 

dispersion pattern. The character of the sound 

reflected around the room boundaries from 

such speakers is a lot more in keeping with the 

directly radiated sound. 

It is true that Mirage's best efforts of the 

period were even closer to the ideal as the 

mid/treble enclosure was a lot shallower, 

which was possible because the company's 

front facing midrange unit backed onto the 

smaller rear facing tweeter and vice versa. But 

the BP2000 was simpler to build - there was 

no need for a large bass enclosure for example 

- and the cabinet form factor was another 

factor in the equation that lead to a relatively 

attractive selling price. And, if the result wasn't 

in the Mirage league, the BP2000 did much 

the same thing for much less money. It 

provided an airy and spacious, if slightly 

diffuse sound that retained consistency in 

balance over a large area. It didn't root the 

listener to one position in the listening room. 

"The BP2000 provided an 
airy and spacious, if 
slightly diffuse, sound that 
retained consistency." 

The other unusual - perhaps unique -

feature of the BP2000 was that the bass 

section was internally powered. In a design 

that has been widely copied since (and often 

without much success, it should be said), the 

side firing 38cm bass driver was powered by 

its own internal 300-watt amplifier, with 

controls on the back. These adjusted the 

crossover frequency, bass level and the ability 

to take its signal from the passive unit, or 

from a separate full-range, line-level input 

(low pass filtering was performed internally). 

Essentially, this was an early and technically 

highly successful example of a loudspeaker 

with a built in subwoofer. But, each 

loudspeaker also needed at least two wired 

inputs, signal and mains. 

The BP2000 spawned a host of other 

models, some essentially scaling exercises 

which were either bigger or smaller than the 

BP2000, and some later iterations designed to 

keep the framework of the design abreast of 

developments in the marketplace. But, in the 

UK, the BP2000 family fell victim to what can 

only be called structural changes in the market. 

In other words large, space consuming 

speakers that cannot be placed close to walls 

fell out of fashion, disproportionately affecting 

smaller brands. More than a pity for one of the 

all time bargains of the high-end. HFC 

Alvin Cold 
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"Elvis may have the 1,000th Number One, but 
it was the lowest-selling chart-topper ever." 
CJ The folk music label Rounder gained the 

rights for a CD reissue in 1993, but theirs was 

mastered from a DAT dub rather than the 

original three-track tape. So, it was good news 

indeed when DCC Records veterans Steve 

Hoffman and Sam Passamano, Jr. selected 

Appalachian Swing for reissue by their newish 

company S&P. Hoffman and Passamano 

uncovered the original master tape - and their 

reissue does sound marginally cleaner on some 

numbers, especially the rollicking Nine Pound 

Hammer. They've also chosen to reverse the 

left and right channels in their remastering, at 

least as compared with the Rounder release. 

Although I have yet to be sold on the rightness 

of one version over the other, it doesn't affect 

the performance. And it's easily adjusted ... 

If bluegrass music is merely something you 

associate with homemade liquor, Deliverance 

and questionable standards of familial 

interaction, here's a good reason to give it one 

more chance. Clarence White in particular, who 

died in 1973, was one of the most 

accomplished and inventive guitarists of any 

genre, and Appalachian Swing has him in peak 

form. That the album sounds so good is merely 
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icing on the cake. This is more than simply 

country music with added in-breeding. 

Art Dudley has written for Hi-Fi Heretic, 

Sounds Like and Listener. He lives in the US 

and works as Stereophile's editor-at-large 

The Lost Boys 
Is this the last generation of single buyers7 

T
he market for singles has dwindled away. 

The physical sliver of polycarbonate has 

been replaced almost entirely by insubstantial 

sales of downloaded music. Elvis may have 

landed the l,OOOth Number One single in 

January this year, but it also set the record for 

the lowest-selling chart-topper ever. One Night 

needed around 21,000 copies sold to vault to 

the top of the charts. Meanwhile, downloaded 

music shows a very different trend; according 

to the British Phonographic Industry data, in 

the final week of 2004, there were 312,000 

downloads sold against 282,000 'real' singles. 

But these bad-news stats for the single hide 

a dramatic shift for sales of physical lumps of 

plastic. Sales of seven-inch vinyl were at a five 

year high in 2004, which makes the slump in 

CD single sales all the more marked. And, 

while we are discussing trends in music 

carriers, spare a thought for the cassette single. 

According to those who count these things, 

cassette singles accounted for no sales 

whatsoever. Okay, so sales of cassette albums 

are still occasionally happening, and will as 

long as petrol stations continue to stock 

naff collections for weary sales reps to 

play in their Mondeos. But ultimately, the 

cassette is going the way of the 8-Track 

and the cassette single is officially, er, 

deader than Elvis. 

Why should the wavering trends in 

single sales concern us' Surely hi-fi is 

about albums, not singles' The problem 

could be that if they don't buy singles - or 

more importantly, don't play singles on their 

hi-fi - are they going to buy CD albums' 

Despite a boost in seven-inch single sales, if 

people are migrating from hi-fi to computer for 

their music, the need for a dedicated and 

separate hi-fi system is lessened. Some 

companies are attempting to address this, by 

including some degree of networked audio 

capability into hi-fi products. Sound servers are 

an obvious point of contact between the 

downloaded world and the realm of the CD. 

Other devices, like the I merge, Cyrus and 

Onkyo client boxes can act as both 'hi-fi' 

system and downloaded music output device. 

But this is not the standard way of playing 

downloaded singles; they move from 

filesharing or download management software 

to MP3 player to trash can or wastebasket. 

Branching off down the hi-fi line is an unlikely 

pathway. Instead, I think the network audio 

client/server system is designed for multi room 

on the cheap, not for aspiring downloaders 

coming to hi-fi for a first time. 

A generation of music buyers are just 

reaching puberty, a time when they become 

active consumers of music. Many may view CD 

carriers as unnecessary, and the generation 

that follow will be even less disposed to 

consider using CD. Teenage music buyers 

occasionally become twentysomething 

audiophiles, but if they consider their music to 

be entirely internet based, the chances of 

purchasing a hi-fi system is remote. 

It needn't be totally bleak for the hi-fi 

industry, though. The Windows Media Centre 



XP concept is a potentially exciting option to 

get the lost generation back to hi-fi A central 

media hub, that deals with everything from 

television to handling audio and video files, 

this is arguably the best crossover between the 

PC and domestic appliances. 

Of course it's early days, and people still run 

scared of using a PC as the home neNe centre. 

We still imagine that the PC will prevent you 

watching EastEnders because it thinks Alfie 

Moon is a virus or a box that crashes during 

Newsnight, causing you to be forced to listen 

to the greatest hits of Bob the Builder while it 

reboots. But these are just teething troubles. 

Maybe, those lost to CD will find their way 

back, thanks to bolting a hi-fi system to a 

Media Centre PC 

Alan S re began his journalistic career at 

HFC some 12 years ago. He hos since become 

one of the hi-fi and AV industry's most 

respected scribes 

The demise of SACD? 
Does next-generation audio have a futurei 

T
he CES consumer electronics showcase in 

Las Vegas this year was notable for the 

strengths of the rumours circulating concerning 

the future or otherwise of SACD (see HFC 265). 

Among them, I learned that in the US Sony 

Music had "pulled all funding for SACD" and 

that "the entire staff was let go", with a similar 

story about Telarc. Others had cut their SACD 

plans, and Dual Disc is the "hot product" in the 

US. On the hardware side, I was told that Sony 

Japan had dispersed its SACD development 

team, all future R&D had been stopped, and 

that it was to pull out of the SACD market. 

There are indeed worries for the future of 

SACD. One is the very limited range of SACD 

compliant mechanisms, now that Linn Products 

has taken over OEM supply. The lack of DSD 

compliance in the HDMI roadmap is also of 

concern, though i.Link/IEEE1394 provides a 

viable alternative. 

It's easy to be cynical about SACD, but any 

such move by Sony would be catastrophic for 

the development of high-fidelity generally, 

with ramifications that would spread far 

beyond the community of SACD users. By the 

way, SACD/DSD has not been mandated for 

the new Blu-Ray AV disc format, despite what I 

wrote last month, though it is "being studied". r:::::i 

@ If The Stone Roses threw down 

the gauntlet for rave/rock, then 

Screomadelica was its crowning 

glory - a synergy of two 

disparate cultures that for one glowing moment 

in the early 1990s fused into ecstasy. Bolted 

together at sixty-five minutes from sessions all 

over the place, Screomadelica is basically a 

collection of mixes with six singles preceding it. 

It all started when Primal Scream's Andrew 

Innes met producer Andrew Weatherall at 

Spectrum in London in 19B9. The Scream were 

a struggling group of Scots rockers with a love 

for the MC5, Love, New York Dolls, Big Star 

and Neil Young. Weatherall loved the ballad 

I'm Losing More Than I'll Ever Have from their 

second album and begged to remix it. A drum 

loop from an Italian bootleg disc, Felt's Martin 

Duffy on piano, a bit of Peter Fonda biker 

movie stuff and Bobby Gillespie singing Robert 

Johnson was all it took to make Loaded. It cost 

£500 and was recorded in a garage in 

Walthamstow, east London, but it coincided 

with the Prima ls' discovery of ecstasy and 

all-night partying. Now Coltrane, Sun Ra and 

funk started to infiltrate their minds. 

Jam Studios in Finsbury Park was the site of 

the next recording, Come Together, which saw 

the band taking so many drugs they all 

collapsed during recording. Gurgling effects, 

Nastassja Kinski, The Reverand Jesse Jackson 

and an Elvis guitar riff were mixed by 

Weatherall into another ecstasy gospel 

anthem. Broke and living on bad speed and 

hashish in a damp concrete bunker in Hackney 

in late 1990, the band scraped together 

enough money for a cheap sampler. For it they 

wrote Higher Thon The Sun, the rocker Movin' 

On Up, the lullaby Shine Like Stars and the 

Stonesy ballad Damaged. Then they gave 

Higher Than The Sun to The Orb, a group who 

specialised in killer drum/bass riffs and sheets 

of ambient sound. The results were 

astonishing: 6mins 43secs of hallucinogenic 

bliss and the central theme of the album. Part 

Strawberry Fields Forever, part Younger Than 

Yesterday, Gillespie thought its June 1991 

single release was the most important event in 

the UK since Anarchy In The UK! 

"Gillespie thought its 
release was the most 
imponant event in the UK 

since Anarchy In The UM!" 
Weatherall brought in veteran bassist Jah 

Wobble for the extended Higher mix as a 'dub 

symphony', a session at Jam fuelled by brandy 

and hash. Perhaps Weatherall's finest moment 

on Screamadelica is the neNy electric rave 

anthem Don't Fight It Feel It, initially a tune by 

dance combo Hypnotone with a fabulous soul 

vocal from singer Denise Johnson, who at that 

point joined Primal Scream. Now a multi-ethnic 

rock/dance combo, the skittering, infectious 

song (made more so by Martin Duffy's 

glittering Chicago house-style keyboards) was 

released in August 1991 to club euphoria. 

Now on a roll, the band took LSD to finish 

the album at Jam with Weatherall, producer 

Hugo Nicholson and The Orb in tow Yet 

Weatherall was reluctant to touch rockier 

numbers like Movin' On Up and Damaged and 

Creation Records supreme Alan McGee was 

desperate for an album. In a fit of pure 

optimism Andrew Innes took the songs to 

America for the attention of legendary Rolling 

Stones/Traffic producer Jimmy Miller. 

With a simple aciiid-friendly sleeve, 

Screamadelica came out in September 1991 

and charted immediately, reaching number 

eight. It was a troubled birth, but the group 

had delivered undoubtedly their best album 

and quite probably the important LP of the 

ecstasy generation. HFC 
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CJ I spent some of my time in Las Vegas 

tracking down the sources and the veracity of 

these rumours. It turns out that one of the 

major rumour sources is a prestigious 

high-end manufacturer apparently 

drawing on information from a contact 

within Sony; another being a prominent 

record producer working in the DVD-Audio 

arena. From my contacts with Sony, I got a flat 

denial that it was pulling the plug. Sony Japan 

has indeed shut down the SACD development 

team because their job has been done, and the 

project has been handed over to the hi-fi 

division. Product development continues 

apace, with significant new products that we 

will hear about shortly. SACD version 2 is 

being mooted, for which Denon's Digital Link 

has already received approval. There are plenty 

of important SACD titles in the works from 

Telarc and Sony too, though Sony Music has 

always been ambivalent about SACD, perhaps 

to mark its independence. 

The bottom line is that neither SACD nor 

DVD-Audio has been an outstanding success 

so far, but from what I can see, there's no need 

to worry about the future of these formats yet. 

Alvin Cnld began writing about hi-fi more 

than 20 years ago and hos since become one 

of the UK's most internationally renowned 

audio and AV reviewers 

There's only one ... 

Who needs a multichannel Robbie Williams' 

I 
was sitting with Paul Barton, an esteemed 

audio engineer and loudspeaker designer, 

and Paul Messenger, a brilliant audio journalist 

and commentator, at a hi-fi show last year. It 

was the Heathrow one and a good show it was 

too - I can't remember what the hotel's called 

now; once upon a time, it was the Penta. Paul 

Messenger, bless him, might not remember 

this, but the two sages sat and talked hi-fi. 

It was interesting to listen to the pair of 

Pau Is; not a word of pretence was uttered by 

either of them. And, what's more, they were 

talking about music. Endearing, not to say, 

refreshing, I mused. I needed some respite of 

this kind, too ... for earlier, in one of the rooms 

at the show, some clown had been playing me 

that ghastly Robbie Williams thing, you know, 

the one where he 'sings' with Frank Sinatra. It's 
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"I don't want to be accused of dinosaur-like 
propositions regarding where hi·fi is today." 
on DVD, I gather, and it was being shown on 

widescreen T V  and played through about 20 

speakers. Awful. 

Back to Paul and Paul. Naturally, the subject 

of multichannel came up - and before I 

continue, remember they were talking about 

hi-fi, that's high fidelity. I stress this because -

as you read on and get the thrust of my 

thoughts - I don't want to be accused of any 

dinosaur-like propositions regarding where hi-fi 

is today. Of course, you need a multichannel, 

multispeaker set-up to accurately enjoy the 

films of today. They sound superb, exciting and 

inspiring. Get as many as you want, for you 

need centre channels, rears and subwoofers for 

the real experience of audio-visual. But, as the 

two Pauls suddenly agreed, you only really 

need one loudspeaker to hear music. They 

were being fanciful, of course. Stereo, by its 

very name requires two of the chaps. But, for 

pure audio, no more - please I 

Despite what some might tell you, it actually 

does only take two channels to arouse the 

emotion, passion, excitement and soul derived 

from listening to music. Okay, so the trend, 

we're told constantly, has turned in favour of 

AV products - and few can deny that. Nor can 

anyone deny the fun of a good home cinema 

system, for playing exciting and 

entertaining movie soundtracks. But also 

nobody should overlook the joy of listening to 

two-channel stereo. Serious, music-loving 

brands have always been very strong players in 

two-channel stereo and, although in recent 

years some credible former two-channel 

champion companies have made the transition 

to being globally recognised AV brands, they 

have continued to produce first class stereo 

products, too. This latter factor has brought 

about tremendous interest for those gallant 

companies still persevering with two-channel 

stereo. For them there has been a mini 

resurgence in two-channel sales. 

AV products have been almost reduced to 

commodity status and while the public at large 

expectantly awaits striking evolutionary 

changes, some bright souls are returning to 

decent quality two-channel music systems. Not 

only that, there is evidence to suggest that 

discerning consumers are being constantly 

disappointed by the poor audio quality and 

failure of the run-of-the-mill AV products to 

effectively deliver rated specifications. 

The two Pauls had it right. For music, there's 

only one solution - two-channel stereo. Unless, 

of course, you like Robbie Williams. Then, 

that's your bleedin' problem. 

Andy Gile' is one of British hi-fi's biggest 

personalities. A former journalist, he hos strong 

industry ties and a long-standing PR business 



Multichannel medals 

The Crammy Awards are now surrounded 

I
magine the pressure; you have to deliver the 

sound for the Grammy Awards, with a live 

audience of around thirty million people in the 

USA alone and an auditorium filled with the 

most talented engineers and artists in the 

business. All you have to do is create a Dolby 

Digital broadcast mix - in real time - that will 

wow all of the above. Oh, and produce an 

instantaneously downloadable single entitled 

Across the Universe which will raise funds for 

the tsunami relief charities at the same time. 

Hidden away at the end of hundreds of miles 

of wire at the back of LA's Staples Center 

(which is normally used as a sports venue) in 

Effanel's L7 state-of-the-art mobile recording 

facility, you'll find the men charged with this 

daunting task: Jay Vicari and John Harris. 

The opening sequence this year featured The 

Black Eyed Peas, Gwen Stefani, Los Lonely 

Boys, Maroon 5 and Franz Ferdinand, all on 

stage at the same time. This meant five 

different surround mixes, all running 

simultaneously and converging at various 

points. While the concept itself sounds next to 

impossible, the end result sounded amazing. 

The surround tour de force that is the 

Grammy Awards telecast is largely down to the 

producing skills of the Hank Neuberger and 

legendary producer Phil Ramone. 

This year the Recording Academy introduced 

a Gram my specifically for a music title 

presented in surround. Who better to pick up 

the award than Phil Ramone himself, for 

Genius Loves Company, an SACD from Concord 

Records by Ray Charles, which fended off 

competition from five other high-resolution 

titles, including Roxy Music's Avalon (SACD) 

and Nick of Time by Bonnie Raitt (DVD-Audio). 

Al Schmitt, another multichannel music 

stalwart and co-master of ceremonies at the 

Surround Music awards was responsible for the 

mix itself, another highly deserving winner 

Genius Loves Company also carried off the 

prestigious Album of the Year, Best Engineered 

Album and Best Pop Vocal Album awards, 

putting stereo well and truly in its place I 

Stuart M Robinson is editor and publisher of 

HighFidelityReviewcom, a website dedicated to 

high-resolution digital sound 

The ability of two loudspeakers to 

recreate a believable image in 

width and depth, is remarkable 

and fortunate. It's intuitively 

obvious that if you play a sound through two 

speakers, equally spaced from a centre line in 

front of you, the sound will appear to be 

coming from between the speakers. In detail, 

though, the matter is quite subtle. 

We hear positioning mostly by temporal 

(timing) cues. This is relatively easy to establish 

in outline by using headphones, where each 

ear has its own dedicated sound source. I've 

just now tried this using a couple of words of 

female speech, recorded in mono. Roughly, a 

6dB channel imbalance between the channels 

in replay (that's one channel twice the level of 

the other) is equivalent to a time delay of 

0.1 ms (about the time it takes sound to travel 

one inch) in terms of how much off-centre it 

pulls the image. 

When considering loudspeaker reproduction, 

one must remember that we have two ears and 

they both hear both speakers. Imagine an 

'ideal' stereo set-up in which speakers and 

listener make a symmetric triangle. A sound is 

played through both speakers at the same 

instant. Since the distance from left speaker to 

left ear is exactly the same as that from right 

speaker to right ear, each ear hears the sound 

at the same moment. A fraction of a second 

later, the signal from the left speaker reaches 

the right ear and vice versa, but since this is 

sti 11 symmetric it makes no difference. The 

sound is perceived as arriving at both ears 

simultaneously and we interpret that as being 

directly in front of us. 

But, suppose the sound is a little louder in 

the left speaker. Now the situation gets easier 

to analyse if we remember that all real sounds 

can be represented as some sum of various 

sinewaves. By doing some school-level 

trigonometry (go on, you remember all that 

stuff) it is possible to prove that what we 

actually hear is much the same signal in each 

ear but phase-shifted at the left one so that, 

effectively, the left ear can be said to hear it 

first. We naturally interpret that as meaning 

that the sound came from left of centre. 

"If you play a sound 
through two speakers, it 
will appear to be coming 
from between them." 

At very high frequencies, the head itself 

'shades' the left ear from the right speaker etc. 

and amplitude differences start to dominate. 

The time difference effect, however, dominates 

below a few kHz. Oddly, time differences 

between the speakers are rather less important, 

because each ear hears each speaker. 

Now, we're very sensitive to stereo 

positioning shifts, able to detect as little as five 

microsecond delays between one ear and the 

other. That converts in amplitude terms to 

around 0.25dB. Pretty tight tolerances, and we 

haven't even got on to image depth yet. In 

fact, that's rather less scientific, based a lot on 

our expectations of direct versus reverberant 

sound, but at least as subtle. And here's the 

real killer: just as intermodulation distortion 

can occur between two sinewave tones, it can 

just as well occur between two sound sources, 

each with its own position in space. This 

creates a 'phantom' sound source. 

There are lots of other ramifications of 

stereo imaging, not least what happens in a 

real listening room full of resonators, 

obstructions and so on. We lack the space to 

investigate further this time around, but we 

hope by now you'll have started to 

understand why this wonderful but fragile 

phenomenon is so easily affected by even the 

smallest imperfection in the audio chain I HFC 

Richard Black 
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SENNHEISER HD595 
HEADPHONES £150 
le:'.\ This open-backed headphone claims to employ some of the key 

\0 technologies of the top H 0650 model, which we greatly enjoyed a 

few issues back. At half the price, the HD595 feels more plasticky, but 

this is still a well-made headphone. Importantly, it sits comfortably on the 

head and has enough room within the cups for the largest pair of ears. 

The sound definitely justifies the claimed relation to the HD650. For a 

start, it is extremely well-balanced tonally, with none of the spittiness 

that mars too many budget, and even some mid-price, headphones. Bass 

is really solid and while, of course, it can't really kick you in the stomach 

the way good speakers do, it goes a long way to making you think that it 

can. Meanwhile, detail is very good indeed, giving new insights into 

familiar recordings left, right and centre. One of the best under f300. 

m 01494 551551 {'* www.sennheiser.co.uk 

TCI DIAMONDBACK 
SPEAKER CABLE £7.99 
(PRICE PER METRE - TERMINATION EXTRA) 
le:'.\ An unpretentious, spaced-twin cable, thin enough to disappear 

\0 under a thickish carpet and soft and flexible enough to stay there. 

Construction is stranded and of moderate resistance, while capacitance is 

low Sound is slightly on the bright side tonally but not without decent 

bass extension and control. Stereo imaging is for the most part good, 

slightly less so in the depth direction than in width, however. The acoustic 

decay of transients is well preserved, but watch out for dryness to the 

sound, especially in music with a lot of treble energy. Decent value. 

m 07710 196949 @ www.true-colours.com 
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SONIFEX RB-DACl 
DIGITAL-TO-ANALOGUE CONVERTER £425 
© Several features about this unit positively scream 'pro', from the 

presence of an AES/EBU digital input to the lack of feet. It could 

make a great add-on for a computer-based 'sound server' (or audio editor 

come to that), or it could function as an upgrade for a digital TV set-top 

box with a digital output. The headphone output (which alone responds 

to the volume control) increases the attraction for either of those roles. 

To be brutally frank, sound is not outstanding. It is tonally neutral and 

noise is low, but it is far from the clearest-sounding DAC we've come 

across. It gets too easily bewildered by complex music and tends to cause 

images to collapse somewhat, especially in the depth dimension. Still, 

with next to no competition it has a place for the aspiring semi-pro. 

m 01933 650700 (ii) www.sonifex.co.uk 

SOLLATEK PUREAC 
MAINS FILTER £52 
© Sollatek makes a range of mains clean-up devices, primarily aimed 

at the computer market. This little unit builds in a comprehensive 

filter that reduces ultrasonic noise on the mains (the effect within the 

audio band is limited), plus spike absorbers, and even indicates when the 

spike absorbers are getting worn out through repeated 'zapping'. Clever. .. 

but we have to report that, while it does seem to clean up intrusive clicks 

to a noticeable extent, it also slightly softens the sound of various source 

and amplification components tried with it. This seems to be a common 

enough finding with non-audio-specific filters, but its modest price 

commends it for click-ridden systems nonetheless. 

m 01753 688300 �;:: www.sollatek.com 



ETON MINI 300 PE 
PORTABLE RADIO £25 
le:::'.\ Though it's not strictly hi-fi, this little gem provides music on the 

'Cl move with such panache, we can imagine it appealing to those 

who value good sound. Of course, there's no bass whatsoever, but the 

midrange is surprisingly clear and intelligible. Coverage of FM, MW and 

seven shortwave bands makes it a real traveller's toy, and control is 

simple with analogue tuning (digital readout) and volume, plus alarm 

and sleep functions. There's one silly function: FM switches to stereo 

when headphones are plugged in, which makes for poor reception. In 

mono, though, it's great. 

S 023 9 231 3090 \if.• www.nevada-radios.co.uk 

WIREWORLD ECLIPSE 
INTERCONNECT CABLE £500 (1 M PAIR) 
le:::'.\ Wireworld's 'Reference' level interconnect is clearly a quality item, 

'Cl with exceptionally chunky plugs (silver-plated copper, apparently) 

and, for a high-end cable, friendly handling qualities. It uses Wireworld's 

'Symmetricoax' design, which would account for the highish capacitance, 

while high-quality materials ensure that losses are low at all frequencies. 

There's no doubting that the sound from this cable is very good indeed, 

with masses of detail, superb imaging, peerless extension and neutral 

tonality, notwithstanding a very slightly 'dark' quality. But is it five times 

as good as the best cables at £1007 Is it, in fact, better than them? Only 

just, we'd suggest. Buy it and enjoy it, if you're feeling too flush, but 

several cheaper cables (including Wireworld's own) offer better value. 

S 020 8991 9200 \iv www.wireworldaudio.co.uk 

QEDQUNEX3 
INTERCONNECT CABLE £40 (1 M PAIR) 
© This smart-looking interconnect certainly ticks all the right boxes. 

Pseudo-balanced construction, low-loss dielectric, foil and braid 

screening, silver-plated copper - it's all there, plus QED's own phono 

plugs. These are some of the best around as they grip the socket to just 

the right extent, and are easy to grab and pull. 

Sound is very good - clear and detailed, with excellent extension both 

upwards and downwards. Resolution of detail is good too, while imaging 

is clear and stable, if on occasion a little compressed. Tonally there seems 

to be a very mild treble shyness which subtly smoothes the sound - no 

bad thing, in many situations I Fine value. 

a 01279 SOllll \ii) www.qed.co.uk 

SOUND ORGANISATION ZS 
EQUIPMENT SUPPORT £219 
© This steel-and-glass stand uses a very rigid rear support with 

cantilever arms for the shelves, topped with glass that looks 

worryingly thin but seems strong enough. Indeed, maximum load per 

shelf is rated at SOkg, which is more than anything we can think of that 

would actually fit on them. The four-shelf version offers more space, but 

neither version is adjustable. Assembly is easy enough, though the 

instructions could be better. Spikes are standard, castors an option. 

Like pretty much all metal and glass stands, this one has its own 

signature, but it's not particularly obtrusive, mainly limited to warming 

the midrange and smearing detail slightly. It provides essentially no 

isolation from the environment, and as such is not well suited to 

microphonic components (turntables), but it is stable, smart and well 

designed and we're happy to recommend it. 

a 01279 SOllll (!1) www.soundorganisation.net 
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Ware's house 
These days, former eighties electro-pop maestro Martyn Ware is immersed in the multi-speakered 

world of surround sound. If he has his way, 5.1 won't be the future of music - it'll be 16.4 ... 

M 
artyn Ware may not be a household 

name these days, but the chances 

are you will have heard - if not 

owned - at least one of his albums. These 

include the first two Human League records 

and the classic Heaven 17 Penthouse And 

Pavement album with Ian Craig Marsh. Since 

those heady days, Ware has been producing 

music for other artists, including Tina Turner's 

comeback hit Let's Stoy Together. which was 

originally released on Ware's B.E.F. (British 

Electric Foundation) covers album. Ware also 

produced the phenomenally successful The 

Hardfine According To Terence Trent D'Arby, 

which sold nine million copies. 

Nowadays, Ware has become immersed in 

the world of multichannel music; not 5.1 

surround sound but 16.4, in the case of the 

Brixton studio where he mixes his work, and 

often more channels in the live events he 

produces as the Illustrious Company alongside 

Vince Clarke of Erasure. In his octagonal studio 

at Paul Gilliearon Acoustic Design, Ware has 

eight B&W 602 speakers mounted at around 

two metres high and another eight at floor 

level, with four B&W subs around the room. 

Ware uses a dedicated computer system 

called Lake Huron that he designed to render 

music in three dimensions. By using a graphic 

interface and a joystick, Ware can put each 

instrument anywhere in the room, and have it 

move around the room as the music plays. The 

system can be used to render as many 

channels as you like - just tell it where those 

speakers are in the room and it 'convolves' a 

three-dimensional sound image. 

Despite the apparent complexity of the 

system, Ware maintains it actually makes 

mixing easier. "It's much, much more complex 

mixing in stereo," he says. "You've got less 

space; you've got to slice it together, compress 

everything and make it all sit on different 

Essential Manyn Ware 

1. Heaven 17 - Penthouse and 

Pavement (1981) 

Ware, Ian Craig·Marsh and Glen 

Gregory put electro·pop on the 

map with their debut - not as 

commercially successful as the Human 

League, but it had more credibility. (We Don't 

Need This) Fascist Grove Thang is a true classic 

"I approve of a higher fidelity medium, but I 
have a problem with the cost of SACD." 
frequency ranges. The beauty of a set-up like 

this 3D system is that you can leave everything 

pristine and pure, and you you don't have to 

EQ it to make it work or squeeze it toothpaste 

tube-like through two speakers. 

"I approve of the idea of a higher fidelity 

medium, but I have a problem with the cost of 

SACD players. It's all very well in an ideal 

world where you used to have eighties style 

budgets for producing an album, but I'm 

designing things as a pop producer for the 

mass market I'm not designing for audiophiles. 

In a nutshell I would be in favour of a 

commercial medium that is of a higher spec. 

"We always work at 16-bit/44.l kHz. The 

chain of getting it to the public is always going 

to be degraded to 16/ 44.l (CD) anyway. You've 

got to be realistic about these things. That's if 

2. B.E.F. -Music of Quality and 

Distinction, Vol. 1 (1982) 

Ware and Ian Craig-Marsh's 

unusual combination of artists 

and songs. It goes from the 

sublime Ball of Confusion sung by Tina 

Turner to the slightly ridiculous These Boots Are 

Made for Walking by Paula Yates. 

you get it in CD quality. Unless it's SACD and 

that's a different matter, that's great" 

At present, all his work is used for specific 

events and there is only one multichannel 

recording (DTS 6.1) available, which is 

featured on B&W's A Sound Experience DVD 

(available free via www.bwBOOcom) 

But, will this sort of technology become 

commonplace in the home at some point in 

the future7 "Yeah, why not7" says Ware. "This 

technology is ready; if DTS or Dolby said we 

want this as a new audio standard and we're 

going to pay for the marketing they could have 

it now. It could get off the ground very quickly. 

That's why working with people like B&W is 

great - it's a world brand and it's another part 

of the lobby." HFC 

3. Heaven 77 - Bigger than 

America (1996) 

The comeback album proved that 

H 17 has lost none of its power. 

While you can hear the early 

Jason Kennedy 

eighties style that made the band's name, 

this is a fresh take on a classic theme, delivered 

with considerable finesse. 
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I 
A SUPERB NAIM CD5X 
CD PLAYER WORTH 

II !1,450! 

F
or anyone looking for audiophile sound at real world prices, Naim's CDSx is a sure bet. 

Launched late last year, this highly-accomplished CD player is one of just a handful of 

Nairn x-series products designed to sit above the marque's entry-level range. The new 

CDSx player is based on the excellent CD Si, with a number of crucial modifications to suit even 

the most demanding listener. There's now a dedicated circuit board for the Philips transport 

mechanism and a new toroidal mains transformer that provides a stiffer power supply, alongside 

24-bit Burr-Brown DACs of the sort found in Naim's high-end CDX2 and CDS3 players. 

The result of all this meddling is nothing short of spectacular- music sounds as close to the real 

thing as you can imagine for the money. We awarded the CDSx a Best Buy badge in the March 

issue (HFC 264) for its exceptional musicality and strong reflection of the music being played and for 

your chance to win one, simply answer the question below. The lucky winner will be drawn at random. 

QUESTION: TO ENTER: 

of Wrexham. He receives a gorgeous 
Electrocompaniet ECI 3 
integrated stereo amp! 

What is the result of all Naim's meddling 
with the CDSx? 

A: Nothing short of spectacular 

By Phone: Simply call 0905 053 3352 and follow the 

instructions (your call will cost SOp per minute and last no 

longer than 90 seconds) 

B: Nothing shorter than TV's Ronnie Corbett 

C: Nothing shorter than one of Willy 

Wonka's Oompa-Loompas 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

By Text: Send the message HFC COMPl with the answer A, 

B, or C to 83070. For example, if you think the answer is 

C: Nothing shorter than one of Willy Wonka's Oompa-Loompas, 

then text HFC COMPl C to 83070 

Employees of Future Publishing (including freelancers) and their relatives and any agents involved are ineligible to enter. The editor's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. Prizes cannot 

be exchanged for cash. Closing date for entries is 6th April 2005. The entries will be judged after the closing date and the winners will be notified by telephone within ten days of that date. Prizes will be sent 

out within 28 days of notification by the companies involved, not Hi-Fi Choice or Future Publishing. Entering costs - BY TEXT: lx SOp (including VAD for each entry plus your usual text message cost This 

service is available to T-Mobile, Orang�Vodafone and 02 customers only. BY PHONELINE: Each call costs SOp per minute and last approximately 90 seconds. Please remember to get permission from the 

person who pays the bill before you enter. No purchase necessary. Alternatively, please send your name, address and telephone number with the correct answer to: Hi-Fi Choice, Future Publishing, 99 Baker 

Street, London Wl U 6FP. Technical problems? Contact the service provider. Opera Telecom (Future), PO Box 9107, Birmingham B7 4TT. 
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This month's varied musical morsels 
Reviews by Alvin Cold, Jason Kennedy, Dave Oliver, Mark Prendergast, 
Phil Strongman and Nigel Williamson 

In The Court OfThe Crimson King 

(Original Master Edition) 
Island 

Music: From Barry Godber's incredible 
cover painting to the awesome 
drumming, Mellotron synthesiser and 
guitar sounds, King Crimson's debut 
album burst on the UK music scene in 
1969. Robert Fripp, Pete Sinfield, 
Michael Giles, Ian McDonald and Greg 
Lake had the nous to ditch normal rock 
structures and work within jazz, 
avant-garde and the classics of Dvorak 
and Stravinsky. If Moonchild is a bit on 
the twiddly side, Epitaph, Schizoid Man 

and the title track all resound with a 
particular grandeur. **** 
Sound: A first-time transfer of the 
master, this H DCD has huge dynamic 
range which supports the music's 
thunderous drums and Mellotron 
effects. By far the best-sounding Court 

ever released. ***** MP 

Brute/Warner 

SOLOMON BURKE 
Make Do With What You Got 
Sony BMG 

Music: One of the great sixties soul 
survivors, King Solomon continues the 
remarkable renaissance begun by 
2002's Grammy-winning comeback 
Don't Give Up On Me with another fine 
batch of songs. The prevailing mood is 
one of warm, after-hours funk, on 
mature interpretations of compositions 
by Bob Dylan, Van Morrison and Hank 
Williams. But the ferocious I Need Your 

Love In My Life shows that even at 64 
he can still rip it up. Dr John contributes 
an instant classic in the title track and 
Burke digs deep into the emotional well 
for a blistering take on the Stones' I Got 

The Blues. Magnificent. **** 
Sound: All you really need is the voice, 
but producer Don Was brilliantly coaxes 
a sixties Memphis sound from the 
backing band. It's like soul's golden era 
never went away. **** NW 

Music: Want a new name to drop? Look no 
further then LA quartet Rilo Kiley, whose odd 
moniker is surely going to be on everybody's lips 
before the end of 2005. Their third album (and 
first to get major label distribution) is full of 
smart hooks and seductive arrangements and 
represents a subtle shift into the mainstream after the studied indie cool of their 
earlier efforts. But it's frontwoman Jenny Lewis (a former child actress in The 

Colden Girls) who is the star attraction. She writes the songs and also emerges 
here as a singer with the effortless sexuality of a young Debbie Harry or Chrissie 
Hynde. **** 
Sound: It's not quite Fleetwood Mac, and their new success hasn't meant the 
album reaches audiophile standards, but a dreamy West Coast sheen has been 
added to their spikier instincts that should guarantee their major-league 
breakthrough. *** NW 

DOMENICO SCARLATTI 
Sonatas 

Andreas Staier (harpsichord) 
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi 82876 67375 2 

Music: Scarlatti was a conteporary of 
Bach and Handel who left a vast legacy 
of sonatas. The music was structurally 
modernistic, although harmonically it 
broke no new ground. This two CD set 
is tackled by Andreas Staier, one of the 
world's leading harpsichord specialists, 
with passion and gusto. The music is 
surprisingly varied - as the cover 
notes remark, there isn't really a typical 
Scarlatti sonata.***** 
Sound: Not much information was 
provided about the recordings, except 
that they were made in the early 1990s 
on a harsichord modelled on German 
instruments of around 1740. The 
recordings are clean-limbed and 
atmospheric, but the main emphasis is 
on clarity of line. A rewarding and 
thoroughly enjoyable set.**** AC 

MIKALOJUS KONSTANTINAS 
CIURLIONIS 
Symphonic Poems: In The Forest, The 

Sea; Cantata: De Profundis 

Juozas Domarkas (conductor), 
Lithuanian SO, Kaunas State Choir 
MSCXD-007 

Music: Painter and composer MK 
Ciurlionis is the unofficial national 
composer of Lithuania. The Sea 

(contemporaneous with Debussy's 
namesake) and In the Forest are his best 
known orchestral works. The music is in 
Mahler territory, though concentrated 
in feel. The cantata De Profundis is a 
major choral work, the only one of its 
kind from Ciurlionis. ***** 
Sound: Apart from some rough choral 
ensemble, this is a well-recorded disc. It 
has an honest quality, perhaps lacking 
in sophistication, but somehow this 
seems to enhance the idiomatic feel of 
the performances. ****AC 



THIS MONTH'S CLASSIC HI-FI TEST DISC "Jarrett covers the full emot1onat gamut" 

KEITH JARRETT Eyes OfThe Heart ECM 

Music: Jarrett is indisputably the king of contemporary jazz 

improvisation and this fact could not be any clearer than at 

this 1976 performance in Bregenz, Austria. Accompanied 

by Paul Motian on drums, Dewey Redman on sax and 

Charlie Haden on bass, Jarrett's piano covers the full 

emotional gamut. He has a degree of connection with his 

fellow musicians that is uncanny; it's not just a case of 

them following his unpredictable yet rhythmically coherent 

path, they are alongside hirn feeling the direction that the 
music takes them. There is a solo piano section on Part Two 

that finds Jarrett at his most subtle - the audience is 
mesmerised, and you will feel that way too.***** 

Sound: A piano with a strong, full-bodied sound and a 

band that can whip up real energy and power. In all, a 

superb analogue recording and - being one of ECM's 
finest - a disc to cherish. ***** JK 

THE MILK-EYED MENDER 

Drag City 

Music: Her music has been described as 

'Appalachian·meets-avant-garde folk', and 

as such Joanna Newsom is certainly something 

very different. But, for once, the quirky 

description fits perfectly. For one thing, she's a 

classically-trained harpist, and for another she 

sings in a voice like none you've ever heard. Perhaps this is why Newsom has 
played alongside the likes of Bonny 'Prince' Billy so successfully. The elfin 

22 year old San Francisco-based musician generally plays solo, using her harp as 
lyrical accompaniment to the songs she sings in a slightly arch, childlike wail 

that can take a bit of getting used to. Persevere, however, and this is a music of 

much beauty: touching, tender, alive with possibilities and with a fairy tale-like 

quality of wide-eyed wonder. ***** 

Sound: Largely recorded at home with just a couple of microphones for harp 

and voice (with occasional keyboards) this is an intimate sounding record that 

invites you in and holds you there. *** DO 

TORI AMOS 
The Beekeeper 

Sony BMG 

Music: Cornwall's immigrant returns 

with her first original album since 

2002's Scarlet's Walk. Style-wise she's 
again back in the zone of her early 

successes, but with a few more soulful 
colours to her confessional and 

emotionally charged songs. Of the 19 

tracks crammed onto the album, The 

Power Of Orange Knickers, a surprisingly 

powerful duet with singer-songwriter 

Damien Rice is a high point, as is the 

sensual strut of Sweet The Sting and the 

soaring multitracked vocals of single 

Sleeps With Butterflies.**** 
Sound: Recorded and self-produced in 
her state-of-the-art Cornwall studio, the 
sound is rich and sumptuous, warm and 

intimate, and perhaps a trifle too cosy 

on occasion to do these very personal 

songs full justice.**** DO 

DAMIEN DEMPSEY 
Shots 

IRL 

Music Damien Dempsey regularly sells 
out 1,000 seater venues in Dublin, and 

it's easy to see why with this latest 

album - acoustic but full, purely sung 

but with songs that deal in realism. 

Throughout it all his voice maintains an 

edge that commands attention, yet his 

tunes are as pretty as the songs are, 

often, bleak. Dempsey doesn't mind the 

cracks showing either. But there's 

something grand and life-affirming 

about it all too - no matter how stoned 

or skint or desperate are Damien 
Dempsey's anti-heroes, they haven't 

given up. In an age of processed pap, 
this, similarly, shines out. **** 
Sound: Starkly intimate, with just the 

right amount of air and 'strum' on the 

guitars. It draws you in and warms you 

up nicely. **** PS 

DVD-AUDIO & SACD 

WINDMINISTER 
Bootsman 

SACD (stereo SACD plus stereo CD layer) 

Harp 

Music: Wind minister are two German acoustic guitar 

players, Olaf Wegener and Eberhard Klunker. Baotsman, 
their first recording, is a direct to DSD recording made in 
purist audiophile style with no EQ, compression or 
artificial reverb. All eight tracks are said to be first takes 

with no overdubs - and there is an infectious enthusiasm 
to the playing throughout. The all-original compositions 

are occasionally a bit hectic and the highpoints are the occasions such as on Mr 

Hope and Monk 4, when the players calm their enthusiasm and play relatively 

quietly. Stylistically their influences would appear to be a mix of Michael 

Hedges, Paco de Lucia and Leo Kottke but the word 'influence' is key here; 

Windminister have a very distinctive sound of their own. ** 

Sound: Recorded direct to DSD using little more than a microphone preamp this 

is a very natural recording, an approach that gives you the full acoustic of the 
venue and the harmonically rich textures of the instruments in full.**** JK 

JOHN TAVENER 
The Veil Of The Temple 

Stephen Layton (cond), Patricia Rozario (soprano), 

Simon Wall, Nathan Vale (tenor), Thomas Guthrie, 

Andrew Rupp (baritone), Adrian Peacock, Jeremy 

Birchall (bass), various instrumentalists 

SACD (stereo/multichannel SACD plus stereo CD layer) 
RCA Red Seal 82876661542 

Music: This is a shortened version of the seven-hour Full 
Night Vigil, and was (re)constructed from a live 

performance of the full work on this two-disc set. The 
music is suffused with spirituality and mysticsm, with plainsong and chant set 

against a backgroup of exotic instrumentation and sometimes austere choral 
work. Much of it is has a forbidding quality due to long stretches of background 

set in a monotone. This is a very distinctive and powerful work. ***** 
Sound: This recording was made at the inaugural performance given at the 

Temple Church London, for which it was commissioned. It is, by any standards, a 

superb recording that uses the space available to highlight the polyphonic 

elements of the work, and which perfectly expresses the rapture and ecstasy of 

the music. *****AG 

CARLOS FRANZETTI 
The Jazz Kamerata 

SACD (multichannel SACD plus stereo CD layer) 

Chesky 

Music Carlos Franzetti is a pianist and composer who 

has worked in the jazz, classical and pop fields. Here he 

and saxophonist Lawrence Feldman cover tunes by jazz 

giants such as Miles Davis (Circle), Wayne Shorter 

(Nefertit1) and Bill Evans (Veiy Early). The drums have 

been replaced by a string quartet, and augmented with 

flute and clarinet to offer a different take on the modern 

jazz canon. Uniquely, Franzetti combines jazz and classical music without 

compromising either. So the jazz players don't attempt to play like an orchestra 
and the ensemble players don't attempt to 'swing'. The result is a gently flowing 

selection of late night jazz standards with additional texture and tone added by 
the strings. The mood is relaxed but never drifts into easy listening.**** 
Sound: Good use is made of the surround format which goes a long way to 

disseminate the two distinct approaches on this album, while the additional 

bandwidth comfortably encompasses the wide harmonic range of the wind 

and strings.***** DO 
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The pick of this month's best letters 
Write to: Hi-Fi Choice, Future Publishing Ltd, 99 Baker Street, London 
WI U 6FP. Or email your letters to dan.george@futurenet.co.uk 

Above: The Cyrus CD8x CD player 

BRITS ABROAD 

Is it possible for you to state the country of origin of 

the products that you review7 I have had a few nasty 

experiences with well-known UK products that turned 

out to be made in China. The company that I work for 

(not hi-fi related) has also transferred manufacture to 

China and Poland, and I know only too well what 

build quality to expect. I don't mind paying a higher 

price for UK-built product, but do object to paying 

that same price, then finding the product was made 

in the Far East. 

Alan via email 

HFC Easier said than done Alan. We sympathize 

with your own findings, but it would be almost 

impossible to publish country of origin for every 

bit of kit. Moreover, there need not be a 

problem with foreign build. Many of these 

companies still design in the UK and building 

abroad is the only way such a company can remain 

in business today. Also, foreign build does not 

necessarily mean a drop in build quality. 

Ultimately, would you really pay fl ,OOO for a 

f400 product, just to have it made in the UK? 

NEW FOR OLD 

I read with interest your reviews of new equipment, 

but would like to suggest you do an 'old for new' 

feature. We know that the Cyrus CDSx or Nairn CDSi 

are two of the best CD players under E 1,000 today, 

but do we really need to upgrade our old gear7 How 

about an article on various key components at 

different price ranges covering the last 10 years or 

sol This would be especially important for CD players, 

as they seem to have improved greatly recently. I'd 

love to know how my Marantz CD63 Mkll Kl 

Signature CD player compares to a similar priced 

player of today. 

Mark Sanderson via email 

"We know that the 
Cyrus CDBx is one of the 

best players under 
£ 1,000, but do we really 
need to upgrade?" 

HFC This is a very popular request although, as 

you can imagine, it would be hard to make 

controlled comparisons with a spread of old gear 

that may not be in optimum condition. The 

concept, however, is extremely valid, so if we can 

find a way to make it work, we will. Until then, put 

faith in your own listening abilities and go listen. 

SYSTEM ADDICT 

I discovered your magazine just two months ago, and 

I especially like the systematic way you seem to test 

audio gear. I am very interested in what would be the 

more objective and credible way to test audio 

components. Would it be possible to know more 

about the evaluation processes Hi-Fi Choice magazine 

uses7 I would like more details about your three-stage 

process - for example, which listening evaluation 

system you use, how you do the blind listening tests 

in practice, which piece of music you choose for the 

tests and why, what objective and subjective tests you 

use, and so on7 

Abdel Babel Canada 

HFC At Hi-Fi Choice we're very proud of our 

rigorous test programme, which is the most 

comprehensive in the business. Our reviewers each 

have their own reference systems and a regular, 

controlled music programme that spans the media 

formats and music genres. Our blind listening c:I 
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[Choice Mail] Readers' letters 

Cl panel comprises various industry 

luminaries and experts who listen 

to precisely level-matched 

components. Thus they have no 

visual indication whatsoever of what 

they are listening to, in an effort to 

eliminate listener bias, conscious or 

otherwise. The notes from the panel 

combine with our expert testers' 

isolated listening and conclusions are 

then drawn. This exhaustive process sets 

us apart from the competition. 

OLD HAT 
I visited an old mate recently after a gap of 

some years and he's caught the hi-fi bug. It 

doesn't stop with audio - he now has a large 

16:9 screen, 5.1 amp and speakers and a large 

subwoofer. He was explaining to me how he objects 

to the obsoletism that's built-in to today's 

electronics, particularly AV receivers (like the one he 

had recently bought). And he's right - it sucks. Hi-fi 

is almost as bad now that digital technology is 

increasingly implemented into sources, radios and 

some amplifiers. What can we all do' Well, if we're 

finding that because of technological development 

our kit is quickly becoming obsolete, isn't it obvious 

that we should buy the most easily upgradeable 

equipment - a music-based PC for example' The PC 

is to become the entertainment system in the home 

anyway, so the fall in hi-fi sales will soon be more of 

a plummet. Perhaps manufacturers should think 

more about shelf life. 

Nick Slaughter via email 

HFC There is planned obsolescence in almost any 

product these days, but hi-fi fares better than 

many branches of consumer goodies. Although 

there are new formats, they are all compatible 

with CD, which is now more than two decades old. 

Many listeners still rely on vinyl too, even though 

the format as it stands dates back to the late 

1950s. There is also a healthy trade in 

second-hand hi-fi, most of which can work perfectly 

with the latest equipment. Even home cinema is 

maturing and the features of last year's amp 

closely match those of this year's model, with a 

few tiny steps forward. There is a move toward 

digital audio throughout, but such changes don't 

mean you have to upgrade annually. Like buying a 

PC, it's often best to skip a generation or three 

between upgrades. 

ACTIVE ACTIVIST 
What an excellent article by Richard Black on the 

mysteries of bi-amping (Techno, HFC 264). 
Particularly interesting to me was the final sentence, 

"Amazing there are so few (active systems) around 

reallyl" Amazing indeed, given their typically 

much-increased sense of order, focus, speed and 

dynamics compared to broadly equivalent passive 

systems. I first fell under the spell 20 years ago, and 

it has transformed my enjoyment of music. 

But why so few active systems' I suspect the answer 

to that question lies, in significant part, with you, 

Hi-Fi Choice. You need constants in your systems that 
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Above: ATC's Active 10 active loudspeaker 

"But why so few active 
syste111s?lsuspectthe 
answer lies, in 
significant pan, with 
you, Hi·Fi Choice." 

allow you to insert individual review products to 

make comparisons. Active systems don't work well to 

that end, as they tie up both the amplifier and 

speaker constants. So you don't use them and tend 

not to review them, so we don't tend to hear about 

them, so we don't buy them. Which is a real shame, 

given what they can do. Perhaps you could think a bit 

harder in this area about the inclusion of active 

systems in reviews' You'd do the music-loving 

community a real service. 

Rod Thorogood via email 

HFC We're big fans of active speakers and have 

reviewed a number of them over the years, including 

running a complete active speaker group test in HFC 
214. The simple reason that so few appear in Hi-Fi 
Choice is due to both the lack of domestic models 

on the market and demand from our readers. Active 

speakers, while often superior in terms of sonics, are 

generally prohibitively expensive. They also require 

many additional pieces of electronics in the chain 

and their comparative incompatibility makes them 

less than ideal for many audiophiles, who consider 

choosing electronics to work with passive boxes as 

part of the fun. But if an interesting active model 

comes our way, we'll review it! 
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[Beautiful Systems ] 

Sci-fi 
system 
If you haven't felt your scalp shiver with pleasure recently, 
this could be the system you've been waiting for 

T
ingle factor .. Not my invention. 

A colleague coined the phrase 

many years ago to distinguish 

between the merely excellent and, well, 

something a bit sexier. We've touched on 

it before in these pages, possibly in 

mutated form as 'that goose-bump 

thing'. Hardly surprising: hardware that 

stimulates the parts other systems can't 

reach is Beautiful Systems stock in trade. 

The phenomenon shouldn't be 

confused with 'X factor', though. X factor 

is a 'hard-to-define something'. Tingle 

factor isn't nearly so mysterious. It's that 

hand-touches-Ferrari-door handle 

moment, that one-in-a-million leaping 

off a bus and cannoning into a film star 

incident (that really happened to my 

dad; he knocked over Ingrid Bergman). 

And, just occasionally, if you're lucky, a 

combination of hi-fi and music that 

makes the hairs on the back of your neck 

stand on end. 

At least, the tingle factor was an 

occasional event until this system 

arrived. The tingling sensation began as 

I was unpacking it and has continued 

pretty much ever since, getting a boost 

every time (and that's every time) I play 

something on it. The back of my neck 

must look like a corn field in a stiff 

breeze. I've been trying to work it out. 

Far more expensive kit has passed 

through Beautiful Systems and failed to 

generate half the excitement. I think a 

short but frank, point-by-point 

description of what we have in front of 

us might help. Here goes. 

One, a hi-fi system so dramatically 

'retro-future' in design, not only isn't it 

remotely like any other you can buy, it 

wouldn't have looked out of place as the 

skyline in Fritz Lang's seminal sci-fi 

movie Metropolis. Two, an already 

frighteningly talented, high-value 

Chinese CD/SACD player and 

monoblock amplifier combo modified in 

the UK to deliver simply awesome, 

mickey-taking performance per pound. 

And three, a pair of two-box speakers 

finished in gorgeous black piano lacquer 

that look remarkably like those 

five-figure American icons with the cute 

baby-dog name, cost but a fraction of 

the price and sound, uh, astonishing. 

Tingling yet7 

All right, this system isn't the result of 

any system-matching alchemy on my 

part. It all comes from Real Hi-Fi 

(www.realhifi corn). distributors of 

Shanling electronics, Hyperion speakers 

and the Music First Audio passive 

magnetic preamp among others. Perhaps 

most excitingly of all, Real Hi-Fi is home 

of avowed tingle factor merchants 3 D 

Sonics. 3 D Sonics styles itself as a new, 

independent UK manufacturer that, as 

well as producing its own designs, 

breathes on the Shanling products from 

China to create "state of the art CD/ 

SACD players and amplifiers" Although, 

that isn't solid-state of the art; we are in 

a distinct hollow-state technology world, 

where valves remain king. 

SOUPED-UP SHANLING 

It's more than JUSt tweaking. Once 3D 

Sonics have done their stuff, the 

Shanlings aren't really themselves, 

featuring completely redesigned insides 

with 240V transformers and 240V rated 

components throughout, simplified 

"A Chinese SACD/CD player and monoblock 
amplifier combo modified in the UK to deliver 
simply awesome, mickey·taking performance." 

30 Sonics 
SCO-T200C 
Splendor valve 
CO/SACO player 

£2,150 
Shanling provides 

the 'out there' 

styling, 3 D Sonics 

the souped-up bits. 

The result is sonically 

and aesthetically 

jaw-dropping. 

Not much to it, but 

less is more. Th is 

uses one custom 

made transformer on 

a nickel permalloy 

core per channel 

cleverly wired to an 

Elma switch. 

30 Sonics 
Foundation valve 
monoblocks 
£3,000 per pair 
The Shanling power 

amps they're based 

on are so modi�ed, 

it's little wonder 3 D 

re-named them. They 

anchor this system 

with a rare alliance 

of grace and power. 

Hyperion 
HPS-938 
loudspeaker 
£3,500 per pair 
This Wilson lookalike 

is a deceptively 

valve-friendly speaker 

that comes as close 

to being all things to 

all audiophiles as 

virtually anything at 

the price. 



circuitry and upgraded power supplies. 

The top loading SCD-T200C valve SACD 

player that fronts this system, for 

instance, becomes a pure valve design 

with no operational amplifier chips after 

the DAC and upgraded power supply 

rectifiers and regulators. There's more 

than a smattering of top grade specialist 

audio components, too, such as Audio 

Note copper-foil coupling capacitors, 

Audio Note Tantalum resistors, Silver/ 

Mica bypass capacitors and Black Gate 

as well as Sanyo Organic Semiconductor 

electrolytic capacitors. 

The standard player is no slouch on 

the spec front combining a top-loading, 

heavy-duty, aluminium-housed drive 

mechanism and magnetic puck system 

with Sony's KHM-280AAA bare-head 

laser assembly in a custom aluminium 

housing. Sony's CXD2753R chip takes 

care of SACD decoding and Burr-Brown's 

custom PCM1738 24-bit/96k Hz SACD 

chipset handles the digital-to-analogue 

conversion. For the 3 D Sonics version, 

the analogue circuitry uses a super 

totem pole valve stage. Round the back, 

there are two sets of RCA output sockets, 

one for the standard line output, the 

other utilising the valve stage - Shanling 

promising a 'sonic treat' for anyone who 

uses the latter. The SCD-T200C 

(re-named Splendor when given the 3 D 

Sonics treatment) comes with remote 

control and demo SACD and even has 

an electronic volume control which 

enables you to connect the SCD-T200C 

directly to a power amplifier or active 

speakers, bypassing the need for a 

conventional preamplifier. 

PASSIVE MAGNETIC 

As with all digital volume controls, even 

high-quality ones, resolution suffers at 

low volumes. So, Real Hi-Fi recommends 

adding Music First Audio's passive 

magnetic preamp, a passive unit with the 

option of balanced outputs. Modestly 

functional it may be, but all internal 

connections use 0.6mm silver coated, 

solid copper wire with PTFE insulation, 

while the Swiss made Elma switches are 

silver plated and the mu-metal shielding 

provides protection from magnetic fields. 

In short, it's a gem of a unit. 

For connection to the 30 Sonics 

Foundation valve monoblocks we've 

used balanced cables, as recommended 

by Real Hi-Fi. Based on the Shanling 

SP-80C UK chassis, the Foundation is 

extensively modified and something of a 

tour de force for the 3 D Sonics 

philosophy, toting a super-differential 

amplifier circuit with a direct-coupled 

driver circuit, copper-foil coupling 

capacitors to the output stage and 

differential output stage biasing 

technology. The amps are capable of 

accommodating EL34, 6550, KT88 or 

KT90 output valves and offer three 

REAL HI-FI � 0870 909 6777 :::::: WWW.REALHl-Fl.COM 

operation modes - triode, ultra-linear 

and pentode - that allow a trade off 

between power output, load tolerance, 

bandwidth, soft clipping behaviour and 

general sonic quality in order to best 

match the amplifier to a given speaker 

system. Potentially, triode should give 

the best sound quality but limits power 

to around 20 to 25 watts, depending on 

the exact output valves fitted and bias 

current chosen. 

Using the ultra-linear operation raises 

the output power to between 30 and 40 

watts, again depending upon the exact 

output valve and biasing condition used. 

The downside is said to be a somewhat 

rougher sound with perhaps a little less 

refinement, but subjectively more power. 

Switching to pentode operation raises 

the power even further to 45 to 60 watts 

from a single pair of valves. But you can 

expect a further notable reduction in 

tolerance to the kind of wild impedance 

swings certain dynamic speakers are well 

known for 

But Hyperion's HPS-938 is much 

better behaved than that, with an 

average impedance of six ohms dropping 

to an entirely reasonable 3.8-ohm low. 

Sensitivity is healthy, too, at 90 dB. The 

substantial (and extremely heavy) 

duo-cabinet design so reminiscent of the 

Wilson WATT /Puppy assigns a dedicated 

slot-ported cabinet for the bass, housing 

two 200mm graphite SVF drivers. The 
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[Beautiful Systems ] 

"The way the Hyperions marry the openness, resolution, speed and 
transparency more usually associated with a panel to the weight, 
extension and dynamics of a top-class box borders on the uncanny." 

separate upper cabinet with its sloping, 

time-aligned baffle sports a l 65mm 

carbon fibre SVF midrange driver with 

magnetic fluid damping and a semi-horn 

loaded 25mm silk dome tweeter. 

Claimed frequency response is 30Hz to 

22kHz, with the crossover set at 230Hz 

and 3 kHz, and three sets of terminals 

are provided for tri-wiring/amping. 

SONIC IDENTITY 

Experimenting with the 'sonic identity' 

switch located between the speaker 

terminals at the back of each monoblock 

is fascinating. As predicted, the 

single-ended triode mode possesses a 

delightful lucidity and effortless sense of 

flow that isn't readily apparent with 

ultra-linear and pentode alternatives. 

Despite the modest 25 watts per 

channel rating, this is where the amps 

sound fastest and most transparent. 

They do the maximum information 

retrieval thing but with superbly natural 

tonal texture and balance. 

Moreover, the stereo imaging is to die 

for with a soundstage so broad, deep 

and convincingly proportioned, I can't 

think of a solid-state amp that even 

comes close. Having said that, I finally 

settled on a system configuration that 

paired the standard line output from the 

SACD/CD player (the valve stage option 

made things just a little too lush) with 

the ultra-linear settings on the amps, a 

combination that retains much of the 

sweetness and spacious imaging of the 

triode mode but involves you with the 

music in a more physical and emotional 

way. It offers better low frequency 

control, too, with greater definition and 

shaping, especially at basement level. 

In particular, the way the Hyperions 

manage to marry the openness, 

resolution, speed and transparency more 

usually associated with a panel to the 

weight, extension and dynamics of a 

top-class box borders on the uncanny. 

Bass guitar sounds astonishing through 

these speakers, not just the remarkable 

transient definition but the realistic 

weight and note shaping. 

Treble is a bit tasty, too - not just for 

its obvious extension and smoothness 

but also its ability to resolve rich tonal 

colours and harmonics - never more 

obvious than on the shimmering massed 

string arrangement of Michael 

McDonald's latest outing Motown Two. 

Frosty soundscapes are a rarity on this 

system; there's no getting away from the 

fact it has an alluringly warm tonal 

balance. Its never overbearing, though. 

Presentation is essentially honest, 

explicit and open, especially through the 

midrange, and stereo perspectives are 

strikingly believable. 

So, the tingle factor, as generated by 

this Beautiful System, is made up of 

many things: breathtakingly natural 

textures and limpid transparency; 

speakers that are faithful to the tempo 

of the music yet sound big, 

uncompressed and dynamic; previously 

unnoticed recorded details, subtly yet 

emphatically unearthed. It's hi-fi that 

images in 3 D, goes loud without 

sounding forced and creates an almost 

tangible presence of real musicians in 

the room. But, most of all, hi-fi that 

prickles your scalp every time it catches 

your eye and every time you hit 'play'. 

Fancy some of that7 HFC 

David Vivian 
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"Amazing value and massively impressive performance." What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision 

To find out more about the award-winning range of Cambridge Audio two-channel and home cinema 

hi-fi, visit our website or call 0845 090 2288 (+44 207 940 2200 outside the UK). Developed in the 

UK, Cambridge Audio products are available from specialist hi-fi dealers across the world. 
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OUR RATINGS EXPLAINED 

Percentage ratings for ·.""'an 

various different criteria, ·�i�r
w

�e�� 
like sound quality and rothejobof 

value for money r l :ecomm 
'---�='J"e'"miSWIUI MdidllCZS t 8 00 player, th 

17 Midi M, which has excellent build and 
·ea very good impression in HFC 243. At 
:.ame price there's al50 the Cyrus 7, a 
ng all-rounder in a compact case. 

'ter trying the Heart with the standard 
s we switched over to the Siemens 

Our overall conclusion 

fidence and ease. It even seems to be 

Tut. L<ln nnd "''"� ovilised players for tnc.. 

money. But few combine dynamio with fine 
timiog skills as effectively as this. HfC 

Jason Kennedy 

but the emphasis 

is on performance. 

Components scoring 

more than 85% 
may qualify for an 

HFC Award Badge 

HHICHDICE 
maganne 

* 

Best Buy 

A component 

receiving the coveted 

Hi-Fi Choice Best 

Buy Badge has been 

judged to deliver 

excellent performance 

at its price point, 

thereby offering 

outstanding value 

for money. 

Editor's Choice 

This Badge is 

awarded only to those 

components that 

are judged to deliver 

reference-standard 

performance, regardless 

of cost. These products 

may be considered 

among the very best of 

their kind. 

-· 
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B&W BOSS loudspeaker [Review] 



POSITIONING 

The Signature 805 we tested in HFC 232 proved 

extremely tricky to position in order to achieve the 

best overall balance through the bass octaves. The 

dilemma was that the speaker seemed to need the 

extra bass assistance that is invariably supplied by 

wall proximity, but that in turn had the 

disadvantage of increasing the level of midband 

coloration, making free space more attractive. 

The 8055 seems to have avoided that difficulty 

by opting for a different bass alignment. By 

re-tuning the port to 50Hz rather than 42Hz, the 

8055 sacrifices a little in terms of ultimate 

extension in exchange for rather more mid-bass 

output, and as a consequence this new model 

proved altogether better aligned for free space 

siting, well clear of walls. 

This was confirmed by the in-room 

measurements. With the speakers mounted on 

600mm stands, a number of traces were made at 

various distances out from the wall, and best 

results were found with the front baffles about l m 

out from the wall. Under such circumstances, the 

overall balance (under far-field in-room conditions) 

was a little mid-forward (200-800Hz), gently 

rolling off below 200Hz but comfortable 

maintaining acceptable bass output down to 40Hz. 

The top end above 800Hz also rolled off very 

gently and quite smoothly, albeit with a slight 

presence notch centred on 3kHz, around the 

crossover point. Foam bungs were supplied, and 

these are likely to be useful in situations where the 

speaker has to be placed close to a wall, though 

listening comparisons showed that this was better 

avoided. Although the overall balance is not strictly 

neutral, it is very well controlled. 

SYSTEM MATCHING 

One of the virtues of a simple two-way design is 

that the crossover network required is equally 

simple. Because there's little overlap between the 

drivers, the impedance stays at a respectable figure 

throughout The average value recorded here is 

above eight ohms, with minima of around five 

ohms occurring at 50Hz, 200Hz and 20kHz. The 

current demands made on the driving amplifier 

should be reasonably modest, especially as the 

sensitivity is a healthy enough 88-89dB. This 

means the speaker will go decently loud without in 

any way stressing the amp. 
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Cl 165mm cast frame main driver, equipped 

with a 120mm woven Kevlar/polymer cone. 

The magnetic motor features the latest 

'Balanced Drive' metalwork to minimise 

distortion, and a larger magnet than before, 

while magnetic shielding is no longer used 

here. A bullet-shaped phase-compensating 

dust dome covers the voice coil, and is now 

part of the cone rather than the pole piece, 

increasing the radiating area and avoiding 

chuffing sounds. 

The 25mm aluminium alloy dome tweeter is 

mounted externally on top of the enclosure 

proper, to provide the smallest possible source 

and hence the widest radiating 'window'. The 

tapered tube shape acts as a transmission line 

to absorb (rather than reflect) the rearward 

output radiated behind the tweeter dome. 

Although the current tweeter and pod look 

very like their predecessors, a number of 

changes have taken place. Most significantly, 

the dome's surround has been changed, from a 

foam to a polymer roll. This lowers its 

fundamental resonance, which in turn allows 

for a much gentler, simpler crossover filter. 

Other factors include relocating the tube to 

take account of the new crossover network, 

and increasing the degree of lossy decoupling 

from the main enclosure. 

The crossover change is regarded as sonically 

highly significant. Somewhat belatedly, B&W 

has recognised the virtue of keeping crossover 

networks as simple as possible, and all the new 

800 Series models feature ultra-simple 

first-order tweeter feeds. The 805S, like the rest 

of the new range, has just a single capacitor 

providing a 6dB/octave roll-on, plus a resistor 

to set the relative level. Very great care went 

into sourcing this capacitor, which is a costly 

item from German company Mundorf. Finally, 

twin terminal pairs permit bi-wire or bi-amp 

operation if desired. 

SOUND QUALITY 

Both the Nautilus 805 and Signature 805 have 

performed very well in past Hi-Fi Choice 

reviews, so it was hardly a surprise to find that 

the 805S also delivers very fine sound quality. 

Rather than simply describing the sound of 

this new model in isolation, however, it seemed 

much more useful to get hold of those earlier 

models to provide a proper context for the 

review, and establish just how the various 805 

models have evolved, sonically speaking. 

The 805S is the direct replacement for 

1997's Nautilus 805, and does indeed 

represent a major step forward. Though the 

Nautilus 805 remains a decent enough 

speaker, it also sounds a little 'small' and 

'ordinary'. It's somewhat constrained, even 

constipated in comparison, lacking genuine 

freedom of dynamic expression, and not really 

possessing the sweetness and delicacy that the 

later versions supplied. 

The Signature version of the 805 sounds 

altogether more special than its Nautilus 

predecessor. Its performance is more coherent, 

with a tautness, pace and expression that had 

simply eluded the base model, and a sweeter 

top end too. Musically-speaking, the net result is 

simply more enjoyable and communicative. 

First impressions of the new 805S were that 

it was certainly as good as the Signature, and 

different from that model too, but not 



necessarily significantly superior. Overall 

coherence seemed even better, and the bass 

end was firmer and more purposeful too, but 

midband dynamic expression seemed a little 

weaker. However, the 805S had had very little 

running-in time when the comparison was first 

made. After a couple of days hard use, the 

exercise was repeated, and the superiority of 

the new model was now apparent. 

Indeed, the 805S seemed to have blossomed 

through this running-in period, and although 

the Signature model was still very enjoyable, it 

also sounded a little crude and coloured by 

comparison. The 8055 still sounded more 

restrained, dynamically speaking, but it was 

also altogether smoother, sweeter, more 

neutral, and ultimately more natural than the 

Signature in its reproduction of all manner of 

music and speech. 

The latter, in fact, clinched the matter. One of 

each speaker was placed side by side on 

identical 600mm Kudos S 100 stands. Using 

Vertex AQ speaker cables from a Nairn NAP 

500 power amp, one was connected to the left 

channel, the other to the right The Magnum 

Dynalab MD 102 was set to Radio 4� where 

Laurie Taylor was introducing Thinking Aloud. 

The Nairn NAC 552 pre-amplifier was set to 

mono mode and the two speakers were 

compared by simply swinging the balance 

control between extreme left and right 

settings, probably the nearest thing to an 

audiophile switching box you can get. 

Mono comparison is actually a very powerful 

tool for analysing differences in midband and 

treble performance, probably because it 

removes the distraction of stereo imaging (it 

shouldn't be used to assess bass balance, 

however, because of the way the output of two 

well-spaced speakers adds up to rather more 

than either when played singly). High-quality 

B& W BOSS loudspeaker [Review ] 

Tube-loaded 

25mm metal 
Top surface is 

dome tweeter 
domed and 

is mounted in 
tilted 

decoupled 

external pod 

Bass/ 
midrange Enclosure 
driver has a back is 

5 120mm Kevlar formed into a "' cone and single "' 
165mm cast elegant curve 
chassis 

Twin terminal 
Front pairs address 
'Flowport' has each driver 
shaping and 

stippling to aid 
individually 

airflow 

24cm 

"Back in stereo mode, the B&W's superior 
delicacy and freedom from boxiness 
continued to impress mightily." 
speech is also very revealing when drawing 

comparisons, presumably because we are so 

familiar with the real thing in everyday life. 

Careful measurements confirmed that the 

Signature 805 and 805S had almost identical 

frequency balances above lOOHz, with just a 

minor discrepancy in bass alignments. But, on 

this stringent speech test, the differences 

between the two models were obvious. Better 

still, they were entirely in favour of the new 

805S. The new model sounded clearer and 

more coherent with better total integration, 

less boxiness and shouty coloration, and a 

significantly sweeter top end. Although the 

overall sound errs a little on the side of 

laid-back restraint, it also seemed 

clearer and more open than 

earlier B&Ws when playing at 

low listening levels. 

Back in stereo mode, the 

B&W's superior delicacy and 

freedom from boxiness 

continued to impress mightily. 

Massive, powerfu I bass drive 

isn't on the agenda here, of 

course, but neither is it all that 

essential much of the time and 

on much day to day material. 

Extra bass authority would be 

handy on some occasions, for 

sure, but the capabilities of a 

top class stand-mount such as 

this, with its delightful 

freedom from any heaviness 

and thickening effects, is not 

to be underestimated. This 

speaker's spacious imaging and lightness of 

touch is utterly delightful, and the sound is 

notably free from unwanted nasties. 

Perhaps the most telling reaction to this 

speaker was my partner's behaviour. I was 

spinning an old favourite - Lowell George's 

solo album Thanks/'// Eat it Here, only to find 

this extra voice joining in. She also showed an 

alarming tendency to start dancing on 

entering the room whilst the 805S was 

playing. This doesn't normally happen I 
The upshot is that B&W has managed to 

advance the art of music reproduction from 

this high-class stand mount by several notches, 

without seeming to change very much at all on 

the surface. Sneaky stuff - and sonically very 

impressive too. HFC 

Paul Messenger 

SOUND »92% !!PRO 
B&W's latest 805S goes 

r----------1 several steps beyond its 
Nautilus predecessor. This 

delightful little speaker makes EASE OF DRIVE » 85% 
you want to tap your feet and 

r----------1 sing along. 
r----- -----1 BUILD »93% DCON 

A bit more grunt and scale 

r---------1 would be an advantage, as 
the sound lacks a Little 

VALUE »89% 
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output. So, the DAC XP is effectively a passive 

preamp for the analogue inputs, albeit a dual 

mono balanced one. On the digital side, it uses 

dual differential converters for each channel 

and runs in fully balanced mode throughout. 

Naturally, the DAC XP is extremely flexible. It 

offers the ability to name each of the eight 

inputs from a list of options instead of keying 

in text directly, but given the rigmarole that's 

usually involved in the latter, the Cyrus 

approach looks quite sensible. There are 29 

names to choose from including PC, LaserDisc 

and Jukebox alongside some more modern or 

familiar options. Analogue inputs can be level 

trimmed so they match the digital ones and 

the display has three modes - one that 

emphasises level in dB, another pointing out 

input and a third that combines the above 

with the sample rate. There is also bar graph 

indication of level on all three. 

Other variables include phase and digital 

filter, both only accessible from the front panel 

set-up button. There is also a set-up button on 

the remote, but it doesn't operate the DAC XP -

presumably, it's for the Cyrus AV processor The 

digital filter can be set to fast or slow roll-off, 

which approximately equates to a steeper or 

gentler slope filter at the highest frequencies. 

This is like a subtle tone control. 

SOUND QUALITY 

At the time of its arrival, we didn't have a Cyrus 

CD player to use as a transport with the DAC 

XP Instead, we used the Townshend TA 565 

Evo 2 - a universal DVD player but one which 

its maker says makes a great transport. Hooked 

up with a length of Chord Signature digital 

interconnect, the pairing kicked proverbial butt 

right from the off, an effect clearly revealed by 

a pair of ATC SCM 150 active speakers 

connected via the DAC XP's balanced outputs. 

My initial reaction to putting Missy Elliott's 

Do Real World on was to wonder whether this 

disc had been given an airing through the 

SCM 150s before; they are pretty revealing 

speakers and though they've been in situ for 

six months or more, there are still plenty of 

unplayed discs on the shelf. But I had played 

the disc in that time, so the extra information 

was coming from the DAC XP. and a great deal 

there was of it too. It's a bit like removing a 

barrier from between the speakers - suddenly 

there is depth information that just wasn't 

clear before. When there is depth to the sound, 

more detail of the acoustic emerges, and it is 

basically the third dimension that makes stereo 

in the full sense of the word. A great many 

digital audio components are relatively weak 

at producing solidity of three dimensional 

sound, so when one comes along that does it 

extremely well it's genuinely impressive. 

A more familiar disc proved further that it 

wasn't JUSt the speakers, as I'd suspected. EST's 

oddly distorted Seven Days of Falling revealed 

the same strong sense of three dimensionality, 

the texture, tone and shape of each note 

Cyrus DAC XP DAC/preamplifier [Review] 

"It is a bit like removing a barrier from 
between the speakers - suddenly there is 
depth information that wasn't clear before." 
inhabiting the specific acoustic space that it 

was recorded in. Whether that acoustic is real 

or artificial, the reverberant character is 

apparent and the difference between the real 

and the enhanced becomes clear. This still isn't 

the greatest recording around, but it combines 

better than average fidelity with music that 

has strong appeal to this reviewer, so it's about 

as good as it gets. Through this system, it 

makes you wonder whether CD is such a 

'compromised' medium after all. .. especially if 

it can provide results that are this good. It is 

quite surprising that after nearly twenty five 

years it is still possible to come up with a 

product that doesn't cost a fortune (in the 

grand scheme of things) yet gets so much 

more from a digitally 'antique' medium. 

Copland's CDA 283 CD player was also up 

and running at the time (see next issue for the 

review), so we gave it a spin through the DAC 

XP Comparing the player's analogue output 

via a Bryston BP25 preamp against its digital 

output through the Cyrus, the latter has a 

warmer, more 'analogue' feel overall. The bass 

is not as articulate, but it does seem more 

natural. We also compared the XP with a 

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player, an HFC 

favourite that can be used in a similar digital 

converter/preamp manner Again, the Cyrus 

managed to make a more relaxed and solid c::i 
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[Review ] Cyrus DAC XP DAC/preamplifier 

We spoke to Stuart 

McGregor. director of R&D 

at Cyrus, about the genesis 

of the DACXP 

HFC: How do you avoid 

the problems inherent 

with external DACs, such as jitter? 

SM: In common with all Cyrus CD players, there is 

considerable digital engineering in place before 

the raw incoming signals are passed to the DACs. 

This is specifically to de-jitter the digital signal and 

minimise any influence that time-related distortion 

of the source signal could have on the sound. With 

such a wide range of sample rates accepted by the 

DAC XP. there are, of necessity, three separate 

high-stability master clock references, which are 

selected automatically depending on the incoming 

sample rate. 

Can you explain what fast and slow digital 

filtering does? 

The fast and slow selectable responses offer a 

subtle change of slope to the rejection response of 

the digital filter, applied within the digital domain. 

We recommend the required setting is chosen 

under audition to best match a particular system. 

As a digital preamp, does the XP have a 

bit-reduction volume control? 

Our description of the DAC XP as a 'digital 

preamplifier' is perhaps a little misleading, 

although quite correct. The preamplifier is purely 

analogue, with the term 'digital preamplifie( 

describing the presence of two discrete, separately 

powered DAC and preamplifier modules within the 

chassis. The DAC XP volume control is not therefore 

in the digital domain, but within the balanced 

analogue preamplifier section. 

Can you briefly explain the signal path for 

incoming digital signals - what stages does it go 

through on its way to the output stage? 

The incoming digital signals pass through a six-way 

digital input selector, which also enables detection 

of sample rate to set the correct master clock mode 

for frequency and precision. All signals are then 

re-sampled up to 192kHz and de-jittered before 

arriving at the DACs. The DACs are twin differential 

24-bit mono cards running at 192kHz, each with 

balanced analogue outputs. The analogue feeds 

from the DACs are then routed through an internal 

balanced connection to the analogue preamplifier, 

an entirely separate module within the chassis that 

also adds a further two analogue inputs. The 

preamplifier module is fully balanced through all 

stages from the DAC input to the bi-amp 

XLR outputs. 
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Display 

Cl sound, although the Opus 21 did reveal 

more high frequency detail, albeit sounding 

more 'digital' in the process. 

It's easy to overlook the high-frequency 

performance of the XP and be distracted by the 

sense of palpability, but that sense would not 

be half as strong if the high notes were lacking. 

It has well extended but remarkably solid and 

natural highs, and when you put something on 

with some real shine and genuine 'air' in the 

treble, the result is clear and pure. 

Out of interest, we pitted the XP's analogue 

section against the Bryston BP25, a dedicated 

preamp costing £1,825. This was a close call, 

the Bryston having the edge in transparency 

but the Cyrus showing a smoothness that 

makes for more comfortable high-level listening. 

Bringing in Cyrus's own CD8x player and 

PSX-R power supply to take over the CD 

transport duties produced a slightly less natural 

but more hard-hitting sound. Tori Amos' piano 

seemed to have more energy and power, while 

the percussion on Massive Attack's Protection 

appeared that much more obvious. The bass 

was completely different, making a much more 

rounded sound than that from the Townshend 

TA 565/DAC XP pairing, but this dearer 

(nearly twice the price) transport shows just 

how revealing the XP is. Oddly enough, adding 

Optical isolation 
for microcomputer 

Jitter reduction 
circuitry 

the PSX-R to the XP didn't bring a significant 

improvement, certainly nothing like the change 

it brings about with the CD8x. 

We were truly blown away by this hi-fi 

component - it combines a seriously good 

preamp with an awesome D-to-A converter in a 

box that costs less than most decent preamps. 

That it can better the analogue output of the 

stunning Townshend TA 565 Evo 2 is even 

more impressive, given that the two are linked 

by a metre of cable and two pairs of plugs and 

sockets (not even 75ohm connections at that). 

This is one of the most exciting and revealing 

components we've heard in a long while; if you 

have a taste for the best, don't be put off by 

the prosaic shoebox case. HFC 

Jason Kennedy 

VERDICT -. 
SOUND» 95% [!PRO 

Stereo solidity such as is 
>---------< rarely achieved with CD, 

FEATURES» 90% 

BUILD» 85% 

natural smoothness to make 
valve heads turn and detail 
resolution to die for. 

'1 CON 
No genuine 75ohm input 
connections (BNC). You pay 

r----------; for what's in the box rather 
than the box itself- so it ain't 
that shiny, compared to the 
high-end competition. 

VALUE» 92% 
........ i;i,;,. 

"I 
Cyrus takes its first steps toward the stratospheric high-end 
'Nith this serious DAC/preamp. This is one of the best digital 
products money can buy right now and delivers the sort of 
solidity and naturalness of sound that few can match. 

HH1 1; :1111 1 ; : :, )) ,I 
OVERALL SCORE 
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Rose tinted heaven 
Lumley presents a highly inventive take on the fine art of high-end loudspeaker design 

PRODUCT Lumley Lampros 300 Series 2 

TYPE Floorstanding loudspeaker 

PRICE £5,000 per pair 

KEY FEATURES Size (WxHxD) 35xl08x50cm 

0 Weight: 36kg each 0 Horn-loaded compression 

tweeter O Main drivers: two midrange domes, two bass 

cones, plus rear-firing bass cone o Sensitivity/impedance: 

88dB/4 ohms (nominal) 

CONTACT fll 01892 539245 

@ www.metropolis-music.co.uk 

E
ven a cursory examination of the Lumley 

Lampros 300 52 suggests that it is a 

truly unusual design. At its core is a 

D'Appolito array featuring a Visaton 

Magnetostat tweeter - an isodynamic unit 

with a metallised diaphragm track applied to a 

planer polymer substrate, which is suspended 

between rare earth (neodymium boron) 

magnets. This unit is flanked by two 60mm 

coated fabric dome midrange units from Morel. 

Below them a re two Eton bass drivers, the 

cones of which are made from a honeycomb 

Nomex polymer core sandwiched between 

Kevlar skins (Hexacone in Eton·speak). The 

crossover points are set at 650Hz and 5.6kHz. 

Turn around to side two and you'll find a 

rear-firing Audax carbon fibre bass/mid driver, 
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though in some parts of the Lumley literature 

it is described as full range. It isn't, but it is not 

mediated by a crossover either, and it has, let's 

say, a broad remit. 

It's worth noting that the forward-facing 

drivers are far from being the usual suspects. 

They're high tech and comparatively costly 

designs, and this is matched by the quality of 

the (branded) crossover components. 

Then there's the box - and what a boxl 

While conforming to the broad pattern of a 

short, upended coffin, the only flat panels are 

the base and (of necessity) the baffle, which is 

tilted gently back. The top is curved, and the 

sides too are bowed outwards, giving the 300 

a rather dumpy, broad-in-the-beam 

appearance. The back panel is formed into an 

5-shape in profile. Clearly the idea is to avoid 

parallel internal surfaces, so that internal 

reflections are not tuned to specific 

frequencies, and also to address panel 

resonances - curved panels are very effective 

at moving the fundamental panel modes up 

the frequency band. Equally clearly, a cabinet 

like this must be extremely hard to make, 

especially for a relatively small manufacturer 

like Lumley, whose speakers by the way are UK 

designed and built. 

The result is a heavy, well damped and 

clearly relatively non-resonant enclosure. An 

earlier sample had a veneered finish that was 

not quite up to professional furniture 

standards, but a later sample, which had also 

received a couple of minor running component 

changes, was much better, and fully up to the 

level of the opposition. The 300 52 is supplied 

with a neat baffle cover that's attached using 

magnets, but it's easily removed to reveal the 

baffle, which is dressed in a soft, silky felt to 

reduce secondary radiation. 

Lumley's Lampros 300 52 also includes three 

back panel controls. One is a continuously 

variable level pot to adjust the rear driver 

output, the others allow+ /-2dB variation (in 

1 dB steps) in midrange and treble output. In 

addition, the rear-facing ports can be plugged 

with foam bungs, to further control port 

behaviour according to circumstances or taste. 

The port is tuned to 3 2 Hz. 

SOUND QUALITY 

When all's said and done, what we have here is 

a three-way floorstander. Off-axis cancellation 

due to path length differences in the 

D'Appolito array reduce ceiling and floor 

reflections, but lateral imaging is not impeded, 



Lumley Lampros 300 S2 loudspeaker [Review] 

which makes the arrangement inherently room 

and multi-user friendly if done right - and it 

has been. Musically, the rear output (which can 

be turned off, so this is easily confirmed) adds 

a three-dimensional feel and presence similar 

to what you would experience in a good 

concert hall. It is also fully fleshed out in the 

depth plane, rather than giving the over-etched 

stereo encountered with traditional speakers. 

The rear-facing driver also helps produce clean 

off-axis reflections, without the frequency 

response and phase aberrations endemic with 

off-axis reflections from multi-driver systems. 

The mid and treble adjustments are too subtle 

to influence frequency response, so they don't 

really qualify as tone controls, but they remain 

a useful belt and braces way of fine tuning to 

different rooms and listening tastes. 

The foam bungs for the reflex ports have a 

more fundamental influence. As it stands, the 

300 52 bass is slightly underdamped and 

boomy. There's a trace of overhang, and this 

can be addressed with the foam, which tautens 

the bass nicely. The rear-facing speaker was set 

to 3pm on the control - fairly high - but this 

was with the speaker some d ista nee from the 

rear wall, and the optimum setting will vary. 

The bass is a little soft, and there is a hint of 

the same in the mid and treble. This isn't the 

most hard hitting loudspeaker you can buy, 

though it does have natural organic dynamism 

and 'bounce' that appears to spring unforced 

from within the music itself. 

This was a very appealing speaker, not just to 

the author, but to a number of visitors, 

including one famously Nairn-centric and 

notoriously critical listener (and ex-designer) 

whose idea of a good loudspeaker is almost 

exclusively a matter of dynamics and timing. 

Why) Because it is just so dammed 

communicative and enjoyable. The physical 

complication is not directly mirrored in its 

audio output - the system sounds stubbornly 

consistent across the frequency and dynamic 

envelopes, but in the final analysis this is a 

rather feline loudspeaker. It doesn't bang you 

over the head in an obvious way, but 

insinuates itself into the head, almost by 

"It has organic dynamism and 'bounce' that 
springs unforced from within the music." 

stealth. It is a speaker that does subtlety very, 

very well, and in its way it can be tactile, 

especially when reproducing string instruments 

in general (harp and piano in particular). 

However, the likes of Tom Waits are probably 

best served by something a little more 

muscular in its presentation. It is almost 

tempting to describe the 300 52 as a 

classical/acoustic music speaker, but that 

would be to oversimplify, and the Lumley is 

nothing like that narrow in its compass. 

Indeed, the bass is full and deep enough for 

just about any reasonable eventuality, and 

within reason there are no obvious constraints 

as the volume is turned up. 

Here is a speaker with heart and personality. 

It is a detailed and subtle transducer, which 

images well and also works effectively for 

those sitting off-axis (but less so when 

standing or laying on the floor), and which has 

enough sufficient adjustability to work 

comfortably in most surroundings. A genuinely 

surprising loudspeaker. HFC 

Alvin Cold 

VERDICT --
SOUND »89% [l PRO 

Subtle, engaging and vvide 

r-------------1 
ranging loudspeaker, tonally 

as well as dynamically, \rVith 

excellent soundstage 
presence. Something geninely 

original, too. 

EASE OF DRIVE » 60% 

1111 l::lW I I I I 

BUILD»84% �CON 

Aesthetically this speaker is 

1----------1 going to polarise opinion, 
though finish quality is 
generally good. Setting up 
can be a Lengthy process. 

VALUE» 72% 

........ ... 

The most improbable hit of the last twelve months, by a mile. 
This is a sweet tempered loudspeaker which imbues music with 
a warmth and grace that flatters without deceit. It is also 
consistently enjoyable and offers something different. 

HHI )) OVERALL SCORE 
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Denon DVD·A1XV universal disc player and AVC·A1XV multichannel amp [Review ] 

High tech high end 
Denon's huge new top-end multiformat player and amp weigh in with the latest hi-res digital links 

PRODUCT Denon DVD-Al XV and AVC·A l XV 

TYPE Universal disc player and multichannel amplifier 

PRICE (DVD-Al XV) £2,500, (AVC-A l XV) £4,000 

KEY FEATURES (DVD-Al XV) Size (WxHxD): 

43.4xl7x43.2cm O Weight: 19kg O Realta QHV video 

processing O Advanced AL24 audio processing O DVl-D, 

HDMI, i.Link, Denon Link (3rd edition) connections 

0 (AVC-AlXV) Size (WxHxD) 434x28x50.5cm 

O Weight: 44kg O 16-channel processing, 10 power 

amps O 170W per channel (8 Ohms) O DVl-D, HDMI, 

i.Link, Denon Link (3rd edition) connections 

CONTACT ID 01234 741200 '11> www.denon.co.uk 

N 
obody could say home cinema is 

uncompetitive, especially at the high 

end . In fact, the innovation on offer 

from the front runners appears almost out of 

proportion to the size and value of the market. 

Denon is currently the most aggressive 

producer of them all, eclipsing even Pioneer in 

the rate it is rolling out high-end models. This 

is especially true of its DVD players. 

The two products tested here are the 

company's new high-end universal disc player 

and multichannel amplifier. The DVD-A lVX 

player is the easier to categorise: it is an 

extensively enhanced version of Denon's 

existing DVD-A 1, a DVD player that also plays 

both DVD-Audio and SACD using a 

mechanism largely of Denon's own design. The 

new player is notable for its physical 

construction, in particular the multilayer 

anti-resonance base, the solid cabinet work 

and the well-endowed power supplies, all of 

which contribute to its unusual 19kg weight. 

The main features of technical interest, 

however, lie elsewhere. The video subsection is 

equipped with some uniquely powerful 

processing in the form of a chipset developed 

by Denon in partnership with Silicon Optix and 

called HQV (Hollywood Quality Video) This 

uses technology that has previously only been 

available in TV and film production studios. It 

can, for example, look for random noise by 

examining each pixel and all adjacent pixels 

on each frame in real time, before applying 

noise reduction and detail enhancement. The 

player also includes unusually strong 

progressive scan deinterlacing. 

The audio subsection is no less elaborate, if 

slightly less high tech, but includes Denon's 

proprietary advanced AL24 curve-smoothing 

algorithm. The other surprise this player 

springs is in the thoroughly impressive range 

of digital outputs, which includes i.Link/ 

IEEE1394 (PCM and DSD audio), DVl-D 

(digital video), HDMI vl.l (digital video and 

full-bandwidth multichannel PCM audio) and 

Denon Link, a proprietary high performance 

link for PCM audio, but not SACD/DSD 

datastreams as yet (see AudioFile, pl2). 

The AVC-A 1 XV amplifier is an extraordinary 

device, partly because of its back-breaking 

weight (44kg) and matching bulk. It can 

process up to 18 channels and has ten 170 

watt power amplifiers on board, enough for two 

completely independent 5.1 channel systems in 

different zones. In other configurations, it can 

be made to work in up to four zones. 

Alternatively, up to five channels can be 

bi-amplified, or separate direct radiating and 

"It even provides a form of spatial averaging 
to help optimise the system for a number 
of listeners and listening positions." 
dipolar rears can be set up in a main system, 

which are selected according to the type of 

material being reproduced. There is even the 

possibility of automatic switchover for speakers 

whose radiation pattern can be triggered in this 

way. A Revel 7.1-channel speaker system with 

just this ability was on hand during our test. 

The amp is the latest multichannel model 

with an automatic set-up feature. This one is 

different though - it's called MultEQ and has 

been licensed from Audyssey Labs. MultEQ can 

be used to set up a system with up to three 

subwoofers in a nine-channel configuration. It 

even provides a form of spatial averaging to 

help optimise the system - not just for a single 

hotseat, but for a number of listeners and 

listening positions. Judging by our experience, 

Audyssey MultEQ is consistent in its operation 

and appears to be very effective. 

SOUND QUALITY 

There are so many ways to link the two Denon 

components, it is hard to know where to start. 

For example, PCM (CD/DVD) audio can be sent 

in analogue form, or using any of five different 

digital pathways between player and amplifier. 

By contrast, analogue is a variable quality route, 

where performance depends partly on the 

interconnect used, and on whether the available 

video bypasses have been selected. At its best, 

it is not far off the all-digital method - a little 

softer, perhaps sweeter, not quite as cleanly 

articulated, but in some ways more integrated. 

The difference between H DMI and i.Link was 

just too ciose to caii with the test paring, but 

there is some benefit from using the Denon 

Link, which just sounds more open and 

dynamic, whether used for stereo or 

multichannel. The difference wasn't big, but it 

was there, and we look forward to hearing 

SACD 2.0 via Denon Link when it is finally 

released - it should be awesome. 

Backing this up was an amplifier with an 

ability to reproduce what the player was 

capable of giving, without squashing dynamics, 

muddying detail or doing anything to overly 

manipulate the impressively airy and spacious 

imagery. SACD over the digital bus gives the 

most impressive sound of any of the multiplicity 

of formats and connections available. In 

fairness, however, the more immediate but also 

more mechanical sound of DVD-Audio may be 

a function of the dearth of quality DVD-A 

material. SACD, on the other hand, benefits 

from a respectable catalogue, especially with 

classical material. Some of the results from the 

Denon pairing, and also from the Denon player 

with other amplifiers, were stunning in the 

density of sound produced, and the passion 

and authority with which it was expressed. r::::I 

FORMAT COMPATIBILITY 

DVD-AUDIO ...... DVD+R ...... 

DVD-VIDEO ...... DVD-RAM x 

SACD ...... MP3 AUDIO ...... 

CD ...... WMA AUDIO V' 

HDCD ...... AAC AUDIO x 

CD·R/RW ...... VIDEO CD V' 

DVD-R/RW V' JPEG PICTURES ...... 
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[Review ] Denon DVD·A1XV universal disc player and AVC·A1XV multichannel amp 

Roger Batchelor, Denon 

UK's marketing and training 

officer, discusses what went 

into making two of the best 

multichannel products ever 

HFC: Tell us about the 

amplifier's design highlights 

RB: Denon plays a lot of attention to the sound 

quality of its amplifiers and this means special care 

over the design of the power supplies. The 

designers have upped the ante with the AVC-A l XV, 

which uses six transformers, including a large 

screened high current toroidal driving a massive 

capacitor bank for the power amplifiers, and 

separate high capacity frame transformers for the 

video and preamplifier functions. There are 12 

regulated supplies in total. 

What are the key distinguishing features of the 

DVD-A 1 XV universal player? 

Our thinking here is that the DVD-Al XV should be 

able to do justice to existing libraries of high 

definition audio and CDs - and also DVDs. We've 

pulled out all the stops with audio disc playback, 

thanks in part to the advanced AL24 curve 

smoothing algorithm, which in its current form will 

work on 192kHz data - from DVD-Audio, for 

example. Then there's the Realta processor, which 

can improve standard format DVD playback to the 

point where it almost rivals high definition, as 

anyone who attended the public demonstrations 

we have given will know. Right now, we're not 

using the full capabilities of the processor, which 

can and will be upgraded in due course. 

What measures have been taken to enhance 

flexibility in both products? 

We have addressed this in a number of ways, for 

example by making the amp a powerhouse that 

can cope with quite complex multiroom 

installations. You can run two full home cinema 

systems with full multi-source capability in 

different rooms, or bi-amplify a single multichannel 

system. We have really gone to town with the 

digital and analogue connectivity options, which 

go beyond anything we have done before, and as 

far as possible we have engineered the amp to be 

upgradeable - for example, if there are any 

developments that affect the HDMI or the De non 

Link interfaces. 

The Ethernet sockets on the back make it 

possible to stream internet radio though the amp, 

which is an application we were demonstrating at 

at this year's CES show in Las Vegas. And it's now 

possible to up and down-convert video from 

component video to single-wire standard without 

tears. This will be 

useful for a 

component 

video source, 

which is to be 

viewed in a 

second zone 

wired with 

composite or 

S-Video. 
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Detail - DVD-A 1XV 

Silicon Optix ---+# 
processor 
(beneath 
heatsink) 

Analogue power 
supply 

Analogue power 
transformer 

Damping plate 
for transport 
mechanism 

Detail - AVC-A1XV 

HDMI/DVI stage 

Scaler unit ____ ..,. 

Cooling fan ____ ..,. 

Frame transformer 
(below fan 
assembly) 

CJ The DVD-Al XV is also a first rate CD player. 

'First rate' in this context means roughly 

comparable to a component CD player in high 

three-figure or low four-figure territory, but 

there is the same bottom line, which is that it 

all depends on how it is used. Again the 

preferred method was to use the Denon Link, 

which delays the D/ A conversion stage as late 

as possible, and minimises the amount of 

analogue processing, but using the player via 

its analogue outputs yielded results not far 

short of some very impressive and more costly 

players. Used this way, the Denon has a strong, 

articulate bass and midband, and a treble with 

just a hint of glare, which used via the digital 

output was really not noticeable at all. 

VIDEO PERFORMANCE 

The high power video processing has some 

surprising consequences, the most impressive 

being the way it improves the performance of 

standard DVD-Video. With very little setup, 

the HQV chip is capable of almost artefact

free image enhancement, radically reducing 

picture noise (look for this in large areas of 

uniform colour), while retaining high levels 

of detail, and a natural, filmic appearance. 

By any standards this is an impressive player. 

Overall, the Denon DVD-AlVX is a fine 

audio disc player which integrates well with 

.------Analogue 
audio stage 

Digital audio 
stage 

Customised 
univeral 
transport 
mechanism 

Main audio 
processing 
board 

Power 
amplifier 
heatsinks 

the AVC-A l VX. But when the player's video 

performance is added to its talents, it's clear 

that the DVD-Al VX is the real star of the show 

This is an exceptional player with excellent 

sound quality, plus essentially state of the art 

picture performance thanks to the magic of the 

powerful Realta HQV processor. HFC 

I I I I I I I I I JI I 
»SUB RATINGS 
CD 84� SACD 90% DVD-A 87% 

VISION » 95% 
lllllllli"DI 

FEATURES » 94% 

111111111111 

VALUE» 900/o 
I I I I I I I I 1:1 I 

Alvin Cold 

VERDICT - AVC-A 1 xv 

:··· 

............ 
>>SUB RATINGS 

STEREO 80'M. MULTICHANNEL 88� 

FEATURES » 980/o 
I I I I I I I I I 111 

BUILD » 890/o 

I I I I I I I I Ll 

VALUE »870/o 
I I I I I I I I 111 I 

Powerful Audyssey set-up 
and a flexible ten-channel 
power amp section mark out 
this amplifier, but perhaps 
inevitably its inelegant and 
bulky form factor will win it 
few friends . 

Hl·FI" 
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[Review] HI Audio turntable components 

An alternative 
approach 
Three top-notch turntable components from HI Audio - including, unusually, a high-end MM cartridge 

PRODUCT Hadcock 242 lntegra, Cartridge Man Music 

Maker Ill, Graham Slee Era Gold V 

TYPE Turntable tonearm, MM cartridge, phono stage 

PRICE £700, f625, f460 (respectively) 

KEY FEATURES. (242 lntegra arm) Length: 304.Smm 
O Pivot to stylus point: 243.Smm O Cartridge mass: 

3-12g O (Music Maker Ill cartridge) Weight: 6.2g 
o Output voltage: 4mV O 47k ohm load O Tracking 

force: l.58g o (Era Gold V phono stage) Size (WxHxD): 

ll.6x4.9xl7.5cm O Input sensitivity: 4mV O Input 

range: 2mV-10mV O Impedance: 47k ohm/lOOpF 

CONTACT � 01443 231458 '!!! www.hiaudio.co.uk 

H 
I Audio is a relatively new distributor of 

British kit to the UK market Proprietor 

Hugh Unsworth has taken it upon 

himself to broaden the market for a range of 

brands that have all established a niche, but 

which - he feels - deserve wider recognition. 

HI Audio supplied us with an arm, cartridge 

and phono stage, all of which are claimed to 

combine to produce a result that is of a very 

high quality for the price being asked. 

In many respects, when you are trying to 

promote moving magnet (MM) cartridges as 

high-end transducers, you virtually have to 

offer a tonearm and phono stage solution with 

the cartridge. The dominance of the moving 

coil (MC) is so complete that high-quality, 

low-mass arms designed for high compliance 

cartridges are very scarce, and the same goes 

for ded icated MM phono stages. Most of those 

we can think of are expensive valve devices or 

MC stages with an MM option. 

HI Audio's selection of components 

can be used on the majority of 

turntables - decks as diverse 

as Pro-Ject's RPM 9, the 

Linn LP12 and Garrard's 

301I401 are suitable. 

Nottingham Analogue 

makes special mounts for 

the Hadcock arm and Avid 

used to optionally supply 

these arms with its 

turntables. So, our choice of 

the SME 20A is not radical. 

Taking this selection from 

the top, the Hadcock 242 

lntegra is the latest 

evolution of a design that 

has been in production since 

the 1970s. This is a low 
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mass, uni-pivot bearing tonearm, with four 

captive ball bearings, sitting on a spike in the 

base supporting the main beam. If it weren't 

for the arm wire and anti-skate weight, you 

could pick the tonearm right up off the 

turntable. Its slim tube makes it look longer 

than usual, but the 242 in the name indicates 

the length in millimetres - and it's no longer 

than a Rega. 

Everything about this arm is adjustable, 

which means it's more tricky to set up than 

usual, but if you like tweaking it's hours of fun. 

Cartridge alignment, for instance, is achieved 

by moving the headshell on the arm tube; there 

are no slots in the headshell, just threaded 

holes. The latter mitigates against the use of 

cartridges that also have threaded holes, but 

they're easily drilled out The 242 lntegra uses 

Incognito cable; other options include Export 

and Export Super versions, with high purity 

copper, and the 242 VDH Silver, which features 

silver plated copper cable from van Den Hui. 

The Music Maker Ill phono cartridge is made 

by Len Gregory, the self-styled Cartridge Man, 

and is based on the moving iron design that 

was originally produced by Joe Grado. In 

development since 1990, this 

third-generation Music Maker 

is built entirely in 

SLEE 

v 



Croydon using body moulds bought from 

Grado and Len's own design of motor system, 

cantilever and stylus tip. 

And finally ... the Era Gold Vis the result of 

four years of development by Graham Slee and 

is the penultimate phono stage in a range that 

starts at £85 and goes up to £560. The 

instructions suggest that it takes up to three 

weeks to 'burn-in' and 72 hours to reach 

optimum performance should it be switched off 

after that period. The lack of an on/off switch is 

not an economic consideration. 

SOUND QUALITY 

We started off by trying these components out 

individually in an attempt to get a handle on 

what each part brings to the party. This is at 

odds with HI Audio's approach, but hopefully 

gives some insight into how the ensemble gels. 

The Music Maker cartridge is comfortably at 

home in the medium mass of an SME Series V 

tonearm and gives a good account of itself 

even when not fully run-in. It produces 

articulate, spirited and characterful renditions 

of the vinyl in use; it lets those aspects of the 

performance through with little difficulty. The 

only area it seems weak in are the highest 

frequencies, where live recordings don't seem 

to have as much 'air' as a good MC. But, when 

we say 'good' we mean 'more expensive ... quite 

a lot more expensive'. It clearly lets you hear 

the sense of timing and all the colour and 

depth of tone on the record. Lyrics sound 

particularly clear, delighting during our test 

period with Deep Purple's Never Before and 

Suzanne Vega's slightly overblown (in 

production terms) eponymous first album. 

The Era Gold V phono stage is also extremely 

capable, with a clean and fluid sound that 

allowed Tom Waits' voice ham it up to great 

effect on Frank's Wild Years. Comparing this 

stage with the similarly priced Trichord Dino 

proved a close run thing; the latter doesn't have 

quite the low frequency welly of the Gold V but 

its lighter balance suits voices like that ofTracey 

Thorn on Massive Attack's Protection. The Gold 

Vis more relaxed though, which is a good sign, 

and both phono stages gave a more expansive 

rendition than you tend to get from CD. 

The biggest difference we encountered with 

this gradual changeover was swapping in the 

Hadcock for the SME arm - these are similar in 

that they are both pivoting arms, but that's 

pretty well where the similarity ends. The lower 

friction of the uni pivot brings a very welcome 

sense of ease to everything you play, but this 

doesn't mean the music sounds laid back, just 

less mechanical. Alongside this is a warmth to 

the bass that affects voices like Joni Mitchell's, 

but not in an intrusive manner. In fact, the 

"Channel separation is extremely good and 
the bass line drives the piece along." 

more you listen, the less you 

notice it and the more you hear 

the tunefulness of bass lines. 

These components are capable of 

fighting way above their weight and 

with many albums it's hard to hear 

why you would crave anything more. 

Occasionally there's a sense of 

restraint and even softness in the 

midband, especially around the 

frequency that saxophones work their 

squawky magic. On the other hand, 

this is probably why the combination sounds 

relaxed, and the fact that you can hear so much 

detail at both high and low levels suggests that 

it's doing things properly. Put on Billy Cobham's 

powerful Quodronttrack from Spectrum and 

you can turn it up all the way without any sign 

of aggression. Channel separation is superb and 

the bass line drives the piece along in no 

uncertain terms. 

Moving through our test programme, we 

played Keith Jarrett's Eyes of the Heart and the 

sound transformed into an open, clean and 

even hard-edged thing. This set up really shows 

the differences between recordings, which is 

the ultimate purpose of high-fidelity 

equipment - the results are both musical and 

well resolved. Lambchop's excellent recording 

Is A Woman sounded unusually real and 'in 

the room', the low thumping of feet on studio 

floor combining with the ethereal noodling of 

more musicians that necessary to produce an 

entrancing soundscape. Why can't more 

recordings sound this good) 

You can't buy many serious moving coil 

cartridges for the price of all three of these 

components. And yet without a comparison on 

hand, you'll find it hard to hear why you need 

to pay more. The high output of the moving 

magnet is one reason for this - it makes the 

phono stage's job easier and the signal suffers 

less in the journey from stylus to 

amp. The usual limitation is the 

MM cartridge itself, but in the case 

of the Music Maker Ill that 

limitation is virtually invisible. For 

any one considering the separates 

route to vinyl nirvana, this ensemble 

makes a very strong case for an 

alternative approach. HFC 

Jason Kennedy 

FEATURES » 85% 

BUILD»78% 

VALUE»90% 

FEATURES» 76% 

BUILD» 88% 

VALUE»88% 
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The whole thing gives an impression of great 

solidity, thanks in part to its total weight of 

more than l3kg, but also to the domed slabs 

of cast alloy that form the top and base here. 

These clearly add considerable structural 

stiffness and integrity to the whole. They're 

linked together by alloy strips that form the 

baffled edge, while the large slot port is 

another hefty alloy casting and the front is 

trimmed by a shiny aluminium sheet 

This is essentially a classic two-way design, 

albeit an inverted one, with a l 65mm main 

driver loaded by a ported enclosure with a 

generous internal volume of 16.4 litres. Said 

main driver has a cast frame and a cone/ 

dust-cap that's 120mm in diameter and made 

from woven fibreglass in a plastic matrix. This 

unit is mounted above a 25mm aluminium 

dome tweeter that is equipped with a little 

phase-compensating protector. Twin terminals 

on the rear provide a bi-wire/bi-amp option. 

Our measurements bespeak of a speaker with 

great promise. The far-field in-room averaged 

responses show a fine overall balance, with a 

bass extension that goes surprisingly deep for 

a stand mount design: ref the mid band datum, 

the -6dB point under in-room conditions is a 

relatively low 26Hz, aided by a port tuned to 

around 39Hz. 

The broad midband from 90Hz right up to 

SkHz holds within +/-3dB under in-room 

conditions, which is very impressive. However, 

there is mild unevenness above 800Hz: output 

is a little lacking 900Hz-3kHz - or alternatively 

a little strong 3-SkHz. A small peak around 

10-11 kHz is also visible. Sensitivity is a 

respectable 88d8, right on spec, while the 

impedance averages around seven ohms and 

never falls below four ohms, so the speaker 

won't be unduly difficult to drive. 

SOUND QUALITY 

For auditioning, the speakers were placed on 

600mm Kudos S 100 stands, and positioned so 

that their front baffles were roughly one metre 

out from the wall. The speakers were driven 

from a Nairn NAPSOO power amp using Vertex 

AQ cables, the signals coming from a hybrid 

Linn/Rega vinyl spinner, Nairn CDS3 and 

Burmester 001 CD players, and a Nairn 

NAC552 preamplifier. 

As befits the hefty pricetag, the sound 

quality of these speakers is a little bit special. 

The first thing one notices - and goes on 

noticing for as long as the PSB is playing - is 

the remarkably low cabinet signature and 

overhang. By comparison, most other speakers 

sound relatively woody and thickened. With 

the M2, you hear the drive units (and to some 

extent the crossover network) but not the box. 

As a generalisation, stand mount speakers 

tend to sound cleaner and crisper through the 

bass region than equivalent floorstanding 

designs. To a large extent this is because they 

have much less enclosure surface area, but it's 

also due to the sound-waves having space to 

PSB Platinum M2 loudspeaker [Review] 

"The first thing one notices - and goes on 
noticing for as long as the PSB is playing - is 
the remarkably low cabinet signature." 
disperse underneath as well around and above 

the enclosure. This PSB not only has the 

advantages of a stand mount design, but its 

exceptionally inert and stable enclosure seems 

- at a rough estimate - to double the effect, 

leading to its extraordinarily clean and 

well-controlled bass reproduction. 

Indeed, some may find the bass too 

restrained. It's certainly exceptionally clean, 

and delves surprisingly deep for such a 

compact speaker, but it's not particularly 

punchy or authoritative - 'gentle' is a word 

that springs to mind here - and the overall 

effect turns out to be a little on the cool 

side of neutral. 

The midband voicing and balance is very 

even-handed and neutral, though some 

mild nasal congestion is audible on speech 

in particular. The top end is decent enough, 

though it can be a shade obvious at times, 

adding a touch of 'spitch' to speech and a 

little too much zip on bright recordings. 

Poor quality recordings, where the top end 

is inherently rather ragged and untidy, are 

not treated too kindly here, though clean 

material is much better served. 

The wide baffle and inverted driver layout 

are presumably key factors responsible for the 

M2's quite exceptional stereo image focus. This 

is to do with the dispersion of the speaker, 

which determines the ratio of direct to 

room-reflected sound reaching the listener, and 

which in the M2's case clearly favours direct 

sound, hence its superior focus. 

The enclosure of this chunky stand mount 

model is particularly unusual - indeed probably 

unique - in using large and massive cast alloy 

sections as part of its enclosure. There's no 

denying these are exceptionally effective in 

virtually eliminating the unwanted woody 

character that is found in the vast majority of 

box loudspeakers. The result is unusual clarity 

and freedom from texture thickening right 

down to the lowest frequencies. Add two 

high-class drivers and finely judged overall 

voicing and you have the exciting recipe of a 

top-quality standmount. The only 

obvious question mark hangs over the 

unorthodox styling, which might be a little too 

different to appeal to British tastes. HFC 

Paul Messenger 
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EASE OF DRIVE » 800/o vanishingly low box 
coloration. Overall balance is 

1-------------1 beautifully judged, t oo.  

BUILD» 92% Li CON 
Styling is unorthodox by UK 

....._ ______ _____, st andards. Midband has slight 

VALUE» 82% 
........ .., .. 

nasal congestion and t reble 
might be sweeter. Overall 
sound is a lit t le coot. 

This unusual looking stand mount uses radical cast alloy 
cabinetwork to create bass of exceptional cleanness and 
clarity. There is some midband nasality. and the top end could 
be smoother and sweeter, but overall it's impressively neutral. 

HHI )) OVERALL SCORE 
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Not for 

conservatives 

• 

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject, 

design is perhaps a little less conservative than the norm 
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green. 

High quality record players are available from just over £100 

Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence. 

Centres. of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended 
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range. 

Pro-ject Audio Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk 
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Johann Se6astian wou(d have 6een very yroud. 

. I 

The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon. Named as a sign of respect for possibly the 

greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus. 

From around £400 and available from most quality Hi-Fi stores. 

Distributed by Henley Designs, 01235 511 166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

The Elite SE 

improving on a 
neat classic. 

An elegant floorstanding 
loudspeaker which 
builds upon the 
considerable strengths 
of the original ELITE 
model to deliver 
outstanding musical 
performance in the 
home, offering more 
than a hint of the 
insight and enjoyment 
available from the 
internationally acclaimed 
ULTIMATUM series 
loudspeakers. 

music to the .TH degree 

neat acoustics 

London SW: Oranges and Lemons, 0207 924 2040 

London N1: Grahams HiFi, 0207 226 5500 

Guildford: PJ HiFi, 01483 504801 

St Albans: The Sound Practice, 01727 893928 

Sawbridgeworth: Audlofile Objective, 01279 724024 

Ipswich: Signals, 01473 655171 

Leicester: Cymbiosis, 0116 262 3754 

Harrogate: HiFi Hut, 01423 810990 

Liverpool: Sound Investment, 0151 428 3950 

Warrington: Practical HiFi Plus, 01925 632179 

Kilmarnock: Kevin Galloway Audio, 01563 574185 

Edinburgh: Retro Reproduction, 0131 558 9989 

www.neat.co.uk tel: 01833 631021 



Gold ring GR2 turntable, arm and canridge [Review] 

A well-built and professionally 

set up turntable with a top 

notch arm and good quality 

---------i cartridge supplied. Good 

all-round sonic value. 



GROUP TEST AND l.AB REPORTS: RICHARD BI.ACK 

Once upon a time, spending more than a grand on an amplifier almost guaranteed a 
pre/power design. Not any more, as these no-compromise integrateds ably show 

I 

· O 

ON TEST 

Arcam A32 
£1,200 

Cyrus 8vs/ PSX·R 
£1,200 

Moon i·3 
£1,595 

• 
Myryad MXl2080 

El,100 

Orelle SA lOOevo 2 
£1,200 

= Q · 

Roksan Caspian M Series 
£1,000 
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N 
ot so long ago, we would have 

been hard-pressed to make up a 

group of six integrated amplifiers 

costing more than a thousand pounds. 

The reason why we can do so now has 

relatively little to do with inflation and 

far more to do with shifting perceptions 

of what an integrated amp can 

reasonably be expected to do. 

When all hi-fi systems included an LP 

player, all amps had to include a phono 

stage. Given how damnably sensitive 

phono stages are to the hum fields 

generated by the large mains 

transformers in power amplifiers, a 

separate preamp looking after the 

delicate stuff seemed wise, especially for 

higher-end models. 

On the other hand, experience taught 

designers and manufacturers how to 

make integrated amps that manage to 

look svelte even while packing a punch 

of 100 watts or so. Even the Cyrus 8vs in 

this group test, admittedly the least 

powerful if only by a small margin, would 

look small were it merely a preamp. But 

its innards are filled to a large extent 

with a humungous mains transformer, 

and the circuits occupy what would have 

been an unfeasibly small space in the 

days before surface-mount components. 

Even the biggest amp here, the generous 

100-watt Arcam A32 is more like the size 

of yesteryear's SO-watt power amps with 

their discrete components - and the 

Arcam's a well-featured model too. 

It seems inevitable that the integrated 

amp should advance ever further into 

pre/power territory, and there's no 

reason why it should stop here. On top 

of that, the growth of bi-amping gives a 

potential new lease of life to most 

upper-range integrateds - just add 

another power amp and off you gol 

As integrated amps have gone up in 

social aspirations, they've almost 

universally acquired another feature -

remote control. Some regard this as a 

mixed blessing, bringing as it often does 

such irritations as volume control in 

slightly-too-large steps and only via 

fiddly buttons, be they on the remote or 

the front panel. Still, amps like the 

Roksan and Orelle retain a traditional, if 

motorised, volume control, and electronic 

input switching. When performed by 

high quality relays, this method has real 

advantages over mechanical switches in 

terms of reliability and short signal paths. 

And the sound you can expect7 They 

perform as well as cheaper integrated 

amps, only more refined, more detailed 

and less inclined to sympathise in 

partisan manner with only certain 

musical styles. Probably not much 

louder, though - you get few extra watts 

for your money these days. We really 

enjoyed our time with these six models -

we hope you will tool HFC 

EQUIPMENT USED 
® Pioneer PDR·609 CD recorder/player 

® dCS Elgar DAC 

® Pink Triangle PT TOO turntable with 

SME309 tonearm and Highphonic 

MC-A3 phono cartridge 

® ATC SCM20 loudspeakers 

® Kimber, Furukawa and Bespoke Audio 

hi-fi cables 

MUSIC USED 
® Michael Jackson Thriller 
® Dvorak Carnival Overture 
® Guzman Ambrosio 
® Miles Davis Kind of Blue 
® Little Feat Feats Don't Fail Me Now 

MUSIC USED 
Once again, we are profoundly indebted 

to the selfless souls who donated their 

time and listening acuity at the service of 

our blind listening tests - on this 

occasion, thanks to: 

® David Denyer (David Denyer Public 

Relations) 

® James Meredith (Cyrus) 

® Ed Selley (Cambridge Audio) 



AV 

LISTENING TESTS 
In classic HFC fashion, the centrepiece of the listening was 

a 'blind' presentation of each amp to a panel of expert 

listeners, in an attempt to remain free of prejudices and 

preconceptions. Listen ing levels were matched and the 

same programme of music was played through each amp 

with minimal distractions. In addition, each amp was 

auditioned more informally, at different listening levels to 

suit the particular character of each amp under test. 

The amplifiers were measured with a variety of equipment, 

including a Hameg distortion measuring set and also items 

• of audio equipment (ADCs and DACs) adapted to lab duty 

DVD 

and1eporting data for analysis to Cool Edit and Mathcad 

on a PC. This approach enabled us to build up a picture of 

the amplifiers performance under different conditions of 

frequency, level and load. This allows truly accurate 

assessment of published amplifier specifications and 

precisely determines the amplifier's characteristics under 

real-world conditions. 

No other magazine offers an equivalent test and 

listening programme for comparative tests. 

Our 30 bar graphs are a simple way of showing how the 

products compare across five technical parameters. In each 

case, a percentage is given that falls above or below the 

group average. In this test, the five parameters are: 

1] Dynamic power: This reflects an aggregate of 

continuous and peak (instantaneous) power into both 

eight and four ohm loads, giving an indication of total 

power availabl e u nder realistic conditions. 

2] Frequency response: This is a measure of precisely 

how smooth and linear the frequency response is within 

the audio band, and what the upper frequency response 

(-3dB point) limit is. 

3] Dynamic range: An indication of the background 

hiss level of the amplifier, as compared to its maximum 

power output. 

4] Distortion: In a slight change from some previous 
issues, this is now taken as an aggregate figure of 

measurements at different frequencies and levels, to better 

approximate real life performance. 

5] Output impedance: A measurement of how tight a 

grip the amplifier has upo n the loudspeaker cones. 

OUR BAR GRAPHS: AN EXAMPLE 



[Ultimate Croup Test ] Integrated amplifiers .£1,000· .£1,600 
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ARCAM FMJ 132 
Arcam's flagship integrated stereo amp is packed with good ideas 

T 
his chunky box is equal biggest in the 

group, externally, but under the lid it 

has more circuitry than any of the others, 

by quite a margin. There's a phono stage, for a 

start, and no half-hearted afterthought either -

it's a dedicated board, switchable for MM or MC 

operation. There's sophistication aplenty in the 

line-level preamp stage too, plus a moderately 

complex power amp and a particularly large 

toroidal transformer. 

Have corners been cut somewhere/ Not that 

we can see. Even the case is made for the task, 

and relatively non-resonant which is a good 

thing. Instead, we're probably looking 

principally at economies of scale. You see, 

however many units this model sells annually, 

they are joined by sales of a number of other 

Arcam amplifiers (including pre and power 

separates) which share important structural 

and electronic subsystems. 

It's also out in front in the features stakes.It 

offers tone controls (adjustable per channel or 

globally), sensitivity trim for each input, 

adjustable size of volume step (it's an 

electronic volume control), six line-level inputs, 

two record outputs, two switchable speaker 

outputs, separable pre and power sections, 

headphone output.. and more. The display is 

unusually informative and customisable, it's 

very nice to use and, all in all, it's got the pride 

of ownership thing rather efficiently covered. 

SOUND QUALITY 
With few reservations, our listeners thought the 

sound similarly well-engineered. It may perhaps 

not be first choice for listeners who value 

timing above all other virtues, but even there 

the criticisms were extremely mild, merely 

pointing out that the A32 was not quite the 

best in group in this respect, but certainly not 

the worst. One of the most revealing comments 

mentioned its way of making plain the "musical 

sense" of the composition and its performance, 

which seems to sum up its strengths. Most of 

all, this is a music-lover's amplifier. 
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In terms of the specifics, the A32 was found 

to be tonally very well balanced, with good 

dynamic range that did not attempt to 

overemphasise contrasts between loud and 

soft. It was also felt to be particularly good at 

making the most of the 'greys' between the 

extremes of dynamics. On the imaging front, 

listeners commented on its fine separation of 

different sections within an orchestra or band, 

and its lifelike rendering of the physical size of 

instruments and voices. With very bright 

recordings (or speakers) its tonal honesty can 

make it seem a bit fatiguing, but one should 

not blame the messenger: neutral partnering 

equipment and well-balanced recordings 

sound most inviting. 

Even the phono stage is good. It is a low 

noise, low hum affair, and it possesses a 

relaxed manner that never once loses its grip. 

In summary, the Arcam A32 is a remarkably 

honest performer that resolutely refuses to 

impose its own character on the music. It tells 

things just as they are, without exaggeration or 

sweetening, and as a result achieves very fine 

results with a wide range of musical styles. The 

high feature count and fine build quality are 

definite bonuses, and its output power is 

sufficiently high to drive even relatively 

inefficient speakers with aplomb. HFC 

SOUND »90% An integrated amp with 

almost everything - finely 

1-----------< detailed and neutral sound, 

FEATURES » 90% effortless extension, 

excellent control, very well 

f---------1 ordered measurements. 
BUILD »90% 

VALUE »90% 

Also, loads of features, with 

little or no adverse impact. 

HHI 
OVERAU SCORE 

Among a group where high technical standards are 

very much the norm, this amp stood out as 

particularly fine. Its output power meets the 1 DOW 

specification quite comfortably, with low distortion 

until very close to clip. 

Distortion, at somewhere round 0.003% at 

moderate power, is getting hard to measure and 

falls even further at low power, at any frequency. 

It's highly assured into low impedance loads too, 

with distortion barely increasing at all into four 

ohms. Bandwidth is wide, extending to 60kHz 

(-1 dB) and effectively to DC. Noise is slightly higher 

than with some amps here, but still essentially 

inaudible under any likely conditions. 

Output impedance sticks around the 40mohm 

mark over most of the band. Ironically, the large 

transformer gives it a relatively low dynamic 

headroom, since there is less 'sag' under continuous 

high-power conditions. 

HOW IT COMPARES 

1] Dynamic power»+ 30% 

21 Frequency response » + 10% 

3] Dynamic range» -10% 

4] Distortion» +55% 

5] Output impedance» -25% 



Integrated amplifiers .£1,000· .£1,600 [Ultimate Group Test ] 

.£1,200 -.:: 01480 435577 ('(: www.cyrusaudio.com 

CYRUS 8VS/PSX-R 
The 'singing shoebox' returns, complete with optional power supply 

N 
ot just one, but two of Cyrus's neat 

die-cast boxes here. It's not quite what 

one might expect, because although 

the optional PSX-R (f400) is an external power 

supply upgrade, it doesn't actually take over 

from the supply already inside the 8vs 

integrated amp (f800). Instead, it supplements 

it by providing a separate, regulated supply for 

the pre-stages within the Bvs. Indeed, the 

transformers in the two boxes are roughly 

equal sizes. Cyrus has made this a completely 

trouble-free upgrade, and all one has to do is 

switch off, plug in the PSX-R (via its short 

captive lead) and switch both units back on. 

Cyrus doesn't waste a square centimetre 

anywhere. Seven line inputs, tape and pre out, 

headphone output, PSX-R socket, two sets of 

speaker terminals (using the almost-extinct 

BFA connectors) and remote control bus 

connectors jostle for space but hey, you only 

have to connect it up once or twice, let's face 

it. The overall gain in neatness makes a little 

congestion a small price to pay' 

The electronic volume control also adjusts 

balance, but that's about as far as it goes. 

Cyrus's indication of volume setting, using a 

ring of LEDs round the multiturn knob, is neat 

and practical and volume steps are suitably 

fine. Construction throughout is solid, though 

the print on the front is a bit of a squint to 

read in dim light. 

SOUND QUALITY 

Plenty of positive comments greeted this amp, 

with just a few minor reservations concerning 

its performance in the bass. On a couple of 

tracks, there seemed to be a consensus that 

bass was very slightly reticent, while one listener 

found bass presentation a little muddled, most 

obviously in the Miles Davis track. Midband and 

treble, however, were very well liked, with praise 

for the tonal balance, detail and resolution. The 

opera track drew a couple of comments about 

forward presentation, but with the rider that the 

sound was still detailed and highly listenable. 

It seems that the Svs is particularly fond of 

voices. Several comments referring to the two 

vocal tracks suggested that voices are 

particularly clear and easy to follow, possibly at 

the expense of instrumental accompaniment 

to some extent. Nevertheless, purely 

instrumental tracks benefited from the amp's 

open and detailed sound and were on the 

whole very well balanced, both tonally and 

spatially. The Svs/PSX-R combination is also 

extremely insightful, in part due to the 

communicative vocal articulation. All told, the 

panel found this a natural-sounding performer. 

Without the additional power supply, the 

sound lost some of its incisiveness and became 

softer and more laid-back, but it retained much 

of its fine detail and front-to-back imaging. 

It's clear that this amp is a capable performer 

that can give a great deal of insight into good 

recordings and a high degree of musical 

pleasure. For all-Cyrus or mixed-brand systems 

equally, a highly recommendable product. HFC 

SOUND» 88% An unusually good-looking 

amplifier that sounds more 

>---------t than decent, with or 

FEATURES» 84% without the add-on power 

supply. More grunt than you 

>---------t might expect, plus a real 

BUILD» 86% musical performance in all 

circumstances. 

VALUE» 87% Hl·FI · 

OVERALL SCORE 

This was not the lowest-distortion amp in the group, 

although whether about 0.03% of predominantly 

third-order harmonic distortion is in any sense 

worrying is a moot point. Given that the ear is a 

surprisingly poor distortion detector, it's unlikely 

anyone will hear such low levels in reality. 

Bizarrely, however, distortion figures rose by 

about lOdB (factor of three) with the PSX-R added, 

which does bring the distortion into the realms of 

possible audibility. That's at high power, at least; at 

low power (1 OW or so and below), with or without 

PSX-R, distortion drops to below 0.01 % at any 

frequency. In another odd result, distortion actually 

drops into four ohm loads, so 'difficult' speakers 

should be a breeze. 

There's plenty of current available, too. Noise is 

low, frequency response flat within a whisker over 

the audio band and at least an octave extra each 

end, and output power just exceeds the 70W rating. 

HOW IT COMPARES '. 

1] Dynamic power» 0% 

21 Frequency response» -20% 

3] Dynamic range» 0% 

4] Distortion» -40% 

5] Output impedance» +50% 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Measurement Rated 1 Actual 
--- � -- --

Power output (8 ohms) 70W 76W 

D1stort1on (1 kHZ/8 ohms) 0 003°0 0 03°0 

Frequency response (20Hz 20kHz) - +O 2SdB 
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F I N E T WO CHAN N EL AUD I 0 SYSTEMS 

Mcintosh 275 valve amplifier. 

This modern reissue of their classic 

1969 amplifier has robust, full bodied 

sound with smooth high frequencies. 

A healthy 75wpc will drive most 

speakers easily and can be bridged 

to give a conservative 15owpc. £2750. 

Bel Canto Pre 2 & eV02 amplifier. 

A very transparent sound with good 

tonal balance and precise imaging. 

Although a digital amplifier, the 

sound is reminiscent of their valve 

heritage. Pre 2 £3999. eV02 £2899. 

Also on demonstration, we have 

their integrated amplifier eV02i 

at a remarkable £2799. 

Wadia 302 CD player. 

One of the most musical players 

at this price. £3950. 

Dall Helicon 400 loudspeaker. 

A 2 1/ 2 system with unique ribbon/ 
soft dome tweeter arrangement. 

Easy to drive, capable of producing 
a big soundstage and a very open 
top end. Excellent appearance and 
cabinet quality. £3310. 

Mcintosh MA6900 solid state 

integrated amplifier. 

This solid state amplifier with 

transformer coupled output has 

sound that is close to their classic 

valve amplifier designs. The very 

reasonable 200 wpc output will 

drive into any speaker load. An 

all-in-one solution with a high-end 

sound. £4240. 

SME Model 20/ 2 turntable. 
One of our best sellers, this turntable 

and arm combination produces 

a totally different listening 

experience in terms of tonal 

accuracy and transparency. 

Model 20/2 £3841. Series V arm 

£1697. Also on demonstration 

the exquisite Model 30/2A. 

Audio Physic Loudspeakers. 

We are please to be demonstrating 

the new range from this highly 
respected manufacturer. Very 
accurate imaging and tonal 
balance with great styling. 
Virgo 3 (shown above) £3999, 
Tempo £2199, Yara £999. 

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid 

amplifier. A popular amplifier 

with great looks and sound. £2750. 

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck. 

With the new, thicker platter and 

upgrade kit it produces an even 

more neutral and stable image. £1417. 

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player. 

The improved sound with the new 

drive is astonishing. £2950. 

Conveniently located between Reading and 

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes 

7 Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston 

Reading, Berkshire RG7 SJA 

Demonstrations by appointment, 
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00. 

It is advisable to call us before visiting. drive from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6 

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the 

building. We have a home evaluation scheme for 

those who might find this method more convenient. 

T 0118 981 9891 
E info@audioconsultants.co.uk 

www.audioconsultants.co.uk 
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and 

previously owned equipment listed on our website. 

A.C/HFC/25 
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MOONl-3 
Those who crave a big, lively sound will go loony for Moon 

M 
oon products - both amps and CD 

players - are made by the Canadian 

company Simaudio, which has been 

in business since 1980. The range has recently 

been introduced to the UK by Redline 

Distribution, and this model is pretty much the 

baby - there's a l kW monoblock power amp at 

the top of the food chain 1 

Features are pretty much the basic integrated 

amplifier set. You get six line-level inputs, tape 

and preamp out, single speaker terminals 

(particularly nice ones) and, of course, a remote 

handset that operates the electronic volume 

control and solid-state input switch. The 

volume control is a standard part, connected in 

a slightly non-standard configuration that is 

claimed to reduce the sonic signature. This also 

has the effect of giving rather large and uneven 

volume steps, which we found ourselves 

wishing could be smaller. Volume is displayed 

in arbitrary numbers from 0 to 50, and there's 

rather too much visible through the display 

window in the way of internal components. 

That apart, fit and finish are good and the 

unit is certainly very solidly made. Moon makes 

great claims for its circuit designs, including a 

configuration which "eliminates feedback". 

Regardless, twinned pairs of output transistors 

give plenty of safety factor for high power. 

SOUND QUALITY 

For a couple of our listeners, this was the star 

of the show, the third placing it about halfway 

down the order. It was felt by all to be a lively 

and upbeat performer, which (in common with 

all the amps in this group) had the basics well 

and truly in place but, inasmuch as it had its 

own character, seemed distinctly cheerful and 

zippy But that's not to imply any loss of finesse 

or skimping on details. Indeed, one listener felt 

it had, by some margin, the best separation 

between sounds of any amp here, with each 

instrument given plenty of chance to 'sing'. 

There were a few slight reservations about 

stereo imaging, with a view of proceedings 

�oeoooo oo
!mfj · · - - · - - -- -

somewhat at odds with the other amps, 

particularly in the opera track (which is 

unusually well recorded from that point of 

view). But, in the same track, there was praise 

for the way the voices seemed very immediate 

and less glossed over than with some other 

amps. Disagreement arose over timing, one 

listener finding it excellent while another 

thought the orchestral track in particular 

sounded rushed. There was almost no mention 

of tonal balance as such, but the frequent 

references to natural sound and lack of 

harshness suggest this is well judged. 

We spent a long time auditioning this 

amplifier sighted, as its 'blind' test results 

seemed in some ways to be contradictory. Bass 

for instance: sometimes it seemed admirably 

strong and sometimes a little reticent. Stereo 

imaging could be excellent but occasionally a 

touch wayward, placing instruments where 

they haven't been before. In fact, it seems that 

this amp is happier with large ensembles than 

small ones, an unusual state of affairs. On the 

other hand, we did manage to ascertain that 

tonality is particularly neutral across midrange 

and treble, and there's no denying that it has a 

fine knack of extracting plenty of detail from 

recordings. Overall, then, it seems a safe 

enough recommendation, for an agreeable 

range of sonic virtues. HFC 

-

VERDICT ".' 

SOUND »89% Some mixed results over 

imaging and timing can't 

+--------_, detract from this amp's 

FEATURES » 74% lively, and at the same time 

highly informative, way of 

+--------_, presenting music. 
BUILD »88% 

VALUE »85% 

Particularly at home with 

big-scale tracks. 

HUii · · · 

OVERALL SCORE ' 

We obtained a maximum output before clip of a 

fraction less than the rating, 93W on both channels. 

Driving just one channel, this climbs to lOOW and 

there's a goodly current delivery available for low 

impedance loads. However, distortion is the highest 

in the group by some margin. It's still not very high, 

at a worst-case figure of about 0.15% (high 

frequency), though it rises a little into four ohms. 

What's possibly slightly more significant is that a 

fair bit of this distortion seems to be due to the 

input stages and therefore persists even when the 

volume is turned down. 

Everything else seems perfectly fine (noise, 

bandwidth, offset) but the extent of distortion is, 

experience suggests, just on the sort of level where 

it has an effect on the amp's sonic presentation and 

this almost certainly explains the slightly mixed 

results we obtained. Pretty subtle, though, and 

arguably a matter of taste. 

HOW IT COMPARES 

1 J Dynamic power»+ 10% 

2) Frequency response » -10% 

3) Dynamic range» 0% 

4) Distortion» -70% 

5) Output impedance»+ 50% 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Measurement Rated Actual 
------------------

Power outpu• (8 ohms) 100\V 93W 

D1stor•1or (I kHz 8 o� rris) O l )0 o O 06° o 

Frequency re-;porse (20Hz 20kHz) +Q 3dB 
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MYRYAD MXl2080 
Myryad redefines the 'kit' concept with its modular amplifier 

W
e first looked at this smart unit in a 

solo review in HFC 260, where we 

revealed that as a box it's rather a 

kit-form affair which can be ordered loaded 

with varying numbers of modules for stereo 

integrated, or stereo/multichannel power, 

amplifier duty. Clever, but we should take this 

earliest opportunity to dispel any suspicion 

that 'kit-form' has any connotations for build 

quality. In fact, this is a particularly smart unit, 

its bulk somewhat lessened in effect by some 

well-judged chamfering on the front panel, the 

flush front lighting up with a nicely informative 

display when the little metal line above the 

display is touched to bring the amp out of 

standby. With practice, one learns not to brush 

the hand over that at inopportune moments ... 

Although the features list is short in terms of 

what the amp will do with a signal (amplify itl), 

it offers the highest input count of any model 

here, plus two tape outputs, bi-amp outputs 

and separate preamp out and power amp in per 

channel, which must be linked externally with a 

supplied short lead. There's also a pair of 

'My-link' sockets for remote control connection. 

Inside the robust steel case, a pair of power 

amp modules and a separate preamp board do 

the business, aided by no less than three mains 

transformers - one each for power amp, preamp 

and control sections. Operation is simple and 

pleasant enough, though one can get a little 

bored adjusting volume over a wide range - the 

0.SdB steps mean that ten turns of the knob 

are required from full volume to silence. 

SOUND QUALITY 
This amp was not the greatest hit of the day 

with our unsighted panel, even though such 

criticisms as they had were for the most part 

quite mild. The word "boring" only cropped up 

once, but other comments also suggest that it 

was not found the most involving of the group. 

We'll have to suspend judgement over 

dynamics, though, after one listener found 

them "compressed" and another "excellent", in 

66 Hl·FI CHOICE I may 200S 
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one and the same track - an illustration of 

how hard it can be select between amps that 

all offer an essentially strong performance 

from a sound quality viewpoint 

There was a definite sense that tonality is on 

the bright side, while in the bass there is 

excellent extension and control. Presumably 

associated with the brightness is a slightly 

harsh quality on some sounds (like trumpet) 

which are already bright Voices in our opera 

excerpt were felt to be not quite as well 

defined and separated from each other as with 

some amps, but the placing of instruments 

within a large symphony orchestra was picked 

out for praise. Again and again, though, there 

were favourable comments about the bass, 

with bottom-line instruments possessing 

unusually good scale, weight and tunefulness. 

Sighted listening definitely concurred on the 

bass front, but was more inclined to be forgiving 

in the treble. All the same, when heard 

alongside the best in the group there is indeed 

a little less of the 'keep-listening' quality to the 

amp, less of that beguiling sound that draws 

you into the music. Once again, the basics are 

present and correct and there's much to admire 

in this amp's performance, but it seems it is not 

the last word in listener involvement - at least 

when compared to this group's sonic stars. HFC 
--

VERDICT -==- 0 
SOUND » 84% Treble can sometimes be a 

I I I I I II I I little uninvolving but bass is 

>----------< rich, deep and tuneful, and 

FEATURES » 86% there's a good sense of 

scale to the proceedings. An 

>----------< accomplished amp in many 

BUILD » 90% respects, if not quite an 

I I I I I IJ I outright star. 

VALUE »86% 

I I I I CJJI I 
Hl-FICHOICE 8 S 010· OVERALL SCORE / I 

0 

With worst<ase distortion figures (across the 

range of frequency and power levels) struggling to 

exceed 0.01%, and typical results less than a third 

of that, it's hard to point the finger of blame where 

that perceived loss of involvement is concerned, 

unless our ears can really detect (and enjoy) a 

near-vanishing smidgin of distortion now and then. 

Even into four-0hm loads, distortion barely 

increases and, what's more, consists predominantly 

of second-0rder components which are generally 

considered the least audible. 

Nothing else looks very worrying, either, with 

bandwidth well in excess of audio and noise down 

where it should be (notionally one of the 'worst' in 

the group, but it's all relative). Output impedance is 

low and consistent across the frequency range, and 

output power comfortably exceeds the BOW rating. 

In short, this is a well designed amplifier in all 

practical considerations. 

HOW IT COMPARES I 

1] Dynamic power» -20% 

2] Frequency response » + l 5% 

3] Dynamic range» -10% 

4) Distortion » + l 5% 

5] Output impedance» +35% 

SPECIFICATIONS j 
Mea��-;;nt --- Rated 1 Actual 
Power output (8 ohms) BOW 91W 
D1stort1on ( 1 kHz/8 ohms) 0 02°0 j 0 006°0 
frequency response {20Hz 20kHz) ±0 2dB 1 +O lSdB 
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ORELLE SA1OOEVO2 
Charles Darwin would be proud of Orelle's improvements 

I 
relle's amps have been quietly making a 

name for themselves for a while, and 

this 'evolution' of the original SA 100 
comes from a well-respected heritage. The 

most obvious change is in the case, which was 

previously painted but is now anodized 

aluminium, and a very smart thing it is too. 

But surface finishes take second place to the 

unusual and striking shape, with nicely 

radiused side pieces making the unit very 

distinctive. Even nicer, the volume control 

adopts the same diameter as the side and so 

almost vanishes. Good to look at and practical 

to operate, too. 

The labelling on the front panel buttons 

could perhaps be a little larger (a fine line 

between keeping things minimalist and being 

legible to purchasers over 501) but there's no 

denying that this is a very smart unit. It offers 

six line-level inputs (a phono stage is an 

option), 80 watts of power per channel and, 

apart from the remote control, is very much a 

classic line-level integrated in every way. 

The circuit board inside has just enough 

components to do the job without unnecessary 

complication, and with a traditional motorised 

mechanical volume control there is no option 

of balance control - still less tone controls. The 

heatsink is internal and Orelle has used a 

substantial solid copper bracket to get the heat 

to it from the output transistors. Socketry runs 

to six line inputs, tape and preamp out, and 

twinned speaker terminals. We couldn't help 

noticing that the top cover is a bit inclined to 

rattle and might benefit from something being 

put on top of it to shut it up. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Our panellists liked this amplifier, yet on the 

whole declined to use many superlatives on it. 

In the end, the picture that emerges is of an 

amp with little of its own character, which gets 

on with the job in a trouble-free manner and 

doesn't draw attention to itself - and that's all 

to the good. There was the odd specific 

criticism: for example, it didn't give as much of 

a feeling of space in the orchestral track as 

some of the other amps, and opinion was 

unanimous in finding its bass a little tuneless 

in the Miles Davis track. 

On the credit side though, it was found to be 

essentially neutral, with an even presentation 

and - apart from that one example quoted -

pleasingly rich bass. Dynamics seemed good, 

among the best in the group, with vocals 

particularly well served, clear and precise. 

Within the stereo image, separation of 

instruments was not felt to be perfectly 

preserved but the image itself was still 

spacious and credible, throughout the musical 

extracts. In particular, its timing was praised on 

several occasions. 

Subsequent sighted listening confirmed the 

suspicion that this is a great 'fit 'n' forget' 

amplifier. It has a happy knack of making one 

unaware of its presence the vast majority of 

the time, and while the lover of thrills and 

spills may find it lacklustre, if you just want to 

enjoy your favourite discs it will not disappoint. 

It's true that the bass is just occasionally a 

little dull, but the excellent detail, unfussy 

delivery of power and very good tonal balance 

make for a delightful combination of new 

insights and low stress levels. HFC 

SOU NO» 87% It doesn't heap detail upon 

I I I I I I I 1-111 I the Listener, nor does it 

,___ ______ __, make great play of imaging 

FEATURES» 73% or spotlighting tricks, but it 

I I I I I I I' B I I I makes very musical sounds 

>----------< injust the right way to put 
BUILD» 84% the emphasis where it 

I I I I I I I I 11 I I belongs - on the music! 

VALUE» 84% 
llllllli-1111 

HHli ,, 1 · 
OVERALL SCORE t 

-

• 

Output power of 86W exceeds the specification by 

a comfortable margin, while output into four ohms 

is a little less clear-cut as distortion starts to creep 
up before actual clip is reached. In fact, while 

maximum peak output current is par for the course, 

this unit seems a little less assured than some in 

delivering practical high current. 
Short of that, though, distortion is low, hovering 

below the 0.01 % level at high power over most of 
the frequency band and vanishing into noise below 
a couple of watts output. Bandwidth is a little more 
curtailed than some but still fine (-ldB at45kHz) 
and output impedance a little above average at 

about a quarter of an ohm, which is in theory just 

enough to give a barely-detectable response shift 
into really awkward speakers - not much of a 

problem in reality. Noise is low but compromised by 
spiky hum, admittedly around the -95d8 level, 

where its audibility is at worst marginal. 

HOW IT COMPARES 

1] Dynamic power» 0% 

2] Frequency response» -20% 

3] Dynamic range»+ 30% 

4] Distortion» -10% 

5] Output impedance» -50% 

SPECIFICATIONS 1 
- -------

Measurement Rated 1 Actual 
------�---

Power output (8 ohms) 1 BOW 86W 

D1stort1on ( 1 kHz/8 ohm'>) ! 0 l 0o 0 007% 

Frequency response (20Hz 20kHz) - +O 30d8 
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ROKSAN CASPIAN M SERIES 
A traditional integrated amp offering traditional Roksan benefits 

A
nother classic integrated in many ways, 

this one preserves the time-honoured 

front panel array of two knobs, one each 

for source selection and volume. Volume uses a 

regular (motorised) potentiometer, while 

source selection is via relays to facilitate 

remote control. There's also a 'mode' button for 

putting the unit into and out of standby, 

although it takes a few goes to get used to the 

idea that the associated indicator is green in 

standby and red for normal operation. The 

same button can put the amp into an unusual 

mute mode where volume is merely cut back 

by 20dB rather than cut off completely, useful 

when answering the phone and so on. 

Six line inputs are joined by a tape output 

(with a proper tape monitor function, for once) 

and two preamp outputs, making bi-amping 

and tri-amping a breeze. Output is through a 

single pair of speaker terminals. Internally, the 

standard of construction is excellent and the 

unit has a high level of finish. 

SOUND QUALITY 

In the very first track, one blind-listening 

panellist practically wrote off this amp's treble 

accuracy in a single sweeping statement. 

However, his opinions clearly mellowed as the 

music wore on, and minutes later he was writing 

lots of nice things about natural, free-breathing 

vocals. A lesson, perhaps, in whether to trust 

snap judgements' But perhaps they are not 

entirely misleading, because it did seem to be 

the treble that attracted most criticism. Another 

listener complained of a slight lack of 

naturalness on orchestral violins, and later Miles 

Davis' trumpet, while the third couldn't quite 

put a finger on the treble's behaviour, but found 

percussion synthetic. And, in a relatively rare 

display of complete unanimity, the harpsichord 

in the opera excerpt was thought slightly 

recessed at the expense of strings. 

That paints a relatively uninspiring picture, 

but the bass perks things up - its weight was 

praised, as was the way in which the it propels 

0 --�:� ��,��- - - .. 
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the music along and holds it all together. 

Timing divided opinion, with some criticism of 

seemingly over-fast tempi in the orchestral and 

jazz extracts but also some definite praise in 

the Michael Jackson track. Piano was felt to be 

full-bodied but perhaps bright, while vocals 

were widely felt to be very clear. 

In an effort to get to the bottom of this rather 

mixed reception, we spent some time alone with 

the Roksan directly aher the panel sessions and 

came to the conclusion that there is something 

about snappy transients and treble-rich sounds 

that bother it. As a resu It, its sound depends 

unusually strongly on the music it is being 

asked to reproduce. Mellow or full-sounding 

music does just fine, but close-miked violin and 

small percussion instruments, for instance, are 

not so well served. That is, if the finer details of 

natural reproduction are your desire; it has to be 

said that for sheer excitement, this amp 

probably leads the group. 

This is where it all starts to make sense - the 

excellent timing in the Jackson song, good bass, 

very slight brightness, not to mention Roksan's 

reputation (of course, the panel didn't know it 

was a Roksan) ... we're looking at an 'energy first' 

audio product. It just had the bad luck to fall in 

with a group of 'neutrality first' types. What can 

we say7 Recommended on its own terms' HFC 

SOUND» 84% Though something of an 

HFC office favourite, the 

r--------< Caspian Mis perhaps not 
FEATURES» 75% the amp of choice if it's 

neutrality you're after. But 

1----------1 its engaging liveliness will 
BUILD» 85% win it many friends, with 

rock/pop fans in par ticular. 

VALUE» 84% Hl·FI 
OVERALL SCORE 

Q 

This is a really tricky one, because our listening 

results would tend to make one suspect some mild 

fiddling with accuracy to achieve the ends. But all we 

could find is some of the best measurements around. 

Distortion, typically around 0.003% or lower, vies 

with Arcam for best on test and barely increases 

into four ohms. Frequency response is virtually 

ruler-flat to well beyond 20kHz and output 

impedance is similar in value to most of the others. 

Noise is about average for the group and in the end 

the only figure we could identify that's substantially 
worse than the others is output offset - 20mV on 

one channel, SOmV on the other. But that's hardly 

vast, and the ATC speakers used are particularly 

insensitive to offset problems anyway. 

No, on this occasion we must allow Roksan some 

trade secrets and can only commend the company 

on an exemplary measured performance by most 

conventional parameters. 

HOW IT COMPARES 

1 J Dynamic power» -30% 

2) Frequency response»+ 30% 

3) Dynamic range» 0% 

4) Distortion» +40% 

5) Output impedance» -20% 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Measur�ment ______ i Rated ----t-�dual 
Power output (8 ohms) 85W : 7BW 

Distortion (l kHU8 ohms) 0 0025% 1 0 003% 

Frequency re-;ponse (20Hz 20kHz) I +O l dB 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This sextet of amps shows just how good integrated stereo amplification has become 

E
volution is a wonderful thing. you'll hear differences, just as our wangle it, your own home. versa. The Cyrus, of course, has its 

It's true that at times we miss 'blind' listeners did with this group Sometimes very small failings can own place in an all-Cyrus system, 

some of the faintly bonkers of amplifiers, but in isolation you really niggle and it's nice to be but elsewhere there's much to 

off-the-wall hi-fi components of the might have some trouble sure. But as far as we can see, the commend it, while the Orelle 

mid- l 980s, but if we reviewers are identifying real flaws with any of story goes like this. specialises in disappearing 

going to have to put hand on heart them. And, while measurements None of these amps obviously sonically and the Myryad will 

and recommend something, we'd are certainly not everything, the walked it on sound alone. The convince some folks with its bass 

ultimately rather it should be a fact that several of these amps Arcam and Moon models may be performance alone. 

proper, grown-up, fully-designed measure better than any high-end ahead by a nose, but Cyrus and In the end, we gave the highest 

and all-round competent model - power amp of the early 1990s (and Orelle are very close behind and score to the Arcam simply because 

like the six amps in this group. the rest aren't alarmingly worse) Myryad and Roksan hard on their to arguably-best sound it adds 

The downside, though, is that it must count for something. heels in turn. Still, there's always easily-best features. But if the 

can get fantastically hard to None of which should dissuade character to consider and on that minimalist approach suits you, 

choose between models because, you from having a listen at your basis you may decide to plump for don't overlook any of the others -

make no mistake about it, they're own leisure in your local dealer's the refined and respectable Arcam this is one of the starriest groups 

all good. Put 'em side by side and showroom or indeed, if you can over the more feisty Roksan, or vice we've seen 1 HFC 

TRY THEM WITH THESE HINTS AND TIPS 

SPEAKERS 
ATC SCM12 £999 
It needs power, but gives some of the 
cleanest midrange and treble around. 
Bass is better than you'd expect, too. 

MARTINLOGAN CLARITY £2,498 
Electrostatics have that certain 
something; these amps show it off. 

CD PLAYERS 
SONY SCD-XA3000ES £800 
The height of hi-tech - it plays SACDs 
brilliantly, but will also tell you all about 
your favourite CDs. 

CYRUS CDSX £1,000 
This player showed an impressive range 
of strengths in our recent group test. 

» Don't stack equipment on an 
amplifier - you could end up causing 
overheating problems. 
» Use decent cables in and out, and 
make sure that speaker cables are not 
frayed or contacting the chassis at any 
point. Tighten screw-down speaker 
terminals from time to time. 

» If an amp has a standby function, 
use that in preference to the mains 
switch unless it will be off for a couple 
of days at least. 
»Amps are seldom microphonic, but 
the case can resonate in response to the 
speakers. A few strategically-placed 
damping devices work wonders. 

AMPLIFIERS AT A GLANCE 

��o � 
__ !"'_,.. ____ _ 

•lliSTIUY 
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MAKE Arcam Cyrus Moon Myryad Orelle Roksan 

MODEL FMJ A32 Bvs/ PSX-R i-3 MXl2080 SA100evo 2 Caspian M Series 

PRICE 

SOUND 

FEATURES 

BUILD 

VALUE 

OVERALL 

£1,200 

I I I I 

I I I I 

I I I 

I cm I 

I Ulm I 

I• I 

CONCLUSION Ultra-civilised but highly 
revealing and enjoyably 
musical. Great feature 
set too. 

KEY FEATURES 

LINE INPUTS 

TAPE OUTPUTS 

PHONO INPUT Yes(MM/MC) 

SIZE (W X H X D) 43 x 10 x 23cm 

WEIGHT 12kg 

REMOTE CONTROL Yes 

BALANCED INPUT No 

£1,200 

I I I I I I I 1•1 

I I I I I I - I I 

I I I I I I I Bml 

A smart little amp, tested 
here with the PSX-R power 
supply upgrade. Packs a 
punch and loves detail. 

No 

21.5 x 7.5x 36.Scm 

5.6kg (8vs) 

Ye; 

No 

LAB CONCLUSIONS E =EXCELLENT • G =GOOD • A= AVERAGE • P =POOR 

CLIP POINT (8 OHM) 29.2V G 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE ±0.2dB G 

DYNAMIC RANGE 97dB A 

DISTORTION 0.003% E 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 0.13 ohm A 
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24.8VA 

±0.25dB G 

99dBG 

0.03%G 

0.11 ohmA 

£1,595 

I I I I 1•1 I 

I I I I I l!I I I I 

I I I I I I l'WI 

I I I I 1•1 I 

Lively presentation is 
particularly suited to 
big·scale music. Excellent 
in the right context. 

No 

43 x 7.5 x 39cm 

lOkg 

Yes 

No 

27.3VG 

±0.3dB G 

99dBG 

0.06%A 

0.06 ohmG 

£1,100 

I I I I • I 

I I I I IJll 

I I I • 

I I I I r.1 

Rich bass underpins a 
full-bodied performance, 
though the treble is 
occasionally uninvolving. 

No 

44 x 9.5 x 35.Scm 

llkg 

Yes 

No 

27VG 

±0.15dB E 

98d8A 

0.006% E 

0.08 ohm G 

£1,200 

I I I I I I I !Jml I 

I I I I I I ,. I I I 

I I I I I I ,. I I 

I I I I I I Ill I I 

A modest amp that likes 
to give precedence to 
the music. Stylish and 
sonically unassuming. 

No 

44 x 7 x 36cm 

8.Skg 

Yes 

No 

26.3VA 

±0.3dB G 

104dB E 

0.007 %E 

0.25 ohm A 

£1,000 

I I I I I I Ill I I 

I I I I I IJI I I I 

I I l:illl I I 

1111111¥1 I 

Rather more of a party 
animal - lively and 
danceable. Supplies music 
with engaging energy. 

No 

43.5 x 8 x 33cm 

lOkg 

Yes 

No 

25VA 

±0.ldB E 

99dBG 

0.003%E 

0.14 ohm A 
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Mus c ancl Mov1es a1 Home 

For your FREE copy of 
MUSIC & MOVIES AT HOME 

The Ultimate Guide 2005 

Freephone 0500 101501 
(quote ref HFC05s) 

or vist our web site 
www.music-at-home.co.uk 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T 

work together to bring you the 
benefits of buying from a large dealer: 
highly trained staff, long guarantees, 
competitive prices and the security of 
63 joint years in business. But please 
don't think we're a chain of clones -
each of our stores is run as an 
individual specialist shop with it's own 
opinions and stock profile. You'll find 
us enthusiastic and friendly because 
we think that buying hifi should be as 
much fun as listening to it! 

CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want 
your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema integrated 
seamlessly and/or invisibly into your 
home we have dedicated teams who do 
this to the highest standards. Call us for 
advice on how you can enjoy music and 
films all round your home. 

• EXPERIENCED STAFF 

• 3 YEAR GUARAN TEE ON 

HI-FI SEPARATES 

• FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES 

• 10 DAY EXCHANGES 

• 30 DAY NO COST PENALT Y  UPGRADES 

• IN TEREST FREE OP TION 

ON SALES OVER £250* 

• HOME LOANS AND HOME 

DEMONSTRATIONS 

• EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS 

BY APPOIN TMEN T 

*Subject to status. Written deta i ls on request 

Marn brands stocked ACOUSTIC ENERGY, ARCAM, AUDIOVECTOR, B&W, BRYSTON, CHORD ELECTRONICS, 
CRES'fRON, CYRUS, DENON, DYNAUDIO, ELAC, GOLDRING, ISOBLUE, ISOTEK, KEF, LINN, LIVING CONTROL, LOEWE, 
LUTRON, MERIDIAN, MICHELL ENGINEERING, MILLER & KREISELL, NAD, NAIM, NEC, NORDOST, ORTOFON, 
PANASONIC, PIONEER, PMC, PROAC, PRO-JECT, PURE DIGITAL, QUAD, REGA, REL, ROTEL, RUARK, SHARP, SIM 2, 
SPENDOR, TANNOY, TIVOLI RADIO, TOM EVANS, TOTEM ACOUSTIC, WHARFEDALE, WILSON BENESCH, YAMAHA and 
many more Not all products are stocked at all stores Please check before travellmg 



PRIORITY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 

D I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO Hl·FI CHOICE MAGAZINE AND Cl.AIM 
MY FREE ISOTEll ISOPWG 

YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 
Title First Name _________ Surname ________ _ 

Address __________________________ _ 

Post code _______ Country ----------------

Tel no. (inc. code)------------------------

Email address ________________________ _ 

I WOULD LIKE TO PAY BY: 

D Direct Debit - just £7.41 every 3 months! 

D Cheque or Credit Card (one year's subscription - 13 issues) 

0 UK - £31.65 

D Europe - £54.39 

D North America and Canada - £52.7 7 

D Rest of World - £65.44 

Please make cheques payable to Hi·Fi Choice magazine. Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank account. 

D Mastercard D Visa D American Express 

D Switch Issue no/valid date rn rn;rn 

card no I I I I 11 1111�1�1�11 I I II I 

Expiry date CD/ Signature -----------------

Please indicate if you do NOT wish to receive relevant information about special offers or products/ 
services from Hi Fi Choice, Future Publishing or any of its sister companies by post D or telephone 
D Please indicate if you do NOT wish us to pass your details on to other carefully selected 
companies to enable them to contact you about their products/services by post D or phone D 

We will use the contact details supplied to communicate with you about your Hi Fi Choice 
subscription. We'd also like to keep you up to date with any special offers or new products/ 
services that may be of interest. If you're happy for Hi Fi Choice, Future Publishing and its sister 
companies to contact you by email, indicate here: D If you're also happy for us to pass your 
details on to carefully selected companies so they can send you relevant information about their 
products/services by email, please indicate here: D 

Terms and conditions: This offer is strictly limited to the first 150 orders. In the event that 
stock runs out, Hi Fi Choice magazine reserves the right to send an alternative gift to the same 
value or extra issues of the magazine to the value of the gift. 

Media Code: M002 Offer ends: 06/04/2005 

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay Direct Debits . 

• 
Future Publishing Ltd, 
Cary Court, Somerton, 
Somerset TA 11 6BR 

� 
DIRECT 
Debit 

Originator's Identification Number 

768195 

Please send this form to address shown 

1 . Name and full postal address of your bank or building society branch 

To: The Manager 

Address 

2. Name(s) of 
account holder(s) 

3. Branch sort code (from the top 
right·hand corner of your cheque) 

4. Bank or building society 
account number 

_____ Bank/Building Society 

Post code 

S. Instruction to your bank or building society 

Please pay Future Publishing direct debits from the account detailed on this instruction subject to the 
safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with 
Future Publishing and if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank or building society. 

Signature(s) ____________________ Date __________ _ 

Ref No (Office use only) ____ . 

Banks and building societies may not accept direct debit Instructions for some types of account. 
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and choose your favourite magazine today! 
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� YOUR DETAILS 

Name ________ ____ � 

Address _ ___________ _ 

Postcode 

Email address 

Card number __________ _ 

Expiry date __________ _ _ 

Signature ___________ _ 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO 
UK READERS 

Hi-Fi Choice back issues, 

FREEPOST 854900, Somerton, 

Somerset, TA 11 6BR 

OVERSEAS READERS 

Hi-Fi Choice back issues. Cary 

Court, Somerton, Somerset, 

TA 11 6TB, UK 

WHICH ISSUE(S) DO YOU REQUIRE? 

MONTH & YEAR 

I 
ISSUE NUMBER 

I 
AMOUNT 

HOW WILL YOU BE PAYING? 

Make cheques/POs payable CHEQUE 

to Future Publishing Ltd. �;
1

��E:CARD 

(PLEASE TICK RELEVANT BOX) 
VISA 

POSTAL ORDER 

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST? 
UK £4.00 (per issue), Overseas £6.95 (per issue) 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

BACK ISSUES 
Back issues are available by mail order 

(as long as stocks remain). They cost 

£4.00 (UK) or £6.95 (overseas). Both 

prices include p&p. You can order by 

phone on 0870 444 8650 - we accept 

Mastercard and Visa credit cards, and 

Switch debit cards. Alternatively, send a 

cheque or PO made payable to Future 

Publishing Ltd. Please fill in your details 

on the left of this form. 

ORDER A REVIEW REPRINT 
If you're interested in an HFC review of an 

older component and the back issue has 

sold out, we can usually send photocopies 

of individual reviews to any UK address 

for a flat fee (inc. p&p) of £5 per review. 

You must know in which issue the original 

review appeared; we are unable to search 

back issues for old reviews. 

Send a written request, enclosing a 
cheque for £5 made payable to: 

Future Publishing Ltd, 
Hi-Fi Choice Reprint Service, Future 

Publishing Ltd, 99 Baker Street, 

London, Wl U 6FP. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SERVICE IS ONLY FOR 

OTHERWISE UNOBTAINABLE REVIEWS 

ISSUE 252 ISSUE 253 

ISSUE 258 ISSUE 259 

ISSUE 264 ISSUE 265 



Come and hear the 
very best in High End 
Audio without any 
other distractions. 
Every exhibitor has a 
decent sized room 
- we don't use 
converted bedrooms. 

THE little GOLD LOGO 
you've all been waiting to see! 

The High End Hi-fi Show now in it's 4th year 

5()'X, !l()lll� 
exhibitors for 2005 

NOW LOCATED AT 

e!rkinn 
(formerly Le Meridien) 

£6 via PRIVILEGED 
TICKETS or £8.50 on 

the day. Tickets are 
valid for both days. 

Ticket price includes 
FREE Programme. 

Over 30 High End rooms all on one level 

Brought to you by 

� 
� 
organisers of one of the 

UK's most successful shows: 

s 

� ·sL RIWLEGED 
TICKET 

� Save £2.50 with 
� this ticket. 
VllllUE Park Inn, Batll Road. 
West Drayton, Heathrow, London 

��.��:,: ��:�!:website (£8.50 on the day) 

.... � .. �. ' ijI3:rim 
""'"' 

___ ................ 
Reduced queuing With !his tlcla!t. 

To obtain our PRIVILEGED TICKETS visit our website: 
www.chestergroup.org 

Tel: 01829 7 40650 Fax: 0845 280 0065 
Mobile: 0781 O 697123 

Email: roy@chestergrp.fsnet.co.uk 

This show is created and organised 
purely for the High End Audio market 

and is run as a non profit making 
cooperative. Your support is vital to 

it's continuation and is greatly 
appreciated. This is also a selling 

show and all exhibitors are geared to 
doing business on the day. 





CD PLAYERS 
Audio disc players for music only 

® Despite the emergence of 

new formats and the 

resurgence of an old one 

(vinyl), CD is still the king of 

formats if you require breadth of 

choice. And despite the fact that 

other sources will play CDs, if you 

want to hear your discs at their 

best there's little substitute for a 

dedicated CD player. 

It's also the most enduring 

format on the market. Despite 

high-resolution contenders like 

SACD and DVD-Audio, nothing 

has been able to undermine this 

universally popular format. 

CD players work by reading a 

stream of 1 s and Os off a disc that 

spins at a constantly changing 

speed (to counteract the 

increasing length of 'groove'). This 

bitstream is then digitally 

filtered before undergoing digital

to-analogue conversion in the 

DAC (D-to-A convertor). 

Thereafter, the signal is filtered 

again before being amplified and 

sent to the output sockets. 

The processes of reading the disc 

and converting the data are 

sometimes split between a CD 

transport and separate DAC in so

called two-box players. A popular 

approach with very high-end kit, 

this separates the electronically 

noisy elements from the sensitive 

analogue stages, but can 

introduce timing errors known as 

jitter, therefore one-box players 

usually offer best results where 

budget is a consideration. 

SUPER AUDIO CD 
SACD or Super Audio CD is a relatively new audio-0nly format introduced 

by Sony and Philips. It offers higher resolution than CD in the form of 

considerably greater bandwidth and improved dynamic range. It also has 

the potential for uncompressed surround sound using up to six 

channels, and most new discs take advantage of this. SACD discs are 

usually hybrids and will play on normal CD players, but you won't be 

able to appreciate their highest quality or their multichannel capability 

without an SACD-compatible player. Some SACD players also play DVD and 

even DVD-Audio -these are listed in our DVD section. 

WHAT'S A DAC? 
A DAC or digital-to-analogue convertor is a 

fundamental part of any CD player and converts 

the digits read from the disc into an analogue 

music waveform which is amplified to line level. 

WHY HAVE SEPARATE TRANSPORTS & DACS? 
Discs are read by a transport or disc drive, which 

creates radio frequency 'noise'. Separating the 

DAC means the conversion can be done with less 

interference. 

CAN I USE AN OUTBOARD DAC WITH 
MY INTEGRATED CD PLAYER? 
Yes, if it has a digital output- and most do. 

DO I NEED DIGITAL CABLES FOR A CD PLAYER? 
No. All analogue cables are suitable for 

connecting a CD player to an amp. Digital specific 

cables with 75ohms impedance are useful when 

connecting the player to a digital recorder or DAC. 

WHAT IS OVERSAMPLING/UPSAMPLING? 
Oversampling involves multiplying the sampling 

frequency by a whole number, usually between four 

and 32, but sometimes higher, and is designed let 

the DAC to work in a more linear fashion. 

Upsampling is where the data stream is stretched 

out by interpolation and is typically used to refer 

to large changes in sampling rate such as from 

44.lkHz to 192kHz. 

CAN I PLAY SACDS ON A NORMAL CD PLAYER? 
Yes. The vast majority of SACD discs are hybrids, 

with a CD layer that all CD players can read. 

CAN I PLAY DVDS ON A CD PLAYER? 
No, the same applies to DVD-As. But you can play 

CDs and DVD-As on normal DVD players. 

Marantz CD7300 £350 Cyrus CDSx E 1,000 
The latest in a long line of highly successful sub-£500 CD players from Marantz is an 

absolute beauty. Engaging and sonically refined, there's little to touch it at the price. 

78 Hl·FI CHOICE I may 2005 

The latest diminutive CD spinner from Cyrus is an absolute stormer. Highly detailed and 

supremely musical , it's more than a match for many more outwardly exotic machines. 
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� 0 
8 Pi 21 � CD PLAYERS 

8 iil iil 8 "' 
§ § "' � � 8 Audio-only CD and SACD players 

BADGE' PRODUCT 
1.000 

El Arcam DiVA CD73T 400 

El Arcam DiVA CD192 850 
-

El Cambridge Audio Azur 640C 250 

D Cyrus CD8x 1,000 

El Exposure 2010 S 599 

Marantz CD5400 OSE 
l--

200 

G Marantz CD7300 350 

[!] Musical Fidelity X-RayV3 900 

D Nairn CD5i 825 
-,--:-- ---

Quad 99 CD-P 1,000 
_, 

650 

COMMENTS 1;; � � � 8 

Refined and articulate, smooth and dynamic - a finely judged balance for budget to mid-price systems 1- • • • 
.. 

• 
Beautifully built, well featured player with clear, open and involving sound 1 • • l • • 
This elegant little player can hold its own in very elevated company - a budget syste

_
m will barel� 1t j� � • _,_ 

Impressive mix of detail, musicality, analysis and appearance. Even better with the PSX-R power supply (£400) • 1 • • 
Highly communicative sounds with good bass, though not ��;s�mo;t;;nalytical + • � • 
Nicely thought out player with useful features and good sound, though some mechanical noise • .L! 1 • +-; 
Astonishingly capable sub-£500 player with effortless bass, detailed mid and treble and vast soundstages • • • • 

Think of this as an A3.2 CD player in a smaller, cheaper box. Great, earthy CD sound for the money 

As idiosyncratic as ever, but sonically the CD5i is the definitive player at the price 
--+-

• 

• 

• • 
• 

r 
• • 
• • 

I 

� � 
�I 'l' 

� 
� g § ffi I 
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+-

re 
• 

• � Roksan Kandy MklllD 

0 Sony SCD-XA3000ES 800 

Good but not outstanding player that also doubles as a preamp, with digital inputs and volume controls 

Clean, tidy and expressive player - a more than worthwhile improvement on previous versions - ---
A revised and refined version of the SCD-XA333ES that provides an almost holographic sound 

---+--+ -+-• • 1 • ·P· 
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D Audio Analogue Maestro 

[ill Audionet ART V2 

!ill Ayre CX-7 CD Player 
--+ --

1,650 

2,300 

2,950 

The new Maestro 192/24 delivers a sound that's slightly rosy yet always musical and thoroughly enjoyable 

Built to last forever, this CD has a dark natural sound with excellent bass and would be cheap at twice the price' 

Superbly built and natural sounding player that will win you over with its range of capabilities and transparency --- --- --

• •' 
• • 

r-• • :ti_r::� 
[ill BAT VK-D5SE CD Player 

Exposure XXll 

----+-
Hegel CDP2A 

[ill Krell SACD Standard 

[ill Lindemann 820 

D Marantz SA-11 S1 

Meridian GO? 

[ill Meridian 808i Signature 

El Nairn CD5x 

!ill Nairn CDX2 

Orelle CD100evo2 

[ill Resolution Audio Opus 21 
-j- ---

Roksan Caspian M Series 

[ill Sony SCD-XA9000ES 
=---1 -
!ill Wadia 302 

[ill Wadia 861se 

5,495 

1,395 

1,500 

4,244 

6,999 

2,000 

1,595 

8,250 

1,450 

2,700 

1,299 

2,850 

1,100 

2,400 

3,999 

19,999 

Superb valve CD player that is smooth and refined but with real guts that doesn't conform to valve stereotypes 

Natural sounding player, great with voices and acoustic instruments and makes for engaging listening 

A technically proficient and masterly-sounding player built by people who clearly know what they are doing 

A landmark SACD player and an excellent CD player at what by Krell standards is a relatively affordable price 

Stereo SACD player with sumptuous build and sound, onboard analogue volume control and multiple digital inputs 

A stereo player for audiophiles - lack of DVD and multichannel SACD lead to subtle, highly focussed sound 

Immaculately conceived and executed player with a softly-spoken voice. Needs careful system matching 

Stunning CD player with added preamp functions. Versatile and quite delightful 

A genuinely engaging CD player with remarkable musical gnp and coherence 

Fine quality one-box CD player, but its best feature is upgradeabllity via outboard XPS supply 

Relaxed, but strong on refinement and detail. An intelligent choice, particularly strong with acoustic music 

Dynamic, well timed and 3D pertormance with an analogue volume control and digital input for a second source 
+-

An enjoyably dynamic-sounding player featuring a positively unique choice of digital components 

State-of-the-art CD and SACD player with full SACD bass management and i.Link-encrypted digital output 

A dynamic and gripping player, with bass to die for and resolution to change your listening habits 

Stunning player with a full digital preamp and an all-revealing sound that'll keep you up all night 

• • • • 251 
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Ji" !i!it:l li I SACD COMPATIBLE Plays high-resolution SAGO discs in multichannel and/or two-channel mode. ELEC DIGITAL OUTPUT Electrical coaxial output for digital connection to a DAC or digital recorder. 

OPT DIGITAL OUTPUT Optical Toslink oulput for digital connection to a DAC or digital recorder. CD-RW COMPATIBLE Will play CO-RW (rewritable) discs, most CD players can cope with CD-Rs. 

CO TEXT Will display album and track titles from inserted disc. BAL ANALOGUE OUT Balanced XLR output connections for similarly equipped amplifiers. 

HEADPHONE SOCKET Quarter inch (6.3mm) headphone jack fitted to the CD player VARIABLE OUTPUT Player features both fixed level and variable, volume adjustable outputs. 

Naim CD5x fl,450 
Next model up from Naim's excellent entry-level CD5i, the 'x' variant adds Naim's 

traditional power supply upgradeability and even more musical grip and coherence. 

: Resolution Audio Opus 21 £2,850 

I 
This player is king of subtlety. Outwardly, the music sounds dynamic and well-scaled, but 

it's the level of inner detail resolved here that is truly outstanding. 

______ J 
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DVD PLAYERS 
Disc players for audio and video 

® DVD has proved a phenomenal 

success in commercial terms and has 

virtually extinguished the market for 

budget CD players - you can't really beat a 

multiformat player when it comes to 

features. Early DVD players were not 

particularly good CD spinners because of 

the enormous amount of RF interference 

produced by video circuits, but as this 

problem has been identified manufacturers 

have begun to tackle it. Nowadays, most 

DVD players are competent CD players and 

a few are very good - often as not they are 

the ones that play DVD-Audio discs as well. 

The great advantage of DVD is that it 

offers sufficient capacity to hold a feature 

length movie or music concert and discrete 

multichannel sound on a disc the size of a 

CD. In the case of plain DVD-Video discs, 

the audio is encoded in either the Dolby 

Digital or DTS format, both of which use 

'lossy' compression to fit the audio onto the 

disc alongside the video data. You can use 

a DVD player with your stereo system by 

connecting the stereo outputs, though this 

won't give the surround sound benefits that 

the format specialises in. 

DVD-AUDIO 
DVD-Audio is a high-resolution format that 

offers multichannel, stereo and Dolby Digital 

tracks on dedicated DVD-A discs. The discs 

�._'!"'Ill. can be played on any DVD player, but the 

""'�!'""I• CD-beating high-fidelity sound can only 

be appreciated with a DVD-A player. 

While offering similar benefits to SACD, it 

has the advantage of on-screen display for 

information -lyrics, images and so on. To save 

you having to decide which format to go for, a 

few brands are bringing out universal players 

to cover SACD and DVD-A, alongside CD and 

DVD-Video -a neat and relatively future proof 

route into high-resolution multichannel music. 

Higher-i!nd models featuring high-bandwidth 

compatible digital audio links are now also 

appearing, enhancing DVD-A/SACD sound 

when used with similarly equipped amps. 

CONNECTIONS 

WHICH AUDIO OUTPUTS 
GIVE THE BEST QUALITY? 
Use the a na log ue outputs 

for CD, DVD-A and SACD, 

and the coaxial digital output 

for DTS and Dolby Digital 

movie soundtracks. 

WHICH VIDEO OUTPUTS 
GIVE THE BEST QUALITY? 
The best connection is 

component video closely 

followed by RGB Scart, which 

is clearly superior to S-video 

and the basic composite 

video option. 

DO I NEED A MULTICHANNEL 
AMP TO USE A DVD PLAYER? 
Only if you want to hear music 

and movie soundtracks in 

multichannel surround. DVD 

players can be used with stereo 

amps and JUSt two speakers to 

great effect, but you'll only get 

stereo, not surround sound. 

DO I NEED PROGRESSIVE 
SCAN VIDEO? 
It's worthwhile for the very best 

picture quality, but make sure 

your DVD player and display 

device support PAL progressive. 

SCA RT 

CONNECTIONS: 

These a re a good

qua lity option for 

video, especially 

ones that output 

RGB. 

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUTS: For 

stereo and multichannel connections, 

use these for best results with DVD

Audio, SACD and CD. 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS: 

For Dolby Digital, 

DTS and PCM 

audio bitstreams. 

VIDEO CONNECTIONS: Yellow sockets are composite; red, 

green and blue sockets are for component which gives best 

results, while the black multi pin socket is 5-video, which sits 

qualitatively between the two. 

80 Hl·FI CHOICE I may 2005 
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DVD PLAYERS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

AudioNideo disc players 
BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 

UPT0£1.000 

D Arcam DIVA DV78 700 Imagine almost all of the DV88 Plus at a knock-down price. Top picture and sound periormance for the money 

Cambridge Audio Azur 540D 200 Very respectable and well presented DVD-Audio player at a knockdown price 

D Denon DVD-291 O 600 Denon's entry-level universal player lives in the shadow of the '3910, especially on CD, but is a fine overall model 

D Denon DVD-391 O 900 Exceptionally well-specified universal player with a periormance to match. A true class-leader 

G;l Pioneer DV-575A 150 A universal player for peanuts! CD ain't great, but it's decent with DVD and allows you to try DVD-A/SAGO at very little cost 

G;l Pioneer DV-668AV 600 HDMl-equipped universal player without i.Link audio output, but still absurdly well equipped and highly capable for the price 

D Pioneer DV-868AVi 1,000 State of the art universal player with next-gen digital outputs - HDMI for video and i. Link for high-resolution audio 

ABOVE £1,000 

!ill Advantage S12.3 9,350 Adaptable ultra-high grade player with built-in preamp functionality that can be extended further. Unusually strong with CD 

D Arcam FMJ DV29 1,600 An excellent DVD player, very fine with both CD and DVD-Audio music discs and superb in its video role 

Cyrus DVDS 1,200 An impressive step up from the DVD?+, which includes component video outputs 

!ill Linn Unidisk SC 2,995 Groundbreaking universal player with built-in preamplifier, with excellent picture for home cinema and sound for hi-fi 

[i_C] Meridian G91 3,895 A DVD-A/V player, preamp/processor and tuner combined - great as a two-channel player, or in a complete Meridian rig 

!ill Meridian G98 3,625 Meridian's most widely compatible G-Series DVD player - groundbreaking DVD-Audio replay and a fine CD player too 

!ill Meridian 800 10,805 The ultimate in DVD replay, modular construction, buffered ROM drive, upsampling and high-res digital outputs 

!ill Nairn DVD5 2,565 Naim's first DVD player is a real success, notable for its class-leading sound with CD and (optional) multichannel DVD-Audio 

!ill Primare DVD30 2,000 A universal player for audiophiles - no wideband digital outputs but masteriul with music and a good picture too 

!ill Townshend TA 565 Evo II 2,995 If you care more for results than aesthetics it's unbeatable. This is probably the best universal player on the planet 

JiJl if1 :l 'I I DVD-A COMPATIBLE Plays high-resolution DVD-A discs in two and multichannel modes. SACD COMPATIBLE Plays high-resolution SACD discs in two and multichannel modes. 
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ELEC DIGITAL OUTPUT Electrical coaxial output lor d1g1tal connection to a multichannel amplifier or receiver. OPT DIGITAL OUTPUT Optical Toslink output for digital connection to a multichannel amplifier or receiver. 

HEADPHONE SOCKET Quarter inch (6.3mm) headphone jack fined to the DVD player. 

DVD-Audio and SACD plilyback at an astonishing price- and very decent DVD-Video too! 

r 

I 

Arcam FMJ DV29 fl,600 Townshend Audio TA 565 Evo II £2,995 
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238 

259 

260 

265 

230 

263 

253 

259 

Arcam's best DVD plilyer yet- a world-class, HDMI-equipped audio/video feast. l This player builds on Pioneer essentials to deliver breathtaking sound across all formats. 
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VINYL 
Turntables, cartridges and phono stages 

® Record players or turntables 

offer the digital revolution 

serious competition when it 

comes to sound quality. Even a 

modest model can turn musical 

tricks that most CD players struggle 

with. Some call it vinyl warmth, but 

in reality it's a lack of digital 

hardness that makes the format so 

engaging. True, the software 

requires a bit more care, but even a 

knackered LP is more playable than 

a scratched CD. 

Record players are made of three, 

perhaps four, fundamental parts. 

The turntable is the plinth and 

platter, usually also containing the 

motor and any suspension system. 

A tonearm sits on the plinth and 

allows the cartridge to trace the 

vinyl groove by pivoting or parallel 

tracking over the record. The 

cartridge contains the means of 

turning the mechanical movement 

of the groove wall into an 

electrical signal. 

A fourth element is an amp 

dedicated to the delicate job of 

amplifying and equalising the 

cartridge's insubstantial output. 

This is called a phono stage and 

can be found in some integrated 

amplifiers and preamps, but is 

increasingly purchased separately 

for use with line-only amps. 

Rega 

There are two types of phono 

cartridge: moving magnet (MM) 

and moving coil (MC), and with a 

few exceptions the latter 

outperforms the former. But MCs 

produce a lower output and require 

better-quality amplification to be 

heard at their best. As a general 

rule, MCs offer a broader 

bandwidth, greater dynamics and 

more detail, but the better moving 

magnets do most things well 

enough to distract you from your 

CD collection. 

Setting up a turntable varies from model to model, 

but the general principle is to level the platter by 

adjusting the suspension or, as with solid platters, 

the surface it sits on. Sprung suspensions sometimes 

require a bit of fine-tuning to sound their best, but 

the principle is to achieve a smooth, pistonic bounce. 

Cartridge set-up is even more critical, as the angles 

at which the stylus traces the groove affects its tonal 

balance and levels of distortion. A good alignment 

protractor is essential if you are intending to set up 

your own cartridge, as is a degree of patience. In 

essence, there are two angles you need to get right: 

the tracing angle as the cartridge crosses the record 

if you are looking from above, and the vertical 

tracking angle (VTA), which is adjusted by raising or 

lowering the arm base to bring the arm parallel with 

the record surface. 

Michell 

The Latest model from Czech turntable 

specialist Pro-Ject is remarkable value for 

money- an Ortofon OMlO cartridge and 

carbon fibre arm are included in the price. 

I �e�a'� ���s a non-suspended design 

with a highly entertaining sound and a 

great sense of musical 'timing'. The new 

RB700 arm is included in the price. 

A beautiful mid-price turntable with an 

impressively well-sorted sound from low 

bass to high treble. Price includes 

matching Nima tonearm. 

I 
Orbe SE £2,015 
A fine example of the turntable art, the 

stripped down SE version of Michell's 

flagship now features a DC motor. Does 

I justice to the best arms and cartridges. 
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Our favourite o BESTBUY I.ill rnrroRS CHOICE 

TURNTABLES 
Record players 
BADGE? PRODUCT 

D Audio Note TT1/ARM1 

D Avid Diva 

[ill Avid Volvere Sequel 

[ill Avid Acutus 

728 

1,100 

3,500 

6,000 

COMMENTS 

Simple and unpretentious, it delivers a real taste of true high-end pertormance at an affordable price 33/45 
-+--

A solid and powerful sounding deck with fine build, requires a smooth, relaxed cartridge for best results 33/45 

Heavyweight turntable that will deliver more of what's in a vinyl groove than most of the competition 133/45 

Extremely capable design with no apparent shortcomings. Don't sell your vinyl 'til you've heard it on this! J. 33/45 

SPECIFICATIONS 
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[ill Clearaudio Master Reference 12,610 

8 Michell Gyro SE 1,058 

Revealing and exciting turntable that revels in the fine details (reviewed with Master TO·I arm/Accurate cartridge) �14
_
5

-+--+--+--+- -+----< 
New DC motor-equipped Gyro offers great looks and even better sound. Price includes RB300 arm 33/45 

• • • 256 

• • 239 

[ill Michell Orbe SE 

D Nottingham Analogue Horizon 

D Pro-Ject Debut Ill 

D Pro-Ject 1 Xpression 

D Rega P2 

Rega P3/RB300 

� Rega P5/RB700 

D Rega P7 /RB700 

[ill Rega P9/RB 1 OOO 

D Roksan Radius 5/Nima 

[ill Roksan TMS2/Artemiz 

[ill SME Model 1 OA 

[ill SME Model 20.2A 

I.ill T +A Gl OR/PH-G1 OMC 

[ill Townshend Rock Anniversary 

2,015 

529 

120 

210 

198 

298 

698 

1,298 

2,498 

850 

7,500 

3,411 

5,274 

2,550 

8,000 

A superb turntable, able to mix it with the best at virtually any price. Now features new DC motor 33/45 

A fluid midrange and nimble but rich bass are two of the many attributes of this bargain deck (price inc RB250 arm)j 33/45 

Superb budget deck offering fine build and performance I 33/45 

Well designed and executed budget deck with an entertaining and revealing sound � 
Updated Planar 2: just as much fun as ever and now even better value as the competition falls away 33145 

Updated Planar 3, building on the strengths of the P2 with added subtlety and detail 33/45 

Combines a great sense of timing with market-leading resolution and a phenomenal tonearm - a hard act to beat 33/45 

A highly capable player that could hold its own in the most exalted company - a vivid and natural pertormer 33/45 

Exceptionally elegant hHech player with complex outboard supply, ceramic platter and wondertul RBl OOO tonearm 33/45 

Sophisticated design with accomplished sound quality, excellent imagery and good isolation (acrylic version tested) 33/45 

Typical Roksan sound, but better: pitch-accurate, lean, detailed and controlled, without the 'bloat' of lesser designs 

Elegant and extremely capable design, tested here with Series V/309 hybrid arm 

Beautifully built, extremely neutral damped and suspended deck with superb sound. Inc V arm 

33/45 

I 33/45 

33/45/78 
__,___ 

Style meets substance in a highly credible complete package, with integral phono step-up 33145 

If you want to get to the meat and bones of the music this is a great tool for the job (price me. Excalibur arm) 33/45 

Our favourite o BESTSUY " EDITOR'S CHOICE 

PHONO CARTRIDGES 
MM and MC cartridges 
BADGE? PRODUCT 

Goldring Elite 

Grado Prestige Black 

El Grado Prestige Gold 

[ill Linn Akiva 

[ill Lyra Helikon 

El Sumiko Blue Point Special 

El Van den Hui MC One Special 

van den Hui Colibri XGP 

van den Hui Condor XCM 

Wilson Benesch Naked Analog 

250 

40 

110 

1,800 

1,095 

250 

699 

2,699 

2,400 

1,450 

COMMENTS 

A remarkably subtle and persuasive design that should tempt anyone 

Offers admirable detail and treble extension, with good bass and ambience too 

Produces rich, open and expansive music with the minimum of fuss 

With fine dynamic expression and a wide bandwidtl1, what you hear sounds very close to master tape 

Highly capable and highly neutral, this is a cartridge for all seasons, albeit fussy about vinyl quality 

A no-nonsense pertormer with engaging musical properties - one of the best around for less than £300 

A gorgeous cartridge that's worth the price every time you hear a familiar track in a whole new light 

Phenomenal resolution, custom building to suit hard and software, but needs 500 ohm loading and is vulnerable to damage 

A stunning cartridge with stereo imaging, dynamics and detail resolution to die for 

With its smooth clean highs, transparent midband and nimble bass, this is a lot of pertormance for the money 

Our favourite o BEST BUY [ill EDITORS CHOICE 

PHONO STAGES 
Phono stages 
BAGGE? PROCIJCT 

Musical Fidelity X-LPSY'.l 

0 NAO PP2 phono stage 

@] Tom Evans Microgroove 

[ill Tom Evans The Groove 

D Trichord Dino/Dino+ 

249 

50 

400 

1,800 

498 

COMMENTS 

Simple, well turned out valve-driven phono stage lacks adjustability, but sounds sweet, open and well-behaved 

A fine buy for turntable users on a tight budget - open tonality and clarity is distinctly impressive for the money 

For dynamics and real bass extension with good tonal colour this is the one to beat. The Plus version (£700) is even better1 

Plenty of detail, excellent imaging and almost flawlessly neutral: a good choice for maximum information retrieval off any LP 

Relaxed yet resolute with very good image depth and natural balance, not to mention great flexibility 
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1111;1:1 { \:llJiJjifi :I§ I SPEEDS Speeds offered in rpm. SUSP SUBCHASSIS Turntables with a sprung or suspended suppon for the planer and arm. SWITCHABLE SPEED CHANGE Some decks require manual litting of the belt 

from one pulley to another to change speed, but not these ones. SUPPLIED WITH ARM Deck is supplied complete with tonearm - some require a separate purchase in this department, but the dealer will fit it for you. 

SUPPLIED WITH CARTRIDGE Some decks are supplied with a slarter cartridge and this is included in the price shown 

19 l;jj;ll 1lrlJi��3'i:j;t,I MM Moving magnet cartridge- see amp and phono stage features to match this type. MC Moving coil cartridge- see amp and phono stage features to match this type 

REPLACEABLE STYLUS Some cartridges have separate styli for ease of replacement, but it compromises sound quality. 
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RADIO TUNERS 
FM and DAB hi-fi separates 

® Radio is a fantastic musical resource 

that's in danger of being taken for 

granted, but whatever your tastes 

there's someone out there catering for it. If 

you haven't got a decent tuner hooked up 

to your hi-fi already, you're missing outl 

DAB or FM? 
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is said to 

be available to 80 per cent of the 

population and the long-term plan is to 

switch public broadcasting over to digital, 

but hardware prices have yet to come down 

to a point where this would be acceptable. 

Its advantages over FM include hiss-free 

reception, the potential for a wider range of 

stations and the ability to display 

comprehensive programming information. 

FM's RDS system means that station name 

and occasionally track titles are displayed, 

but the range of information is fairly 

limited. 

Where FM scores over DAB is in the lower 

cost of hardware and the greater reception 

area. It can also provide higher sound 

quality if reception conditions are 

favourable. Absolute sound quality 

judgements are muddied by the fact that 

you are listening to different forms of 

compression and processing at the studio 

for each station. 

What is clear, however, is that there are 

more and more radio stations broadcasting 

on DAB that aren't available on FM. So if 

it's variety of programming you're after, 

they have a lot to offer. 

RECEPTION 
The quality of signal you feed a tuner will 

dictate its sound quality. So serious FM 
listeners should get a decent external aerial 

and connect it with as few junctions and 

splits as possible. Every time you split the 

cable (ie take a feed for another tuner) you 

halve signal strength! With DAB the same 

applies but get a DAB-specific aerial. See 

www.bbc.eo.uk/ digitalradio for details. 

Our favourite B BESTBUY [ill EDITOR"SCHOICE 

TUNERS 
FM & DAB HI-FI SEPARATES 
BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 

FM TUNERS 

� Creek T50 499 Very fine results indeed with precision, polish and insight added to excellent basics 

� Denon TU-260L II 130 The return of the all-time favourite, now enhanced with RDS and sounding as fine as ever 

[ill Magnum Dynalab MD 90T 1,195 No remote or presets as standard, manual everything and valves ... but its sound is simply sublime 
t- -- --

[ill Magnum Dynalab MD 102 2,200 Superb remote control analogue FM tuner delivers a superbly transparent sound that makes radio fun 

� NAO C422 180 Admirably free of roughness or other obvious nasties, with just a slight lack of clarity 

@] NAO S400 600 One of the best around - bass and treble are both well extended and detail is excellent 

� Primare T21 600 Identical to NAO S400 and likewise a very fine tuner 

El Rega Radio 3 398 Unpretentious unit which does what it claims, very well. Unusually fine FM sound in all areas 
1-- ---

Ratel RT-02 279 A highly competent tuner which always sounds appealing and fuss-free 

DAB TUNERS 

Arcam DiVA DT81 650 A very smart and polished DAB performer 

� Cambridge Audio DAB500 150 Very good sound, plus optional response tweaks, and slickest operation yet 

Cambridge Azur 640T 200 Slightly ahead of the pack in DAB performance, though FM is never better than decent 

Pure Digital DRX-701ES 250 An excellent introduction to DAB, fine value, simple to use and feature loaded 

tpure Digital DRX-702ES 330 Very flexible DAB (inc L-band) and FM tuner. DAB is good, FM a touch disappointing 

Sony ST-SDB900 200 Nicely designed UK-tuned model is a touch bright with both DAB and FM but generally insightful and clear 

Creek TSO £499 
A thoroughly accomplished AM/FM tuner 

with a substantial and detailed sound. 

Magnum Dynalab 
MD 90T £1,195 
FM tuner with valves - 'affordable' for an 

MD, but still streets ahead of most radios. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
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FM opt 257 
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;: • i FM,M 250 I +--- � 
FM 

. =r 
230 I 

FM 30 230 

FM,M 20 ._j_ r 242 
+--

FM,M 30 • • ! 242 

DAB 16 • 221 

DAB 10 • t 248 1 
DAB,FM I 60 • 260 

DAB 99 • • 234 

DAB,FM,M 99 • • e l 242 

DAB,FM,M
r6o • • • j 259 

liJlifi:ljl WAVEBANDS Which bands are supported: FM, M- medium wave, L- long wave, DAB -digital audio broadcasting. PRESETS How many stations can be stored in memory RDS Radio Data System- station names 

and program titles can be displayed among other facilities (FM only, DAB has more comprehensive display potential). REMOTE CONTROL For the couch potato. SIGNAL STRENGTH METER Useful for setting up an aerial. 

ROTARY TUNING KNOB An ergonomic alternative to buttons. 
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DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDERS 
CD, MiniDisc and hard drive recorders 

® MiniDisc 
MD's strength is versatility. You can 

record and then re-record many times 

over. Editing facilities are second to none -

you can erase mistakes, name tracks and re

order a disc's contents with a few simple 

button pushes, making it ideal for building 

compilations. They're pretty robust too. 

Sound quality is below that of CD-R/ 

CD-RW. The format uses a Sony-developed 

compression technology called ATRAC, 

which discards part of the data in order to 

squeeze it on the disc. If you're copying 

from CD to MD, the result tends to sound a 

little cold in comparison, lacking a degree 

of detail and ambience. But to most people 

it still sounds light years ahead of cassette 

- clean and hiss-free. 

Recordable CD 
With recordable CD you have a choice of 

two disc types: CD-R discs are the cheapest, 

but you can only record once; and CD-RW 

discs are a little more costly, but you can re

record on them ad infinitum. 
Though the latest machines incorporate 

some useful editing facilities, CD-R/RW is 

not as flexible as MD. However, sound 

quality is higher - if you're recording from a 

CD, the best models will give you a copy 

that is very close to the original. In terms of 

compatibility, most CD players will play 

back a CD-R disc, but older models might 

have trouble with CD-RW (though you can, 

of course, play the disc back on your own 

recorder). If you want to play a CD-R/RW 

on a DVD player, check for compatibility. 

Hard drive 
The latest contender on the digital recording 

scene is also the most flexible. Some HDD 

(hard disk drive) recorders can store whole 

music collections if you use a compression 

format such as MP3. HDD recorders are 

taking over from multidisc CD changers as 

sound servers in multiroom installations, 

where their ability to play more than one 

piece of music at a time is a great boon. H DD 

also offers impressive editing facilities on a 

par with MD, and they can also record from 

CD (or to CD-R/RW) at high speed. 

At present, sound quality isn't the driving 

force behind the format- flexibility and 

storage capacity being bigger issues - and a 

plain CD-R/RW machine will outperform an 

H DD recorder in fidelity terms. 

Our favourite §:] BESTBlN �EDITOR'S CHOICE 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 
--------- ---

CD-R/RW, MD and HOD recorders 

BADGE? PflOOUCT 

CD·RIRW REEORDERS 

Denon CDR· 1 OOO 

D Marantz DR6000 

NAO C660 

COMMENTS 

400 I A respectable player and recorder, though some midband congestion was noted when recording 

400 No frills, but in its fundamentals this is one of the finest CD recorders on the market 

500 Audiophile twin deck offering high-speed copying, HDCD replay and notably fine recording from analogue 

Philips CDR802 £300 
Multidisc recorder that's slick and capable, 

albeit with a slightly flaky build. 

Marantz DR6000 £400 
Quality in a box -it eschews gimmickry, 

but it does a simple job very well. 

" ,:.,• !:-� r1HQl. • HSJ•UY 

Yamaha 
CDR-HD1300 £600 
Combining hard disk with CD-R makes CD 

recording a whole lot more flexible. 

I merge 
52000 fl,599 
Impressively flexible hard disk music 

server for multi room applications. 

-1Q#Hij!Q·iiiippw 
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0 -+ Philips CDR802 300 Tacky looks and build notwithstanding, this is a well-equipped and technically sound 3-to-1 autochanger/recorder at a good price 

218 

233 

243 

233 

205 

243 

218 

[l!i] Philips CDR951 

� Pioneer PDR-609 

lmerge S2000 

Yamaha CDR-HD1300 

380 An improvement on previous models, it delivers the musical goods in some style 

-I- 270 Classic CD recorder with outstandingly good sound for the money on both record and replay 

350 Good-quality twin CD burner makes recordings that can be hard to distinguish from the original. Good value too 

200 I Well equipped, but musically sleep-inducing player that receives its Recommendation owing to the price 

130 Straighrtorward and effective, but the three real killer features are price, price and price 

1,5991 Intended as the centrepiece of a multi-room installation, this three-output server combines flexibility with good sound 

600 Superb combination of high-speed CD-RW drive and hard disk, adding editing flexibility to CD recording 

IM !l!it'.FI I DECKS Amount of drive mechanisms on board - twin-deck recorders use one to play while the other records. HO CAPACITY Amount of gigabytes of storage capacity, for HD only. 

OPTICAL IN/OUTPUTS Optical Toslink in and outputs for digital connection to a CD player or DAG. ELEC IN/OUTPUTS Electrical coaxial in and outputs for digital connection to a CD player or OAC. 
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Specialist hi-fi 
Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards in sound 
reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to, be it Robbie Williams 
or Rachmaninov, Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that 
will bring your music collection to life and complement your home. 
We're enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or 
upgrade) a system that will delight for years to come. 

- CL=J -· 
o ,.; i;,,· ;,o 

Rote I 
Rotel is truly unique: a family-owned, specialist Japanese company whose passionate 

interest in music led them to manufacture audio components of uncompromised quality. 

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD player combined with either 

the RA-01 or RA-02 integrated amplifier represent true audiophile performance at an 

affordable price. For increased high-end performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power 

amplifiers are available. T he RT-02 tuner completes the range. 

02 SERIES 

RA-01 AMPLIFIER 

RA-02 AMPLIFIER 

RA-03 AMPLIFIER 

RCD-02 CD PLAYER 

RT-02 TUNER 

10 SERIES 

RA-1062 AMPLIFIER 

RCD-1072 CD PLAYER 

B&W 
Since the outset, the focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers 

has always been to offer the best possible musical experience. 

With a combination of the latest R&D techniques and a passion 

for music, B&W produces a diverse range of products befitting 

the largest audio manufacturer in the UK. 

600 SERIES INCLUDES 

DM601 S3 SPEAKERS 
DM602 S3 SPEAKERS 

700 SERIES INCLUDES 

705 SPEAKERS 
703 SPEAKERS 

FPM SERIES INCLUDES 

PV1 SUBWOOFER 

Project 
Project is currently one of the world's 

leading suppliers of turntables, with 

a range of models designed to 

satisfy all levels of expectation and 

budget. The range is simple to use, 

maintenance free and will function for a lifetime. 

DEBUT Ill TURNTABLE WITH OMSE CARTRIDGE 

DEBUT PHONO SB TURNTABLE WITH OMSE CARTRIDGE 

1 XPRESSION TURNTABLE WITH OMlOE CARTRIDGE 

0% FINANCE 

OPTION* 

Spread the cost of buying. 

0% finance option· is available on 

the majority of products we stock. 

•written details on request. Licensed cre<IH 
brokers. Minimum baJ•nce £400. Subject to status. 

PLEASE 

NOTE 
Some products/brands are not available 
at all stores. Please call to confirm or 
visit our website before travelling. 
*Added Value Offers - From range available 
in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer. 

ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 07/04/200S, E&OE. 



Monitor Audio 
Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and 

perfecting the implementation of metal drivers, 

innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet 

construction and finish to further the ideal of achieving 

sound which is to the original "as close as it gets" 

The range includes - Gold, Silver, Bronze and new 

Radius, a seriously compact system bringing true hi-fi 

performance to both music and movies at home. 

MODELS INCLUDE 

BRONZE B2, B2 AV, B4 AV 
SILVER S 1, S6, S8 
GOLD REFERENCE 10 & 60 

KEF Q Series Digital Radio 
Harman Kardon 

The Latest evolution of the acclaimed 

Q Series demonstrates how the 

benefits of KEF technology cascade 

down from the Reference Series to 

more affordable ranges New Q 

features all the inherent advantages 

of KEF UNl-Q"technology and are 

available in a variety of Finishes . 

TU970 DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER 

With Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) capability, this high-quality 

tuner delivers more stations and offers pure, distortion-free, CD

like sound, while providing useful radio and data services. 

Q SERIES INCLUDES 
Q COMPACT BOOKSHELF SPEAKER 

Q4 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKER 

... 0 ---------- - · 

Q7 AV SPEAKER PACKAGE 

• • 

Marantz 
� 
� :- - � 

111 ! tl :..:::I 1 r., .•••. 1,, 
Pure 

DRX702ES DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER 

The Marantz 'Range Series' offers flexible 

system building options for every lifestyle. 

RANGE SERIES INCWDES 

CD5400 CD PLAYER 

PM4400 AMPLIFIER 

PM7200 AMPLIFIER 

CD5400 "This is a remarkable CD player for the 

money, with superb sound, looks and feel - A very 

solid buy and a lot of fun." 

ST4000 TUNER 
SR4500 AN RECEIVER 

SR5500 AN RECEIVER 

DV4500 DVD PLAYER 

Acoustic Energy 
Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of 

Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers 

offering one of the most targeted range of hi-fi 

and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the 

market today. 

�&iill « AE1 MKlll AELITE THREE,, 

Den on 
"Even better than the Award-winning 

DM30, making it phenomenal value 

for money." 

3 

«RADIUS 

.. BRONZE 82 
"Monitor Audio's Bronze B2s 

sound much more expensive than their 

£200 price tag would suggest. In fact, they sound 

superb ... In the competitive world of budget hi-fi, 

speakers don't get much better than the B2s." 

Wharfedale 
"The overall balance of 

the speakers is their 

finest characteristic. 

Thanks to near-perfect 

driver integration, music 

sounds wonderfully 

natural and transparent. 

This is a bar-raising effort 

from Wharfedale: these 

are ridiculously good 

speakers at the budget 

price level." digital 

technologies from one 

DIAMOND 9.1 SPEAKERS 

of the oldest hi-fi names. ==='""""--..,,,,c!"'" 

Musical Fidelity 
AS Series 
Musical Fidelity has introduced the new A5 series CD 

player and integrated amplifier. The amplifier delivers 

250 wpc and is capable of reproducing proper 

dynamic range into all but the most inefficient 

loudspeakers . The CD player is, according to Musical 

Fidelity, "the best player ever made." 

AS SERIES AS AMPLIFIER & CD PLAYER 

X SERIES X-80 AMPLIFIER 

X-150 AMPLIFIER 

X-RAyv' CD PLAYER 

SEVENOa<s 
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Pioneer 
MODELS INCLUDE 

AN AMPUFIERVSA-AXlOAi 
AN RECEIVERS VSX-0814 • VSX-2014i • VSX-AX5Ai 

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS DV668Av • DV868Avi 

... 
-

DV-575A "For outstanding all-round ability there are 

few players that can match Pioneer's DV-575A." 

VSX-AXSAi Tweaked version of the Award-winning 

VSX-AX5i with additional sound-processing modes. 

Specialist home cinema 
The recent growth of DVD has led to a huge rise in demand for 
home cinema equipment. The prices of DVD players, AV receivers, 
projectors and plasma screens continue to fall but, with so many 
options, it's not easy to know which ones will suit your needs. 
Indeed, in the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing 
array of products, we aim to assist you in assembling a home 
cinema system to be proud of - one that achieves outstanding 
picture and sound quality. 

Yamaha 
Recognised as a world leader in the fields of musical 

instruments and audio equipment, and in more recent 

years, home cinema. Yamaha brings you, through 

CINEMA DSP for audio, Natural Black for video and 

other innovative technologies. a truly extraordinary 

home entertainment experience. 

MODELS INCLUDE 

AN AMPLIFIERS DSP-AX750SE • DSP-Z9 

AN RECEIVERS RX-Vl 500RDS • RX-V2500RDS 

DVD PLAYERS DVD-5550 • DVD-S 1500 

Arcam 

Denon 
Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established 

an enviable reputation for the performance of both its 

hi-Ii and home cinema products, winning numerous 

awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems 

have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which 

all other are judged. 

MODELS INCLUDE 

AN RECEIVERS 

AVR-1905 • AVR-2105 • AVR-2805 • AVR-3805 

AN AMPLIFIER AVC-A 1 XV 

DVD PLAYERS DVD-1710 • DVD-1910 

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS 

DVD-2910 • DVD-3910 • DVD-A11 •DVD-Al XV 

DVD SYSTEMS 

DHT-500SD • DHT-550SD 

AVR-280S "Last year's Award-winning AVR-

2803 finally meets its match in the shape of 

this storming successor from Denon." 

Whether you're interested in two-channel or a complete multi-channel AV system, 

Arcam offers the music and movie lover the most complete range of high

performance home entertainment solutions from any specialist manufacturer. 

DHT·SOOSD 

"The Denon DHT-500SD is the best home cinema 

system you can find in one box. If you' re not 

confident that separates are the answer for you -

too complex or too expensive - then the Denon 

provides the ideal solution." 

• 
••• 
. .... 

. . . . . . . . .  
er.iee'f"t1eec .. 

A/V 

DVD PI.AYE 

DiVA DV78 

DiVA DV79 

FMJ DV29 

A/V RECEIVERS 

DiVA AVR250 

DiVA AVR300 

OCESSO 

DiVA AV8 

MUIJ'ICHAN EL POWER 

DiVA P7 
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Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't 

new, the choice, versatility and quality of recorders keep 

getting better. Our product selection includes both DVD 

only recorders and hybrid DVD/hard-disk models. 

Pioneer 
DVD RECORDERS (DVD-RW) 

DVR-220 • DVD-320 

HARD-DISK MODELS (HDD/DVD-RW) 
DVR-420H 80GB • DVR-520H 80GB 

DVR-720H 160GB • DVR-920H 250GB 

Panasonic 
DVD RECORDERS (DVD-RAM/DVD-R) 

DMR-ESS DMR-E65 

HARD-DISK MODELS (HDD/DVD-RAM/-R} 
DMR-E85 80GB DMR-E95 160GB DMR-E500 400GB 

"In all, the Pioneer DVR-720H is a fine machine with 
some nifty features and superb performance .. . Superb." 
WHAT VIDEO AND WIDE SCREEN TV• AUGUST 2004 

KEF KHT 
The Kef Home Theatre (KHT) series brings 

audiophile sound quality to affordable 

home entertainment - it's been breaking 

new ground ever since it was first 

introduced. As its many awards and 5-star 

ratings prove, the original outperformed 

every conventional system in its class. 

KHT200S.2 "KEF has done it. This is the new best system in its class .. 

The KHT2005.2 is the new top surround dog. KEF should be very proud." 

MODELS INCLUDE 
KHT1005 • KHT2005.2 

KHT5005 • KHT9000AC E 

KEF KIT100 
Home Cinema System 
"Why take five speakers into the living room when 

you can use just two' Creating a virtual surround 

sound experience has never been simpler or more 

effective, thanks to this two speakers plus 

subwoofer concoction from KEF." 

Mordaunt 
Short Genie 

"Distinctive looks, practical to use, first-class sonics 

from the sats and the sub - it adds up to a winning 

cinema set-up ... For seamless integration of sound, 

impressive integrity of build and all-round covetability, 

the Mordaunt-Short Genie package is hard to beat -

and it looks rather splendid, too." 

Colour Options 
Available 

Mission 
Elegante e82 
"Performance with style - If you're 

looking for a speaker package 

without sonic sacrifices, then look 

no further than the Elegantes." 

5 

REL 
Subwoofers 

In a market packed with subwoofers claiming to 

deliver the ultimate bass experience, only one brand 

of sub-bass system can prove its supremacy. With a 

record of review success stretching back over a 

decade and featuring no fewer than nine of the 

coveted What Hi-Fi' Awards, REL is acknowledged as 

the leading provider of deep, clean bass frequencies. 

performance 

from the REL 

Stampede 

leaves little 

room for 

criticism." 

QSERIES 
Quake 01 SOE 0201 E Q400E 

ST SERIES 
Stampede • Strata 5 Storm V 

SEVENOa<s 



Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to 
confirm or visit www.sevenoakssoundandvision before travelling. 

TURNTABLES 
Goldring GR 1 
Linn RANGE . 
Michell Gyro SE/RB300 
Project Debut Phono SB 
Project Debut Ill (Black) 
Project 1 Xpression 
Roksan Radius S iyl/ood) 

TUNERS 

Marantz ST4000 
Pure DRX-701 ES DAB 
Pure DRX-702ES DAB/FM . 

CD PLAYERS 
Arcam DiVA CD73T 
Arcam DiVA CD192 
Arcam FMJ CD33T 

Cyrus CD6 
Cyrus CDS X 
Cyrus DAC X 
Denon DCD48S 
Linn RANGE 
Marantz CD5400 

Musical Fidelity X-Ray" 
Musical Fidelity AS 
Quad 99 CD-P 
Roksan Kandy KD I MKlll 
Roksan Caspian M 
Rotel RCD02 
Rotel RCD1072 

CD RECORDERS 
Pioneer PDR609 CD-RW 
Yamaha CDR-HD 1300AI 

AMPLIFIERS 

Linn RANGE 
Marantz PM4400 

.£139.9S 

.£CALL 

.£169.9S 
£129.9S 

... U09.9S 
£749.95 

.U29.9S 
£449.9S 

.£499.9S 
.£99.9S 
U49.9S 

.£99.9S 
.£189.9S 

... U69.9S 

... £399.9S 
.£849.9S 

.£1349.9S 
.£S99.9S 

.£999.9S 
.£1099.9S 
.. £119.9S 

.£CALL 
.£119.9S 

.... £CALL 

.£899.9S 
.. £1499.9S 

.. £999.9S 
.£649.9S 

.£1099.9S 
£379.9S 

... £594.95 

. . £199.9S 
..... £479.9S 

.. £389.9S 
£S99.9S 

.. £849.95 
.£1199.9S 

... £599.95 
.£799.9S 

. £CALL 
...... £139.9S 

Marantz PM7200 .. U39.9S 
Meridian RANGE . .£ CALL 
Musical Fidelity X-80 .. £399.9S 

Musical Fidelity X-1 SO .. £799.95 
Musical Fidelity AS 

Quad 99 Power .£549.95 

Quad 909 Power .£899.9S 

Roksan Kandy KA 1 MKlll .£649.9S 
Roksan Caspian M .£999.9S 

Roksan Caspian M Pre/Stereo Power . 
Hotel RA-01 .U49.9S 

Rotel RA-02 .£349.9S 

Rotel RA-03 .£499.9S 

Rotel RA-1062 ..... £S94.9S 

SPEAKERS 
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One 
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three . 
Acoustic Energy Aelite Two 
Acoustic Energy Aelite Three 
Acoustic Energy AE 1 MKlll 
AVI Neutron IV 
B&W DM601 S3 
B&W DM602 S3 
B&W 705 
B&W 703 
KEF Q RANGE 
KEF XQ RANGE 
Linn RANGE . 
Meridian RANGE . 
Mission m31 i 
Mission m34i 
Monitor Audio Bronze 82 
Monitor Audio Silver S 1 
Monitor Audio Silver 56 . 
Monitor Audio Silver 58 
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10 . 
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 60 . 
Quad 11L 
Quad 12L 
Quad 22L . 
Ruark RANGE 
Wharfedale Diamond 9 .1 

HI-FI SYSTEMS 
Arcam Solo Ex Speakers 
Denon 201 Ex Speakers 
Denon Df101 Ex Speakers 
Denon DM31 Ex Speakers 
Linn Classik Music Ex Speakers 

DVD SYSTEMS 

£129.9S 
.U49.9S 
.£449.9S 
.£749.9S 

.U49.9S 
U99.9S 

.£899.9S 

£1999.9S 
.£CALL 
.£CALL 

. .... £CALL 
.£CALL 

.. £129.9S 

.. £299.9S 

.. £199.9S 
.£299.9S 
.£S99.9S 

.£799.9S 

.£799.9S 

.. £1999.9S 
.£379.9S 
.£499.9S 
.£894.9S 

... £CALL 
.... £179.9S 

£999.9S 
.£479.9S 

.£299.9S 

.£189.9S 
.£CAU 

Denon DHT-500SD Inc 5.1 Speaker Package £ CALL 
Denon DHT-5SOSD Inc 5.1 Speaker Package £ CALL 
KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers .£ CALL 

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO 
Cyrus Link RANGE 
Living Control RANGE 
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE 

DVD PLAYERS 
MAl<E&MOOEL 

.. £CALL 

.. £CALL 

.. £CALL 

REGION 2 MUlTI REGION 

Arcam DiVA DV78 
Arcam DiVA DV79 . 
Arcam FMJ DV29 

.£699.95 £699.9S 

.£999.9S £999.9S 
.£1S99.9S £1S99.95 

.. £1199.9S £1199.95 

.£ CAU £CALL 
£CALL £CALL 
£CALL £CALL 

Denon DVD-A 1 xv . 
Harman Kardon DVD22 
Harman Kardon DVD31 
Marantz DV4500 
Meridian RANGE 
Pioneer DV370 

. £CALL 

.£CALL 
... £CALL 

£CALL 
£CALL 
£CALL 

DVD RECORDERS 
MAKE & MODEL 

£CALL £CALL 
.£ CALL £ CALL 
.£ CALL £ CALL 
.£ CALL £ CALL 
.£ CALL £ CALL 

£CALL £CALL 
.£ CAU £CALL 

£CALL £CALL 

.£ CAU f CALL 

£CALL £CALL 

REGION 2 MULTI REGION 

£199.9S £219.9S Panasonic DMR-E55 
Panasonic DMR-E65 
Panasonic DMR-E85 
Panasonic DMR-E95 
Panasonic DMR-ESOO 
Pioneer DVR-220 
Pioneer DVR-320 
Pioneer DVR-420H 

..... £ CAU £CALL 
.£ CALL £ CALL 

£CALL £CALL 
£ CAU £CALL 

.£199.9S £219.9S 
£CALL 
£CALL 

£CALL £CALL 
.£CAU £CALL 

.£ CALL £ CALL 

A/V AMPLIFIERS 

RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS 
Arcam AVR2SO AN Receiver 
Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver 

.£999.9S 

....... £1299.9S 

Arcam AVP700/P1 OOO AN Processor/Power .. £TBA 
Arcam AV8/P7 AN Processor/Power .£S749.9S 

Cyrus AVS AN Processor 
Denon AVC-A 1 XV AN Amplifier 
Denon AVR 170S AN Receiver 

Denon AVR 190S AN Receiver 
Denon AVR2105 AN Receiver 
Denon AVR2805 AN Receiver 
Denon AVR380S AN Receiver 
Harman Kardon AVR330 AN Receiver . 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 
Harman Kardon AVR630 AN Receiver ..... £ CALL 

Harman Kardon DPR200S AN Receiver . .£ CALL 
Lexicon RANGE £ CALL 

Pioneer VSX-0814 AN Receiver 
Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver 
Pioneer VSX-AXSAi AN Receiver 

£CALL 
.£CALL 
.£CALL 
.£CALL 
.£CALL 

Pioneer VSA-AX1 OAi AN Amplifier .£ CALL 
Rotel RSX10S6 AN Receiver ....... £1199.9S 
Rotel RSX1067 AN Receiver .......... £1799.9S 
Rotel RSP1098 AN Processor ... £2294.9S 
Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AN Amplifier .£ CALL 
Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Amplifier 
Yamaha RX-VS50 AN Receiver 
Yamaha RX-V6SO AN Receiver 
Yamaha RX-V1 SOORDS AN Receiver 
Yamaha RX-V2500RDS AN Receiver 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES 
Acoustic Energy Evo 3B 
Acoustic Energy Aego PSAI 
Acoustic Energy Aelite 5.1 
Artcoustic RANGE 

.. £679.9S 
........ £449.95 

... £1894.9S 
.£CALL 

B&WVM1/AS1 
KEF KHT100S 
KEF KHT200S.2 
KEF KHTSOOS 
KEF Q7 AV 
M&K RANGE 
Mission M30 AV Package 
Mission M3i AV Package 

.£849.9S 
£299.95 

.£CALL 
... £CALL 

Mission M Cube AV Package (ex stands) 
Mission Elegante e82 7.1 Package 
Monitor Audio Bronze B2 AV 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 
.£799.9S 
.£949.95 Monitor Audio Bronze B4 AV 

Monitor Audio Radius 
Mordaunt Short Genie 
Quad L-Series . 
Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP 
Yamaha YSP-1 Sound Projector 

SUBWOOFERS 
B&W PV1 

Quad L Series 
REL 01 SOE MKll (Brittex Black) 
REL 0201 E (Brittex Black) 
REL Q400E (Srittex Black) 
REL Quake (Brittex Black) 
REL Stampede (Black) 
REL Strata S (Brittex Black) . 
REL Storm 5 iyl/ooc finishes) 
Wharfedale Diamond SW1 50 . 

PLASMA 
Fujitsu RANGE 
Hitachi 32PD5200 32" 
Hitachi 42PD5200 42" 
Hitachi SSPMA5SOTE SS" 

Panasonic TH42PW7B 42" 
Panasonic TH37PE30B 37" 
Panasonic TH42PE30B 42" 
Panasonic TH50PV30B 50" 
Pioneer PDP43SFDE 43" 
Pioneer PDP43SXDE 43" 
Pioneer PDPSOSXDE SO" 
Toshiba 42WP46 42" 

LCD TV 
Hitachi 28LDS200 28" 
Panasonic TX22LX2 22" 
Panasonic TX26LX01 26" 
Panasonic TX32LXD1 32" 
Sharp Aquos LC-26GAS 26" 
Sharp Aquos LC-32GAS 32" 
Sharp Aquos LC-32GD1 32" 
Sharp Aquos LC-37GD1 37" 
Sharp Aquos LC-37GAS 37" 
Sharp Aquos LC-4SGD 1 45" 
Toshiba RANGE 

PROJECTORS 
Screenplay SP4805 DLP 
Screenplay SPS700 DLP 
Screenplay SP7205 DLP . 
Screenplay SP777 DLP 
Sharp XV-Z91 E DLP 
Sharp XV-2200/201 DLP . 

Sharp XV-Z2000 DLP 
Sim 2 Domino 18 DLP . 
Sim 2 Domino 20-H HDMI DLP 

ThemeScene H77 Cinema OLP 

..... £CALL 
... £CALL 

..... £1899.9S 
.. £499.9S 
.. £799.9S 

.£949.9S 

.£CALL 
£CALL 
£CALL 

.£499.9S 

.£724.9S 

.£999.95 

.£349.9S 

.£549.9S 

. .£699.9S 
.£999.9S 

. .... £249.9S 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 
.. £CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 
£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

. ........ £CALL 
.. £CALL 

....... £CALL 
.. £CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 
£CALL 
£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 

.£CALL 
.. £CALL 

.£CALL 

REMOTE CONTROLS 
Marantz RC 5400 . 
Marantz RC9SOO . 
Philips i-Pronto RU1 OOO 

.£399.9S 
.... £799.9S 
... £1399.9S 

• • 

I 
Visit the special offers page on our website for some fantastic 

The Magn1f1cent Seven savings on new and ex-de�_onstration equ!pment. 
. 

www.sevenoakssoundandv1s1on.co.uk and click-on � 
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ABERDEEN 01224 252797 NEW 
• 57 CROWN STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

BEDFORD 01234 272779 
• 29-31 ST PETERS STREET 

BIRMINGHAM 0121 233 2977 
•ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET 

BRIGHTON 01273 733338 
• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE 

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727 
• 92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON 

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988 
• 39A EAST STREET 

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770 
• 17 BURLEIGH STREET 

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899 
• 104-106 ALBANY ROAD 

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466 
• 403 KINGS ROAD 

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171 
• 14 PITTVILLE STREET 

CRAWLEY 01293 510777 
• 32 THE BOULEVARD OPEN SUNDAY 

CROYDON 020 8665 1203 
• 369-373 LONDON ROAD OPEN SUNDAY 

EALING 020 8579 8777 
• 24 THE GREEN OPEN SUNDAY 

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267 
• 5 THE GRASSMARKET 

EPSOM 01372 720720 
• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

EXETER 01392 218895 
• 28 COWICK STREET 

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655 
• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD OPEN SUNDAY 

GUILDFORD 01483 536666 
• 73B NORTH STREET 

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540 
• 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD 

HULL 01482 587171 
• 1 SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET 

IPSWICH 01473 286977 
• 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET 

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717 
• 43 FIFE ROAD OPEN SUNDAY 

LEEDS 0113 245 2775 
• 62 NORTH STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567 
• 10 LOSEBY LANE 

LINCOLN 01522 527397 
• 20-22 CORPORATION STREET (OFFHIGHSTREFT) 

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366 
• 96 WEEK STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969 
• 69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE OPEN SUNDAY 

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320 
• 19 NEWGATE STREET 

NORWICH 01603 767605 
• 29-29A ST GILES STREET 

NOTIINGHAM 0115 911 2121 
• 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD 

OXFORD 01865 241773 
• 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET 

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697 
• 36-38 PARK ROAD OPEN SUNDAY 

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011 
• 107 CORNWALL STREET 

POOLE 01202 671677 
• LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET 

PRESTON 01772 825777 
• 40-41 LUNE STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

READING 0118 959 7768 
• 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE 

SE VENOAKS 01732 459555 
• 109-113 LONDON ROAD 

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861 
• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN SUNDAY 

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727 
• 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD 

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770 
• 33 LONDON ROAD 

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777 
• 79-81 CHASE SIDE 

STAINES 01784 460777 
• 4 THAMES STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

SWINDON 01793 610992 NEW 
• 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD 

SWISS COTIAGE 020 7722 9777 
• 21 NORTHWAYS PDE, FINCHLEY RD OPEN SUNDAY 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531 543 
• 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD 

WATFORD 01923 213533 
• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD OPfNSVNDAY 

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525 
• 43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT OPEN SUNDAY 

WILMSLOW 01625 4197470PENINGSOON" 

• 3.5 GROVE STREET ·SUBJECT TO LEGAL COMPLETION 

WITHAM (ESSEX) 01376 501733 
• 1 THE GROVE CENTRE 

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 31222 5 
• 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET OPEN SUNDAY 

OPENING HOURS: 

PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

E-MAIL: 

[insert store location]@sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 
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Who are Sevenoaks? 
Established as Sevenoaks Hi-Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the leading 

independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for 

outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the 

emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound 

& Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land stocking a broad range of exceptional 

equipment and accessories. 

How to shop at Sevenoaks 
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually 

road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in 

action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get 

the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist: 

• ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or 

picture quality, or are you looking for a more fundamental and comprehensive upgrade7 

• BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU · To ensure you get the most from the 

music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very same discs 

or records, T hat way you can readily compare levels of performance. However, if you prefer, 

we can supply a selection of demo discs - current mainstream entertainment that serves to 

highlight the capabilities of the equipment 

• JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies available, or 

would like more information about installation options, simply let us know and our staff will 

be happy to help you out 

•TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please 

take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you. 

Hi-Fi & Home Cinema 
Guide - 2005 Edition 

Pick-up a copy of our New 72 Page Guide 

at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision 

store or order a copy via our Website. The 

brochure will be posted to you (UK mainland 

addresses only) free of charge. 

Sevenoaks Website 
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group 

and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In addition, there are hundreds of 

SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide · 

many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit 

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers 

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

SEVENOa,..S 



STEREO AMPLIFIERS 
Integrated and pre/power amps 

® Amplifiers come in two basic forms: 

integrated and preamplifier (pre) plus 

power amp combinations. Integrated 

simply means that both pre and power 

sections are in one box. There are definite 

advantages to separating the low level, 

delicate signals in the preamp from the 

radiations of a power amp, so the more 

ambitious designs come in two or more 

cases. In some cases, each channel has its 

own power amp called a monoblock. 

Amplifiers use two basic technologies: 

transistors or valves. Transistors are popular 

because of their practical and technical 

advantages, but valves - aka tubes - live 

on owing to aspects of sound quality that 

trannies can't replicate. If you want to play 

your music loud, use trannies; if you 

appreciate acoustic music, try valves. 

The fundamental of amp/speaker 

interfacing is power rating and speaker 

sensitivity. You can drive a high-sensitivity 

speaker with a ten watt valve amp, but it 

takes a 200W behemoth to get the best out 

of speakers which present a difficult load. As 

a rule, you can't have too much power. 

How to choose an amp 
The main areas in which amps vary are: 

timing, dynamics, stereo imaging and 

transparency. Timing is the ability to 

present the attack and decay of each note 

precisely; amps with strong timing have a 

snap and coherence that is very appealing. 

Dynamics is a general term for the ability 

to portray variations in level between 

individual notes and is different to dynamic 

range (the difference between the loudest 

and softest notes). Dynamically strong amps 

tend to have more life and energy. 

Stereo imaging is how solid or three

dimensional an instrument or voice sounds. 

The point of having two rather than one 

speaker is to make it possible to recreate 

the soundstage of the original recording, 

thus amps that have strong imaging skills 

can create a sonic space that seems to 

extend the room. 

Transparency of detail is the most obvious 

difference between amps. One amp will 

present more subtlety than another, but the 

drawback with using this as your main 

criterion is that a forward or 'bright' 

sounding amplifier will emphasise detail at 

the expense of overall musical coherence. 

HOME CINEMA STEREO 
Stereo amps can be used in home cinema 

set-ups as well. You don't get the surround 

and centre channels, but well set-up stereo 

speakers do a remarkably good job of 

creating atmosphere for movies. Stereo amps 

TOP BUYS 

Marantz 
PM7200 £330 

Exposure 
2010 s £599 

• 

tend to be better at reproducing music as 

they don't have the (electrical) noise

inducing digital processing of AV amps. AV 
amps cost three to four times as much as 

stereo models of a similar quality. 

Naim 
NAC 112x/NAP 150x £1,475 

A true budget belterfrom Marantz - power 

and finesse in equal measure, plus the 

ability to switch between Class A and Class 

AB operation. Giant killing amps are back! 

Another cracking integrated from the 

Exposure stable - admirable musical 

insight and communication at a 

thoroughly sensible price. Top stuff. 

Naim's new entry-level pre/power amp is 

a fabulously engaging combo. As you'd 

expect, rhythm and timing are to the fore, 

with a healthy dollop of finesse to boot. 

94 HI-FI CHOICE I may 2005 

SHOULD I WVE MY IMP ON 
ILL THE TIME FOR BEST 
RESULTS? 
All audio electronics perform 

better when they are warmed 

up, and this is particularly the 

case when it comes to 

amplifiers. If there's no way 

that you can leave it on all the 

time, make an effort to switch 

it on at least 20 minutes 

before listening. 

WHIT IS BI-WIRING AND 
BI-IMPING? 
Bi-wiring is when you run 

separate cables to the treble 

and bass/mid terminals on the 

speaker. In most instances, this 

improves sound quality so long 

as identical cables a re used. Bi

amping is using two stereo 

amps to drive one pair of 

speakers, using one amp to 

drive the treble and the other 

for the bass/mid sections of 

the speakers. 

WHY DO VALVE IMPS HIVE 
SO UTILE POWER? 
Valve amps are inherently low 

powered in absolute terms - at 

least when you compare them 

to their transistor-based 

cousins. But when partnered 

with high-sensitivity 

loudspeakers, they are quite 

capable of producing perfectly 

adequate head-banging levels. 

Beautifully made and with a sound to 

match, this Scandinavian pre/power 

combines warmth and body with energy 

and detail- a truly musical performer. 
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Integrated amplifiers 
BADGE? PRODUCT 

UPT0.£1.000 
El Arcam DiVA A65 Plus 

Arcam DiVA ABO 
� --

El Arcam DiVA A90 

D 

D 

D 
El 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

Cyrus 8vs 

I Electrocompaniet EC13 
Exposure 2010 S 
Marantz PM4400 OSE 

Marantz PM7200 Kl 
Musical Fidelity X-80 
NAO C352 
Nairn Nait 5i 
Rega Mira 3 
Ratel RA-02 

I Ratel RA:_03 
Ratel RA-1062 
Sugden A21a 

ABOVE .£1,000 
D Arcam FMJ A32 
D Audio Note Oto Line SE 

D Audio Analogue Maestro S. 
D Audio Research VSi55 
D AVI Laboratory Selies 
D Copland CSA29 
@ Karan KA-il 80 

--l 
@ Krell KAV-400xi 
D Marantz PM-11S1 
@ T+A V10 

800 
999 
599 
250 
330 
500 
600 
350 
699 
598 
349 

1,150 
-

1,599 
1,750 
2,895 
1,399 
1,900 
3,900 
2,698 
2,500 
4,000 

I 
COMMENTS 

Slightly inferior to Cyrus 6vs, but the tables are turned with the add-on PSX-R power supply - in that form it's a real Best Buy 
Large and fairly poweriul, with individual looks and very refined sound 

5 
6 
6 

6 
5 

I 7 
7 
6 

j1 
0 

�I 
� 

opt 
opt 

+-

;;1 
8 
� 
i2 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Beneath the unassuming exterior lurks a very capable periormer that's passionate about music 6 opt • 

� i 
ffil � 

� 
gJ 

70 261 
70 262 
75 262 

- -------------+----+ ;..--+--'---+----I 
Highly competent and well specified - a lively periormer that makes great music 5 • • 

High power, plenty of features and remarkably clear and informative sound with lots of impact 6 • •1 • 
Smart and fu-lly--fe-atured, with sound that

_
';-
_

fu
_

ll
_
-bod _ied_-a_

n_ d_c_on- fi -dent at hig-h- le- v-el -s I 6 • +- • • 
The entry-level to Musical Fidelity's amplifier range sounds both poweriul and refined 4 • 

t Dynamic and musical sounding update on what was already a star product • • 
A trade-off of more power and better connectivity against less inputs works surprisingly well in a g�unty, musical man;;;-] 4 
Lively sound with good timing and frequency extension, if not quite as detailed as some 1 s 
Agile and capable slimline design with an engaging sound that draws you into the music 4 

5 
+----

5 • •  
5 

50 256 
105 248 
85 262 
55 255 

Remarkably flexible and well-featured, with excellent sound quality for the price 
Single-ended valve amp lacks power but sounds remarkably delicate and coherent 
The beautifully made Maestro Settanta sounds fast, deep and very smooth, though perhaps not the most dynamic 
Superb all-rounder provides the delights of valve amplification without sacrificing convenience 

7 • 

[: 1opt
� 

• 

� 

• 

• 
• 

• 100 228 
10 254 

257 
254 

Terrific power, control and resolution - effortlessly musical and fine value 
- -------- ------

A hybrid valve/solid state amplifier that gets close to offering the best of both worlds 
Lean, sharp and articulate, this impressively constructed heavyweight is almost up there with the audiophile pre/power elite 
The best integrated Krell yet is quick, agile, solid and finely detailed 
A good-looking, well-endowed, high-quality amp that's a great match for the impressive SA-11 Sl stereo CD/SACD player 
Complex but well engineered, stylish and genuinely innovative high power integrated valve amp 

6 opt 
6 opt 
4 

4 
5 

+ 
6 • 
5 

• 241 
• 85 255 
• 180 236 
• _xio 247 
• 
• 

• 100 265 l 
80 261 

Our favourite o BESTBlN @ EDITOR'SCHOICE 

STEREO AMPLIFIERS 
Pre/power amplifiers 
BADGE' PRODUCT 

UPT0.£2,000 
D Arcam FMJ A32/F35 

+ 
Densen Beat 200/300 

ITl Exposure 2010 S Integrated/Power 

D 

D 

Nairn NAC 112x/NAP 150x 
- -- -

Quad 99/909 

ABOVE .£2.000 
@ eiorder Patrol P20 

Bryston BP25/4BSST 
@ Chapter Preface/II+ 

COMMENTS 

1,980 One of the few correctly matched integrated/power combinations, the sound has real gravitas and sophistication 
1,985 Classy jet black cast boxes pack plenty of punch with good total musical coherence (remote £300 extra) 
1,098 Bi-amping with the additional power amp increases the musical communication of an already fine integrated 
1,475 Uprated entry-level Nairn pre/power is a master of musical communication 
1,650 Well thought out and well executed, with good strong sound and just a little veiling 

6,750 Muscular 300B push-pull design with fluidity and dynamics to match the best 
f-

4,000 Extremely transparent, high-power combo, you'll listen louder and longer because you can 
9,800 Among the finest amps available, the resolution of this preamp and power amp challenges the best at any price 

@ Conrad-Johnson ACT2/Prem 350SA 20,000 Valve preamp and solid-state power deliver some of the most transparent and naturally dynamic sounds around 

• • 
• • 
• • 

�· • • 

I 

\E � � � 0 

� ,, z 

'il � � 
i2 � gJ 

71 • • 100 227 
6 opt opt 100 216 
6 • 75 264 
6 • 50 262 
5 • • 136 256 

I 

I 20 I 231 
8 opt • 300 241 
6 • 300 249 
5 • 350 2641 --�-�������� 

li"lilit:!\I LINE INPUTS Input sockets for source components with a line level output: CO players, DVD players, tape decks, tuners, phono stages etc. PHONO INPUT Input sockets and onboard phono stage for a cartridge. 

Either MM (moving magnet) or MC (moving coil) . occasionally both. REMOTE CONTROL A remote control is supplied with the amplifier. HEADPHONE SOCKET To drive your cans with. 

POWER OUTPUT Manufacturer's rated output in watts per channel 
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Our favourite � BEST BlN fill�D ITOR'S CHOICE 

STEREO AMPLIFIERS continued 

SPECIFICATIONS 

i � ;g 

� � 
� "' 

Pre/power amplifiers ;:: ii\ � 8 § 
""' ;l2 

� "' z � "' 
BADGE? 

@ 

fill 

fill 

l!£J 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

PRODUCT 

EAR 864/534 

ECS EA-1 

COMMENTS 
+-- -- -- - --

4, 156 Valve combo delivers fine measured and subjective performance and inspires great confidence 

� 
• 

• 

� 
:;:j 
p � gj 

6 50 254 

180 253 

Exposure XXllllXXVlll 

6,000 Understated monoblocks with real transparency to the fine detail, passion and energy in your record collection 

2, 790 Highly natural and dynamic amplifier that offers the fluidity and energy of valves via transistors • • 6 opt 70 241 

Gamut 03 

Gamut 0200 Mk3 

3,430 creamy smooth, yet lets you hear all the fine detail that goes to making a tonally rich, dynamically strong sound 

3,950 A great power amp that's now even better - one of the best regardless of price 

• 5 opt • 265 

200 247 

Halcro dm1 O/dm68 25,550 Extravagant, extreme and massive amp combc will probably polarise opinions, but delivers stunning midrange clarity 

12,745 Uncommonly musical valve/transistor hybrid transcends stereotypes, one of the genuine high achievers 

• • 5 • 225 243 

Hovland HP-100/RADIA • 

=r �,t 
125 250 

-r--- -----
Krell FPB 700cx 14,998 Reference class amplifier may represent overkill in many systems, but when no compromise is called for, this is it 700 234 

Linn Klimax Kontrol 6,000 Beautifully executed example of Scots audio art, sounds as clean as it looks and is a lot more transparent than most 

2,720 More sophisticated than its forebears with a fleet-footed sound that draws you into the music 

• 4
T 

• 238 

Nairn NAC 202/NAP 200 

Nairn NAP 500 

Nairn NAC 552 

Primare PRE30/A30.2 

11,875 Wonderful neutrality, bandwidth and dynamic range, plus Naim's traditional leading-edge definition 

12, 100 Extremely expensive preamp, but still solid value. Magnificent sound with fine flexibility and convenience 

2,400 Smart kit that lives up to the visual promise with gorgeous sound - a really musical performer 

• • 8 

b_· 6 

• • 7 

• 70 241 

140 208 

• 233 
'--l ;-

128 256 

Quad QC-24�1-40 

Roksan Caspian M Series 

Sugden Masterclass AA 

4,007 Big, muscular valve sound that's smooth and easy on the ears, plus solid engineering with good power delivery 

2,050 Confident and highly enjoyable sound with lively music, perhaps a little less sure with subtler, complex scores 

5,600 Yorkshire's finest Class A kit. Dynamic and tonally rich, this gives even valve amps a run for their money 

• 

• 
I--

• 

• 7 40 254 

6 78 256 

• 7 35 246 

AV AMPLIFIERS 
Surround sound amps for music and movies ® The multichannel, surround sound or 

AV amplifier is a popular option, 

thanks to the success of the DVD 

player and home cinema. Now you can buy 

five channels or more of amplification for 

the price of two. Now that multichannel 

music is also on the agenda, there's a lot to 

be said for a good AV amp or receiver (an 

amp with a radio tuner built in). 

So if you fancy hearing what DVD-Audio, 

SACD or even music DVD-Video can do, 

then check out a multichannel amp and 

speaker set-up - they're stunning with 

movies and none too shabby with music. 

AV amps are usually designed primarily 

for movies and come with digital 

processing for the various soundtrack 

formats - Dolby Pro-Logic (analogue), 

Dolby Digital and DTS, which offer discrete 

surround sound in 5.1 and 7.1 channel 

formats. More ambitious designs also offer 

THX post processing, designed to emulate 

the sound of the mixing theatre at home. 

Processing in AV amps is needed because 

the surround formats on DVD-Vs are 

compressed, limiting their high-fidelity 

potential. This is why new formats SACD 

and DVD-A, which don't use 'lossy' 

compression, were created for music. 

All this processing power can take its toll 

on analogue formats. The best multichannel 

amps for music are often the simplest, but 

any that offer a complete bypass option with 

six-channel input are suitable. It's also worth 

looking at real power- five or seven 

channels of amplification are not easy to 

produce with a feeble power supply, and the 

cheaper amps in particular often fail to live 

up to the claims. 

HOW MANY CHANNELS? 
Depends on how many speakers 

you want. Multichannel music 

discs come with six or 5.1 

channels, but for new movies, 

7.1 systems are where it's at. 7.1 

set-ups also mean you have 

speakers directly behind you -

preferable for music discs. 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN A PROCESSOR 
AND AN AV AMP? 
Processors don't have amplifica

tion on board and you need 

separate power amps. AV amps 

and receivers have processing 

and amps in the same box. 

WHAT DOES THE .1 
IN 5.1 STAND FOR? 
This is the LFE (low frequency 

effects) or bass channel that is 

reproduced by a subwoofer. 

HI-FI MEETS SURROUND SOUND 
With DVD-Audio and SACD offering high

quality multichannel music, surround 

sound is no longer just a home cinema 

thing. An increasing number of people 

want to build a multichannel system that 

will do their music as well as their movie 

DVDs justice, and the number of AV 

products delivering sufficient quality is 

on the increase. But most aren't cheap -

building a top-quality system with five or 

more channels is inevitably more 

expensive than sticking with stereo. There 

a re some very decent integrated options 

below £1,000, though the best (and most 

costly) route is to buy a separate 

processor and power amp(s). Or you can 

add AV amplification to a stereo model 

you can't bear to part with. 
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Denon 
Sony 
STR-DB795 £300 

AVR-3805 fl,000 

Sony's latest little box of AV tricks is 

astonishingly good forthe money - great 

with cinema and unusually fine with music. 

Combines admirable sound across all 

music and movie formats with features 

like full auto set-up, i.Link and the latest 

surround formats - a class act at £1,000. 

An astoundingly thorough multichannel 

tour de force, stuffed with features and 

impressive in both stereo and full surround 

- state of the integrated AV amp art. 

A fantastic achievement from this 

respected UK brand- a top-ranking AV 

processor and seven-channel power amp. 

Our favourite o BEST BUY , EDITORS CHOICE 

AV AMPLIFIERS 
Multichannel amplifiers 
BADGE? PflOOUCT COMMENTS 

MULTICHANNEL INTEGRATtD AMPS 

Arcam AVR200 800 Upgraded AVR100 with Dolby Pro-Logic II and some bass management. Great for stereo, a bit bass-light for multichannel 

0 Arcam AVR300 1,300 Cracking all-round music and movie ability sets the Arcam apart from the AV crowd 

Denon AVR-2803 650 Merely 'average' sound but it's impossible to argue against the flexibility and value of its engineering 9 

0 Denon AVR-3805 1,000 Upgraded sound, new processing algorithms and a great remote control make this a superb mid-market multichannel buy 

[ill Denon AVC-A 1 SRA 3,000 An AV amp with genuine high-res hi-fi credentials. Feature set now upgraded to the AVC-A 1 SR'A' 

Marantz SR9300 2,000 Not a high flyer, just a thoroughly enjoyable, warm and attractive sounding receiver with music and film soundtracks alike 

Marantz SR-12S1 3,000 A multichannel amp that can be taken seriously in stereo too. Resources are in the engineering rather than the gimmickry 

[] Pioneer VSA-N<5i 1,200 Standard setter in its price category, with i.Link digital interface and MCACC auto set-up 11 

[ill Pioneer VSA-N<l OAi 3,200 State of the art one-box amplifier with enhanced sound quality, auto set-up and other enhancements 10 

0 Sony STR-08795 300 A superb value little amplifier, well appointed technically and successfully tuned for UK ears 

lliil Sony TA-DA9000ES 2,600 Arguably the first convincing fully digital amplifier, an excellent match for players with i. Link encrypted outputs 10 

MULTICHANNEL PREAMPS/PROCESSORS IND POWlR AMPS 

0 Arcam A90+7.1 mod, P90/3 1,920 Add Arcam's multichannel module and a P90/3 power amp to the A90 stereo integrated and you've got got superb purist 5.1 

� Arcam AV8/P7 5,750 State-of-the-art processor (£3, 150) and seven-channel power amp (£2,600). An excellent fusion of stereo and surround sound 

[ill Copland CVA306/CVA535 3,748 Tube analogue six-channel pre transforms multichannel audio from a novelty into a genuine advance for the high fidelity art 5 

Cyrus AV8/3x Smartpower 2,900 Classic Cyrus sound translated to a multichannel arena, limited features and power, but civilised sound 3 

[ill EAD TheaterMaster 8800 4,500 One of the most 'musical' sounding AV prcoessors to date - great with the matching PowerMaster 8300 multichannel power amp 9 

Linn Exotik 1,750 Is hi-fi ready to make the jump to multichannel music? Linn think so with this musical preamplifier 

@:] Marantz PS-17 /2x SM-17 3,400 Classy and capable system, great steering, warm solid sound and high detail resolution, and some great gadgets 10 

[ill Meridian 861 9,833 Powerful surround processor with flexible modular construction, marvellous versatility to dnve any speaker configuration 6 

Nairn AV2/NAPV175/NAPl 50 4,175 First tnuly credible multichannel system from Nairn is idiosyncratic but otters excellent basic sound with modest spatial steering 5 

[ill Parasound Halo C1/A51 8,500 Powerful and flexible processor/power amp combo with impressive sound. Excellent value - processor includes onboard screen 11 

0 Primare SP31.7/A30.5 4,200 Great all-round system which brings the qualities of good stereo high fidelity to a multichannel world 5 

liJ jlfi :1 :i I RECEIVER Integrated multichannel amp with built-in radio tuner. LINE INPUTS Input sockets for source components with a line level output: CD players, DVD players, tape decks, tuners, phono stages etc. 

7.1 CHANNEL COMPATIBLE The amp either has seven-channel in and outputs or in some instances is equipped with seven channels of amplification. 

5-CHANNEL POWER (W) Power output in watts per channel of all channels driven by the amp 

70 229 

100 257 

130 251 

120 256 

170 232 

105 252 

160 255 

100 248 

150 260 

100 260 

200 253 

90 250 

180 235 

125 236 

105 238 

242 

260 

60 238 

230 

50 238 

250 243 

120 238 
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STEREO SPEAKERS 
Speaker pairs for stereo sound 

® While loudspeakers are relatively 

straightforward in construction, they 

have one of the most difficult jobs in 

hi-fi - turning an electrical signal into an 

acoustic one. Most consist of two or more 

drive units in a box that usually has a port 

in it to make life easier for the cone in your 

mid and/or bass driver. Alternatives to this 

arrangement include panel speakers, which 

use electrostatic or ribbon technology, and 

horns, which use drive units in complex 

cabinets that greatly improve efficiency. 

Box speakers are either designed to stand 

on the floor (floorstanders) or on a stand 

(stand or shelfmounts). Floorstanders have 

greater internal volume which can translate 

into greater efficiency and/or bass 

extension, but less substantial designs also 

introduce cabinet resonance and thus 

distortion. But they don't need stands and 

therefore have the aesthetic edge. 

Stand mounts have less cabinet to vibrate 

and often score in terms of imaging and 

timing, but need good stands to work well. 

Positioning 
The closer the speaker is to a wall, the 

greater the reinforcement of bass. As all 

rooms differ, there's no simple formula for 

placement and experimentation will yield 

the best results. Altering the angle at 

which the speakers face the listener can 

also make a difference to balance and 

stereo image. 

Going multichannel 
Many stereo speakers can be augmented 

with centre and surround channels from the 

same brand to create a multichannel 

system. The most important element is a 

centre channel, which needs to match the 

stereo pair as closely as possible. For the 

best musical results, surrounds should be as 

per the front left and right channels, but if 

space or funds don't permit, smaller designs 

can be used quite effectively. 

Choosing speakers 
Because speakers and the rooms they are 

used in vary so much, choosing a pair tends 

to be quite subjective. To find some that 

will suit you, try to listen to a good variety 

to hear how they differ, and if possible, 

audition some at home. Tonal balance 

tends to vary the most, but is less important 

than more subtle factors such as timing 

and dynamics. Finally, listen with your ears 

not your eyes - great-looking speakers 

aren't necessarily great sounding. 

Spikes 
Floorstanding speakers and stands have 

threaded inserts for spikes that allow rigid 

coupling with the floor. These have the 

advantage of draining resonance from the 

speaker and giving tighter bass, but can 

result in more vibration getting back to the 

electronics and often cause the floor to 

resonate as well. 

POWER 
Though some speakers have a power rating, 

this isn't as informative as a rating for how 

difficult they are to drive, nor does it 

indicate wattage extremes for the 

partnering amp. In practice, an amplifier 

cannot be too powerful. Our listings quote 

ease of drive to indicate how much power 
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your amp needs to avoid a mismatch. An 

above-average (A+) speaker will work with 

amps rated at 25W plus, while an average 

(A) speaker will need SOW or more, and a 

below average (A-) speaker could require 

lOOW plus to sound its best. These are 

guidelines rather than rules. 

IF SPEAKERS ARE RATED AT 
75 WATTS, DOES THAT MEAN 
I NEED A 75 WATT AMP? 
No, see the box on power for 

the fu 11 story. 

WHICH SPEAKERS ARE BEST 
FOR SMALL ROOMS? 
Those designed to work close to 

the wall will be smoother in 

confined spaces. Speakers that 

have relatively dry, tight bass 

will also sound better. 

WHICH SPEAKERS ARE BEST 
FOR BIG ROOMS? 
Big, efficient, easy-to-drive 

designs are more likely to be 

able to fill a room better than 

compact models. 

DO I NEED TO BUY CENTRE 
AND SURROUND CHANNELS 
FROM THE SAME BRAND AS 
MY STEREO SPEAKERS? 
Yes, assuming that you're 

wanting to create a 

homogenous surround sound 

experience, where voices don't 

change when they move from 

one channel to another. 



A new dual-concentric main driver plus 

super-tweeter in a solid stand mount box 

results in a neutral yet expressive speaker 

at a very tempting price. 

PMC 
GBl £995 
An attractively compact floorstander with 

a beautifully articulate sound and 

remarkable freedom from boxiness. A great 

buy if you've just under a grand to spend. 

A hi-tech, three-way floorstander sporting 

a 'surroundless' midrange driver. Delivers 

a thoroughly engaging sound with great 

bass and an expressive midrange. 

Our favourite o BESTBUY @ EDITOR'SCHOICE 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
Stereo speakers 
BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 

UPT0.£1,000 

D Acoustic Energy Aegis Eva 1 180 An unusually classy and sophisticated performer for the prrce; laid-back sound and good looks too 

D ATC SCM12 999 Magnificent main driver confers great authority, grip and smoothness, though upper bass a little lean 

D AVI Neutron IV 499 A great example of what can be done with a genuinely small speaker, but the warts-and·all balance won't suit all 

D B&W DM303 180 Chunky looking and lively sounding, with deep bass, a fine midband and a restrained top end 

D B&W DM602 S3 300 Old-fashioned size/shape, but this timeless design has a rare combination of grip, authority and headroom 

El B&W DM603 S3 600 Excellent all-rounder, smooth for its price with fine bass and mid, though top might be more refined 

El B&W 705 900 Deft, delicate and delightful, if a little bass light, with clever enclosure and driver engineering 

@] Castle Richmond 3i 320 Does most things well and the most important thing - musical communication - remarkably well for the price 

El Castle Conway 3 930 Lovely real wood finish and a beautifully balanced sound, fine dynamics and transients, but might have more 'air' 

El Castle Harlech S2 1,000 Improved Harlech is slightly aggressive, but lots of fun, and very good-looking too 

D Dynaudio Audience 42 400 An aristocrat of the vinyl-covered miniature breed. A terrific small speaker for the price 

Dynaudio Audience 52 557 Brilliant neutrality, though a little understated dynamically (wood veneered version, as tested - £647) 

Dynaudio Audience 62 729 Pricey but cute vinyl floorstander that is a class act sonically - lightweight, but clean and dextrous 

D Epos ELS3 200 Few affordable speakers sound as clean and convincing while taking up so little real estate 

[g Epos M12.2 450 A true classic stand-mount with lovely presentation, fine sound balance, superior coherence and low coloration 

Mordaunt-Short 
Performance 6 £3,500 
This extraordinary speaker stands at the 

pinnacle of Mordaunt-Short's current 

range. State of the art resolution and 

imaging are among its many attributes. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

� 5 � � � � -� � jJ jJ 
� � c: � 0 � 

0 

0 ;:: 

� � � ea � � 9l 

19,36,24 A 30 226 

22,39,26 A· 55 253 

15,27,21 A· 65 260 

20,33,23 A 23 226 

24,49,29 A 25 234 

20,91,29 A- 25 231 

22,42,29 A 35 253 

17,33,23 A 60 260 

22,91,27 A+ 30 237 

20,96,33 A 50 219 

17,29,24 A 40 215 

20,33,26 A- 30 250 

20,86,26 A 30 231 

18,27,19 A· 60 241 

20,37,25 A- 40 265 

@'.] Focal-JMlab Chorus 707 S 350 The size and shape might be unfashionable, but this is an outstanding all-round performer at a very sharp price 24,49.30 A 25 251 

[g Focal-JMlab Chorus 716 S 550 Not the smoothest around, but combines coherent voicing with fine dynamic expression and real authority 22,95,30 A 20 250 

Focal-JMlab Chorus 726 S 780 Big generous sound with good dynamic freedom, hampered by some voice-band congestion 22,100,32 A+ 55 253 

@] Focal-JMlab Cobalt 816 S 999 Great all-rounder - lively and dynamic, smooth and neutral, marred only by a slight treble 'sting' 22,98,31 A- 25 242 

Harbeth NRG2 650 Strikingly styled standmount ma1ors on dynamic excitement at some expense in smoothness and coloration 19,34,29 A+ 42 263 

Jamo E 700 150 Superb staging and detail for the price, but needs a sub to deliver real bass 14,24,20 A- 60 260 

KEF 01 250 Stylish if slightly small-sounding stand-mount with fine midband coherence; works well close to a wall 22,35,30 A 30 234 

KEF 04 400 Beautiful, bijou three-way floorstander lacks some bass weight but has a lovely midband wrth low coloration 18,82,25 A 38 255 

Leema Xen 1,000 A true micro-mini-monitor witl1 remarkable powers of analysrs and great musical insight, if a touch forward 14,22,23 A- 50 245 

Monitor Audio Bronze B2 200 A lrvely and entertaining speaker with tight, controlled bass and a pronounced midband 19,35,25 A 42 238 

['] Monitor Audio Bronze B4 350 A beautifully balanced loudspeaker with fine overall dynamrc range and good imaging 19,85,26 A 23 255 

Monitor Audio Silver S8 800 A thoroughly impressive all-rounder, notable for its wide dynamic range, excellent imaging and fine neutrality 19,90,27 A 20 237 

El Mordaunt-Short Avant 906 350 Capable and engaging, this neat design will complement the majority of sub-£500-per-component systems 18,85,27 A 45 254 

Neat Petite Ill 845 The treble is peaky, but this is still one of the most coherent and communicative miniatures around 20,31,20 A 30 211 

PMC DB1+ 625 Now with sweeter treble, this fun-size tiny lacks some weight and authority, but is beautrfully balanced 16,29,24 A 50 261 

@] PMC TB2+ 795 This fine allrounder has a lovely lard-back neutrality, fine transparency, low coloration and a sweet treble 20,41,31 A 30 261 

El PMC GB1 995 Ultra-compact floorstander is beautifully clean, articulate and free from boxiness, with a notably delicate top end 16,92,24 A+ 30 257 

l1U HJ :ii I SIZE WXHXD (CM) Widlh, height and depth ol one cabinet in centimetres. FLOORSTANOER Speakers that don't require stands. EASE OF DRIVE How much power the amplifier needs (approximately) to dnve the 

loudspeaker effectively. A+ 25 watts plus A 50 watts plus A- t 00 watts plus ACT Active - the speaker has its own in-built amplifier. BASS FROM How low the speaker goes - the smaller t11e number the deeper the bass. 

FREE SPACE The speakers work best away from wall(s). CLOSE TO WALL The speakers will work best when up against a wall (but avoid corners). 
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Unique Sound & Vision 
hj,,fi world 
VERDICT �fi:llEZl�6ZI 
An outstanding, willfully quirky and 
charismatic audiophile product. 

!:�s the number 1 integrated valve amplifier in Europe!! T+A 
T +A Reference 610 Turntable with SME arm 
Experience your vinyls like never before .. 

Shanling SCD-T200c 

The world's first valve SAGO player. The T200c brings digital 

sound even closer to the original. Feel the warmth of analogue 
sound with no trace of the metallic quality often associated with 

digital sources. 

I 
T+A 

T +A TCI 1RE high end speakers 
Floor standing speakers with unique active 

electrostatic tweeter. Designed without compromise 
for those with real passion for sound. 

The response is immaculate throughout the 
frequency range. Spine-tingling bass extension. 

Vocals to die for. Even to the most jaded 

audiophile these are very special speakers indeed. 

A mouth watering sight for any audiophile listener. 

This is the newly developed valve basedoutput stage 
which drives the electrostatic unit in the TCI 1 RE. 

Inside view of valve amplifier 

[ PERFECT FOR YOU 
ELAC Spirit of Music MKll 

Inspiration and professionality. 
The key for perfect sound. 

The special feature of these speakers 
is the omni directional ribbon tweeter, 

that turns every living room into a concert hall! 

Thanks to the omni directional ribbon tweeter, 
the sound propagation exceeds the area 

of the stereo triangle by using the 

reflections of the room environment. 

T+A V10 

"A Certifiable Masterpiece. This is to debut 
amplifiers what LED Zeppelin I was to debut LP'S." 
Ken Kessler, Hifi News, February 2004 

II 
JBL Project K29800 
Pure beryllium 
compression drivers 
for outstanding 
mid-high frequency 

clarity. 15-inch bass 
unit with alnico magnet 

for powerful fast low 

frequencies. The best 
of both worlds! there's 
no doubt about it... 

90kg 

'Worth mentioning is the G 10's quietness, with even disc surface 
noise and vinyl 'roar' pushed down to near-inaudibility', ' ... toppling 

any consumer digital format in pure musical quality." 
Hifi News - August 2003 

[DIHIDn 

Mission Pitastro 

Mission's first hi-end 

speaker. The simplicity of 
sound perfection. The 

result is a speaker that 
effortlessly fills a room with 
supreme sound. Pilastro 
has been designed to 
achieve and astonishing 
sensitivity of 95dB of 
acoustic output for 1 watt 

of amplifier power. 

Phenomenal bass 
155kg 

{" ----· - .. 
ELAC 310-2 JET I �EAC Reference 300MKtl-500/ELAC 330.2 JET 

�-------- Stereo Amplifier, CD Player, DAB Tuner, reverse cassette 

deck, Optimum stand G5P +TI. A Two way hi-end 
loudspeaker with aluminium cabinet, ribbon tweeters. 
An astonishing all-rounder. 

Two way hi-end speaker with aluminium cabinet, 

ribbon tweeters,produces smooth vocals and acoustic bass. 

JVC AX-SD1 

JVC super digifine AX-SD1. Serious class A integrated amplifier. If 
you love the analogue sound of the 70's, the AX-SD1 GD offers a 

clean, warm sweet sound like you've never heard before. 
(Ten years warranty.) 

hi .. fi world 
VERDICT m1r111ac:11ca 
Highly open, transparent and musical 
sound makes this one of the surprises of 
the year. Thoroughly recommended. 

� 

PAO SOUND 
COMES HOME 
Experience JBL 2. 
reference system 
control 1 xtreme s 
6 or 1 a powered 
subwoofer. 
(Limited stock} 

Uniaue Sound & Vision 
Get C1 oser to the Musical Truth 
the Unique Sound & Vision wa) 
T ....... 1. rv"'ln ,.-,,.-, no.-,.-, c�-- n0n 7070 .11c=:c::' 
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STEREO SPEAKERS continued 

Stereo speakers 
BAQGE?' PRODUCT COMMENTS 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Quad 21L 

Rega R3 

Spendor SR5 

Tannoy Fusion 4 

Tannoy Sensys DC1 

Tannoy Eyris 1 

Tannoy Sensys DC2 

Tannoy Eyris 2 

Triangle Antal ES 

Triangle Gamete ES 

695 

448 

Elegant lacquer finish floorstander has a smooth, well balanced sound, even bass and good detail projection 

Discreet, pretty and fine value. A little lightweight but impressively open, it delivers music with great agility 

1,000 • This wall-mount very cleverly avoids the usual colorations, delivering a very dynamic if rather dry sound 

350 This big d'Appolito twin two-way has fine coherence and dynamics. A neutral and even all-rounder 

449 Modest sensitivity but beautifully balanced with fine authority at a very realistic price 

600 Pricey but very cute standmount miniature; oddball, but has marvellous midband subtlety and delicacy 

649 Has impressive scale and weight with fine stereo imaging, but is also rather laid back, lacking easy agility 

999 This super-slim and cutely different-looking floorstander is very communicative, despite weak treble 

975 Neither pretty nor smooth but a very exuberant and involving communicator, with plenty of scale and expression 

500 Bulky standmount lacks style but delivers engrossing musical coherence and vivid dynamics 

21,80,26 

20,76,28 

31,31,18 

21,97,29 

21,41,29 

17, 35, 26 

21,97,29 

17,91,26 

20,108,34 

20,42,34 

ABOVE.£1.000 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

@ 

@ 

@ 

D 

D 

Acoustic Energy AE1 Mklll 1,690 Luxury miniature has a laid-back but bouncy sound, a marvellous dynamic range and very superior imaging 19,31,25 

Acoustic Energy AE3 Mkll 4,490 A beautifully neutral speaker with very wide dynamic range and superior imaging, plus lovely Art Deco styling 19,99,29 

Anthony Gallo Nucleus Ref 2,400 Occasionally raw, but engaging and capable beyond its physical stature 20,89,41 

ATC Active 10 1,269 Stylish, active powerhouses with plenty of subtlety when required (balanced connection only) 23,39,31 

ATC SCM35 1,999 1 If you want to hear the uncoloured truth about your record collection in all its glory, this is a speaker to treasure 23,88,30 

Audio Note AN-E/LX 2,650 Though not very pretty, this is a thoroughly entertaining speaker with great dynamic subtlety and integrity 36,79,27 

Audiovector Mi 3 Signature 2,320 Smooth and beautifully balanced with superb neutrality, wide dynamic range and a warm, sweet character 20, 100,29 

Aurum Cantus Leisure 3SE 1,200 1 Fabulous lacquer finish and a classy ribbon tweeter. Sounds smooth and sweet, if a touch laid back 25,40,30 

B&W 704 1,400 Cleverly tapered enclosure and external tweeter delivers superior bass and treble, with a laid-back midband 22,96,32 

B&W 703 2,000 Bass is immensely powertul and even, and the overall sound is lively and dynamic, though not overly smooth 23,101,36 

BC Acoustique ACT-A 1 1, 195 

Beauhorn B2.2 Revelation 3,984 

Bosendorter VG 7 4,745 

Dali Helicon 400 3,300 

Exceptional focus, dynamic coherence and expression through the voice band, but bass could be more even 

Magnificent midband and fine overall balance but limited bass is best with small-scale material 

21,90,33 

34,130,75 

Unique design delivers superior dynamics that sound particularly convincing with acoustic and classical music 19.5, 135,40 

Advanced drivers and enclosure give a generous sound with wide dynamic range and no boxiness 22,103,46 

Dynaudio Audience 82 1,460 Bulky, with vinyl finish, but offers exceptional neutrality, bass extension, power handling and loudness potential 22, 106,36 

Dynaudio Contour S 14 1,850 

Eclipse TD Lulet 307/316 1,250 

Sound has fine mid-to-treble coherence and neutrality, though port tuning was ill-suited to our room 

Extraordinary satellite plus sub solution sounds a cut above other sub/sats. Can be expanded to multichannel 

19,40,36 

12,16,16 

Focal-JMlab Micro Utopia Be 3,500 New 'Be' version is clearly an exceptional standmount, capable of revealing the innate quality of the music 25,42.5,38 

Focal-JMlab Diva Utopia Be 7,599 Lovely slimline speaker combines remankable transparency with fine dynamics and gorgeous bass 25,110,53 

Focal-JMlab Alto Utopia Be 11,000 Attractive and beautifully balanced, with fine bass alignment and focus, low coloration and very clean top end 37,121,53 

Harbeth Super HL5 1,699 Looks old-fashioned, but classic monitor combines authority and transparency with good neutrality 33,64,31 

Living Voice Auditorium 1,700 Gloriously coherent and dynamic midband, though the top end is restrained and bass was uneven in our room 22,86,28 

Living Voice Avatar 2, 700 

Living Voice Avatar OBX-R2 4,000 

MartinLogan Mosaic 1,799 

MartinLogan Clarity 2,498 

Mission Elegante e83 1, 990 

Mordaunt-Short Pert 6 3,500 

Dynamic and highly resolved, yet physically discreet design with a relaxed balance 22, 104,27 

Has Dynamics, tonal colour, detail, space and time resolution in spades. External crossovers require extra cabling 22, 100,27 

Curious hybrid construction marries many panel speaker-like attributes with moving coil simplicity 24, 102,30 

Relatively affordable and easy to live with electrostatic hybrid with class-leading resolving power 26, 135,31 

Uncommonly clean, agile and refined floorstander, and as elegant as the name 33, 111,36 

Revolutionary enclosure design and aspirated tweeter make for a fast, hi-res ride 24, 121,37 

SPECIFICATIONS 

� � 
0 "' 
� 0 

0 "" 

� � 
A+ 25 

A 40 

A+ 50 

A 20 

A 40 

A+ 

A 20 

A 20 

A 20 

A 40 

A- 30 

A 20 

A 34 

act 45 

A- 48 

A+ 22 

A- 24 

A 28 

A 20 

A- 20 

A+ 25 

A+ 80 

A 37 

A 20 

A 30 

A- 28 

act 40 

A 50 

A+ 30 

A- 20 

A 30 

A- 30 

A+ 40 

A+ 35 

A- 46 

A- 46 

A- 44 

A- 35 

ULTIMATE lsc�5rek® 
Power Conditioners 

2002 Hi-Fi News 

Category Winner 
lsoTek$<.tlSl3hOn 

2003 What Hi-Fi? 

lsoTel<MnSi..b 

2003 Hi-Fi Choice 

Editors Choice 
lsolekMll"OSi..b 

2003 What Hi-Fi? 

Category W1nr.er 
lsoTelcMoSi..b 

www.isoteksystems.com 

need we say more ? 

2003 Hi-Fi Choice 

Gatcgory Winr1er 
lsolekMnSuo 

2003 Hi-Fi News 

Categoiy Winner 
lsoTel<MroSU> 

2004 What Hi-Fi? 2004 Hi-Fi Choice 

Catego<y Winner 
lsoTe+<GUMnoSo.b 

-.::-

2004 What Hi-Fi? 

Ca1egory Winner 
lsoTekGllVISion 

2004 Hi-Fi Plus 

Galegoty Winner 
No<OoslThorbylwTel< 

2004 What Hi-Fi? 

ISOTel<(;errw-o6Way 

263 

265 

240 

255 

245 

227 

250 

231 

263 

265 

251 

251 

257 

221 

250 

256 

260 

263 

257 

260 

257 

244 

265 

264 

229 

260 

247 

245 

255 

248 

233 

247 

218 

244 

257 

245 

257 

264 
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STEREO SPEAKERS continued 

SPECIFICATIONS 

� 5 � � p 
� 0 

0 

� 
Stereo speakers � iJl 'ii ill b � 0 � 0 "' 

� BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 
n � 

:t'l ill .;;; 93 ;;,; 
Nairn Ariva 1,275 Cute and discreet floorstander has superb bass and a wide dynamic range, but it could be smoother and sweeter 23,88,31 A 25 259 

§.! Nairn SL-2 4,995 Delivers magnificent musical analysis and communication skills in a notably discrete physical package 28,103,33 A- 20 232 

Neat Ultimatum MFS 2,995 Wonderful five-dnver standmount sounds bigger than it looks. Very spacious and informative 22,38,37 A+ 25 241 

Neat Ultimatum MF9 8,500 Superb musical communicator with splendidly deep and agile bass and fine open neutrality 22,150,40 A- 20 226 

El PMC FB1+ 1,625 Nicely proportioned floorstander has a sweet top and a beautifully natural, open and restrained midband 20,100,30 A 20 260 

PMC OB1 2,450 Genuinely deep bass and lovely overall neutrality, though mid could have more tension and bass more punch 20,103,33 A 20 243 

[ill PMC IB2 6,150 Stunning in an understated way, this speaker creeps up on you and hooks you with its transparency and power 33,74,47 A- 25 237 

13! ProAc Response D25 2,995 The traditional ProAc high-end detail mixed with greater efficiency and more pace - a splendid speaker 22.107,25 A+ 20 254 

El Rega R9 2,498 This subtle, laid back but very informative performer has a very superior dynamic range, especially in the bass 17,103,39 A 20 256 

[ill Revel F32 3,200 Meticulously balanced, tonally neutral design makes for a taut, well disciplined sound 22,105,39 B 30 265 

El Ruark Talisman Ill 1,499 No bass demon, but a sophisticated and agile speaker epitomising Ruark's design ideals 22,84,31 A 22 259 

El Sonus Faber Cremona A. 2,149 Standmount 'Auditor' version of the Cremona makes a soundstage bigger and better than its size suggests 19,35,32 A 48 246 

Spendor S6e 1,495 Combines deep, powerful bass with an attractively open midband, but perhaps too much restraint up top 30.88,19 A+ 23 257 

Spendor S9e 2,895 An improvement on the original S9 - very entertaining at high levels with a fabulously open and weighty bass 24,101,38 A+ 40 256 

!ill Tannoy Dimension TD8 4,000 This stylish speaker is a splendid all-rounder, with fine dynamics, precise imaging and minimal coloration 31,86,30 A- 25 240 

[§1 Tannoy Dimension TD10 5,000 Extremely competent and rhythmic speaker, a futureproof supertweeter and detail to die for 35,101,37 A- 38 215 

� Tannoy Dimension TD12 6,500 Art Deco-inspired style, plus magnificent headroom and genuine monitoring neutrality - a tour de force 42,126,41 A- 23 225 

[§1 Tannoy Yorkminster 9,000 Deliciously delicate and expressive at low listening levels, it still has massive headroom when your in the mood 62, 102,45 A+ 20 255 

G Totem Forest 2,390 Low sensitivity but wonderfully open neutrality, at heart a beautifully communicative and musical loudspeaker 20,90,27 A 25 247 

Triangle Naia 1,900 Exciting, vivid and communicative, but also a bit untidy and uneven, the Naia is a whole lot of fun 23,119,32 A- 25 247 

[ill Triangle Magellan Concerto 9,995 Scintillating midrange and treble, with tuneful, well-timed bass - a thoroughly engaging musical ride 28,149,34 A 35 262 

Vandersteen 2Ce Signature 1,990 Very superior midband neutrality, impressive freedom from boxiness and splendid stereophony. A classic 41,109,26 A- 30 229 

[ill Vivid Audio 81 6,590 Impressive cabinet design combined with hi-tech drivers to make truly world class speaker 27, 110,38 A- 40 261 

Waterfall Victoria TWN 2,000 Stunning transparent glass enclosure and a sonic treat too, with great dynamic expression 22,100,22 A 28 262 

[ill Wilson Benesch Curve 5,000 Much (but not all) of the ACT's performance in a much more compact and affordable package 23, 91, 37 A 28 254 

[ill Wilson Benesch Discovery 5,500 Innovative three-way with built-in stand, combines great subtlety with weight and headroom 23,47,38 A- 45 212 

[ill Wilson Benesch ACT 8,400 Superb enclosure gives uncanny freedom from 'boxiness' Well balanced, but top end might be sweeter 23,108,37 A 20 252 

ITfl Wilson Benesch Chimera 15,000 Elegant with lovely sonic delicacy and plenty of weight too. Works best at low levels, but a difficult load to drive 24, 145,55 A- 20 234 

AV SPEAKERS 
Speaker solutions for multichannel surround sound @ Multichannel speaker systems have a 

front left/right (L/R) stereo pair, a 

centre or dialogue channel, two (5.1) 

or four (7.1) surround speakers and often a 

subwoofer. For best results, each of these 

speakers bar the sub should be identical. 

The problem is that few surround systems 

are dedicated to music and perform a home 

cinematic role as well, meaning the centre 

speaker has to sit above or below a video 

monitor. Centre channels are usually wide 

and short for th is reason. 

This should not be a barrier to great 

surround for music and movies however, as 

many brands make centre channels with a 

very close sound to their L/R designs. 

Music vs movies 

High-resolution SACD and DVD-A music 

recordings tend to be mastered with 

SET-UP 
Ideally you should set up surround speakers 

with as much care as you would stereo systems, 

but practical issues tend to have a significant 

bearing on surround and centre speaker 

placement Surround channels can be 

floorstanding or wall mounted, and centres 

usually have to perch on the TV or underneath 

it. Given these limitations, adjust your LI R front 
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speakers to give the best tonal match with the 

centre. If there's more than just you listening, 

'toe in' the speakers so that their axis crosses in 

front of the listening position -this gives a 

wider stereo image. And if there's a subwoofer 

it should be placed near the front speakers. Use 

a sound pressure metre (available from Tandy 

among others) to accurately set levels. 

surround speakers in the ITU standard 

position which is as far behind the listener 

as the front channels are in front. 5.1 movie 

soundtracks tend to place surround 

channels not so far behind and to the side 

of listeners. Usually, practical limitations 

will dictate a limited range of placement 

options, but if you are a dedicated music 

fan, check out the ITU set-up regulations in 

the booklet supplied with SACD discs. 

SUBWOOFERS 
Subs start working where stereo speakers 

run out of steam at low frequencies. The 

idea is to create deeper, better-controlled 

bass rather than more of it. They usually 

have onboard amplification (active) and 

connect to either the LFE (Low Frequency 

Effects) channel in a home cinema set-up 

or the speaker terminals in a stereo set-up. 



B&W KEF ATC Linn 
600 53 package f900 Q AV7 fl,300 Concept 3 f4,877 Akurate package fl3,750 
Incorporates 602s, 601s and an LCR 600 

centre speaker. Great in both stereo and 

I multichannel surround modes. 

With the latest Uni-0 refinements, this 

system is astonishingly accomplished and 

amazing value. 

It might not look as flashy as some, but the 

quality of engineering in this ATC package 

ensures superb all-round performance. 

Linn has worked wonders with its new 

multichannel speaker system - it's not 

cheap, but its performance is breathtaking. 

Our favourite o BEST BUY � EDITORS CHOICE 

AV SPEAKER PACKAGES 
Multichannel speakers 
BADGE? PRODUCT 

D ATC Concept 3 

B& W 300 package 

D B&W 600 S3 (602/601/LCR 600) 

Castle CAV Sterling 

Dynaudio Audience 42 package 

Final Sound Electrostatic system 

Focal-JMlab Electra package 

D KEF Q AV? 

@ Linn Akurate (242/212/225/221) 

Mirage Omni 2 

D Mission m5 package 

Mordaunt-Short Genie 

Mordaunt -Short Declaration 500 

Rega Jura/Ara/Senta 

4,877 

900 

900 

1,250 

1,142 

4,875 

3,017 

1,300 

13,750 

2,650 

1,450 

800 

1,600 

938 

COMMENTS 

Extremely engaging, revealing and musical multichannel system providing 360 degrees of full-on entertainment 

An excellent compromise between the requirements of music and those of home cinema (inc. subwoofer) 

Unquestionably delivers the sonic goods. High-quality drivers in standmount enclosures 

Lovely real wood veneers. Sound has fine dynamic drive and expression. but can sound a little hard 

Multichannel package for hi-fi purists with real authority and imaging, but needs subwoofer for full-bore movie sound 

Slim, attractive, electrostatic panels have clever connections, limited loudness but a breathtaking transparency 

Bold, solid system, tremendous consistency and easy to expand with an added subwoofer 

With latest Uni-0 refinements, this system is astonishingly accomplished and amazing value 

An extremely capable system that offers new insights into the potential for multichannel audio 

Dark tonality, but superb imagery makes this an excellent all-round choice 

Main m52 is a clean, attractive full-range stereo speaker, while the m5as sub does big bass for movie fans 

A prince among sub/sat packages - good integration and impressively little compromise compared to full-size models 

Good value vinyl THX Select package with Power Towers. Good authority, but must be 5.1-connected 

Classy real wood package does a good all-round job, though some may find it a touch bright 

fiJj!f]:l\I EASE OF DRIVE How much power the amplifier needs (approximately) to dnve the loudspeaker effectively: A+ 25 watts plus A 50 watts plus A-100 watts plus. 

NUMBER OF SPEAKERS The amount of individual loudspeakers in the package. BASS FROM How low the speaker goes, the smaller the number the deeper the bass. 

FREE SPACE The speakers work best away from wall(s). CLOSE TO WALL The speakers will work best when up against a wall (but avoid corners) 

Our favourite o BESTBUY @ EOITOR'S CHOICE 

SUBWOOFERS 
Bass speakers 
BADGE? PROOOCT 

B&W PV1 

B&WASW850 

Monitor Audio ASW100 

D REL 01 SOE 

D REL Stampede 

D REL Strata 5 

REL Storm Ill 

� REL Stadium Ill 

Titan Saturn 

950 

2,000 

300 

500 

550 

700 

900 

1,500 

800 

COMMENTS 

Gorgeously styled sub shakes the air but not the floor, delivering a very clean sound with negligible coloration 

Does all the things subwoofers should do with music and movies alike, but transparently and seamlessly 

For the price, this compact subwoofer performs particularly well 

Great value compact 'cube' sub adds genuine weight and drive thanks to superior filtering 

Few subs at this price match the Stampede's subtlety and ease of integration. Much more hi-fi than AV 

Highly musical sub that integrates well but the REL Stampede offers near-identical performance for less money 

Excellent sub with powerful, detailed and deep bass. Comprehensive facilities, including flexible filter adjustment 

It's a bulky piece of furniture, but offers superior filtering as well as an ability to delve deep into the bass nether regions 

Very bulky sub has curious styling, but decent filtering gives good weight and headroom 

fl l l !f'I :l \I SIZE WXHXD (CM) Width, height and depth of one cabinet in centimetres. POWER (W) How many wans the on board amplifier of active models delivers. 

BASS FROM How low the sub goes. the smaller the number the deeper the bass. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

z 
c "' 
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§l 
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A- 6 12 opt 255 

A 6 27 241 

A 5 22 224 

A 5 28 224 

A· 53 241 

A· 6 20 251 

A 5 50 232 

A+ 5 35 232 

A- 6 18 253 

A 5 30 232 

A 6 28 241 

A· 6 38 262 

A 5 25 210 

A 5 25 210 

SPECIFICATIONS 

"' 
� � � 

-� 2l � 0 � 1"' "' 
i ?; 

]; :S .;; 
29,34,35 500 20 259 

53,56,52 1000 18 246 

32,32,34 120 27 225 

29,32,33 150 20 239 

28,40,29 100 18 257 

32,46,33 150 18 257 

42,62,33 150 18 225 

59,56,39 200 16 217 

72,48,72 200 20 239 
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Do 1,1ou want to choose 1,1our hifi or home cinema s1,1stem, in a comfortable 
and relaxing environment . . .  ? 
Do 1,1ou want friend/1,1 and impartial advice (and a cup of tea) . . .  ? 
Do 1,1ou want to bu1,11,1our s1,1stem based on what 1,1ou hear, and see, and not 
what somebod1,1 tells 1,1ou . . .  ? 

Do you live in GUILDFORD ••• ? 
....... or Addlestone. Aldershot, Ashford(Middx). Ashstead, Bagshot, Basingstoke, Bracknell, Bookham, 

Bramley. Camberley, Chertsey, Chipstead. Chobham, Cobham.Cranleigh. Crowthorne. Dorking. Epsom. 
Esher. Farnborough, Farnham. Fleet. Frimley. Godalming, Hartley Wintney. Hampton, Haslemere. Hook, 
Horsham, Kingston. Liphook, Leatherhead. Liss. Molesey (East&West). New Malden. Odiham. Petersfield, 
Reading. Reigate, Redhill. Richmond, Shepperton, Virginia Water, Walton-on-Thames, West Byfleet, 
Weybridge. Windsor. Woking, Wokingham. Yatelev. 

Nobody else in these areas carries all the following major hifi brands: 
Apollo, Arcam(Diva/FMJ), Ash Design. Atacama, Atlas (spkr cables & interconnects) B&W. Chord Company, 
Creek, Cyrus, Denon, Epos, Exposure, Genelec, Anthony Gallo Acoustics. Harman Kardon, Infinity, lso Tek. 
KEF (including Reference). Linn Products(including Knekt). MJ Acoustics, Meridian, Michell, Mirage, 
Mission. Musical Fidelity. NAD. Naim, Ortofon, Pioneer, PMC, Primare, Proac. Project, Pure, QED(includ
ing Systemline), Quad. Quadraspire, REL, Rotel, Sennheiser, Soundstyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, 
Tag Mclaren. Whatfedale, Yamaha. 

Nobody else in these areas carries all the following major Home Cinema products: 
DVD players: Arcam & FMJ, Cyrus. Denon. Hortnan Kardon. Meridian. Rotel, Tag Mclaren. Yamaha, 
Processors: Arcam FMJ AV8, Cyrus, Lexicon. Linn, Meridian, Rotel. Tag Mclaren. 
Amplifiers: Arcam/FMJ, Bryston, Cyrus, Denon, Harman Kardon, Lexicon, Naim, Rotel. Tag Mclaren. 
Yamaha. 

Display devices: Plasma screens from Loewe, Panasonic, Pioneer and Yamaha. Televisions/LCD: Loewe. 
Projectors: Barco(CRT/DLP), Sim (DLP), Yamaha(DLP/LCD) Screens: Stewart/Draper/Vutec , 
Video Processing: Faroudja, I-Scan, Key Digital, lumagen, Tag. Control systems: Crestron, Lutron lighting. 
Specialist set up services: ISF Display Callibration. 

Nobody else in the area offers you a "One Stop Solution" to all of your home entertainment 
requirements, as we are also Custom Installation experts. Discuss your requirements with us and we can 
survey, design. install, commission, and maintain full Sound and Audio-Visual distribution, and automat
ed lighting around your home . 

Visit us first and you won't need to go anywhere else. 
We have superb demonstration rooms for both Hifi and Home Cinema. and we will deliver and install. 
We are a Mountainsnow dealer, and members of BADA, so you can trust us to look after your every need. 

Guildlord's on/IJ REllL Hifi ottd Home Cinema store 
Open 9-6 Mondav to SaturdalJ (later blJ appointment) 

3 ,  Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrev GU1 4R'I (opposite Wetherspoons) 
01483 504801and01483 304756 

www.pjhifi.co.uk email:info@pjhifi.co.uk. 
" •••••••• it's hifi for fun's sake ••••••• " 



HEADPHONES 
For your ears only 

® Headphones come in several varieties and 

some are designed for particular usage. The 

majority of 'cans' use dynamic cone and 

coil-type drive units and can be used with anything 

from a personal stereo to a dedicated amplifier. 

Other types also exist, most significantly 

electrostatics that use a charged panel membrane 

to produce a distinctly refined sound. These are 

supplied with their own dedicated amplifiers, which 

tends to increase the price. 

Cans are split into several types. There are open and 

closed-back designs, the latter being best for noisy (or 

noise sensitive) environments as they minimise 

leakage and intrusion. Open-back types tend to have 

a more open, less 'in-head' sound. There are also 

three variants of earpad design: circumaurals enclose 

the ear and press on your head, supra-aurals press on 

the ear and intra-aurals sit in the ear and are 

particularly popular with personal stereo users. 

Getting the best from your cans 
Getting a good result with headphones is not quite as 

straightforward as it should be. Merely plugging 

them into the output on your CD player or amp will 

not give particularly engaging results unless you are 

very lucky. If you are planning on serious listening, 

invest in a dedicated amp - the increase in dynamics 

is not in the least bit subtle. A variety of models are 

made and prices start at around £80 for a QED, a 

little more for designs from, say, Creek or Musical 

Fidelity. And if you're really into cans, look up the 

valve-powered Earmax. 

Our favourite o BEST BUY [ill EDITOR'S CHOICE 

HEADPHONES SPECIFICATIONS 

� gi Q 
5 8 0 

Stereo headphones � I 52 � 
g � 

0 

� � Ill � BADGE? PRODUCT 

El AKG K44 20 

El AKG K270 Studio 129 

[ill AKG K1 OOO 600 

Audio Technica ATH-D40fs 105 

D Beyerdynamic DT990 160 

El Grado SR-60 90 

D Grado SR-80 110 

D Philips HP890 70 

D Sennheiser HD590 160 

[ill Sennheiser HD650 300 

Sony MDR-C0480 40 

[ill Stax SRS-2020 Basic Sys. II 349 

COMMENTS 

Lively, enjoyable and remarkably detailed a bargain 

Pro oriented design which is very transparent and great with acoustic material 

Neutral, analytical and completely out of the head sound, suitable for connection to speaker outputs only 

Detailed and involving sound with a professional 'studio' quality appeal 

Impeccable balance, very extended bass and treble, and bags of detail place this model ahead of the pack 

For sheer musical enjoyment these are hard to beat. Retro styling may not be to everyone's taste 

Not perhaps as neutral as some but they communicate well and that's the point of the exercise 

A remarkably sophisticated and very comfortable headphone 

Assured and confident headphone with very low coloration and great comfort 

Astonishing resolution and hardly less impressive tonal balance make this a true hi-Ii experience 

Generally neutral and nicely detailed - comfortable too 

Luxury option at its price, but the sound delivery is five-star quality all the way 

'"' 

• 

• 

R e: 

190 

• 270 

• 270 

250 

• • 250 

• 200 

• 200 

• • 330 

• • 270 

• • 260 

• • 250 

295 

Ji 1 !ifi :lJ I ELECTROSTATIC Uses electrostatic film instead of more common cone or dome dynamics. SUPRA-AURAL Earpads sit on ear rather than around it CIRCUMAURAL Earpads rest on the head around the ears. 

OPEN BACK Vented capsules let sound in and out CLOSED BACK Sealed capsules. WEIGHT In grams. 3.SMM JACK AOAPTOR Allows connection to personal stereos. computers etc. 

�� /?� SAVE UP TO 50% ON EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS 
�i. ree SOME AS NEW (MARKED') WITH 2 YR WARRANTY 24HR DEL ONLY £5. CHECK STOCK BEFORE ORDER 

--- -- CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road, London. SE13 5PL 

S 0 U N D • S Y S T E M S Credit options are available for purchases exceeding £660, please call for details. S/H = Pre-Owned unit E&OE 

Arcarn DV88 DVD Player S/H (1Yr G/tee) ........ (999.00) 

Arcarn DV89* DVD-A Player New (2Yr G/tee) .. (1299.00) 

Arcarn CD82T CD Player (2Yr G/tee) ............ (619.00) 

Arcarn CD93 CD Player (2Yr G/tee) ............. (949.00) 

Arcarn AVR 200 AV Receiver S/H (1Yr G/tee) ...... (799.00) 

Arcarn P90 Power Amp Blk S/H (1Yr G/tee) .... .. (549.00) 

B&W 705 Speakers - Maple (2Yr/Gtee) .......... (9 00.00) 

B&W 703 Speakers - Cherry (2Yr/Gtee) .. (2 000.00) 

B&W Nautilus Signature 805 - 'Tigers Eye (2Yr/Gtee) .(2500.00) 

B&W Nautlilus 804 Speakers - Cherry (2Yr/Gtee) .(2500.00) 

Denon AVR 2803 AV Amplifier (1Yr G/tee) ....... (649.00) 

Linn lkerni CD Player - Blk S/H (1Yr/Gtee) ....... (22 00.00) 

Linn Majik Phono Amplifier S/H (1 Yr G/tee) ....... (945.00) 

Linn Kairn Pro Line Preamp S/H (1Yr G/tee) .. (14 00.00) 

Linn Trikan Centre Spkr - maple (2Yr G/tee) ...... (549.00) 

£349.00 

£619.00 

£399.00 

£599.00 

£395.00 

£349.00 

£675.00 

£1399.00 

£1675.00 

£1695.00 

£399.00 

£1495.00 

£625.00 

£599.00 

£299.00 

Linn Exotik Preamplifier (2Yr/Gtee) ....... (1750.00) £1350.00 

Linn Keltik Spkrs - Wal inc Aktive Cards (2Yr G/tee) (6 000.00) £1995.00 

Nairn CD 3.5 CD Player S/H (1Yr G/tee) ......... (899.00) £475.00 

Nairn CD-XPS CD Power Supply S/H (1Yr G/tee) .. (21 00.00) £1375.00 

Nairn COX CD Player S/H (1Yr G/tee) ....... (247 0.00) £1395.00 

Nairn NAC 82 Preamplifier S/H (1Yr G/tee) ..... (2500.00) £1995.00 

Nairn NAC 82 Preamplifier S/H (1Yr G/tee) ...... (2500.00) £1575.00 

Nairn NAC 112 Preamplifier S/H (1Yr G/tee) ...... (675.00) £350.00 

Nairn 250 Power Amplifier S/H (1Yr G/tee) ...... (191 0.00) £895.00 

Nairn 135 Power Amps - Pair S/H (1Y G/tee) ... (502 0.00) £1590.00 

Nairn XPS Power Supply - New casework ....... (21 00.00) £1575.00 

Nairn NBL Speakers - Beech (2Yr G/tee) ........ (77 00.00) £3795.00 

ProAc Studio 125 Speakers Maple (2Yr G/tee) .(999.00) £699.00 

Pioneer DVR3100* DVD Recorder/Player (1Yr/Gtee) (349.00) £219.00 

Vibe Zeta SubWoofer (2Yr G/tee) ...... (6 00.00) £399.00 

219 

230 

244 

194 

245 

194 

230 

219 

205 

252 

219 

205 
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When detail matters ...... . 

XtremeAV 
Ouicksilvet" 

the ultimate contact treatment 

"applied to all accessible contact points 

the effect was immediate and dramatic" 

exclusive UK representation 

Angelsound Audio 

tel 01923 352479 
info@angelsoundaudio.co.uk 
www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk 

Audio Atmosphere 

tel 01785 711232 
stuart@audioatmosphere.com 

www.audioatmosphere.com 

hi-fi in black and white - music in full colour 

The new MR5 equipment support from 
Henley Designs, serious about sound! 

m;;;;m Henley Designs 01235 511166 

n www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

High End Cable 
Your friendly cable store 

Upgrade your Hi-Fi or AV system with quality 
new cables and power accessories from 

Chord Company- Full range 
Stereovox - Studio, Reference & HDXV digital 

Nordost UK - Full range 
Black Rhodium - Deep Cryogenic Treatment 

Tannoy - Reference and TLC 
Van den Hui - Full range 

ISOL - 8 - Power cleansing & management 
Stax earspeakers - Full range 
Ortofon - Moving coil cartridges 

Acoustic Zen - Full range 
Turbosound personal Headphones 

Ayre Enhancement CD 
Transparent - Selected SH & liquidated stock 

&manymore 
Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects. 

For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson 
01775 761880 or better still visit 
www.highendcable.co.uk 



CABLES 
Wires to hook your system together ® Hi-fi cables come in two varieties: 

interconnects and speaker cables. 

Analogue interconnects come in 

preset lengths, generally with RCA (phono) 

plugs attached, though some equipment uses 

XLR connectors for balanced connection - this 

can be sonically advantageous, especially over 

longer runs. Speaker cable is commonly sold by 

the metre and can be used without plugs or can 

be fitted with screw or solder-on types. 

Choosing cables is not quite as straightforward 

as it might seem. One problem is that 

components interact with the cables you use and 

this often results in audible effects, but there are 

few cables that are fundamentally incompatible 

with any components, and we recommend the 

advice of a good dealer. In any case, you should 

look to spend as much as you can afford. 

Digital cables come in two flavours: electrical 

and optical. In most instances electrical varieties 

sound better than optical, given the choice, but 

optical cables may be a better bet over long runs 

(lOm+). Optical inputs/outputs usually use 

Toslink connectors, while most electrical types 

use RCA plugs, but some opt for BNC 

connection instead - check your components 

before you buy. 

Our favourite a BEST BUY EDITORS CHOICE 

CABLES 
Interconnects and speaker cables 
BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 

ANALOGUE INTERCONNECTS 

Black Rhodium Illusion 77 An upfront, lively, exciting cable which still manages subtlety when needed. Slight coloration though 

!ill Black Rhodium Opera 297 Very open, clear and detailed sound, with excellent extension at frequency extremes 

Chord Company Signature 499 Silver plated, triple screened. Some granulality but great resolving ability, a good match for Chord Signature loudspeaker cable 

D Chord Company Chorus 200 Very even-handed balance with notably extended bass 

D Ecosse The Composer 30 A high degree of realism and delicacy, and a fantastic price (0.8m) 

Ecosse The Diva 100 Very good performance in all areas, with particularly fine, tuneful, bass (0.8m) 

Kimber Silver Streak 242 Not the cheapest around, but more than justifies itself with terrific poise and balance of virtues 

[] Kimber nmbre 83 Typical Kimber construction with ditto sound - clean, extended and detailed 

� Monster Interlink 400 Mk2 70 Really lively and enjoyable sound at a sensible price 

a Townshend DCT100 100 Unusual construction with copper strip conductors, giving very detailed sound, but just an occasional hint of hardness 

1!£1 Townshend lsolda OCT 300 Unusual construction and cryogenically treated toe: whatever the reason, a remarkably capable wire 

[] van den Hui The Bay C5 45 Terrific detail, nice balance - a great cable 

D van den Hui The Well 85 Hybrid cable with carbon-fibre conductors added. Very slight bass coloration does little to detract from fine performance 

[] van den Hui 0102 Mk Ill 79 Hybrid conductors (carbon and copper) and intelligent construction give strong bass and excellent detail 

D Wireworld Solstice 5 70 A cable with alll-round appeal - treble is slightly 'dark' but bass is excellent and the overall balance very good indeed 

OIGITll INTERCONNECTS 

1!£1 Kimber Select KS2020 629 Provides a subtle but rewarding lift in musicality with any DAC, justifying the price 

B OED Ounex P75 25 A superbly capable interconnect that's highly detailed and well balanced 

@ OED Ounex Signature 75 80 First-rate balance and imaging - ever so nearly as good as it gets at any price 

@] OED Ounex SR75 50 Lots of bass and good clear midrange and treble at a sensible price 

@] Supra ZAC 32 High grade fibre and quality plugs add up to a noticeable improvement over giveaway optical leads 

D van den Hui Optocoupler II 49 Noticeably has the edge over other optical leads, but still second best to electrical types 

SPUKER r.ABLES PRICE PER METRE 

Black Rhodium S300 18 nght, precise and extended bass makes this a great cable for rock 'n' roll 

Chord Company Signature 117 Dynamic, solid sounding cable, but it's bulky and not very tractable 

Ecosse Reference MS2.3 23 Favours excitement over refinement: can be slightly bass-shy, but plenty of life 

Electrofluidics 20/20 45 Excellent bass extension and very fine performance elsewhere - one of the best all-round cables available 

@] Kimber 4PR 5 Considering the price, this cable's very slight dryness is forgivable when everything else is so right 

B Kimber 8VS 18 Beautifully full, open and transparent sound right across the board 

Kimber 8PR 21 Bass very full, just occasionally a touch flabby, but detailed and sweet upper frequencies make this a good value cable 

@] Kimber 8TC 39 Very capable in all areas, particularly good at imaging and with firm bass. Price for 5m terminated pair 

@] OED Silver Anniversary 5 A few minor flaws, but overall performance is very assured for this price 

� OED X-T ube XT300 10 A natural and well controlled sounding cable that's cost effective for mid-priced systems 

@ Townshend lsolda DCT 50 Cryogenically treated 'impedance matched' cable with stabilising components added: great sound all-round 

El Wireworld Terra 5 5 Deep powerful bass, clear treble and very solid imaging add up to above-class performance 

I.ill Wireworld Solstice 5 20 Unfriendly to handle, but makes up for it with very assured sound - heaps of bass and great insight 

D Wireworld Oasis 5 Biwire 38 Full-bodied and precise sound across the board - an excellent performer in bi-wire or single-wire mode 

11 j l >f!t:l j I STRANDED Cable has a number of (usually) twisted strands to conduct the signal. SOLID CORE Cable has one or more individually insulated strands to conduct the signal. 

COPPER Material used to form the conducting element of the cable. SILVER Alternative material used to form the conducting element of the cable. DIGITAL CABLE TYPE E - electrical. 0 - optical. 

Cables are one metre length unless otherwise stated. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
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.5 AUDIO AC POWER CORD 
( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) 

£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.Sm, 
£68 for 2.0m. 

erial mixed with a considerable 

high quality ferrite powder.is extruded 
. GNLM cables are further protected with 

, specifically manufactured for High End 
GNLM05/04 
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m, 

M Analog, Digital and Video lnter
truded ferrite - £75 for 1 m pair. RCA 

£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables 
are available off the reel and for 
export. 

IEC (Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug 
all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. 

"bution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra 

for details. 

ng (weaving) pattern along with an 

system that gets rid of the garbage 

components. The difference you hear 

ding. Our power cord takes advantage 

n through use of our proprietary Silverfuse 

conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE; the 

available. Fitted as standard with IEC I MK 

. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m £101, 

etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 4, 6 

Wily all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

Sc:huko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains 

bution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished 

black and fitted with highest quality 13amp sockets. It has 

tlo filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, 

resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regula

tors, just fitted with 1 m of AC-2 mains cable.From £166 for 4 

way, £198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way. Interconnects IC-200, IC-

100, ICSO, IC50, Video Vi-6, Vl-6 Component, Digital -Dl-20, 

Speaker SS800 and SS 1 OOO 

compare with products 
costing ten times as 
much, then decide 

Bosendot1er, One to One, Acoustic 

Active Principle, like no other loudspeak

er in the world. Models 1, 2, 7, Wall 

and Centre - fin is hes inc lude piano 

black, hand matc hed veneers , wh ite 

and with Swarovs ki Crystals 

WWW.AUDUSA.COM 

ACOUSTIC SOLID 

Small Royal, 60cm aluminium 
platter,topped with a 6mm acrylic platter 

and leather mat. Nylon thread belt -
weight 25kg, rrp £ 1280 without tone-arm. 

(TT shown with Type Two Stand) 

S/5000e, 
2 x 250w 
power 
amp 

Stasis 
pre amp 

T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.com 



STANDS AND SUPPORTS 
Equipment racks and speaker stands ® If you want to get the most from your source and amp components, 

it's important to consider good quality support. Dedicated 

equipment supports are racks and tables made specifically to hold 

hi-fi gear, and the best can have a profoundly positive effect on sound 

because, for example, they can help to isolate kit from ground-borne 

vibrations and mechanical or electrical interference. Equally, if you own a 

pair of small 'bookshelf' or'standmount' speakers, it's important to place 

them on good quality, purpose-built speaker stands. 

Our favourite o BEST BUY@ EDITOR'SCHOICE 

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS dQ#H!ilff·'iliPb 

Equipment supports iii 
� BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 

Aavik Furniture A4 

Alphason A5-G 

Atacama Equinox 

350 Good sound and stylish Scandinavian looks at an affordable price 
I � 80.5 47 � Ml!_;_ 193 

399 Nice looking, very solid and practical with a pretty well balanced sound, but lacks a little detail 

280 Stable, modular design with style. Excellent bass transients and a fresh design concept 

80 

81 

82 

87.5 

66.46 5 Glass 247 

D 

D 

D 

[§ 

Audiophile Base 615 Price is justified by its earth-shattering sonic abilities - a worthy upgrade 

50,50 • 
43 

Avid lsoschelf 

Clearlight Audio Aspekt 

1, 100 An enthusiast's equipment support stand free from coloration, if a little fiddly to set up 48 

600 Stunning neutrality and detail from a well-damped design. Its pertormance makes the price tag good value 75 53.5,45 

Custom Design Aspect 650 270 

Custom Design Icon 400 599 

Custom Desgn Corcept 400 700 

Smart looks and practical thanks to adiustable shelves Sound 1s fair with some loss of detail-- 66 t 46 

Beautifully built, conveniently adiustable and with little sound of its own, a very classy rack 75 57, 41 

Slightly drab looks, but great sound and efficient use of space ('Acoustic' version tested - standard version £300) L 74 48,40 

Nairn Fraim 

lsoblue 'The Stand' 

Ouadraspire 04 Reference 

Russ Andrews Torlyte Rack 

Sound Organisation 2560 

Tcmnsl'end Seisrnk: Stand 215 

1,825 Pncey but very classy looking and sounding, with modular flex1b1l1ty 96 45,34 - - ---
460 Attractive modular design that's as easy on the ear as on the eye 47 48,40 

480 Excellent pertormance from the school of wobbly racks. Natural sounding and plenty of detail 51.5 l 49,39.5
1 

988 Attractive modular system made of very light Torlyte: a touch of added warmth is its only vice 68 54,49 

195 Excellent value rack, five shelves too' Well balanced and under 200 quid' 

1, 100 Multi-shelf air-suspension support which isolates like few others. Recommended 

92 

92 

50,40 

58, 45 

• 

Our favourite o BEST BUY@ EDI TOR'SCHOICE 

Glass 217 

4 MDF 193 

5 MDF 193 

4 MDF 217 

4 Glass 206 

Glass 263 

4 Metal 247 

5 Glass 232 

I 4 MDF 247 

Lt �� 
4 Torlyte 240 

5 Glass 217 

5 MDF 24 

SPEAKER STANDS SPECIFICATIONS 

� 
� 

I � � "' c; 
:!; � 

Speaker stands 
BADGE? PRODUCT COMMENTS 
D Atacama Nexus 6 60 An excellent all-round pertormer and a genuine hi-fi bargain 60,50 14 5,181 . 

t--
Custom Design RS 300 Mk!I 100 A solid stand improving on the original, with better focus and detail 61,56,51 16 5,18 • 
hne Cableway 395 

D Kudos S50 159 

Partington Ansa 60 90 

D Partington Dreadnought 100 

Sound Organisation 2522 95 

Townshend Seismic Sink 499 

Looks great, sounds great, so start saving' Clean and sweet. and neutrality is exceptional with orchestral material 

Formidable bass with real authority, and a wide dynamic range across a broad bandwidth 

Elegant flat-packer 'disappears' sonically; restrained but neutral and coherent 

Fully welded high-class engineering gives a very clean, open sound at a sharp price 

Very hefty build for the price helps to deliver a solid sound with good authority and drive 

Unique inflatable plinth that works wonders with decent floorstanders, as well as standmounted speakers 

63 

61 

T 62 

61 --
60 

4 

fi•l'IWill:il'illJJil;i >J.i"!jj:·uu HEIGHT 01 complete stand. TOP PLATE SIZE (CM) Width by depth of the supporting platform(s). Single ligures indicate a square platform 

WELDED As opposed to bolt-together construction. NUMBER OF SHELVES To put your kit on (ditterent configurations are often available). SHELF TYPE Material that shelves are made al. 

17,20 • 

15, 20 • 

18,15 • 
17,15 • 

16 • 
38,48

-'-

� 

� 

• 

ll 11 t:I l ;(i It ii •hJ.i 1 li!'i '.(!I HEIGHT Of each stand, not including spikes. TOP PLATE SIZE (CM) Width by depth of platform. Single figures indicate a square platform. Speakers generally overhang top plates. 

FILLABLE The stand can be mass-loaded with sand and/or lead to stop ringing. WELDED As opposed to bolt-together construction. NUMBER OF LEGS That support the stand. 

z 
c "' 
� 
"' 

� 
3 

4 
>-----< 

5 

0 

Krell SonusFaber Martin Logan T +A Magnum Dynalab Audio Research Waterfall Primaluna Myriad E.C.S Copland Transparent 

Audio Analogue Jadis Creek Pathos Wilson Audio Sunfire Epos Grado Koetsu Hutter T heta Digital Dream Vision Townshend 

� 
� 
� 

202 

202 

220 

220 

232 

220 

220 

202 
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SUPERFI ONLINE 
For the vety best deals on high-quality 
lifestyle systems, plasma, DVD, hifi 
separates, home cinema, MiniDisc, 
MP3 and all related accessories visit 
www.supetfi.co.uk 

Llur website contain elctensive 
product specs, seful product 
guides and full order tracking. Buy 
on line now at www.superfi.co.uk 

PIONEER DV51S 
UNIVERSAL DVD PIA YER 
DVD/SACD/DVD-Audio plus many other 
audio and video formats. "Universal 
bargain" said HiFi Choice, December 2004. 
£179-95 (Was £149.95) 

NADC320BEEAMPURER 
Two tape loops, four line inputs 
and quality phono stage. Remote 
control. Matching C521BEE CD 
player also available. 
!qg.95 (Was !ng.95) 

PROJECT 
DEBUT/11 
nJRNTABLE 

The best just got better. 
Now with superior 
'Project 1' arm. 
£129.95 

£99.95 (Was i149.95) 

OURPRICE 

£119.95 
WAS:£Z19.9S 
SAVE: £40.00 

OURPRICE 

£99.95 

SENNHEISER HD600 

Project 1 Xpression 
also available 

HEADPHONE 
HEAVEN 

THE SUPERFI EXPERIENCE 

AVANT GARDE 
REFERENCE 

HEADPHONES 

"Open, revealing, neutral 
and dynamic" What Hi-Fi 

Sound&Vision?, October 1997-
£149.95 (Was £249.95) 

KEFPSW3000 
SUBWOOFER 
RF remote control. Built-in 
300 Watt amplifier. 
Choice of finishes. 
£299.95 {Was £599.95) 

OU/PRICE 

£299.95 
WAS:£599.95 
SAVE: B00.00 
HAJFPR/CE 
BARGAIN 

OU/PRICE 

£899.95 
WAS:f1499.95 
SAVE: £600.00 
SAVE UP TO 
FORTY PERCENT 

This package consists of Great deals on separate selling prices: 
Mission V62 fronts, Mission V6o bookshelf Save £50 £149.95 
V6C centre, Mission V6AS V61 bookshelf Save £100 £249.99 
Subwoofer & MsDS Dipole V62 floorstanding Save £200 £299.95 
�nds. Choice of three V63 floorstanding Save £200 1399-95 � finishes. Great 
M�DVDAudio V6Ccentre Save£50 £149-95 

V6AS subwoofer Save £100 £399-15 

All models and padrages available In blade, beech or cheny.. 

Featuring The best digital, 
lifestyle, AV and hi-fi 
technology 

Accessories A wide range 
of leads, connectors, 
furniture and headphones 
available to buy now 

Latest technology DVD 
recorders, DAB radio, 
freeview, LCD and plasma 

Website regularly 
updated For our seven 
day specials visit 
www.superfi.co.uk/seven 

Sizzling separates 
systems Matching 
separates built into 
systems at superb 
Superfi prices. Visit 
www.superfi.co.uk/sizzle 

FOR THE BEST DEALS 
BUY ONLINE NOW AT 
WWW.SUPERFl.CO.UK 



GLOSSARY 
TECHNICAL TERMS 

S.1-CHANNEL AUDIO Six discrete 

channels, typically front left and right, 

centre, surround left and right, and LFE 

(Low Frequency Effeas) for a subwoofer. 

BALANCE Most loudspeakers have a 

characteristic frequency balance resulting 

from emphasising parts of the audio 

range and/or de-emphasising others 

BASS The lowest three octaves of the 

audio band - hence 'low bass' refers to 

the bottom octave (20-40Hz); 'mid-bass' 

the middle octave (40·80Hz), and ' upper 

bass' the top octave (80· 160Hz). 

BI-AMP (sometimes tri-amp) 

Loudspeakers equipped with separate 

access terminals to each drive unit can 

be driven by separate (matching) power 

amplifiers for each driver. 

BI-WIRE (sometimes tri-wire) 

Loudspeakers with separate access 

terminals to each driver can be driven by 

separate cable runs between the amp 

and each driver. 

CD-R Recordable CD that cannot be 

erased, though discs that have not been 

completely filled can have tracks added 

until the disc is finalised. 

CD-RW Re-writable or re-recordable CD, 

incompatible with older CD players. 

CLASS A The operation of an 

amplifying stage or device in which 

current always flows, as opposed to 

Class B. where some of the devices are 

effectively turned off some of the time. 

Class A tends to have the advantage of 

offering lower distortion while Class B 

tends to generate less heat. 

CLASS AB Most practical amps operate 

in Class A for the first fraction of a watt 

and Class B thereafter. 

CLIPPING An amplifier's output 

waveform is 'clipped' if the volume is 

advanced too far and no more 'volts' are 

available to sustain ever-increasing 

power levels. Distortion increases 

dramatically at this point. 

CLOCK Any electronic oscillator that is 

used to generate a timing reference 

signal. Used to synchronise the data 

being taken from a disc. 

CROSSOVER A simple electrical 

network which divides the full 

bandwidth signal received from the 

power amplifier, apportioning 

appropriate pans of the spectrum to the 

various drive units. 

DAB (digital audio broadcasting). Digilal 

radio using frequencies in the band 

217.5 • 2JOMHz. Broadcasters use 

varying degrees of compression and offer 

a broad range of programming. 

DAC or Digital-to-Analogue Converter. 

The stage in any digital component at 

which incoming digital data is used to 

reconstruct a recognisable analogue 

(music) waveform. 

DOLBY DIGITAL A compressed d1g1tal 

audio format that typical� contains five or 

more entire� discrete channels, eg 7 .1 EX 

where side and rear channels are used. 

DOLBY PRO-LOGIC, DPL Forerunner 

to DD that 'steers' information to the 

front UR, centre and mono surround 

channels via an analogue matrix. 

DRIVE UNIT/DRIVER A lransducer 

which converts electrical energy into 

acoustic energy, eg bass driver, tweeter. 

DSD (direct stream digital) The coding 

format used for SACD offers a frequency 

response of over 100kHz and a dynamic 

range over 120dB, it has over four times 

lhe data capacily of CD. 

DSP or Digital Signal Processor. Integrated 

circuit that handles the decoding of digital 

audio streams. In 5.1 processors it 

separates the leh from right and front 

from rear while managing the various bass 

options. 

DTS or Digital Theatre Sound. Competitor 

to Dolby Digital with a reduced 4 I 

compression ratio that. ostensibly, 

promises higher quality. 

DVD-AUDIO High-resolution variant on 

DVD offering up to 192kHz bandwidth 

and 24-bit dynamic range. Discs are 

compatible with standard DVD players. 

ELECTRICAL DIGITAL Any digilal 

connection that uses an eledrical cable 

rather than optical. Includes the balanced 

('AES/EBU') intertace. 

FILTERS Filters are intrinsic to digital 

audio, both analogue and digital. These 

are ohen very sophisticated in design, and 

1n total they probably have rather more 10 

do with the 'personahly' of CD player 

sound than most other fadors. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE The range of 

frequencies, from low to high, which a 

loudspeaker will reproduce. 

IMPEDANCE \Wh speakers, the 

complex eledrical load that a 

loudspeaker presents to the amplifier 

which is driving it. 

JITTER An insidious distortion specific to 

digi1al audio caused by 1he clock, used 10 

regulate the conversion of data into 

analogue audio, being imprecise. 

KBPS (Kilobits per second) Digital dala 

rate measurement system used primarily 

with highly compressed formats such as 

MP3, DAB etc. The higher the amount, the 

bener the quali1y. 

LINE LEVEL Practically every modern 

source component (except phono 

cartridges) gives an output in the region of 

1-2V, referred to as 'line level' It follows 

that all inputs labelled 'CD', 'tuner', 'aux' 

or 'tape' are designed for this input level 

and are thus interchangeable. 

LOSSLESS COMPRESSION A method 

of reducing the number of data bits 

(density) without corrupting the original 

description of the musical signal. 

LOSSY COMPRESSION Reduction in 

data density by recourse to a complex 

psycho-acoustical model that predicts 

what is, and what is not. 'audible' within a 

sequence of music. 

MIDRANGE The middle three or so 

octaves of the audio band, where the ear 

is most sensitive, covering the 

approximate frequency span from 

160Hz up 10 3kHz. 

MP3 (MPEG layer 3) Lossy compression 

formal for digilal audio 1ha1 draslically 

reduces data content in order to squeeze 

music through internet connections or 

allow hundreds of CDs 10 be s1ored on a 

hard disc. 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE A measure of 

resistance to alternating current. a source 

with low output impedance (below 100 

ohms) helps ensure compatibility with 

most amplifiers, even with long 

interconnect cables. 

PCM (pulse code modula1ion) The 

digital coding system for analogue 

waveforms used for CD and DVD. Quality 

is limited by the oversample and bit rates 

used - CD is 44. lkHz/16-bit while 

DVD-A is capable of 192kHz/24·bit 

PRESENCE BAND Crilical section of lhe 

audio band at the point where midrange 

and treble meet. 

QUANTISATION NOISE A form of 

distortion or noise resulting from errors in 

the description of the musical signal by 

the digital code. 

SACD (Super Audio CD) was launched in 

1999 and is a Sony/Philips format based 

on DSD coding that offers high resolution 

stereo and multichannel sound from 

hybrid discs that can also be played on 

ordinary CD drives. 

SAMPLE RATE The rate at which the 

musical waveform is sliced up into 

discrete chunks. For CD this is 44.1 kHz or 

once every 0.023msec. DVD will also 

support 48kHz and 96kHz. 

SENSITIVITY The rela1ive loudness 1hat 

a speaker generates for a specific voltage 

input Expressed in decibels per wait (dB/ 

W), measured 1 m from the speaker. 

THX Standards system for home cinema 

set-ups which includes amplifier power 

and speaker dispersion characteristics. The 

latest THX Ultra 2 standard is more 

stringent than THX Select. 

TOSLINK The proprielary name given by 

Toshiba to the optical fibre signal 

transmission system it invented for 

consumer applications. 

TRANSISTOR/MOSFET The two main 

types of power semiconductor used in 

solid state amplifier output stages 

TREBLE High frequencies, the top end of 

1he audio band, ie above 3kHz. 

TWEETER Treble driver. 

TWO/THREE-WAY Loudspeaker 

crossovers split the signal into two or 

three frequency bands, a two-way speaker 

can have more than two drive units. 

WATIS (per channel) The watt is the unit 

of electrical power and the WPC 

rating is the maximum average 

undistorted power that an amp can 

deliver to a typical speaker. However, 

speaker sensitivity variations can make 

more difference than amplifier output. 

WOOFER Sass driver. 

Hl·FICHDICE 

BUYER'S BIBLE 

DESCRIPTIVE TERMS 

AGGRESSIVE Forward and bright 

sonic character. 

AMBIENCE The impression of an 

acoustical space, such as the 

performing hall in which a recording 

was made 

ANALYTICAL Highly detailed. 

ARTICULATE lnlelligibility of voice(s) 

and instruments and the interactions 

between them. 

ATTACK The leading edge of a nole 

and the ability of a system to reproduce 

the attack transients in music. 

BALANCE Essentially tonal balance, 

the degree to which one aspect of the 

sonic spectrum is emphasised above 

the rest. Also channel balance, the 

relative level of the left and right stereo 

channels. 

BODY Fullness of sound, with 

particular emphasis on upper bass. 

Opposite of 1hin. 

BOXY The sound of a loudspeaker 

with audible cabinet resonances. 

BRIGHT A sound 1ha1 emphasises the 

upper midrange/lower treble. 

DARK A tonal balance thal tills 

downwards with increasing frequency. 

Opposite of bright 

DECAY The fadeout of a no1e, ii 

follows the attack. 

DEFINITION (or resolulion) The ability 

of a component to reveal the subtle 

information that is fundamental to high 

fidelity sound. 

DEPTH (of image) The perception of 

music being reproduced behind the 

loudspeakers and inhabiting a 

reprodudion of the acoustic space of 

the original recording. 

DETAIL The most delicate elements of 

the origina! sound and those which are 

the first to disappear with lesser 

equipment. 

DRY A sound that is devoid of 'juice', 

which usually comes across as fine

grained and lean. Also a loss of 

reverberation as produced by a damped 

environment. 

DYNAMIC The suggestion of energy 

and wide dynamic range. Related to 

perceived speed as well as contrasts in 

volume both large and small. 

EUPHONIC An appealing form of 

distortion that generally enhances 

perceived fidelity, often ascribed to 

the harmonic elaborations of some 

valve amps. 

FAST Good reproduction of rapid 

transients which increase the sense of 

realism and 'snap'. 

FOCUS A strong, precise sense of 

image projection. 

FORWARD(NESS) Similar 10 an 

aggressive sound, a sense of the image 

being projected in front of the speakers 

and of music being forced upon the 

listener. 

GRAINY A slightly raw, exposed sound 

which lacks finesse. 

GRIP A sense of control and 

sturdiness in the bass. 

GRUNT See grip. 

HARD Uncomfortable, forward, 

aggressive sound with a metallic 

tinge. 

HARSH Grating, abrasive. 

IMAGING (slereo) The sense lhat a 

voice or instrument is in a particular 

place in the room. 

JUICY Sound that has joie de vivre, 

energy and life. 

LOW-LEVEL DETAIL The quietest 

sounds in a recording. 

MUSICAL or musicality. A sense of 

cohesion and subjective 'rightness' in 

the sound. 

NATURALNESS Realism. 

OPAQUE Unclear, lacking 

transparency. 

OPEN Sound which has heigh! and 

'air', relates to clean upper midrange 

and treble. 

PACE Often associated with rhythm, 

a strong sense of timing and beat. 

PRESENCE A sense of an 

instrument or voice occupying a 

place in the listening room. 

PRESENCE RANGE The upper 

midrange. 

SEISMIC Very low bass that you feel 

rather than hear. 

SIBILANCE An emphasis of the 'S' 

sound, often heard on radio. 

SNAP A system with good speed 

and transient response can deliver 

the immediacy or 'snap' of live 

instruments. 

SPEED A fast syslem with good 

pace gives the impression of being 

right on the money in its timing. 

STURDY Solid, powerful, robus1 

sound. 

THICK A lack of articulation and 

clarity in the bass. 

THIN Bass light. 

TIMBRE The tonal charac1er of an 

instrument. 

TIMING A sense of precision in 

lempo. See speed and pace. 

TRANSIENT The leading edge of a 

percussive sound. Good transient 

response makes the sound as a 

whole more live and realistic. 

TRANSPARENC�TRANSPARENT 

A hear-through quality that is akin to 

clarity and reveals all aspects of 

delail. 

TWEAK To tune a syslem or 

component in an attempt to get the 

best performance from it. 

TWEAKER Someone who enjoys 

this process. 

VEILED Loss of detail due to limited 

transparency. 

WARM A fullness in the lower 

midrange/upper bass. 

WEIGHT A sense of substance and 

underpinning produced by deep, 

controlled bass. 
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ACCESSORIES SHOP 

Welcome to the Hi-Fi Choice accessories shop 
Choice Bits is the easy way to buy the best audio accessories available today. Simply pick up the phone, 

order online, drop us an email or fill out the order form below and pop it in the post. It couldn't be simpler' 

Most audiophiles accept that before 

analogue play back can commence, a 

properly set up turntable is essential. 

However, this seems not necessarily 

the case with home cinema. The stark 

reality is that properly calibrating 

both screen and speakers is absolutely 

essential to fully appreciating the 

added impact of such a system. Our 

featured product this month should be 

in every movie enthusiasts tool box. 

For our full selection of quality audio 

accessories please visit our dedicated 

website: www.choicebits.co.uk. 

SHOWCASE 

Digital Video 

Essentials 

Ultimate (PAL) DVD 
Set·Up & Calibration 

Key Features 
• Basic, intermediate 

& advanced levels 
of video calibration 

• Dolby Digital Pro· 
logic, Dolby Digital 
Surround EX & DTS 
ES multichannel 
audio test signals 

• More than SO new 
video patterns 

Digital Video Essentials (PAL) 

DVD Set-Up 

We are delighted to introduce a disc 

which will work with ALL UK home 

cinema systems. In its NTSC guise, 

this calibration disc was universally 

acknowledged in the US as one of the 

finest money can buy. Now it's available 

for PAL, too. Digital Video Essentials 

is the most advanced program for 

calibrating today's televisions, including 

HDTV, plasma and other state-of-the-art 

screens and home cinema systems. 

In short, this DVD is an excel lent 

collection of audio and visuals that will 

allow almost anyone to improve the 

performance of their system. Considering 

the sensible price point, this DVD is an 

absolute must. 

DVD Set-Up (PAL) £19.95 

s 0870 240 7228 :]a: www.choicebits.co.uk 

ANALOGUE ACCESSORIES 

Cardas l80g Frequency Sweep LP 

Clearaudio Stroboscopic Test Record 

Clearaudio Stroboscopic light 

C1earaudio Deluxe Bubble Level 

Clearaudio Clever Record Clamp 

Clearaudio Quadra Record Clamp 

Clearlight Audio (RDC) Record Puck 

KAB Strobe Disc & Light 

Michell Engineering Record Clamp 

Michell Universal Dust Cover 

Ortofon T Force Tracking Force Gauge 

Pebbles 'The Weight' Rega Modification 

Polaris Plus Stylus Alignment Gauge 

Pro-Ject Bubble Level 

Ring mat's How to Set Up A Turntable 

Ring mat Developments The Ringmat 

Ringmat Anniversary Ringmat 

Shure Stylus Force Gauge 

The Producer's Cut' Test LP 

DIGITAL ACCESSORIES 

Allsop DVD Optimiser/laser Lens Cleaner 

AudioPrism CD B!acklight'"' 

AVIA Home Theatre Set-Up & Calibration 

A-Z CD Clips 

Bedini Hand Held Clarifier Mkll 

Compact Dynamics CD Plus 

Compact Dynamics CD UpGrade 

Densen DeMagic CD 

E2l.9S 

£24.95 

£69.95 

£21.95 

£12.95 

£69.95 

£54.95 

£79.95 

£22.95 

£44.95 

£7.95 

£67.95 

£5.95 

£14.95 

£7.50 

£49.95 

£69 95 

£24 95 

£24.95 

£19.95 

£39.95 

£34.95 

£7.95 

£69.95 

f 14.95 

£14.9S 

Ell.95 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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Digital Video Essentials (PAL} DVD Set-Up Oisc£19.9S 0 
Furutech RD-2 Disc Demagnetizer £219.95 D 
lsoTek System Enhancer, DeMag & Rejuvenation CD £14.95 D 
Lasertrack CD2000 Set· Up Disc £19.95 D 
Marigo Orpheus CD Crossbow Mat £79.95 D 
Opus3 Showcase (HDCD) £14.95 D 
Richard Black's U.S.H.E.R. CD £14.95 D 
Ring mat CDi Blue E39.9S D 
Ring mat The Statmat Mkll £19.95 D 
Sound Improvement Disc (Model 14/15) £17.95 D 
Ultra Burn-In CD3000 £24.95 D 
XLO Reference Test & Burn-In CO £24.95 D 

CARE/ CLEANING PRODUCTS ISOLATION RACKS • CONES 
I 

Allsop Carbon Edge Laser Lens Cleaner £14.95 D Clearlight Audio RDC Aspekt Rack Black 4 Shelf £549.95 D 
Allsop CD & DVD Fast Wipes £4.95 D Clearlight Audio RDC I Cones (Qty 4) £39.95 D 
Allsop CO Scratch Repair Kit £12.95 D Clearlight Audio RDC 2 Cones (Qty 4) £29.95 D 
Allsop Radial CO Cleaner EI0.9S D Clearlight Audio RDC Cone Cups (Qty 4) £19.95 D 
Allsop Motorised Scratch Repair System £29.95 D Clearlight Audio RDC 3 Cones (Qty 4) £44.95 D 
Clearaudio Carbon Fibre Record Brush £13.95 D Clearlight Audio RDC S Cones (Qty 4) £19.95 D 
DeoxlT Contact Cleaner (200ml) E13.9S D Clearlight Audio RDC Combi Base (Qty 4) £49.95 D 
Goldring Exstatic Deluxe Record Brush El4.9S D Clearlight Audio RDC 5PP Platform E 109.95 D 
Gold ring Exstatic Record Sleeves Ell.95 D IXOS Sorbothane Feet (Qty 4) £19.95 D 
Knosti Disco Antistat Manual Record Cleaner E44 9S D Nordost Pulsar Points (Aluminium) (Qty 4) £54.95 D 
Okki Nokki Vacuum Record Cleaner £199.00 D Spectral Foculpods Support Systems (Qty 4) £14.95 D 
l'Art du Son Record Cleaner (5Litre) £27.95 D Spectral Poli pods Support Systems (Qty 8) £14.95 D 
Last All-Purpose Record Cleaner £39.95 D Townshend 30 Seismic Isolation Platform E234.9S D 
Last Record Preservative E39.9S D Voodoo AIRTEK (430x360mm / 20kg) £234.95 D 
Last Stylus Cleaner El9.9S D 
Last Stylast Stylus Treatment £29.95 D BOOKS / MAINS FILTERS 
Lyra SPT Stylus Cleaner £24.95 D 
Nagaoka Antistatic Record Inner Sleeves (Qty 50) £14.95 D The Complete Guide To High End Audio 

Home Theatre For Everyone 

£24.95 o 
Optrix CD Cleaner & Clarifier £16.95 D £19.95 

Onzow Zerodust Stylus Cleaner E29.9S D How to Set Up And Fine Tune A Turntable El.SO 

ProGold Contact Enhancer (ProGold 20ml) El3.9S D lsoTek Gii Mini Sub I Vision £49S.OO I ES49.00 

Unbranded Inner Sleeves (Qty 100) £24.95 D 
Order Form 

Orders can also be placed online: www.choicebits.co.uk 

Name: 

Address: 

Postcode: Tel: 

Cheque/postal order enclosed for f ___ made payable to Choice Bits. 
Or please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Switch Card number 

DODD DODD DODD DODD DOD Signature ______ _ 

Valid From ----- Expires 

How to order: 
Simply complete this order form, fill in your details and sent 
it to: P.O. Box 5996, NEWBURY, RG20 4XH 
Alternatively, give us a call on: 0870 240 7228 
email: orders@choicebits.co.uk 
Order online: www.choicebits.co.uk 

Issue number (Switch) -------------

UK postage: 

Postage is £2.00 for the first item and E 1.00 thereafter. 
All Prices include VAT at 17.5% 
European/ International sales: 
Overseas sales are welcome - please call for a postage 
quotation. Sales outside the EU are VAT exclusive. 

This service is operated by hififorsale.com Ltd (registered address) trading as Choice Bits under license from Future Publishing Ltd. Your order will be fulfile<:l by hififorsa!e. 

D 
D 
D 
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LOUDSPEAKERS 

Award Winning Retailers ... 

The North of England Hi-Fi Specialists 
�Quality Hi-Fi separates from £100 to £10,000 

� Widest choice in the area � Independent advice 

� Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners 

� Over 35yrs experience � Qualified staff 

� Comfortable dem rooms � Superb showrooms 

� Main road location � Major car parks nearby 

� Insurance estimates � Service Dept. 

� Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit* only 20% deposit 

� Carriage Free Mail Order (inc. credit) ·subject to status 

� Delivery & installation 

� Part Exchange 

� Open 10:30am - 5:30pm 6 days: Mon. to Sat. 

� Visa, Mastercard, Switch etc. 

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ 

Tel: 01904 629659 

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk 

· r in high lidelity 1ound reproduction - 1ince 1961 



�SOUND GALLERY 

To hear true emotion from music, why not? 

Relax in the comfort of one of our demonstration rooms, 

and experience the thrill of the Nairn audio range. 

Try-fi 
Experience the difference 

Alternative 
AUDIO 

t: 01984 624242 
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk 

Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset 

Dealer Guide [ Classified ] 

, ( I .. ·: 
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, .... � ....... ltiQa 
Advantage, AEON, Audiophile Base, AVI 

BAT, Boulder, Clearaudio, JMlab, 
Gamut, Goldring, Gradient, Grado, 

Graham Slee, '"' 

Linn Classik, Lumley, Merlin Cables, 

Music Tools, Nottingham Analogue, 
Optimum, Pure, Quadraspire, Revolver, 

Stello, Vincent . 

immediate demonstraton. 
Complete systems from 

£349 to £160,000 

� -... 
Monday CLOSED 

Tuesday 10-17.30 

Wednesday CLOSED 

Thursday 1 O -17.30 

Friday 10-17.30 

saturday 10 -17.30 

Sunday 11 -16.00 
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SALES AND SERVICES BIRMINGHAM 

RE.Vax 
SERVICE 

THE M ANUFACTURERS' 
APPOINTED SERVICE COMPANY 

RE.Vax 
SERVICE 

Correct Revox Spare Parts Pricing 

24 Hour Estimation procedure 

Manufacturer Upgrades and Advice 

Delivery and Collection Service 

Comprehensive Guarantees 

Factory Trained Engineers 

Rapid Response TUrnaround 

Full Revox range serviced 

Written Technical Reports 

Late Evening Opening 

�HE A A�ECH N CJ LCJ GV C::1:M::E TED 
TTL House. Sheep1:ick End. Near Lidling1:on. Bedfordshire, IV1K43 OSF 

Telephone 01525 841999 Facsimile 01525 841009 

0121 321 2445 

and NOW AT 111 The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmin�ham 

... 

IVI l....J SIC::: IVI .A.. -- E � S 
-r�� �LJL::>IC:::> ����f�LI�-r� 

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcaro, 

IS'f" Audio Research, B&W, Chapter Audio, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, Dream Vision, Dynaudio, KEF, Krell, 
-11� ::::il!� LAMM M M . L M 'd' M' l 11 M' . M . A d' M . l F'd 1· , arantz, artm ogan, en 1an, 1c 1e , 1ss1on, orntor u 10, us1ca 1 e 1ty, 

aim, Nordost, Panasonic, Pioneer, Project, Pure, Quad, REL, Ratel, Sennheiser, Sim2, SME, 
Sonus Faber, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Wharfdale, Wilson Benesch and Yamaha. 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS APR 0%. Written details on request. Licensed Credit Broker. 

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30. Late night (not Stourbridge) Wednesday until 6.30 

www.musicmatters.co.uk 

363 HAGLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON, 

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL. 

TEL: 0121·429 2811 FAX: 0121·434 3298 

93·95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, SOLIHULL, 
WEST MIDLANDS B92 SJL 

TEL: 0121·742 0254 FAX: 0121·742 0248 

9 MARKET STREET, STOURBRIDGE, 

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB 

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968 

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTION COLDFIELD, 

WEST MIDLANDS B73 5TD 

TEL: 0121 354 2311 FAX: 0121 354 1933 

344 UXBRIDGE ROAD, HATCH END, 

MIDDLESEX HA5 4HR 

TEL: 020 8420 1925 FAX: 020 8420 1928 

DEC TSUNAMI EARTHQUAKE APPEAL 

THANK YOU THANK YOU 

THANK YOU 
The Disasters Emergency Committee (DECt Tsunami Earthquake Appeal has been the 
fastest growing charity appeal in Britain, raising £200 million. 

DEC and its member agencies are immensely grateful to the public for their overwhelming response. 
With your help they are now tackling a huge humanitarian relief operation. They are in the areas 
hardest hit distributing clean water, food and medicine. 

This level of generosity will mean that work can be carried out beyond the survival stage, and help 
rebuild lives and livelihoods over the years to come. 

Members are: ActionAid, British Red Cross, CAFOD, Concern, Christian Aid, CARE International 
UK, Help the Aged, Merlin, Oxfam, Save the Children, Tearfund, World Vision. 

For further information: www.dec.org.uk -
Disasters . · Committee 

Working Togerher 

REF NO:TY Registered Charity No 1062638 



MAIL ORDER 

IAN HARRISON HIFI 
SALE NOW ON! 

Mail order supplier of Hi-Fi for 17 years 
Michell, Clearaudio, Graham, SME, Hadcock, 

Transfiguration, Denon, Koetsu, Trichord, 

EAR, Tom Evans, Stax, Harbeth, Epos, Gamut, 

Graaf, Pathos-Acoustics, Unison Research, 

Van den Hui & many more 

All goods are brand new & fully guaranteed. Goods are not 
supplied on approval. Free U.K. delivery. 

Details and prices from: Ian Harrison, 7 Mill Hill, 
Repton, Derby DE65 6GQ, U.K. Tel: 01283 702875 

9am-9pm inc Sundays 

Hl·FICHOICE 
TO ADVERTISE HERE CALL 

STUART HARRIS 
� 01225 442244 

E-mail 
stuart.harris@futurenet.co.uk 

SUFFOLK 

>cartridg es 

gold ring 

lyra 

ortofon 

sumiko 
>cables 

chord company 
nordost 

dnm 
.;>headphones 

grade 

beyer 

stax 

w i c h 
3)655171 
73) 655 1 7 >.  
si gna ls.u k.com 

nal5. uk. com 

WEB WATCH 

www, MonoPulse.co. uk 

ACROSS 
32. Docs exactly wlrnt it says - in the tin? 

��·i·@J-H 
• n·e SR) our synchronised-transient steel-bound 

speakers give startling realism. 
• HI-FI Choice: "delivers a cohenrnce and timing 

Lhat's positively electrifying." 

-- ... ...... �--··-"'-"'""' 
, __ ..,._\ __ ..... _., __ _ 

, . .._ .......... _.. ..... ._ . .., ......... _,, __ .,._,, 
... .,,,.,,.,...,........_,.,.,. __ ,._" __ _ 

hear ,.......,._ 'h. � ... thotsoll every rng ... 

LONDON 

ORANGES& 
LEMONS 

www.oandlhifi.co.uk 
61 \\cbh<., Road. Rattcrsca. S\Vll 6RX 

email: oranges.lemons@'irgin.net 

• 
HERTFORDSHIRE 

The largest selection of mint, 
pre-loved Nairn Audio 

components on the planet. 

Tel: 01727 893928 

Dealer Guide [ Classified ] 
LINCOLNSHIRE 

Lend us your ears and 
-we'll blo-w your mind . 

Arcam, ATC, B & W, Celestion, Den on, 
Kef, M.arantz, Meri dian, Mitchell, 

Mission, NAD, Pioneer, Panasonic, Quad, Rotel, 
Ruark, Sony, Tag McLaren, Tannoy, Teac, Technics, 

Yah_arn_a and n1ore. 

Audition the very best at Lincolnshire's 

premier Hi-Fi dealer - . -

ANDERS 
--A

-
UDIO

-
. TV •

-
VIDE .... 0& ... ,·FI LTD. 

SATELLITE SALES 

2-4 EDWARD STREET (Off Pasture St_) 
GRIMSBY- TEL: (01472) 351391 

SOUND IMPROVEMENTS 

Is This Your Problem? 

E) 0 0 
Loud Too Loud Way Too Loud 

It's a common problem. The usable range on the 
volume control ls all down at the bottom end and 
fine control at low llstenlng levels Is either difficult 
or Impossible. The noise floor may be audible too. 
There Is now a simple and effective solution - the 
Roth-II In-Line Attenuators. They can be used 

Here's Your 
Answer 

with pre/power or Integrated amps to cure , ... ._ ....... ��ri the problems of excess gain and bring sonic 
benefits even with the most expensive equlpmen·········· 

The coat I• only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call 

01204 366133 or visit www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk 

Noteworthy Audio 

® 36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH. Tel: 01296 422224 
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk 
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ARCAYDIS •AUOIO NOTE •AUOIO RESEARCH •AUDIO TECHNICA •AVID •BEYER •CABLElALK•CHORD •CREEK• 
DIAPASON•OYNAVECTOR • EPOS •GOLDRING •JAOIS • JEKLIN • MICHELL•MOON •NAO •NAIM •ONKYO •OPERA• 
OPTIMUM/SPECTRUM • OED • REGA • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FAMA • SUGDEN • TEAC • 
THORENS•TRANSPARENTCABlES•UNISON AESEAACH•DRIGINLIVE•TRIANGLE•WATEAFALL•WILSON 
ClearanceJSecondhand/Ex Demo Equipment• Details on Request Was 

LONDON 

Front End Problems? 
con tac/: 

Audio Analogue Bellini Pre (s/h) (625 
Audio Analogue Maestro CD (new) (1150 
Audio Analogue Puccini SE (new) £895 

:��:� :�::��: ���f��;,\eSi����'::��s/h) �;�� 
Copland COA288 \s/h), new mechanism C1800 

Now 
£395 
t945 
£649 
£399 
(375 
(645 

(1049 
(449 
£249 

£1000 
£1650 

(229 
(995 
£995 
£249 
£550 
£149 
£225 

The Cartridge Man 
Copland CDAB22 ex·demo) t1598 
Creek ASOIA (new C594 
Creek A52SE power amp (sfh) £'.599 

ll doesn't have to cost an arm and leg to get the best 
- listen to my Koetsu - and - Decca - eater. Gryphon Pre m/c phono + PSU's (s/h) £1475 

Martin Logan Aeon (slh) perfect t3150 
Monrio Asty amp {ex-demo) black t450 

Also agents for Croft. Moth. Hadcock & Mitchell & E.A.R. Graham Slee projects. 

��gn ;�ggi \�?J ��!�jmo) �g� 
NAU L55 CO/DVD (new) [499 
NAO l70 AV DVD/CO processor {new) t700 
NAOT532 CO/DVD (new) [349 
Quad FMJ(s/h) 
Sequence SW120 ullra slim sub wooler (slh) 
Sonus Faber Concertion (new) 
Sonus Faber Concerto (new) 
Sonus Faber Grand Piao (new) 
Sugden Masterclass CD (new) 
Sugden Bijou system (new) 
Sugden Masterc1ass Amplifier (new) 

Theta Data 11 CO (new mech) 
Unison Unico (new) 
Unison co fnSW1 

) , ., � · 

£299 £125 
£599 £425 
£999 £849 
£1699 £1449 
r.2100 r2200 
£2647 £2149 
£3150 £2250 
£1500 £600 
(1195 (945 
£1195 £995 

-
AUDIO ANALOGUE COPLAND KRELL 

0% Instant Finance Available - Written details on request 
Demonstration room• Free car parking• Major Credit Cards 

Personal Export• Mail Order• Installation Service• Repair facilities 
5 mins walk Raynes Park BR20 mins Waterloo• 

5 mins from A3 (Raynes Park 8282 exit)• 25 mins M25 June 10 

60 Ourham Road, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW 

Valve equipment re-build service available. 

- Plus cartridge re-tipping service 

020 8688 6565 
Website: www.thecartridgeman.com 

SIOCK�TSOF: l"OCIJI PROJKTORI 
Avmlu•mtEs lM'6Cill<�Ol 

ANTHONYGMtO JMlABI 
AUD!OUEST lrxJCON 
BosroNAcousncs LA1 
Ctto�oELEmoN1cs Musto.LFIDEUTY 

,.,.,.., '"' ..,.,,,. 1, ""'""'"" �:,, ScmNs 
�!NITO• Auo10 

m . Ul ce��;:���:D:1R::1 ExPOSURE NOROOST 

F1:�� ::�1l :: g� �:! Fumsu OmrnN 
HITACHI PROJffl 

P,(),I( 
l'iLlll!t 
0UADiASf1il 

iEtAcOOITKI 
iotlAN 
RUARK 
S!<�O UNIOU( 
lANNOY 
V1rnm.Acousncs 
VAN DEN Hut 

ondmonymore Tel: (020) 8946 1528/0331 Email: shop@obrienhifi.com 
Open 9.30-5.30 Tuesday-Saturday Specialist in audio and visual entertainment systems 

from the world's best manufacturer's 
the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge, 
135-137 Commercial Streel, London El 6BL 

Tel: 020 7375 3691 Fax: 020 73771756 
Email: info@theavlounge.com 

90% of "l month home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers. 
Money back guarantee (less £30 UK or £100 overseas, within 30 days) that you 
prefer £650 or £1,400 "Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £200,000 
amplifiers (integrated,pre,power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital) 
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor+ Himalayan volume control + snake oil 

1. Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier 
to ?unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve 
amplifier I monoblock because our £350 or £650 transformers are bigger. 

2. You do not have to muck about with a separate power supply, 
if you put a huge transformer+ choke regulation into the amplifier. 

3. The "heart" of a "typical" £3,000 preamplifier is £0.50 "Op amp" or £10 valve. 
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box. 
How can these ?high?end? components improve the sound of our £100 3008 
valve or £40 KT88 valve (matched by our computerised valve tester) ? 

There is a difference between "High Price" and "High End" 
and "King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines. 

A magazine gave a rave review to £3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine 
described it as "slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers. 
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition 
any £3,000 pre I power/ monoblock against our £650 "Triode Connection" 

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of 
distortion (1% to 3%). Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers 
for 5" or 6" drive units ? Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion 
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a 5" or 6" drive unit ? 

Shop prices are expensive 
because of rent, rates, wages 

Buy direct & save £££ 
Free UK delivery 

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime 

2 years guarantee on amplifier 
& valves. 8 times longer than 

"typical" 90 days guarantee for 
most valves of ?high? end? amps 

DEVON 

rree advice In a relaxed & rnendty atmosphere • 2 demonstration rooms -
chllds play area - home demonstrations - 0% finance available -

mon - sat 9am - Spm ·out of hours appointments 

Ultra Linear 
£600 £700 





[Classified] Dealer Directory 

DIRECTORY 
Choosing a good hi·fi dealer is the most 
vital step in acquiring the system that is 
right for you. This unique directory gives 
full information on dealers able to help in 
your area. 

BATH/ BRISTOL 

THE RIGHT NOTE, tel: 0122S 874728. Give your 
ears a new reference point for the best sounds at 
any price. Forget reviews and trying to put together 
a system like a patchwork quilt with the 'best' bits 
around. It's our job to do the assessing, you judge 
the results. Come here, or we'll come to you, and 
plan a system for the future, even if you spread the 
purchases. leave "upgrade-itis" behind, save money 
and enjoy music. Just listen, and you'll know. CD: 
Accuphase, Advantage, Audio Synthesis, Balanced 
Audio Technology, dCS (Elgar etc), Meracus, Pass, 
Sugden, Wadia. Vinyl: Audio Synthesis, Basis. 
Clearaudio, DNM, Graham, (The) Groove, Lehmann 
(Black Cube), Michell, Sumiko, Transfiguration. Amps: 
Accuphase, Advantage, Balanced Audio Technology, 
CAT, ONM, Gamut, Lumley, Meracus, Michell, Nagra, 
Pass, Sonneteer, Spectral, Sugden. Speakers: Audio 
Physic, BKS, Ethos, Harbeth, Lumley, Magneplanar, 
NEAT, Totem, Verity Audio. Tuners: Accuphase, 
Magnum Dynalab. Cables: Argento, Chord Co, DNM, 
Hovland, Nordost, Soniclink, Siltech, Yamamura 
Churchill. Mains: Accuphase. 

BLACKBURN 

ROMERS HIFI, 11 Lomax Street, 
Great Harwood, Nr Blackburn, Lanes. BB6 7DJ. 
Ol2S4 880220 Mon· Sat 9-S. 
The Northwest's premier HiFi and Home Cinema 
dealer - full demonstration facilities, featuring the 
following brands: 
Electronics: Arcam, Cyrus, Denon, Exposure, Quad, 
Lexicon, NAO., Pioneer, Roksan, Sony, Moon. 
Speakers: Focal, JMLabs, Quad, Monitor Audio, Totem, 
Wharfedale. 
Subwoofers: Velodyne, REL, MJ Acoustics. 
Plasma . LCD & Projectors: lnFocus, Pioneer, Sony. 
Furniture: Atacama, Partington, Optimum, Sonus, 
Soundations 
cables: Nordost, Chord, OED, Van Den Hui, TCI 

And many more leading brands, in all fields. Come 
down and see our expert, friendly staff with any of 
your problems, be it a first time purchase or 
upgrading your current system. 

CHESHIRE 

ACOUSTICA, 17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. 
www.acoustica.co.uk. Tel: 01244 344227. All that's 
best in Hi-Fi and Home Cinema from quality 
manufacturers including Nairn, Rega, Bowers & 
Wilkins. Sugden, Musical Fidelity, Ratel, Primare, 
Teac, Harman Kardon, JM Lab, Spender, Quadraspire, 
Royd, Michell, Sonus Faber, SIM/Selem Projectors & 
Yamaha. We offer friendly, helpful advice, interest· 
free credit and trade-in facilities, and deliver and 
install systems through Cheshire, Merseyside and 
North Wales. Open Tues.· Sat. 10-5.30, evenings by 
arrangement. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO, 4 Ruabon Rd., Wrexham. Tel· 
01978 364SOO. Audio Visual specialists. AAD, 
Arcam, Audio Analogue, Bose, Celestion, Castle, 
Denon, Harman- Kardon, Jamo, JBL, Marantz, 
Michell, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAO, Onkyo, Pure 
Digital, Quad, RE� Roksan, Ruark, Tannoy, Teac, 
UKD, Unico, Vibe, Yamaha. Demonstration room, 
installation service. Easy parking and motorway 
access. Mastercard, Visa etc. 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway 
North, Warrington WA l 3NU. Tel: 01925 828009. 
Email: doug.brady@dougbradyhifi.com. Website: 
www.dougbrady hifi.com. For the widest range of 
high quality hi·fi in the Northwest. Family business 
est. 42 years. 3 demo rooms, inc. home cinema, 
home trials; deliveries throughout NW; Mastercard, 
Visa, credit facilities. Open 10.30 · 6. Send for free 
map. 1=1�111!1 

Hl·FI SHOWROOMS, l2a West St, 
off West St car park, Congleton, Cheshire. CW12 
l JR. Tel: 01260 280017. 
Email: mail@hifishowrooms.co.uk. 
Web: www.hifishowrooms.co.uk. Carefully selected 
audio range, including Nairn, NAO, Roksan, Michell, 
Harman, Primare, Castle, Vienna, JM Labs, KEF, 
Ruark, Aud ion Valve amps, Project, Gold ring, Monitor 
Audio. Also the best in AV from Harman, Onkyo, 
Lexicon, M&K, Primare, Parasound, Nairn, SIM2, 
Vutec, Da-lite, REL, Vibe, definitve. Demonstration by 
appointment Open Tuesday · Saturday. 

COUNTY DURHAM 

MUSIC MATTERS, 17 Coniscliffe Road, Darlington, 
County Durham DL3 7EE. 
Tel: Ol32S 481 418. Tues · Sat 10.00-5.30 Weds 
l 0.00·6.30 www.musicmatters.co.uk 

,, . 

MOVEMENT AUDIO, SB8 Ashley Road, Parkstone, 
Poole. Tel: 01202 73086S/380018. 
www.movement-audio.co.uk. Arcam, Audio Vector, 
B&W, Castle, Chord Electronics, Cyrus, Denon, 
Densen, Lavardin, Marantz, Mission (inc. FS series), 
NAO, Pioneer, Roksan, REL, Ratel, Tannoy (inc. 
Dimension), Yamaha. 3 demo rooms, Hi Fi and 
Home Cinema specialists, easy parking on site, 
high quality used equipment, massive range of 
audio and video leads and connectors etc. Credit 
facilities. Open Tues-Sat 10-S.30. l:;J� 

MOVEMENT AUDIO, 926 Wimborne Road, 
Moordown, Bournemouth, Dorset. Tel: 01202 
S29988/ S20066. www.movement-audio.co.uk. 

Members of the British Audio Dealers 

Association are able to offer: 

•Two year guarantee, transferable to 
another BADA dealer should the pur 
chaser move more than 30 miles 
from his/her original address 

e low cost five year guarantee option 
•proper demonstration facilities 
•seven day exchange or refund 

scheme if the dealer's advice is taken 
on product selection 

e fully guaranteed service work 
•customer complaints procedure in the 

event of problems 

For more information contact 
BADAon 

"B' 020 7226 4044 

BADA 
NlfllSl1-'llt)ll)DfM.f.IKA��TIOH 

the symbol of Sf,curil.Y 

INDICATES MEMBERSHIP 
OF THE BRITISH AUDIO 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

Arcam, B&W, Celestion, Denon, KEF, Marantz, 
Michell, Musical Fidelity, NAO, Opera, Pioneer, 
Project, Quad, REL, Roksan, Ratel, Tannoy, Teac, 
Yamaha. Home cinema and Hi Fi specialists, full 
demo facilities, friendly expert advice, home demo 
and installation, easy parking, credit facilities, 
Visa/Mastercard. Open Tues-Sat 9.30-S.30. 

l=JJi],, 

WEYMOUTH Hl·FI, 33-3S Maiden Street, 
Weymouth. Tel: 01305 78S729/76634S. 
www.movement-audio.co.uk. Arcam, B&W, Castle, 
Celestion, Denon, KEF, Meridian, Mission, Musical 
Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Project, Quad, Ratel, 
Technics, Yamaha plus large range of PA and DJ 
audio and lighting, multi room and commercial 
installation specialists, Home Cinema and DVD, 
Projection TV and plasma, 2 demo rooms, credit 
facilities, Visa/ Mastercard. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 

� 

HEREFORDSHIRE 

ENGLISH AUDIO, 37 Whitecross Road, Hereford 
HR4 ODE. Tel: 01432 355081. 
www.englishaudio.co.uk. Arcam, ATC, B&W, Cyrus, 
De non, Elac, Inca, lsotek, JM Lab, KEF, Loewe, 
Marantz, Mission, NAO, Nairn, NEC, Opus, Pioneer, 
Primare, Pro-ject, Pure, Quad, OED, REL, Ratel, Ruark, 
Stax, Tannoy, Teac, Tivoli, Trinity, Yamaha and others. 
Home Cinema & Hi-Fi dem.rooms. Multi-room 
Installations. Service dept. Mastercard, Visa, Credit 
arranged. Open Mon-Sat 9.30am·S.30pm. I�,,,,,, 

LANCASHIRE 

ADVENTURES IN HI-FI, S Bishopsgate, off 
Hallgate, Wigan WNl l NL Tel: 01942 234202. For 
the best hi-fi and home cinema products from 
quality manufacturers including B&W, Royd, Bryston, 
Neat, Michelle, Nairn, Rega, Cyrus, NAO, KEF, 
Denon, Dynavector, Shahinian, JM Lab, PMC, Project, 
Quadraspire. We offer friendly advice, excellent 
demonstration facilities, 0% finance, free delivery 
and installation throughout the North West. 
Opening hours 10.00 · S.30 Tuesday to Saturday, 
evenings by appointment. 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway 
North, Warrington WAl 3NU. Tel: Ol92S 828009. 
Email: doug.brady@dougbradyhifi.com. Website: 
www.dougbrady hifi.com. See our main entry under 
Cheshire. lffJiM 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

DMNE AUDIO, The Courtyard, 
Bennett's Place, High Street, Marl<et Harborough, 
LE16 7NL 01B5B 432999 

Leicestershire's freshest hi·fi and home cinema 
retailer, offering a service that you expect in an 
environment that will excite you. 
Stunning cinema and two channel demonstration 
facilities, comfy chairs, and coffee! 
We get outstanding results from Arcam, 
Art Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Beyerdynamic, 
Custom Design, Chord Company, Draper Screens, 
Ergo, Exposure, Focal.JMLab, lnfocus, lsoblue, Kube 
Design, Metz televisions. NAO, Opera, Oray Screens. 
Partington, Pathos, ProAC, Pro-Ject, Quadraspire, 
Revolver, Ruark, Sonus, Sugden, Tivoli, Triangle, 
Unison Research and a few other surprises. 
We are open Tuesday - Saturday 9.30 - S.30 and 
by arrangement 
Free parking outside the courtyard. 
All normal methods of payment accepted. 
01858 432999 

WWW.DMNEAUDIO.CO.UK, 

INFO@DIVINEAUDIO.CO.UK 

LEICESTER HI-FI CO, St Martins Square Leicester 
LEl SEW. Tel: 0116 253 97S3 
Fax: 0116 262 6097 
Website: www.leicesterhifi.co.uk 
Email: shop.leicesterhifi@btconnect.com 
Acoustic Energy, Arcam, Atacama, B&W/Nautilus. 
BenQ, Chord Electronics, Creek, Crimson, 
Cyrus/Cyruslink, Denon, Exposure, Greig IK 
Loudspeakers, Marantz, Michell, Mission, Mordaunt· 
Short MP3 Players, Musical Fidelity, NAO, Optimum, 
Pioneer, ProAc, Project, Pure, Quad, Ratel, Roksan, 
Sharp, Tag Mclaren, Teac, Totem, Yamaha, and more. 
4 Listening areas/rooms over 3 floors. We can 
Demonstrate, Deliver and Install. Hi Fi/Home 
Cinema/Multi-room Audio/Plasma/LCD/Custom 
Installation/Design. Bargain Bin on Website. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 l:JJ1],, 

LONDON 

CORNFLAKE.CO.UK, 37 Windmil l Street, 
London WlT 2JU. Tel: 020 7631 0472, 
fax: 020 7436 716S. E-mail: help® cornflake.co.uk. 
Open Tues-Sat 10·6, Thurs 10-7. 
The specialists in high quality sound, be it for one 
room or many more. They offer friendly advice, and 
a full delivery and installation service is available. 
Two listening rooms with full A/V facilities 
demonstrating Arcam, ATC, AVI, Bryston, 
Dynaudio, lsotek, Mark Levinson, Lexicon, Nairn, 
Origin Live, Proceed, PMC, Rega, Totem, Yamaha 
and more. Service department. Amex, Mastercard, 
Switch, Visa and worldwide mail order service. Still 
the coolest Hi-Fi shop in London. 
www.cornflake.co.uk. 

GRAHAMS Hl·FI, Canonbury Yard, l90a New 
North Road, London N l Tel: 020 7226 SSOO. 
www.grahams.co.uk 'One of the S best hi·fi shops in 
the world'. Arcam, Linn, Meridian, Nairn, Rega, and 
more ... Home cinema and whole house custom 
installed solutions. Free parking, 4 demo rooms, 
service dept, open Tues-Sat. Ring for appointment. 
[!§illJ l:JJ1],, 

GREATER MANCHESTER 

ADVENTURES IN Hl·FI, s Bishopsgate, off 
Hallgate, Wigan WNl l NL Tel: 01942 234202. See 
main entry under Lancashire. 

OOUG BRADY Hl·FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway 
North, Warrington WA l 3NU. Tel: Ol92S 828009. 
Email: doug.brady@dougbradyhifi.com. Website: 
www.dougbrady hifi.com. See our main entry under 
Cheshire. 

MERSEYSIDE 

ACOUSTICA, 17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. Tel: 
01244 344227. See our main entry under Cheshire. 

DOUG BRADY Hl·FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway 
North, Warrington WAl 3NU. Tel: 0192S 828009. 
Email: doug.brady@dougbradyhifi.com. Website: 
www.dougbrady hifi.com. See our main ent� 
Cheshire. (:J!,•7!, 

MIDDLESEX 

MUSIC MATTERS, 344 Uxbridge Road, Hatchend, 
Middlesex HAS 4HR. 
Tel: 020 8420 l92S. Arcam, Audio Research, B & W, 
Chapter Audio, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, Dream Vision, 
Dynaudio, KEF, Krell, LAMM, Marantz, Martin Logan, 
Meridan, Michel, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Nordost, Panasonic, Pioneer, Project, 
Pure, Quad, REL, Ratel, Sennheiser, S1m2, SME, Sonus 
Faber, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Wharfdale, Wilson 
Benesch, Yamaha. Excellent demonstration and 
home trial facilities. Free installation. Customised 
multi-room systems. All major credit cards accepted. 
Full credit facilities available. 
Tues · Sat 10.00·S.30, Weds 10.00-6.30. 
www.musicmatters.co.uk � 



WEST MIDLANDS 

ACOUSTICA, 114 Wolverhampton Road, Stafford 
ST 17 4AH. Tel: 01785 258216. 
See our main entry under Cheshire. 

NORFOLK 
BASICALLY SOUND, The Old School Rd, Bracon 
Ash, Norwich NR14 8HG. 
Tel: 01508 570829. 
Audio Analogue, Beyer, Bryston, 
Chord Cables, Creek, Denon, Dynavector, Epos, 
Goldring, Grado, lsoblue, Nairn, 
ProAc, PMC, Rega, Soundstyle, Thule, 
Unison Research. 
2 comprehensive demo rooms. Home Trial. Free 
installation. Visa, Mastercard. 
0% Finance. Tues-Fri 930-1, 2-530. 
All day Sat. � 
www.falcon-acoustics.co.uk 

NOmNGHAMSHIRE 

NOTTINGHAM HHI CENTRE, 120-12 2 Alfreton 
Road, Nottingham. Tel: 0115 978 6919. 
www.nottinghamhifi.co.uk. We are the area's leading 
specialists. Relax in our superb demonstration rooms 
and enjoy the very best in Hi-Fi, multi-room and 
home cinema solutions. Our outstanding customer 
service means a two-year parts and labour 
guarantee, an on-site service department and a full 
delivery and installation service. Home trials and free 
easy parking are also available. Established in 1968, 
we have been giving sound advice for over 30 years 
Open Mon-Sat 9 · 530. l;J.:.,•J.:.,. 

OXFORDSHIRE 

ASTLEY AUDIO LTD, 3 Marketplace, Wallingford 
OXlO OEG. Tel: 01491 S39305, fax: 01491 S25024 
Founded 1975. Great deals on B&W, Denon, KEF, 
Marantz, Mission, Panasonic, Pioneer, Project, Sony, 
Technics, Yamaha. Home trial, installation and 
delivery service. Service dept on site. 2 yr guarantee 
on most products. Interest free credit on selected 
items. 1 home cinema room, 2 listening rooms. 
Mastercard, Visa, Amex, Diners. Instant credit. 
Tues-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. CDs and DVDs stocked. 

SHROPSHIRE 

CREATIVE AUDIO, 9 Dog pole, Shrewsbury 
SYI I EN. Tel: 01743 236055. 
Email sales@creative-audio.co.uk, 
www.creative-audio.co.uk. 
lntemet prices· from a specialist shop! 

One of the largest ranges of Hi-Fi/Home Cinema 
ec:iuipment outside London. Massive world-famous 
website, featuring huge savings on all the popular 
brands. Acoustic Energy, Alphason, Arcam, Atacama, 
Cabletalk, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, Draper 
screens, lnFocus Screenplay projectors, JM Labs, KEF, 
Mission, MJ Acoustics, NAD, Nairn, NEC Projectors, 
Onkyo, Optimum, Oray screens, Partington, Pioneer, 
Pioneer Plasma, Project, Pure DAB radios, QED, 
Roksan, Soundstyle, Stands Unique, Wharfedale, 
Yamaha. 
Staff so experienced they are old enough to be carbon 
dated, comfortable dem room with plasma and 
projector (and freshly ground coffee!), expert 
installation, specialist workshop, free 2 and 5 year 
guarantees, custom cable manufacture, quality used 
bargains etc etc · in fact everything you would expect 
from one of Europe's leading audio specialists. 

See for yourself· visit www.creative-audio.co.uk 

Dealer Directory [Classified] 

SOMERSET SUSSEX CEASn 

MIKE MANNING AUDIO, 110 Middle Street, Yeovil, THE POWERPLANT, 40 Church Rd , Hove , East 
Somerset BA20 I NE. Tel: 01935 479361. Sussex, BN3 2FN. Fax: 01273 74S419. E-mail 
54 Bridge Street, Taunton. 
Tel: 01S23 3266SS. www.mikemanning audio.corn . 
The HiFi and A/V specialists. 
The best in HiFi and Home Cinema from: AUDION 
VALVE, B&W, MILLER & KREISELL, DENON, 
DYNAVECTOR, DENSEN, FOCALE (JM Lab), 
HARMAN KARDON, SIM Projectors and screens, 
HITACHI (Plasma and LCD), KEF, NAIM AUDIO, 
NAO, PIONEER (Plasma and AV). REVOLVER, REGA, 
ROTEL 02 & 10 Series, ROYD, SHAHINIAN, 
SPENDER, TEAC, WELL TEMPERED turntables, 
Yamaha. Dedicated Demonstration lounges for 
relaxed and unpressured demonstrations. Home 
installations on most systems. Full service 
department. Mastercard, Visa, Instant Credit Closed 
Mondays (Yeovil)· Tuesdays (Taunton) 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

ACOUSTICA, 114 Wolverhampton Road, Stafford 
STl7 4AH. www.acoustica.co.uk Tel: 017S5 25S216 
All that's best in Hi -Fi and Home Cinema from 
quality manufacturers including Nairn, Rega, Bowers 
& Wilkins, Sugden, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Primare, 
Teac, Harman Kardon, JM Lab, Michell, Ruark, Kef, 
NAD, Onkyo, SIM/Seleco Projectors, NEC Plasma & 
Yamaha. We offer friendly, helpful advice, interest· 
free credit and trade-in facilities, and deliver and 
install systems throughout Staffordshire and the 
Midlands. Opening hours Tues.· Sat. 10.30-6.00, 
evenings by arrangement. 

SUFFOLK 

EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich IPI 
2LU. Tel: 01473 217217. Email: HiFi@eastern
audio.com. Giving sound advice for over 25 years. 
Parking. Demo room. Lots of free advice. Arcam, 
Meridian, Denon, Quad, NAD, B&W, Celestion, 
Project, KEF, Castle, Technics, Top Tape, plus all the 
usual and unusual leads, cables, stands, racks, 
headphones, cartridges & styli etc. ITI'!.1Ni.1 

SURREY 

COSMIC HI-FI SUPERSTORE, (Est 1962) 244-256 
Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey KTl 5 2PS, LARGE 
FREE CAR PARK Tel (01932) 854522/ 832400/ 
S51753, Fax 01932 S32432. Open 7 Days a week, 
Mon-Sat 9-6pm, Fri till Spm, Sun l0-4pm. fully 
equipped service department on site, Massive 
Showrooms. Available Brands Acoustic Energy, 
Alphason, Apollo, Arcam, Audio Quest, Cable Talk, 
Denon, Dual, Elac, Harman Kardon, Jamo, JBL, 
Marantz, Mission, NAO, Ortofon, Panasonic Plasma, 
Pioneer, Pro-Ject Turntables, Pure Digital, Quad, REL, 
Roksan, Sennheiser, Sonus Systems, Sony, Tanney, 
Technics, Thorens, Wharfedale, Yamaha Home 
cinema, Wide screen T V, Projection T V, Plasma & 
LCD TV Interest free credit available. All major credit 
cards accepted. www.cosmicuk.com 

PJ Hl·FI, 3 Bridge Street, Guildford GUl 4RY. Tel: 
014S3 504SOI I 3047 56. Mon-Sat 9am-6pm. 
Arcam, B&W, Denon, Linn, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, 
Kef, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer, Primare, Proac, Quad, 
REL, Rega, Rote!, Tag Mclaren, Yamaha. Demo rooms 
for Hi·Fi/home cinema, parking, delivery & 
installation. Service department on premises. 
Call now. r:J.:.lil!.1 

email@powerplant.co.uk Whatever your budget we 
can help you choose from our carefully selected 
range of today's finest hi·f i and home cinema 
equipment. Recommended agencies include Arcam, 
ATC, B&W, B&O, Cyrus, DEF Tech, I merge, Linn, 
Living Control, M&K, PMC, ProAc, QED Systemline, 
Rega, Revel, Seleco, Stewart, Tag Mclaren Audio, 
Yamaha. Excellent demonstration facilities, 
knowledgeable and friendly staff Multiroom 
specialist, CEDIA member. Open Tues· Sat 10.30 
am- 5.30 pm. Late evenings by appointment All 
major credit cards. Full credit facilities. &.:.,fl_;,' 

SUSSEX (WESn 

AUDIO DESIGNS, 26 High Street, East Grinstead, 
West Sussex RH19 3AS. Tel: 01342 328065. 
www.audiodesigns.co.uk. Hi-Fi, home cinema & 
mufti room specialists. Authorised stockists of: Arcam 
(inc. FMJ, DIVA & Alpha), ASH, The Chord Company, 
Cyrus, KEF (inc. Reference). Linn (inc. CD12 & 
Klimax), Loewe (inc. Spherros), Mission, Nairn (inc 
CDS & NAP500), Pioneer, PMC, Primaire, ProAc, 
Project, QED, Quadraspire, Rei, Roksan, Rotel, Ruark, 
SIM2 (inc. DPL), Sennheiser, Soundstyle, Stands 
Unique, Tag Mclaren, TEAC & more. The LARGEST 
display of Hi-Fi furniture in the South. Probably the 
largest stock in the South, with three dedicated 
demonstration rooms together with a friendly team 
of staff and service facility, Finance available. 
930-6 00 Tues-Sat. l:J.:.,.7.:.' 

AUDIO DESIGNS, 7 /9 Park Place, Horsham, West 
Sussex, RHl2 I DF (Next to Piries Place car park). Tel 
01403 267766. www.audiodes1gns.co.uk. See our 
main entry above under Sussex (West). � 

WEST MIDLANDS 

MUSIC MATTERS, 363 Hagley Road, 
Edgbaston, Birmingham Bl7 SOL 
Tel: 0121 429 2811. Arcam, Audio Research, B & W, 
Chapter Audio, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, Dream Vision, 
Dynaudio, KEF, Krell, LAMM, Marantz, Martin Logan, 
Meridan, Michel, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Nordost, Panasonic, Pioneer, Project, 
Pure, Quad, REL, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sim2, SME, Sonus 
Faber, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Wharfdale, Wilson 
Benesch, Yamaha. Excellent demonstration and 
home trial facilities. Free installation. Customised 
multi-room systems. All major credit cards accepted. 
Full credit facilities available 
Tues· Sat 10.00-530, Weds 10.00-6.30. 
www.musicmatters.co.uk 

MUSIC MATTERS, Hobbs Moat Road, Solihull, W. 
Midlands B92 SJL. 
Tel: 0121 742 0254. Tues· Sat 10.00-5.30 Weds 
10.00-6.30 www.musicmatters.co.uk lff.:.,V.:.' 

MUSIC MATTERS, 9 Market Street, Stourbridge, W. 
Midlands BYS I AB. 
Tel: 01384 444184. Tues· Sat 10.00-5.30 
Weds 10.00-6.30 www.musicmatters.co.uk l:f!,V.:.' 

MUSIC MATTERS, 10 Bold mere Road, Sutton 
Coldfield, W. Midlands B73 SOT. 
Tel: 0121 354 2311. Tues· Sat 10.00-5.30 Weds 
10.00-6.30 www.musicmatters.co.uk � 

INDICATES MEMBERSHIP 

OF THE BRmSH AUDIO 

DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

WILTSHIRE 

SALISBURY HI-FI, 15 Catherine Street, Salisbury. 
Tel: 01722 322169/330841. www.movement
audio.co.uk. Arcam, Audio Analogue, B&W, 
Celestion, Chord Company, Denon, Harmon Kardon, 
KEF, Marantz, Meridian (inc. Digital theatre), Mission, 
Michell, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nordost, Opera, 
Project, QED, Rotel, REL, Teac, Yamaha. Home 
Cinema and Hi Fi specialists, multi room and 
commercial installation specialists, service dept. on 
site, high quality used equipment, projection TV and 
plasma. 2 demo rooms, credit facilities, 
Visa/Mastercard. Open Mon-Sat 930-5.30. 

i:;f.i.@'_;,l 

YORKSHIRE (EASn 
THE AUDIO ROOM, 2 George Street, Hedon, Hull, 
HUl2 8JH. tel 01482 S91375. 
www.theaudioroom.co.uk. High quality two channel 
and home theatre needs catered for. Authorised 
agents for Linn Products, Nairn Audio, Spectral, 
Accuphase, Krell, Audio Research, Cyrus, Nagra, 
Sugden, Rega, Unison Research, Pathos, Rotel, 
Bowers and Wilkin, Focal JM Lab, Proac, Spendor, 
Pen Audio, Sonus Faber, Koetsu, Lyra, Ortofon, 
Grado, Stax, Audiophile Base, BCD, Hutter, 
Quadraspire, Stands Unique, Nordost, Siltech, The 
Chord Company, Townshend. We travel throughout 
the UK, and believe we offer the most 
comprehensive range of quality products available 
and a service that is unbeatable. Open Mon ·Sat, 
9am · 6pm (later by appointment). Credit facilities 
and home demonstration available.Free and easy car 
parking available as well as a relaxed and 
comfortable environment assured. The North's 
friendliest and most complete dealer. 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 
DONCASTER 

THE HI-FI STUDIOS, The Long Barn, Wakefield 
Road, Hampole, Doncaster DN6 7EU. Tel: 01302 
727274/ 725550, fax: 01302 727274. 
Email: info@thehifistudios .freeserve.co.uk. 
Web: thehifistudios.co.uk 

Hi-Fi, Home Cinema and Multi-Room experts. 
Musical Fidelity, Tag Mclaren,Wadia, Anthony 
Gallow, ProAc, Ruark, Castle, Teac, Unison Research, 
Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, NAD, 
Michell Turntables, Audio Analogue, Living Voice, 
Exposure, Densen, Lynwood Electronics, Opera, 
Trichord Research, Nordost, Stands Unique, Stax 
Electrostatics, Ortofon, Pro1ect, Goldring, REL 
Subwoofers, Tag Mclaren, SIM 2 & Denon Home 
Cinema products, plus others. Viewing and 
demonstration by appointment. Home trials and free 
installation on hi-fi equipment. Credit card and 
finance facilities. Phone for more information. 
10am-6.30pm Tues-Fri, 10am-5pm Sat. 
Closed Sunday & Monday. &!ID.:.1 

WALES 

NORTH WALES 
ACOUSTICA, 17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. Tel: 
01244 344227. See our main entry under Cheshire. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO, 4 Ruabon Rd., Wrexham. 
Tel: 0197S 364500. Demonstration room, 
installation service. Easy parking and motorway 
access. Mastercard, Visa etc. See main entry under 
Cheshire 

To advertise in the (H[f� 
Dealer Directory, Call Stuart Harris on 

01225 442244 ext 2221 Now! 
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ULTIMATE BROUP TEST>> LOUDSPEAKERS 

The latest loudspeakers are subjected to our uniquely 

rigorous group test regime, including ... 

® Audiovector Ml 3 Super 

® BC Acoustique ACT A2 

®Canton Vento 809 

® Dynaudio Audience 72SE 

® Neat Elite SE 

®Ruark Talisman Ill 

Give this form (or a photocopy) ta your local newsagent ta 

guarantee your awn copy of Hi-Fi Choice reaches you every month 

Please reserve me a copy of Hi-Fi Choice every month 

Name .................................................................... . 

Address .................................................................. . 

................................................ Postcode ................ . 

Contact telephone no .................................................... . 

To the newsagent: Contact your magazine wholesaler to order Hi·Fi Choice 

122 Hl·fl CHOICE I may 2005 

In-depth reviews 
of the most vital 
kit, including ... 
® ProAc Tablette Reference 8 

loudspeaker 

®Audio Analogue Paganini 
192/24 CD player 

® B&W 802D loudspeaker 

@ Primare CD31 CD player 
and 130 amplifier 

® REL Storm 5 subwoofer 

® Lexicon RV-8 integrated 
multichannel receiver 

Plus ... 
Our regular round-ups of 
accessories and music, not to 
mention the latest news, views 
and features from hi-fi's 
smartest grapevine ... 

And much, much more! 

BE SURE NOT TO MISS 
BRITAIN'S MOST RELIABLE 
GUIDE TO REAL Hl·FI 
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DIY CORNER SPEAKERS 
Part 8 Crossovers - putting them together 

I 
n many two-way designs, a relatively 

simple crossover network is soldered to 

tags connected on the inside of the input 

terminals, with the components themselves 

glued into slots moulded into terminal block. 

The problem is that the characteristics of 

different drive units are never entirely identical, 

and the network's complexity is determined by 

those characteristics. Furthermore, there are 

many ways of constructing the components 

used in the crossover. Inevitably, the best 

sounding examples tend to be the most costly. 

More elaborate networks, such as those used 

in three-way designs, tend to be built onto 

printed circuit boards that are typically fixed to 

2 SECOND HAND BUYER ' may 2005 

the base or rear panel of the enclosure. 

However, PCBs are not practical for 'one-offs', 

and are not considered sonically particularly 

desirable, so the best DIY solution is usually to 

mount the components on a wooden board, 

using point-to-point hardwiring. 

While a crossover is primarily designed to 

operate as an electrical filter network, other 

factors do play their part in the sound quality. 

For example, when current passes through a 

choke (inductor), a magnetic field is induced, 

and this can induce low-level parasitic signals 

in nearby wires and components. Vibration 

levels inside loudspeaker enclosures tend to be 

very high, and components shaking, especially 

within magnetic fields, are another source of 

distortion. The best solution is to flt the 

crossover network in a separate external box, 

well away from magnets and vibration. HFC 

Paul Messenger 

DIY CONTACTS 

FALCON ACOUSTICS Ii: 01493 751100 
ii'l www.falcon -acoustics.co.uk 

WILMSLOW AUDIO Ii: 01455 286603 
® www.wilmslow-audio.co. uk 

IPL ACOUSTICS Ii: 01271 867439 
'"' www.iplacoustics .co.uk 

NEXT MONTH: Introducing drive units 
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New products at Brighton HI-FI Exchange: 

amphion rogue audio avar in vine en s.p.j 
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definitive audio 
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible. 
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by 
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all 
others. 

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We 
have the M7 Line, M7 Phone, M77 Phone, the Neira Integrated and of 
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded 
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden. 
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil 
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearms. 
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the 
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference. 

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the 
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2. 

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life, 
interest and fascination into your relationship with music. 
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment. 

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items 

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACO player. 12 months. Boxed, shiny. 

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista Amplifier, 12 months. Boxed, shiny. 

Lavardin phono stage. Rare bird. 

Sonus Faber integrated amplifier. 

DCS Elgar Plus, Purcell, Verdi, Verona. Fully current spec including firewire. 
05/01 certificated except Verona (01104). Four box CO playing solution. 
Sugden A21A Integrated amp with phono stage. Very good condition + box 
Nagra PLP pre-amplifier. Looks good. 

Clearaudio TOI Master Reference tonearm - massive acrylic linear tracking 
thing - unusual opportunity - spotless and as new but no box. Major mental 
health problem forces sale. Giveaway -
Merlin Music Systems VSM Millennium loudspeaker. Obscure here, popular 
there - unusual US design with cult following - includes BAM bass module. 
Living Voice Avatar 2 - European Maple - scrumptious. 

Living Voice OBX-R Mk 1. Even more scrumptious. 

Aloia PST 11.01 i Hi-end 2 box line pre-amp - spotless - boxed. 

Art Audio PX25 - 5 watt stereo power amp • big with Lowther fans. 

Nott'm Analogue lnterspace with Space arm and Living Voice Mystic Mat. 

Tom Evans Micro Groove - moving coil phono stage - 0.8mv/1Kohm 

ATC SCM7 - cute mini-monitors on saucy bright finish Partington stands 

Ruark Crusader II loudspeakers. Black. Good condition. 

Eastern Electric Mini-Max all valve line pre-amp. New and boxed - half price 

Epos ES30 loudspeaker • substantial floorstander • some marks - giveaway 

Cardas Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new 

Cardas Neutral Reference 1 m interconnect - new 

Art Stiletto Ebony plus Orelle 100 CD player and amplifier. 1 lot boxed - new 

Canary Audio Stock Clearance - High End bargain time 

CAJ09 - 45 watt 3008 monos. Fantastic sound and build. Illustrious giants 
with champagne facia. 80,.;ed, almost new 

CA303 - 22 watt 3008 monos. Beautiful sounding amp. 100 hours use at one 
Hi-Fi show. Boxed. Bargain. 

CA301 - 22 watt stereo power amp. Huge performance for giveaway price 

CA801 - Two box dual mono line pre-amp, Very serious state of affairs 

Sale 

£3000 

£3000 

£1500 

£700 

£16000 

£700 

£4000 

£1500 

£2500 

£2000 

£2600 

£1500 

£2500 

£550 

£300 

£400 

£700 

£400 

£499 

£500 

£300 

£1900 

£4000 

£3500 

£2500 

£2250 

LIVING VOICE 

New 

£4000 

£4000 

£2500 

£1500 

£24000 

£1050 

£7500 

£3860 

$9000 

£2700 

£4000 

£2800 

£4500 

£1180 

£400 

£700 

£800 

£775 

£500 

£3650 

£10000 

£7250 

£5450 

£4500 

e I 
' 

Auditorium Avatar 
Hi-Fi Plus Editor's Choice 

Hi-Fi Plus Product of the Year 
Hi-Fi Choice Editor's Choice 

"The Avatar is a near perfect balance of size, bandwidth, 
efficiency and tonal refi.nement. Its slim lines and small 

JOotprinl deliver a genuine 94db sensitivity, and e..xcei 
when it comes to delivering the scale, vibran.ce and colour 
of the music. Its unobtrusive quality allo"vs it to cut 
straight to the heart of a pe1jOrmance, unlocking the music 
trapped in the recording, whilst its rejlnement makes it 
equally at home with bo1!t basic and surprisingly expensive 
ampl1jication." 

AMEX VISA 
Tel 0115 973 3222 

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk 

MASTER CARD 
Fax 0115 973 3666 

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk 

We are also � for the following 
products 8ncl many others: 
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turntableworld! 
Like to audition a number of different decks in one place? 

Love to compare a modified tonearm with the original on the same 

deck? 

Want to hear a new cartridge for yourself before you buy? 

Never found anywhere interested enough to do it for you? 

For some time now its been nigh on impossible to make informed 

choices about analogue products because while reviews are a great 

start point, no reviewer has your individual listening preferences - let 

alone your very own personal ears. 

We are here to offer every customer the chance to decide for 

themselves what they like, by offering genuine choice and service in 

what we call 'turntableworld• 

Whether it's time to spend scary money or just the hundred quid starter 
deck you're after. you'll still be talking to someone who is genuinely 

interested. 

turntableworld has selected items from: 
Audio Technica 

Clearaudio 
Dynavector 

Tom Evans Audio Design NEW! 
Goldring 

Grado 
Graham Slee Projects 

G F c Hadcock 
Lyra 

Michell Engineering 
Moth 

Nottingham Analogue 
Origin Live 

Ortofon 
Project 

SME 
Sumiko 

Transfiguration 
Trichord Research 

Wilson Benesch 

... all on dem right now! 

Plus our own range of accessories including a great wall shelf with 

twin level acrylic platform and two superb digital stylus pressure 

gauges from just £29!!! 

We can also offer: 

Home dems by arrangement 

Full set up in your home - whatever the deck 

Free loan of company anorak when you're feeling lonely 

Free amateur counselling for CO lovers 

With part exchange upgrades continuing to be our speciality, you'll 

also have access to the widest range of used items in the UK -

many from manufacturers you'd half forgotten existed, and still 

supported by our in house warranty of course. 

Here's a selection of current stock .. 

Alchemist Brag1 phono stage and Forseti p/s -vgc, superb flexible stage 399 

Alpha son Sonata -good, light ash 199 

Alpha son Xenon - ex. tnmmed down HR 100 199 

Audiolab BOOOPPA phono stage - , vgc, flexible stage, rare 449 

Audi on Sterling - ex. valve phono stage 199 

EAR 834P - ia1r. mmJmc swrtchable version 549 

Chord Phono stage- ex, stunning 999 

Garrard 401/SME 3009 - ex, plinth and cover 449 

Garrard 4011SME 3009- ex, m gorgeous Aphelion plinth 599 

Heybrook TI2/Bas1kLW - ex. boxed 199 

Linn Troika - vgc, boxed 179 

Linn LP121Lmgo/lttokLVlll/Asaka - nr mint. boxed 1199 

Linn LP12/Armageddon!Arn - nr mmt. black, boxed 1599 

Linn LP12/Lmgo/Ekos - ex, black. boxed 1499 

Linn LP12Nalhalla/Akito - ex, afromosia, boxed 649 

Linn LP12Nalhal!a/Black LVll - ex, boxed, very rare combo 899 

Linn LP12/Armageddon!RB300- vgc, black 979 

Linn Basik, LVX - vgc, black 199 

Linn Axis Basik plus-vgc, black 149 

Linn ltto� 12" ·ex black, apparently one of only 20 made 999 

logic OM101/0atum- ex. bargain LP12 challenger 149 

Michell (Transcnptors) Reference hydraulic - ex, fluid arm 649 

Michell GyrodedRB300 -ex. brand new arm 799 

Michell Orbe/RB300 - ex/ex, boxed 1399 

Michell OroeWi1son Benesch Act 2 - ex. smoked 1949 

Michell Focus One/Focus arm - ex. 399 

Mon no AND-N - mm/me phonostage 179 

Mission 774 - ex, lab 80s tonearm 159 

MTM The Source - ex, mahogany 599 

Ongmlive RB300 ex early black stub and weight, full wmng mod 199 

Odyssey RP1-XG ·ex the prettiest arm ever? 499 

Pink Tnangle LPT/RB250/Reson- exlex, 379 

Project Classic - vgc cherrywood plinth. bargain 199 

Rega Planar 2 RB250 . ex/ex 149 

Rega Planar 3'RB300 - vgclex 179 

Rega Planar 78/RB2501Mono Cart - exlex 175 

Ratel R0970 - ex phooo stage 79 

Roksan Xerxes/Tabnz Z1 -ex, black 449 

Roksan Xerxes/RB300 - ex. black 399 

SME 309 · ex, boxed 499 

Systemdek llXIRB250 - ex, in cherry 199 

Thorens TD160b- ex, rJw M1ss1on 774 149 

Thorens TD160b/RB150 - ex, black 199 

Townshend Elite Rock Mk2/Excalibur - ex, no optional extras 579 

Transcriptors SkeletonfVestigal - exlex 799 

Voyd Valdi/Helius Scorpio - vgc, black, off board p/s 629 

Wilson Benesch AcUAct 2 - the best ever? Rare as . 1499 

turntableworldl Is a hugely subsidised subsiduary of 

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington DL3 7TE 

01325 241888 or email choice@turntableworld.co.uk 

At hifisound we 
pride ourselves on 

being a bit 
different ... 

How? Well • • •  

Ever heard a sub £1500 

CD/Amp/Speaker combo 

small enough to fit in a 

ruck sack but with a big 

enough sound to fill your 

heart? 

Thought not. 

Careful matching ... 

brings surprising results. 

Come hear for yourself! 

We are authorised dealers 

for: 

Acoustic Energy 

Richard Allan 

Apollo 

Atacama 

Audio Analogue 

Grado 

Opera 

Pure Digital 

Roksan 

Soundstyle 

Target 

Triangle 

and more by the time you 

read this! 

2ndhandhifi 
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"'"m 
Aud'"" 
Audioh1b 
Audionote 
A VI 
C arnbodg e AudK> 
DPA 
"""""°" 

Krell 
Marantz 
Marantz 
Marant z 
Marantz 

Mendi an 
Mendi an 
Mftf ldi an 
MIQ"om eg a 
Mk:rom eg a 
Mictom eg a 
Ma,,.... 
M�,.,... 
MusicalF ldelity 
"'"" 

NA O 
N•m 
Na1m 
NVA 

Pnmare 
Qu ad 
Qu ad 
Ou ad 

,.,, 
Rollsan 
Rotel 
SAT 

'""' 
''"' 
""""" 
AMC 
N�m 
Aud10 Aflalogu e 
Audiolab 
Audiolab 
Audiolab 
Audiolab 
Aud""b 
Audiolab 
""'� 
Cre e k  
co-
Cyrus 
D e� 
E xposure 
Harm anK ardon 
Harm anK ardon "

'''"'"' 
""' 
Linn 
Magnum 
Marantz 
Marantz 
Mend1 an 
Mend1 an 
Men<!1 an 

Mend1 an 
Mendian 
Mlcile� 
""""" 
MtHIOn 
MusicalFldehty 
Musical F idelity 

NAO 
NAIM 

Do" 
Pnm are 
Qu ad 
Qu ad 
Qu ad 
Qu ad 
Qu ad 
D�d 

,.,. 
,.,, 
Ro ks.an 
Ro ks an 
Ro ks an 
Rotel 
Rote! 
Rote! 
Rote! 
Rotel 
Rotel 
S he arn e 
S he arn e 

'°"' 
Sugden 

Acoustic En e1gy 
Acous!IC E n e rgy 
A VI 
B&W 
C elesuon 
Dyn aucho 

""" 
Heybroo k """"""' 
'""" .. 
Jf'W 
Jf'W 
"'
""""' 
Mission Cyrus 
M1SS ton Cyrvs 
Mon11orAudl O 
MonrtorAud!O 
MonrtorAudto 
Mon:laun1S hon 
Mordaunt S hort 
OED 
QUAD 
QUAD 

,.,. 
, ... 
REL 

,.,,.,. 
Spendor 
Spendor 
Tandb erg 
TDL 
TDL 
\Nlial"fedale 

Audiolab 
Cyrus 
Cy� 

Na k amtdl1 
Na k amdl1 
Qu ad 
Qu ad 
Rotel 
Sooy 
Sugden 

B&O 
,,� 
lxos 
Jf'W 
'"� 
Stax 

The widest selection of used hlfl in the North 

Digital - CD, DVD ate 
GCO 575 ·D ecent US m actun e m atching amps available 

Alp ha 1-n.rmint remote 
80000AC • ex bored 

8000 Trans,ponandOA.C 
1 hDAC-er boxed 

S2000Ref erence·ex boxed 
01scm ag1c/Oaemag.c -ex nice combo !or p e anuts 

R eN11s.sance-nrmint boxed 
DP1100· ex v underrated 

CD-DSP -ex. cle<1r ilnd sf'lOl(eo lids remote stunning 
CD80-ex boxed'antast.c80s he all)'W!1g h1 

CD60 ·ex remote 
CD46 ·ex remote 

CD63 Ki S ig -nr mmt remo:e e erllfic.ate b arg ain! 
OV4100 0SE-nr rTW'll. remote boxed 

200 transponandmatclung dac-ex superb comb in ation 
208-ex wrthbu111npr e amp s!illg e and209remote 

200 transpon · ex Tncnord mod . excellent 
Stage1 .e,x smootnS.OOOOonilbudg e1 

Stage 5 -ex, sweet sounding player from top French firm 
T-drrve and T-dac · vgc. remote 51.lpertl nd E 10Cl0s new 

Tno·ex,me ul11m ate M>Cl'0me9a 
Optic-nrmin1.budg etin1ro to the debg hts of MICfO!'neQa 

X Acl-nrmmtboxed 
T20 -black . nr m1n� boxed, remote , b ar9a1n1 

C5411 • nr mint boxed wt11'l remote 
COS· nr mmt boxed. remote 

CD1 • nr mint, boxed b arg am mtro 10 Nairn CO play ers 
T he Transp arent Sta1em ent • vgc. crated, ultim ate NVA 

POS703- nr mm\ , stable planer m achin e 
020 -nr mint, remote stunning (amp ava1l<1ble too) 

77- ex.remote 
57 -ex, sweet sounding play er, much b etter than 66 

99CDP -nr mm t boxed. remote 
Pl<1n et-ex btack,weHreviewed 

C aspi an Ms en es-exdem ,s aveEJSOI!! 
RDD 9SOIRDP980 - nr mmt, transport and dac very rare with remote 

CDFix • nr mmt, boxed dedicated remote . sup erb 
MDPBSOD -nr mint. las erdisc. VCO, CO, PAL. NSTC 

COPXJOOOES -nr mmt, boxed well revi ewed toplo ader 
Amplifler• 

GTP50011PreTun er and GFA54511Powet • b a rg a•n' 
2445 -ex, well revi ewed weig hty power.imp 

P7S-exd1splay.remo1e.�lver 
Puccin i SE-nr nunt. well revi ewed integrated 

BOOOC-ex. black 
80000- nr mmt. boxed. remote 

8000S-nrmmt 
6000Ms -nr mmt monoblocks 

8000P-vgc. grey 
&lOOA ·ex. boxed. grey, mm/me 

Silver Knig hts -Stunnmg boxed valve moncblocks 
4330 . ex was Stereoph1le 'Budg et component of the Ye ar' 

510/520-ex boxed.b att ery pre .lovety combo 
7·ex.black,boxed 

POA4400 -nr mmt monoblocks, rare and sup erb 
X mtegra1ed-n.rm1nt,bo1ed.black 

Crtat1on 17 and 19-vgc,boxed 
PM655-nrmint.vanable cap acttance p hono stag e 

C2 andP2 Pre/Powercombo-ex.boxed 
LK1/01rak-ex black ,mm/mc exceplion alvfm 

LKIOO-nrmmt.boxed 
MP300JMF125 x2-ex pre and monoblocks 

PM66SE Kl Sig-nrmmt, boxed 
PM60100SE -nr mint. boxed, champ<1gn e 

605s-eic.boxedp a1rmonoblocks 
505s-ex.boxedp.a1rmonblocks 

205s-ex.p a1rmonoblocks 
501-ex,boxedwt1hpl'lono s1ag e 

555-ex 
5011505 x2·comb tn ation&S above 

A�1o -ex.Monoblocks 
Cy1usOn e-lrom 

Cyrus Two and PSX· gc, n extel finish 
X·A2-nrm1nt,boxedintegrated 
X-A 1 -nr mmt groovy integrated 

352-exdisplay,boxed \Jtanium 
NartJ-ex.boxed 

A021S-ex.gre at80s mtegrated 
A20· nr1TW1t1ntegrated 

405-ex 
405/2.good brown 

33/303-nrmmt 
34/306-nrrruntgrey.boxed,you wontfindb ener 

50D-good.p.a1rmonbtocks 
909-nrmmtboxed 

lun a-nrmnt.black boxed, b ett!fthan <1n origm alBrioorM1ra 
Mira 2000-nrmint.boxed 

C aspian M Senn -ex dem . sup erb integrated s ave lo ads 
C aspi al'l M S enes ·ex dem . pre and monotilocks -stunning 

C aspi an -ex, black , power amp 
RB03 power· ex display, boxed silver 

RC995. nr ITNnt remote pre 
RB9B1 ex. blacl!; powerhous e 2 available for monoblock 1n 9 etc 

RB970BX - ex. black .stacks of grunt 
RB960BX - ex black rock n roll 
RC970BX · ex. black ,qu alrty pre 

P hne 2-nrmtnt.boJCed btu e m arble styling 
P has e 2 R ef erence. as above wit hp hono siag e etc 

STR·DBS40avamp.vgc,OTS 5 1 etcreducedtOJUSl 
AU41 pre/power-ex,black 

Speakers 
AEl ·ex blackgnttex 

AEl mk2·ex blilck ash 
NuNeutroo.vgc am a zing b aby 

60lS3-nrrTW'lt blackboxed 
5000-vgcnbOonstandmounl 

Audience 50· nrlTNllt black boxeaCIWdeaicatea stand$ 
M15-nrmuit.ltg htdlerryboxed 

HB100-vgc supert>vlm 
Qu artet -clw m atching openframe stands du e 1n 

H6-l a1r Outgrei11$0Und 
200-n ew, b aby boo ks heH save 

204-n ew,gre at lloorstam:lers ave provef'blalshedlo ad 
70 centre-exd1splayD01ed 

77a·exd1splay boxed 
7BO·exblack larg !fboo kstielf 
781-ex btacklarg erboo kshelf 

StudlO C entre.exdsplay boxed 
S1JverS2·nrnuntm a hog any boxed 
GoldR ef erence 10·Mgfor deta1ls 

912-exa.splay boxed 
914-exdlspl;ryboxed 

An a-exd1splay boxedmin1surroul'lds 
ESL63-au e 1t1 

11L ·nrmint boxed bitas ey e m aple 
Ayla-ex boxedprettylrttlecherry!\oorstander 

Jura-ex Cherry 
050-ex boack 

Studio Momtor -Ongmal vgc wth stands · surt valve amps 
SPl·e•r:JwfoundatJ On stands 

Prelude-exooxeo 
StudlO MomtOf · Ex !arg e stanamount 

Studio 1 ·vgc wooc1r1mst1transm1s.!11oo ltn e 
RTL2-ex black 

P aciflcP130-mmtntboxed hg htdlerryexcellent 
Tuners and Tape 

8000T-nrm1nt 
FM7 5-nrmmt s ilver.dig 1tal.pres ets boxed 

Ong tn al"M1SS10n tun er-vgc 
1 5-vgc.blacli: 

CR4E-vgc, black 
FM2 -ex jus1 b ack from QUAD 

FM4-nrminl grey 
RT02-exd1splay.boxed,s1�r 

MOS JE480 -ex. m1md1sc wt1h remote 
DTFM -gc, 1are . m atches A48m k3 etc 

Systems, cables and mi•cellaneout 
2200 system-ex.turntable tap e andtun er.incsp e<1 k ers 

1014·n ew tmlflt!fconneci 
1014-n ewSmlflterconn ect 

2041200f208 - 5 1 Sp e;iker �g e n ew b arg ain s ave over E 2001 
Evo k e-exdisplay 

8<1S1CSystem 2·nrmin1.boxed 

ITEMS TO SELL? 
CALL US IU!FOJl! YOU TRADE IN 

WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE 

COMMISSION SALES TOOi 

2ndhand hlfl Is part of hlflsound 
30b Larchfleld st, Darlington, Dl.3 7TE 

01325 241888 
or emall cholce@2ndhandhifi.co.uk 
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READER CLASSIFIED 
Welcome to Hi-Fi Choice Reader Classified, the UK's first and 
best free private ads service for second hand hi-fi. These pages are 
a must-read if you're thinking about buying used kit, and if you 
want to sell something it's definitely the place to be. It's free to 
place an advertisement - simply submit your ad of up to 30 words, 

FOR SALE 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2A 

speaker stands, lead filled, the 

best available, (£530) £280 

ovno. Mint and boxed. Andy 0115 

9126424 (Midlands). 

ARCAM A90 integrated amp 

(£850), Arcam Div2 phone board 

(£110) all boxed. Three months 

old but must sell. Accept offers 

around £850. 07795 180474 

(London). 

AVI BIGGATRON RED SPOT 

loud speakers in cherry, mint, 

boxed, £320. 01903 247779 

(Sussex). 

AUDIOQUEST interconnects. 2x 

Lapis (two pairs) 0.5m, £60 each. 

Python (one pair) 0.75m, £150. 

Hardly used, can be boxed, ex 

condition. Raymond 01900 

606650 (Cumbria) 

AVI S2000 preamp, £975, AVI 

S2000 CD player, £385. All 

purchased new, three years ago, 

mint, with boxes. Julian 07795 

671932 (Nuneaton). 

AUDIOLAB 8000T AM/FM 

tuner. Non-working and needs 

attention. Very good cosmetic 

condition. New cost £800, 

sensible offers only please. Steve 

07973 334623 (Solihull) 

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 

Discrete variable DAC Upsamples 

to 706K, SACD and DVD-A 

compatible, 18 months old, mint, 

(£6,000) £3,000. Ian 07941 

424322 (Warwickshire). 

AVI S200MP MC/ MM preamp 

£395. TAG Mclaren DAC20, as 

Below: Marantz CD63 Mk II Kl 

new, £495. Acoustat Spectra 11, 

electrostatic hybrids, £400. 

01363 83072 (Devon). 

B&W DM601 S3 loudspeakers, 

black ash, as new, boxed, £ 150. 

Atacama Nexus 6 stands, £40. 

QED original bi-wire cable, 2x5m, 

terminated, £25 or £200 for the 

lot. 07810 850118 (Wigan). 

B&W NAUTILUS 801, black 

ash. Mint condition, boxes 

available. Will demonstrate, 

£4,700 ono. Contact Donovan 

anytime 07930 396086 

(London) 

B&W SNT rear surround 

speakers, black ash veneer, 

bi-wire, 120w, 8 ohms, metal 

dome tweeter, bass/midrange 

Kevlar, as new, boxed, (£700) 

£3 50 four years warranty. 01782 

256087 (Staffs). 

CHORD DAC64 (latest model), 

mint, one year old, boxed with 

manual and cables (optical and 

Stereovox HDVX), £1,500. Bob, 

after 6pm please 01245 252015 

(Chelmsford, Essex). 

COINCIDENT SPEAKER 

Technology TRS-1 speaker cables. 

Three metre single pair. Good 

condition with original box. True 

reference class cable, 

Recommended Component 2004 

by www.high-endaudio.com, 

(US$1,495) £390 

07815 819318 or email 

saifulkassim@hotmail.com. 

CYRUS 781 bookshelf 

loudspeakers, rosewood, boxed, 

lovely condition and sound, £100. 

01751 430911 (York). 

remembering to include your name, phone number and home town 

or county. The simplest way to send your ad is via email - send to: 
dan.george@futurenet.co.uk. Or mail to: Reader Classified, 
Hi-Fi Choice, 99 Baker Street, London WlU &F.P. Please note 

that this service is open to private advertisers only. - · 

DALi EUPHONIA sub, centre 

and rears very good condition, in 

flight cases, in Alpi dark wood 

veneer, (£7,500) £3,000. What a 

bargain. 07734 054534 (Sussex). 

DALi PIANO AV set including 

Noble fronts, centre, rears and 

sub. All in aluminium. Very stylish 

set in good condition, (£2,800) 

£ 1,200 077 34 054534 (Sussex). 

DYNAUDIO BARGAINS Special 

25 (new) in masser birch, £2,000. 

Dynaudiol.4s (new), £1,000. 

Audience 82 (second user), £650. 

Also, new Audience 42s, £250 

and 52s, £400. Please call 

anytime 01732 741883 (Kent). 

ELECTROCOMPANIET fully 

balanced 4.7 preamp and 

120AWB dual mono power amp. 

Boxed, £1,800 ono. Kimber Select 

series 1120 balanced 

interconnects 0.5 and 0.75m, 

£150 and £200. Including 

carriage cases, both pristine 

condition. Craig 07990 898736 

(Shropshire). 

EXPOSURE XXV RC amplifier, 

£430. Castle Avon speakers 

(mahogany), includes Audioquest 

bi-wire and plugs, £250. Both 

excellent condition with original 

packaging (Can be demonstrated) 

Beverley, after 6pm 01482 

887409 (Hull) � 

BUYING TIPS 

WANTED 

A&R T21 tuner and A&R P60 

power amp, must both be in 

good condition. 01873 856499 

(Gwent). 

B&W HTM 2 centre speaker in 

red cherry finish. Alan 0121 742 

8351 (Birmingham). 

DENON AU320 MC 

transformer. 01942 

891741 (Wigan). 

MARANTZ CD63MKll Kl 

Signature, fully functioning, 

black, made in Japan and in 

excellent condition. Will pay 

reasonable price. 07974 274615 

(West Yorks). 

NVA DACON, junior. Alan 

01254 705589 (Lanes) 

PMC DBl speakers in oak. 

Arcam A200/300/CD93 etc or 

Den on AV3805/DVD-A 1IA11 

etc in black. 01962 764839 day 

or 023 80611519 eves. (Hants). 

ROTEL RCSOOO preamp and 

RB5000 power amp. 01942 

720220 (Cheshire). 

ROYD MINSTREL loudspeakers, 

any finish, but must be in perfect 

working order. Alternatively, a 

pair of new main driver units 

would be ideal. John 0161 439 

5122 (Stockport). 

Buying second-hand can be a great way to pick up a bargain. A formerly 

expensive second-hand component might well prove a better long-term 

bet than a brand-new product if the price is right. 

Do some research on which brands have a good service back-up, so if 

something does go wrong, you can get it fixed. Unless you purchase 

from a dealer, you're unlikely to get any warranty, so it's up to you to 

ensure the fitness of any gear that you buy. 

Usually, speakers should be less prone to breakdown than amps, and 

amps should be more reliable than CD players. But any abused 

component could be trouble - have a proper dem, and judge the seller 

as well as the goodsl 



[ 2nd Hand Hi-Fi & Home Cinema Buyer ] Private ads · 

FOR SALE 

CJ GALE 401 s mint, rebuilt, KRELL KAV300i integrated MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA 

E400 ono. Pioneer C90 and M90 amp, El,000 Copland CD player SACD player. 20th Anniversary 

pre/power reference amps, £400. CDA266, E650. Both with edition. Made November 2002, 

01942 720220 (Wigan). remote, boxed, hardly used, mint, all original packaging and 

HI-FI CHOICE No 171 (1997) excellent condition. 01494 ancillaries. One careful owner, 

to date plus a choice of other 439689 (Bucks) (E4,000) E2,900. Evenings 

mags (Hi-Fi News, Hi-Fi World) - LEAK STEREO 20, valve power 01525 635909 (Beds) 

the lot free if you collect. Or amp with Leak Varislope 2 Stereo MUSICAL FIDELITY X-LP 

otherwise buy individually, f2 preamp. Also Leak Stereo 30 Plus phono, E50. X-50 monoblocks, 

each plus p&p per copy, quantity amp. Sensible offers please. 020 E250. X-Pre, E75. All boxes, 

discounts, phone for more details. 8830 8003 (North London). manuals, very good condition. 

Evenings and Saturdays only LINN CLASSIK MOVIE DI Evenings 028 417 64088 (N 

please 01704 57832 (Southport). version, warranty until August Ireland). 

HD650/ 600 headphone cable 2009. Silver, boxed as new, NAO 3225 PE amp, NAD 4225 

upgrade for Sennheiser cans. Russ E 1,700 ono. Richy 07940 tuner, Philips CD 610 with 

Andrews two metre HCOl cable 450045 or email thmpsnric@aol. remote, Wharfedale Delta 30 

and three metre extension. corn (Newcastle). loudspeakers with stands and 

Excludes postage costs, (E265) LINN UNIDISK 1.1 black, 18 cables. 020 7503 7220 

£150. Stuart 01384 394441 months old, E5,500. Kisto system (London). 

(West Midlands). controller silver, E6,995. 020 NAIM NAIT 51 amp. Few hours 

JA MICHELL REFERENCE 8529 2261 (East London). use, boxed with two-year 

hydraulic transcription turntable, MAGNUM DYNALAB analogue guarantee, (£700) £550. Mick 

circa 1979. Serial number FM tuner. Mint condition, black. Jones 01782 785734 (Stoke On 

K798933 with SME 3009 series 020 7223 8589 (London) Trent). 

11 arm. Beautiful, original box, MARANTZ CD7300, gold, E210 NAIM NAIT 3 amp, very good 

E525 ovno. 01305 889664 or PIX Sony SACD. Marantz condition, can demo, E275 ono. 

(Dorset). CD67SE £99. Soundstyle XS l 00 Peter 07905 239941 (Guildford). 

KEF Q3 loudspeakers, boxed and four tier rack £125. QED Qunex 3 PHILIPS DVD963 SACD player 

in great condition, £150 plus cable E20. All boxed etc. 01766 (£400). Hi-Fi World says, "Creamy 

postage. 07976 054660 781211 (Wales) CD sound allied to super SACD 

(Reading). MISSION 78C and 78DS centre and DVD". Brand new, boxed, 

KEF Q35, Q95c and 60s and rear speakers, (E700) both £275. 020 8951 3178 (Middx) 

speakers. Good condition, boxed, for E250. Boxed, were only used PROAC RESPONSE 1 speakers 

sell as set, E350. Rei 050, El50. on three occasions. Amit 07957 (El,000) and Target stands, 

Rotel RA-972, (E550) E200. Alan 567141 (London) £375. Rei Stadium subwoofer, 

07841 715340 (Staffs) MUSICAL FIDELITY A 100 class £400. Cyrus pre/power, £400 

KEF 104/ 2 Reference speakers A integrated. Good condition, (MC). All one owner little used. 

complete with Kube (£2,300) boxed, manual, £125 ono. KEF Ql 01977 732562 (W Yorks) 

bargain at £465 or near offer. Uni-Q loudspeakers, dark apple QUAD 44/ 405 £250. Celestion 

01992 572098 (Epping). mint, boxed, manual, ElOO ono. SL6 E50 01732 741883 (Kent). 

KEF REFERENCE 1.2 new, Graham 01248 681514 eves. QUAD 63s brown, £500, very 

boxed, unwanted gift, £600 ono. (North Wales). good condition. 33 preamp with 

Audiolab 8000A, black excellent MUSICAL FIDELITY X-RAY V3 MM and MC boards, plus 405/2 

condition, E220 020 8678 6853 CD player, (£900) £600. Terry power amp £250. 01743 289240 

(South London). 020 8482 0363 (Enfield). (Shropshire). 

r-----------------------------------� 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR FREE ADVERTISEMENT 
To submit your advert to us instantly please email dan.george@futurenet.co.uk or alternatively, use the postal form 

below. Please limit ads to a maximum of 30 words, ensuring all details, model names etc are correctly stated. Kindly 

also include your telephone number and home town or county. We regret that we cannot take adverts over the phone. 

Name _____________ � Advertisement __________ _ 

Address ______ __ ___ __ _ 

Daytime telephone _________ _ 

Date ______________ _ 

Please insert my advert for: D l issue D 2 issues (tick as appropriate) 

PLEASE SEND YOUR ADVERTISEMENT TO: 

Reader Classified, Hi-Fi Choice, Future Publishing, 99 Baker Street, London Wl U 6FP. 
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RED ROSE MUSIC MS 

integrated valve amplifier, £6,000 

ono. Red Rose Music Rossette 2 

phono preamp, fl.300. Contact 

Max at lundchewse@yahoo.co.uk 

(Hampshire). 

ROKSAN KANDY Mk111 CD 

player. Complete in box with 

remote etc. Silver front, (£650) 

£350 ono. Clive 01628 666526 

(Slough). 

SME MODEL 10 turntable and 

SME series IV arm and VDH 

MCS 150 arm wire. Transfiguration 

spirit MC Mk3 cartridge set-up by 

SME, five months old. Ten hours 

use, seven months on warranty, 

£2,800. 01234 302769 

(Bedford) 

SME 3012, Garrard 401, Shure 

Vl5 II all in good working order, 

E300. Vinyl record collection, 

E200. Barrie 01564 776911 

(Solihull) 

SONY DVP-S7700 reference 

machine in gold. Multichannel 

component output. Matches SE 

series, a steal at £200 (£900) 

01903 523 268 (Sussex) 

SPENDOR PRELUDE large 

speakers. Excellent condition, with 

boxes. Bargain, £80. Graham 

01702 520063 (Essex). 

SPENDOR SP2/ 2 monitor 

speakers, walnut, mint, boxed, 

£275. Sony CDP-XE210 CD 

player, mint, boxed, £35. 01403 

2 55153 (West Sussex). 

SONUS FABER CONCERTO 

Home loudspeakers. 

with adjustable woodeb stands, 

beautiful, £650. 18 months old. 

Great condition for their age, 

fantastic sound. Please call 

07941 174804 (Berks) 

SONY CDP101 original flagship 

player complete with remote and 

handbook. Excellent condition, 

E70 01278 782622 (Somerset). 

SPEAKER CABLES and 

interconnects for sale. Chord QED, 

lxos, Cable Talk. All mint, bargain 

prices. 01491 612883 (Oxford). 

VPI TNT V E4,200 ono. High 

end silver cables, offers around 

£900. Koetsu - offers. Janette 

07788 881184 (7pm - 8pm 

Mon-Fri) (Clacton) 

WADIA KAI 84 stereo power 

amps, El25 each. Velleman K8011 

monoblocks, £130 each. Cirkit/ 

Maplin Mosfet monoblocks, £90 

each. 01344 454504 (Bracknell). 



LINN 

For Sale 

PERFORMANCE MULTI-CHANNEL 

MUSIC/HOME THEATRE SYSTEM 

containing four components, all 

virtually brand new, complete with 

original packaging & manufacturer's 

warranties: high-fidelity CD player, 

DVD (Audio & Video) player, SACD 

player and a comprehensive AV 

processor. A bargain at £2,995 

the lot. (Same price as the Linn 

UNIDISK SC player I've replaced 

them with). For more info/specs 

etc .. phone 0500 888909 and 

ask for lvor. I'm also open to offers 

for my rather attractive multi-shelf 

equipment rack. 

The New UNIDISK SC universal disc player with integrated surround sound processing and control. A complete pitch-accurate 

source and control component from the leaders in true-convergence technology. For more information or to arrange a demonstration 

e-mail helpline@linn.co.uk or call us on 0500 888909. www.linn.co.uk 
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